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Foreword

Long before the Civil Rights movement, before Brown vs. Topeka Board of 
Education, before the Harlem Renaissance, before Reconstruction, before 
the Civil War between the states, newspapers provided black people with 
a voice. The black press was the redeeming document of black America. 
This press educated an audience about social concerns and racist attitudes 
while fighting against incredible odds merely to survive. This press hoped 
to maintain an African American identity by revealing astonishing facts 
about minority life.

This press’s call to action came on March 16, 1827, in the same year 
that slavery was abolished in New York. Two Yankees, Rev. Samuel Cor-
nish and John Brown Russwurm, published a black newspaper in an un-lib-
erated America. In accordance with the racial attitudes and political climate 
of the period, it was called Freedom’s Journal, and it began a tradition in 
newspapers of focusing on the lives of African Americans in their churches 
and colleges, in the military and society, and of course in sports, with a 
focus on their struggles merely for recognition. These newspapers were, as 
one documentary described them, “Soldiers Without Swords.”

Soon after, in 1847, Frederick Douglass started a paper called the 
North Star, appropriately named after the beacon of freedom for those who 
traveled the Underground Railroad. Douglass surmised that the mission of 
his paper was “to attack slavery in all its forms and aspects; advocate Uni-
versal Emancipation; the moral and intellectual improvement of colored 
people; and to hasten the day of freedom to our three million enslaved fel-
low countrymen.”

Nine score since the first black publication, Brian Carroll explores 
the impact, importance, and overall necessity of a black voice in the sports 
community. Just as the editorial in the first edition of Freedom’s Journal 
stated, “We wish to plead our own cause. Too long have others spoken for 



us. Too long has the public been deceived by misrepresentation in things 
which concern us dearly,” Carroll shows how the black press represented 
blacks in their own words and images in its task to break down racial bar-
riers in sports and beyond.

Often the white press promoted the white athlete and his exploits, 
ignoring his equally talented black counterpart in similar sporting pursuits. 
Thus the bias in the white daily newspapers created a need for a vehicle of 
expression, articulation, and reporting on other professional sports, espe-
cially the national pastime—baseball. You will find in this scholarship, 
black sportswriters insisting that the black ballplayer was the equal of the 
white ballplayer.

Along with sports, it was not uncommon for the white press to ignore 
the charity events, births, funerals, and weddings of African Americans. 
Thus the need for a black newspaper was born to cover black sports and 
the community’s social news. Carroll documents how the black press ful-
filled its mission, and how it used involvement in and coverage of baseball 
to do it. As the number one team sport in the country, baseball became 
a galvanizing influence in the inner city. It was the common ground for 
a variety of discussions in barbershops, beauty salons, shoeshine parlors, 
pool halls, soul food restaurants, and nightclubs.

In Carroll’s work you will find references to the Atlanta Daily World, 
in 1932 the first successful black daily. Earlier, in 1909, P. Bernard Young, 
Sr., started the Norfolk Journal & Guide, and in publishing it avoided 
the sensationalism and “yellow journalism” prominent in many newspa-
pers at the time. Lacking the constitutional liberties of northern newspa-
pers, Young’s Journal & Guide was respected as a quality newspaper that 
emphasized accuracy.

In regard to baseball, the Pittsburgh Courier and the Chicago 
Defender arguably carried the most detailed information. The Defender, 
which billed itself as “The World’s Greatest Weekly,” focused on games and 
players from the Midwest, while the Courier tended to emphasize players 
and games played along the Eastern seaboard. During World War I, the 
Defender advocated the “The Great Migration” or field-to-factory move-
ment that relocated many baseball players from the South into northern 
cities from roughly 1915 to 1925.

The most widely circulated black newspaper, the Courier was espe-
cially visible during World War II with its “Double V” campaign that 
sought victory abroad and victory at home. The paper demanded a stop 
to lynching, segregation, and the disfranchisement of black soldiers. This 
campaign became the launch pad for the de-segregation of baseball, with 
themes such as, “They can stop bullets on the battlefield, but not baseballs 
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on the baseball field.” Demanding full citizenship rights in freedom’s fight 
was a challenge accepted by many black papers of the period.

Other noteworthy papers with great coverage of Negro league base-
ball included Indianapolis Freeman, Philadelphia Tribune, Baltimore Afro-
American, Kansas City Call, New York Age, and the New York Amsterdam 
News, located in Harlem, which became the mouthpiece for one of the 
largest African American communities in the country. This paper featured 
some of America’s most prominent African American personalities as col-
umnists: W.E.B. Du Bois, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., and Roy Wilkins. In 
Carroll’s work you will also read about editorials written by players, man-
agers and owners like the majestic Andrew “Rube” Foster, C.I. Taylor, and 
Cum Posey.

Carroll presents the Mount Rushmore of black writers from the 
socially retarded period of institutional racism that shaped American minds 
during the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s. Introducing us to Hall of Fame writer 
Sam Lacy of the Baltimore Afro-American, the dean of sportswriters, whose 
longevity in the field is unsurpassed. Discovering Frank “Fay” Young, of 
the Chicago Defender, the first full-time black sportswriter. Learning about 
the creative stylist Dr. W. Rollo Wilson (a.k.a. Franklin Penn) of the Pitts-
burgh Courier and the Philadelphia Tribune, a pharmacist by trade who 
was called by one writer the Red Smith of his day. And meeting Wendell 
Smith of the Pittsburgh Courier, the instigator and promoter of racial par-
ity on the baseball diamond and a man rightfully honored in the Writers’ 
Wing of the National Baseball Hall of Fame. Smith covered the equality 
field like grass seed.

Additionally, Carroll introduces you to the multi-talented Dan “Back 
Door Stuff” Burley, who wrote for the Defender, Amsterdam News, Jet 
and Ebony magazines, and Chester “Sez Ches” Washington of the Courier, 
the Defender, and later with the Los Angeles Wave and the Sentinel, whose 
articles were almost always upbeat, regardless of the hardships or attitudes 
of the day. So many writers and so many agendas! They are all here, so 
read, discover, and learn how the black press became the lever with which 
the doors to major league baseball were pried open to blacks, providing a 
start of equal opportunity in many walks of life across America.

 Larry Lester
 Co-founder of the Negro Leagues Museum in 

 Kansas City, and author of several books on 
 the Negro leagues, including, Baseball’s First 
 Colored World Series: The 1924 Meeting of 
 the Hilldale Giants and Kansas City Monarchs
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1

Introduction

Kansas City’s 18th Street and Vine section serves as a sort of counterpoint 
to Cooperstown, New York, the mythical home of the national pastime. 
At that intersection sits what was Kansas City’s “colored” YMCA, now 
decrepit but once a nexus of black community life on The Paseo. Inside 
the Y the Negro National was born, the first enduring Negro professional 
baseball league. More than 85 years since that founding in February 1920, 
the building is neither venerated nor visited, even though the Negro League 
Baseball Museum is just two blocks away. Waves of nostalgia don’t sweep 
aficionados in like the tides, as they do in Cooperstown. No one even mows 
the grass. Judging by the blighted building’s brick façade, most of the atten-
tion the old Y gets these days is of the destructive kind. Graffiti profanes 
its exterior, which is punctuated with plywood substituting for glass where 
windows once welcomed light. The Paseo Y’s neglect and dilapidation in 
many ways represents the segregated sport’s complex relationship to its 
past, and it is this past that this book explores.

The 18th-and-Vine street scene was so vastly different in 1920. Peeking 
into the lobby of the Streets Hotel, just a block from the Paseo Y, one would 
have seen well-dressed men in derby hats smoking big cigars and bantering 
in the lingo of baseball. The Streets hosted Negro baseball’s luminaries and 
black newspapermen who gathered in the “Paris of the Plains” to launch 
the first viable all-black baseball federation, the Negro National League. In 
uniting newspapermen and businessmen, the meetings forged a partnership 
that sought to use baseball to force the issue of integration, an objective that 
would not be accomplished until Jackie Robinson took the field as a mem-
ber of the Brooklyn Dodgers more than a quarter-century later.

In the first half of the twentieth century, during the “bleak decades of 
racial exclusion,” baseball joined banking, insurance, gambling, and print-
ing in the pantheon of important African American business enterprises.1 



2 When to Stop the Cheering?

Culturally, the sport provided one of the more important summertime dis-
tractions for black communities throughout the country. Games often were 
as much social events as athletic contests, particularly on Sundays, when 
churches would be sure to let out early so fans could get to the ballpark.2 
Ticket buyers wore their newest and finest to Sunday doubleheaders to see 
a style of play that rivaled anything major league baseball had to offer. 
Historian Neil Lanctot described opening games at Philadelphia’s Hilldale 
Park in 1920 as being marked by “band concerts and flag raising exercises” 
and attracting “beautifully gowned ladies and Philadelphia’s ‘professional 
men,’ the elite of black society.”3

Over and above providing diversion, black baseball became a rallying 
point for the communities that supported it, engendering pride and show-
casing and symbolizing black achievement. The sport created, in the words 
of Jules Tygiel, “a sphere of style and excitement that overlapped with 
the worlds of black business, politics, religion, and entertainment.”4 Prior 
to Robinson’s breakthrough in Brooklyn, baseball brought more blacks 
together on a regular basis than any other endeavor.5

On opening day in 1938, for example, the Kansas City Monarchs and 
their rivals, the Chicago American Giants, were greeted in Kansas City by a 
parade of 500 decorated cars, two marching bands, local law enforcement, 
and the renowned Monarch Booster Club, which included in its member-
ship black business, church, and fraternal organization leaders.6 Tickets to 
Monarchs games could be purchased at, among other establishments, the 
Monarch Billiard Parlor, Stark’s Newspaper Stand, the Panama Taxi Stand, 
and McCampbell’s and Hueston’s Drug stores. Pictures of Monarch play-
ers, advertisements for games, and footage of the opening day ceremonies 
were offered as part of the daily fare at the city’s Elbon and Lincoln movie 
theaters.7

Baseball’s leaders were the black communities’ business leaders. As an 
entrepreneur, “Race man,” and advocate for his people, Andrew “Rube” 
Foster, principal founder of the Negro National League, was also a promi-
nent Chicago businessman who dealt with discrimination by creating a 
vibrant, job-producing black institution.8 His success and the nobility of his 
aims were celebrated on his death, when 3,000 mourners attended funeral 
services for him in December 1930. Foster’s body lay in state, like a presi-
dent or prime minister, for three days.9

The drama of baseball’s re-integration offers an opportunity to exam-
ine the ways in which the issues of race, segregation, and civil rights were 
covered by the black press, as well as how they were not covered, and com-
pare them to coverage in the white mainstream press. Specifically, this book 
attempts to document the close, often conflicted relationship between the 



black press and black baseball beginning with the Negro National League 
in 1920 and finishing with the dissolution of the last league of substance, 
the Negro American, which faded from existence in the 1950s. Explored is 
the multidimensional relationship newspapers had with baseball, including 
their treatment of and relationships with baseball officials, team owners, 
players, and fans. Over time, these relationships changed, resulting in shifts 
in coverage that can be described as moving from brotherhood to paternal-
ism, then from paternalism to nostalgic tribute and even regret.

The nostalgia evidenced in the writings of the black sportswriters of 
the mid-1950s and later point to a process and a problem central to Ameri-
can culture, particularly in the racially charged 1950s and 1960s. To pre-
serve the flower—in this case the Negro leagues—would have been to limit 
the opportunities of blacks and to perpetuate disenfranchisement and sub-
ordination. Achieving larger societal goals of integration and equal opportu-
nity and access, however, came with the pain of watching the flower die on 
the vine, a pain not unlike that caused by the sacrifice of other once-vibrant 
black institutions, such as those in education and entertainment. This book 
seeks to chart, describe, and analyze this deliberate but wrenching sacrifice 
of Negro league baseball for those larger societal goals, a sacrifice that rep-
resents in many ways W. E. B. Du Bois’s notions of a double-consciousness, 
or the idea that blacks have to reconcile the desire for assimilation with the 
equal desire to preserve their distinctive African heritage and culture. This 
attempt at reconciliation produces what Du Bois called the “double life” 
that every American Negro of the twentieth century experienced.10

The black press of the 1920s through 1950s served many roles in 
American society. Called a “fighting press,” black newspapers campaigned 
for the integration of society, for equal access and opportunity, and for full 
participation in the democratic experiment. The black press also served as 
the black community’s voice and, by its expression, as a preservative of 
that community’s identity, or what one veteran of the black press called 
“negritude.”11 The newspapers imbued African Americans with a sense of 
purpose and destiny, functioning as an “instrument of social change, enter-
prise, artistic self-esteem, and racial solidarity,” wrote a historian of the 
black press.12 In fulfilling these roles the newspapers contributed to the 
development of a national black consciousness.13

Baseball coverage provides a convenient lens through which to exam-
ine these roles and their facets. In the arena of sport, all of the black press’s 
purposes and its plans to carry out those purposes are on microcosmic dis-
play. The Negro leagues populated an all-black professional baseball world 
that was a vital thread in the tapestry of northern, urban black life during 
the period under study.

Introduction 3



4 When to Stop the Cheering?

Specifically, this book seeks to explore and analyze the very con-
flicted, multidimensional relationship the press had with the Negro leagues, 
including its officials, team owners, players, and fans. When black papers 
such as the Pittsburgh Courier, Chicago Defender, Afro-American, New 
York Amsterdam News, and Indianapolis Ledger, the same newspapers 
that helped found the Negro leagues, began filling their sports pages with 
news of Jackie Robinson and his Brooklyn Dodgers beginning in 1947, lit-
tle room or resource remained to spend on Negro league teams. The once-
strong ties of brotherhood in the fight for equality and full access broke 
apart as the black newspapers neared their goal. The stance of the black 
papers towards the leagues became paternalistic and highly critical, and it 
remained highly critical through the 1940s. Only after the Negro leagues 
had largely faded in the 1950s did newspapermen show signs of nostal-
gia and, in a few instances, hints of regret, a posture that was perhaps the 
result of integration’s toll on the importance of the black press itself.

These transitions, from brotherhood to paternalism to grandfatherly 
nostalgic tribute, are examined, as are the costs of integration. American 
society claims allegiance to the ideals of integration and equal access, but 
often it fails to make an accounting of the social and economic costs to the 
black community of fulfilling these ideals. When viewed as a whole, the 
coverage dramatizes how one-sided integration has been for the most part. 
In the case of baseball, it benefited the white-owned major league teams at 
the expense of the black-owned, black-run Negro leagues. The expectation 
that blacks had to move into the mainstream was not challenged; the cost 
to the black community in terms of its own cultural institutions was not 
calculated or even considered.

The black community’s sacrifices meant a loss of control. When orga-
nized as the Negro leagues, black baseball controlled its own destiny and 
made its own rules. As members of an integrated baseball scene, black ball 
players had to play by someone else’s rules and always as a minority. This 
aspect of integrated baseball has changed little, in fact. Major league base-
ball did not hire a black field manager until 1975, when the Cleveland Indi-
ans tapped former playing great Frank Robinson. The Chicago Cubs, as just 
one example, did not hire its first black skipper (Don Baylor) until 1999. 
The Negro National boasted seven black owners, which is exactly seven 
more than the number of blacks who have owned major league teams.

There remain in contemporary baseball fewer opportunities for blacks 
off the field than there were at any point on the Negro leagues’ topsy-
turvy timeline, and the thoroughly segregated state of baseball for such a 
long period is a significant reason why. Segregation allowed for and even 
required institutional, economic, and political forces that had their stake 



almost exclusively in the black community. Paired with white interests in 
preserving and pursuing this thoroughly separate development, assimila-
tion and integration were structurally impossible.

A few disclaimers might aid the reader. First, the term Negro league 
is used in this book to refer to primarily but not exclusively to three fed-
erations of black teams—the Negro National League, the Negro American 
League, and the Eastern Colored League. These were the “big leagues” of 
black baseball, qualitatively and administratively different from the many 
semi-pro and amateur Negro leagues, such as the Negro Southern League 
and the Texas Oklahoma Louisiana League, among others. This scope also 
for the most part excludes the hundreds of independent and barnstorm-
ing black baseball teams, even though virtually all black teams, including 
Negro league teams of the first rank, extensively barnstormed in order to 
survive.14

Second, the term “integration” admittedly is problematic. For the sake 
of simplicity, in this paper it refers to a team or institution opening itself 
for membership by blacks. Obviously, true integration as a social ideal is 
a complex process, or what cultural critic Gerald Early has described as a 
“tangled loom.” One player obviously does not “integrate” a team, and one 
player cannot change the norms, policies, and practices of an institution.15

Finally, it is acknowledged that in writing history and in interpreting 
the past, an historian has to choose which facts seem most worthy of note 
and which, however important, can be omitted from the narrative. These 
choices inevitably include some measure of personal taste and, therefore, 
reflect to some degree the biases and experiences of the historian. The result 
can be a truth, or some truths, but not necessarily the truth, which perhaps 
no one can truly know. Two historians of the first rank can and often do 
arrive at very different explanations for the same event or pattern because, 
unlike physics or mathematics, history is in part the product of accidents and 
chance events, an unpredictable sequence of antecedent states and contin-
gencies. Any change in the sequence would have affected all that followed. 
Resisted, therefore, are explanations of causality; emphasized are descrip-
tions and documented events, people, transactions, and decisions. The truth 
we may never know, in other words, but history we will always have.
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Chapter One

The Origins of Black Baseball

Baseball’s history is America’s history, and this fusion is no small part of 
the sport’s revered status as the “national pastime,” however mythic that 
status has become. Black baseball’s history, typically treated as little more 
than a footnote in the sport’s larger narrative, can and perhaps should 
be considered as a chronicle of race relations in America, of “the strange 
career of Jim Crow,” as C. Vann Woodward put it.1 This shadowy histo-
ry’s timeline begins when federal troops were withdrawn from the South, 
which in 1877 was home to approximately 90 percent of America’s blacks. 
The exodus marked the end of Reconstruction and of the brief, post-war 
status of blacks as wards of the government. Systematic disenfranchise-
ment resulted throughout the South, pushing black community life to the 
margins of society.

It was in these margins that professional black baseball was born, a 
product of a racial ostracism that produced separate and unequal schools, 
churches, housing, jobs, and entertainments. Economic development and 
urbanization facilitated separation and segregation, as did an eagerness on 
the part of many Americans to sweep the “Race problem” under the carpet 
of American life. But segregation’s logic was predicated on notions of white 
sovereignty and superiority, a logic that athletes such as Joe Louis, Jesse 
Owens, Satchel Paige, and Jackie Robinson rendered patently ridiculous.

Another product of blacks’ minority political and social status—the 
black press—partnered with baseball to challenge the illogicality of rac-
ism. Black newspapers joined with black baseball to promote the sport 
even before the founding of the first Negro league of substance, the Negro 
National League in 1920. For decades this alternative press’s writers helped 
arrange games and schedules, adjudicate disputes, and, of course, drum up 
fan support. The histories of the black press and black baseball are inextri-
cably intertwined, sharing as they do so many of the same key figures. The 
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collaboration dates back at least to the League of Colored Base Ball Players, 
a short-lived federation begun in 1887.2 This early league originated with 
Walter S. Brown, a correspondent covering Pittsburgh for the Cleveland 
Gazette, a prominent black weekly in the late 1800s, making Brown one of 
the first to see a business opportunity in segregated baseball.3

Like white Americans, blacks in the United States have enjoyed 
baseball and its precursors during leisure time since before the Civil War. 
There is a record of all-black cricket clubs and town ball teams organizing 
as early as the 1850s.4 By the end of the Civil War, baseball had become 
popular among blacks in urban areas like New York and Philadelphia, as 
is evidenced by the proliferation of amateur and semi-professional teams in 
those cities. These early clubs were as much social clubs as athletic teams. 
There is record of Philadelphia’s Excelsiors, a leading all-black amateur 
club after the Civil War, playing a Long Island, New York, team in an ama-
teur baseball championship of sorts in October 1867.5

In the mid-1860s baseball was considered by some to be “the leading 
feature of the out-door sports of the United States,” a popularity propelled 
by the sport’s excitement and “wholesomeness,” as well as by “the relatively 
low cost incurred to equip and field a team.”6 An early historian of Amer-
ica’s recreations wrote in 1866 that baseball had “no debasing attributes 
and being worthy of the presence of the good and refined, it has everywhere 
been countenanced and encouraged by our best citizens; and, of the thou-
sands who gather at important matches, we have always noted with sincere 
gratification that the ladies constituted an honored proportion.”7

According to Sol White, perhaps black baseball’s first true historian, 
the first professional black baseball team played for the Argyle Hotel in 
Babylon, Long Island, in July 1885, or sixteen years after the formation of 
the first white professional team, the Cincinnati Red Stockings.8 The Argyle 
was a 350-room, whites-only resort built in 1882 that opened toward the 
end of the Northeast’s big resort era; it was never more than one-third full, 
and it shuttered for good in 1897. The resort’s ball team, organized by hotel 
employee Frank Thompson, played mostly white teams from elsewhere in 
greater New York to entertain the Argyle’s guests. The players were paid 
both to play and, during the off-season, to work at the resort, mostly as 
hotel waiters.9

According to one of baseball’s first historians, Albert G. Spalding, the 
first white professional baseball team was the Red Stockings of Cincinnati, 
which salaried all its players first in 1869. The Red Stockings went on “the 
first tour of a professional ball club in any direction” in 1869, winning all 
of their games on the tour and going 56–1 for the season.10 “The meteoric 
career of the Cincinnati Red Stockings,” Spalding wrote, “had wrought a 



very great change in public sentiment, and in the minds of players as well, 
regarding professionalism.” The public was forced to recognize that “pro-
fessionalism had come to stay,”11 he wrote. The National Association of 
Professional Base Ball Players—subsequently the National League—formed 
in New York on March 4, 1871, uniting professional teams in Boston, 
Brooklyn, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Cleveland.

The Argyle team entertained the hotel’s white, mostly affluent guests, 
who were led to believe with two deceptions that the players were Cuban 
rather than black. In 1885, Thompson changed the team name to Cuban 
Giants, while on the field the players began speaking a kind of gibberish 
designed to sound like Spanish, a charade aided by the fact that a few of the 
players had actually played in Cuba. (Throughout the history of the black 
leagues, players frequently traveled to play in Cuba, Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
and countries in Latin America, none of which had an ideology of white 
supremacy and, therefore, laws or norms producing any kind of strict seg-
regation. In fact, by 1855, all slaves in Latin America were free except for 
those in Cuba and Brazil.)

In addition to introducing overtly entertaining elements, the Cuban 
Giants pioneered many other business and promotional tactics that later 
would become common in black baseball, including year-round play. 
Thompson and the team’s manager, S. K. Govern, booked winter games 
in St. Augustine, Florida, at the Hotel Ponce de Leon, and throughout the 
Caribbean. A native of the Virgin Islands, Govern no doubt knew that base-
ball even by 1885 had become popular throughout the region.12 The Cuban 
Giants also introduced the idea of black teams playing all-white major 
league all-star teams. After winning forty consecutive games, the hotel team 
lost to the St. Louis Browns 9–3 in May 1886 during a stop in Trenton, 
New Jersey.

If “Cuban” in the new team name was part subterfuge, “Giants” was 
pure tribute. The white New York Giants were hugely popular and, more 
importantly, the club’s manager in the early 1900s, John McGraw, was 
considered a friend to the race for attempting to include black players on 
his teams.13 Because so many black teams used “Giants” in their names, it 
also became shorthand for black baseball and, therefore, a convenient, low-
cost marketing technique in an era without broadcast media. According to 
Negro leagues historian Larry Lester, if fans saw “Giants” on an announce-
ment, they would know it likely was a black team.14

The athletic and financial successes of the Cuban Giants fueled a 
boom in black baseball in New York, a boom that paralleled the prolifera-
tion of black newspapers in the city and the concentration of free blacks in 
urban areas. As the Cuban Giants’ popularity and following increased, the 
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team’s business plan became more sophisticated. One of the team’s owners, 
Walter Cook, a white Trenton, New Jersey, businessman, set salaries for 
players, for example, ranging from twelve dollars per week for infielders 
(plus expenses) to fifteen dollars for outfielders and eighteen dollars for 
pitchers and catchers.15 Setting salaries helped establish baseball as a legiti-
mate, respectable occupation within the black community, though the play-
ers worked other jobs, as well, to make ends meet.16

At the same time that professional baseball was emerging, company- 
and organization-sponsored teams were multiplying in increasingly popu-
lated urban black communities. Black porters, or redcaps, sponsored a team 
at Philadelphia’s Broad Street Station, for instance, as did black employees 
of the city’s Central Post Office, YMCA, and leading black newspaper, the 
Philadelphia Tribune.17 Historian John Betts explained part of this phe-
nomenon when he wrote that “no single agency gave a greater impulse to 
sport than the formalized athletic club of the metropolis.”18

Three New York City businessmen founded the New York Athletic 
Club in 1868, inaugurating “a new era in athletics,” and in the 1870s, sev-
eral more New York City clubs organized, including Staten Island, Manhat-
tan, American, and Pastime clubs. Similar groups formed in Chicago, New 
Orleans, and San Francisco. The 1880s saw clubs spring up in Philadelphia; 
Baltimore; Pittsburgh; Cincinnati; Cleveland; Detroit; Chicago; St. Louis; 
and Providence, Rhode Island, clubs that helped inspire neighborhood and 
institutional athletic societies, as well.

Several black professional teams followed the Cuban Giants’ lead, 
including the Pittsburgh Keystones, Cuban X-Giants (Mostly made up of 
former Cuban Giants), Norfolk Red Stockings, St. Louis Black Stockings, 
New York Gorhams, Boston Resolutes, Chicago Union Giants, and Lincoln 
Giants of Lincoln, Nebraska.19 Less than two years after the Cuban Giants 
organized, enough black teams were playing to attempt an all-black league, 
the League of Colored Base Ball Clubs, the first of many financially chal-
lenged and, therefore, short-lived segregated leagues.20 Prior to attempting 
league play, the teams had cobbled together mostly free-lance schedules 
made up of games versus any team that would play them. Contests were 
lined up with other black teams and white teams, alike.

Without the Cuban Giants, which refused to join, the new league 
opened its first season in New York in May 1887 with, according to Sport-
ing Life magazine, “a grand parade and a brass band concert.” 21 New 
York’s Gorhams beat Sol White’s Pittsburgh Keystones, 11–8, in front of 
1,200 paying fans. Though the league had teams representing New York, 
Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and Louis-
ville, it was forced to shut down just thirteen games into its inaugural season 



due to a lack of operating funds, the same reason cited for most black league 
and team failures throughout the history of black baseball. There were at 
least three other similarly unsuccessful attempts to organize black leagues 
prior to 1920.22

The Cuban Giants’ refusal to affiliate highlights another recurring 
theme in the history of black baseball. Already profitable and, therefore, in 
no need of federating, the Giants refused to pay the league fee for member-
ship, even though a stronger league could perhaps have better served the 
Giants’ long-term interests. With few exceptions throughout the sport’s seg-
regated history, teams acted in their own short-term interests, often to the 
detriment of the sport as a black-owned enterprise.

Like the teams’ cash flow, press coverage during this formative period 
proved difficult to generate. Historian Neil Lanctot found that black teams 
in the late 1800s and early 1900s were ignored by the white press, even 
while the same newspapers devoted significant amounts of coverage to 
white semi-professional clubs. The tendency of white newspapers to refer 
to black teams and players in derogatory ways also discouraged coverage 
by making it less likely that black teams would send information in to those 
newspapers—an example of what Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann has described 
as a spiral of silence.23

All-black teams were late in starting relative to white teams in part 
because of the end of Reconstruction and the subsequent proliferation of 
segregationist laws, policies, and practices. After a relatively brief period 
of integrated play in the mid-1800s, later in the century blacks were forced 
off teams and out of leagues, leaving white players and owners with estab-
lished teams and leagues all to themselves. Black and white players played 
together in the major leagues as late as 1884, when the color line was estab-
lished in professional baseball. While black teams were just getting started 
in New York City, Philadelphia, and elsewhere, major league baseball was 
winnowing its ranks of players of color.

By the end of the 19th century, as many as ninety percent of blacks 
lived in the South, which rapidly expanded Jim Crow laws intended to enact 
the white view “that Negroes should occupy a permanently inferior place 
in society,” wrote John Hope Franklin. “The experience of enacting these 
laws provided Southern whites with an opportunity to think through and 
formulate a position that they would not readily or willingly relinquish.”24

A bare-handed black catcher from Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, Moses Fleet-
wood Walker, represents both the beginning and end of the first era of inte-
gration at the major league level.25 Before enrolling in the University of 
Michigan’s law school, Walker was the first black to play at baseball’s high-
est level, suiting up in 1884 for the Toledo Blue Stockings of the American 
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Association. The American Association competed with the National League 
in the late 1880s before becoming the American League in 1900. Because 
many American Association team owners were brewers, National Leaguers 
referred to their rival league as the Beer Ball League.

More significantly, Walker also was the last black in major league 
baseball. He played only the one season for Toledo, seeing action in forty-
two games. His brother, Welday Walker, also played for the Blue Stockings 
that season, but got into only six games.26 The Walkers’ departure from 
the American Association initiated more than six decades of segregation 
for major league baseball, though white and black players, including Fleet-
wood Walker, played together at the minor league level for another five 
years.27

It is interesting to note that like others of his generation, Walker, a 
mulatto, gave up on democracy in America and instead advocated the emi-
gration of blacks to Africa, even where it would require forced emigration. 
Walker published, Our Home Colony: A Treatise on The Past, Present and 
Future of the Negro Race in America, in 1908, a forty-eight-page document 
that argued for emigration a full decade before Marcus Garvey, publisher 
of the Negro World, launched his “back-to-Africa” campaign. The same 
year as Walker’s publication, Fleet and his brother started a black national-
ist newspaper, The Equator.28

Of the approximately seventy black players in organized baseball 
between 1878 and 1889, only Walker and his brother played in the major 
leagues. Fleet Walker continued to play on mostly white teams at a high 
level of organized baseball until 1889, when he was cut by the Syracuse 
Stars of the International Association, the league Jackie Robinson would 
dominate in 1946 prior to joining the Dodgers for the 1947 season. As 
such, Fleet Walker also was the last black to play in a highly competitive, 
integrated league. It was not racism, or at least simply that. When he was 
released on August 23, 1889, Walker was hitting .216 and was ranked no 
better than twentieth defensively out of the league’s twenty-one catchers.

Mainstream newspapers responded to the disappearance of blacks 
from professional baseball with tribute rather than outrage, and they did 
not explore or anticipate the broader implications of the sport’s blanket 
segregation. At a time when the number of lynchings was on the rise, the 
national sporting publications, The Sporting News and The Sporting Life, 
offered little more than eulogies on baseball’s re-drawn segregation, though 
Sporting Life did publish a letter of protest sent in by Welday Walker.29 The 
former catcher argued in the letter that a player’s exclusion from the sport 
should result from “some broader cause” than skin color, reasons such as 
“want of ability, behavior, and intelligence.”30



Efforts to “cleanse” major league baseball date to the sport’s earliest 
attempts at organization. Professional baseball’s first structured, national 
organization—white or black—formed in 1867 as the National Associa-
tion of Baseball Players, and a clause in that organization’s constitution 
set segregation of the sport by specifying that no club applying for mem-
bership be “composed of persons of color.”31 When the league re-orga-
nized in 1871 as the National Association of Professional Baseball Players, 
the clause was left out and did not appear in written form again. Instead, 
white baseball owners adhered to what became known as the “Gentle-
man’s Agreement,” a verbal oath that barred black players until Robin-
son’s signing in 1945.32

The existence of such an unspoken, unwritten “color line” was noted 
by the press at least as far back as 1895. An article in Sporting Life in June 
of that year remarked that “nothing is ever said or written about drawing 
the color line in the [National] League. It appears to be generally understood 
that none but whites shall make up the League teams, and so it goes.”33 Sol 
White wrote in his 1907 history of black baseball that in “no other profes-
sion has the color line been drawn more rigidly than in base ball.”34

Though white baseball had no need for blacks, black baseball none-
theless depended upon whites. The precarious financial state of teams and 
leagues explains why participation in the various leagues by whites was 
common, as does white ownership of nearly all of the playing venues in the 
country throughout black professional baseball’s timeline. White business-
men often represented an important fiscal resource at a time when securing 
capital was difficult for minority-owned businesses. Just as black business-
men sought to capitalize on the black community’s love of baseball and 
the importance socially and culturally of the mostly weekend games, white 
businessmen, too, hoped to make money on the Negro leagues, sometimes 
by owning teams and, more often, by booking games, renting out ballparks, 
and selling concessions.

Lanctot described white interest in black baseball as having been 
driven “solely by profit,” by individuals with “little interest in the prog-
ress of black baseball or the welfare of its players.”35 This description is 
supported by the almost complete absence of blacks among the employees 
of the white promoters off the field, including the ranks of ballpark per-
sonnel. By 1906, white promoters controlled three of the four major black 
teams in the East: the Cuban X-Giants (E. B. Lamar), Philadelphia Giants 
(Walter Schlichter), and Original Cuban Giants (John Bright).36 The lone 
black-controlled team was the Brooklyn Royal Giants. Attempts to avoid 
white control included incorporating and selling stock, the latter a method 
employed by the Leland Giants (Chicago), Dayton (Ohio) Marcos, St. Louis 
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Giants, Winston-Salem (N.C.) Giants, Pittsburgh Giants, Baltimore Black 
Sox, Madison Stars (Philadelphia), and Louisville Giants.

P. L. Prattis, a long-time writer, editor, and executive with the Pitts-
burgh Courier described the limited fiscal options available to a segregated, 
impoverished segment of America: “Whites who represent the going cul-
ture, the culture that flows freely among themselves and other like peoples, 
have the money that counts,” he wrote.37 Since the black community was 
structurally and systematically deprived of investment capital, starting up 
any business, be it a baseball club or a newspaper, proved daunting. This 
same scarcity of capital justified for Prattis the newspapers’ willingness to 
accept advertising from, among other companies, the producers of skin 
whiteners and hair straighteners. “The Negro publisher, deprived of adver-
tising revenue from the sources which are open to the dailies, is often forced 
to take what he can get in order to continue in business,” Prattis wrote.38

Evidence of the fiscal reality faced by what was a segregated black 
business community can be found in the very beginnings of professional 
black baseball. Sol White, a star player in the late 1800s and one of black 
baseball’s first historians, turned to two white sportswriters in 1902, or six 
years after the “separate-but-equal Supreme Court decision in Plessy v. Fer-
guson, to form one of the earliest dominant black teams, the Philadelphia 
Giants. One of the two sportswriters, Walter “Slick” Schlichter, sports edi-
tor of the white Philadelphia Item, both managed the team and served as its 
press agent.39 Schlichter later became White’s publisher for the former play-
er’s history of early black baseball, Sol White’s Official Base Ball Guide. 
White’s history still is a key text, a valuable primary source that chronicles 
black baseball’s first twenty years and provides a personal memoir of one 
of the sport’s earliest players. Interestingly, after a lengthy playing career 
that finished in 1909, White went on to write for two black newspapers in 
New York City, the New York Age and the New York Amsterdam News.

Coincidentally, another white journalist, Robert Teamoh of the Bos-
ton Globe, launched a black league in Boston. Teamoh’s league played the 
1903 and 1904 seasons before being forced to shut down because of lack 
of money, adding it to an increasingly long list of short-lived black base-
ball federations.40 The league’s roster included the Medford Independents, 
Boston Royal Giants, Washingtons of Cambridge, Malden Riversides, and 
West Newton Athletics.41

Black baseball began routinely making the black newspapers’ front 
pages in 1901 when the black press began covering the Negro leagues in a 
fashion similar to how the mainstream press covered the major leagues.42 
In Chicago, a city one historian called “ideal” to examine when seeking to 
understand the sport’s dynamics as a black-owned, black-run enterprise, the 



key figures were Frank Leland and Andrew “Rube” Foster.43 The Chicago 
Leland Giants were one of the earliest black clubs to dominate a region 
and, as a result, they were the subject of blanket coverage by the Chicago 
Defender.44

Leland in many ways was perfectly suited for the role of spokes-
man for black baseball. He played for Washington, D.C.’s entry into the 
National League of Colored Base Ball Clubs in 1887, and nine years later 
he gave Chicago its first professional black team, the Unions. A member 
of the Republican Party, a Cook County commissioner, deputy sheriff, and 
successful businessman, Leland represented a new generation of black lead-
ership in the city’s South Side.45

According to historian Michael Lomax, Leland “marked the start of 
black entrepreneurs making concerted efforts to exploit Chicago’s grow-
ing black market.”46 He did this by organizing in 1898 a championship 
between his Giants and the Cuban X-Giants of New York City. The black 
“world series” sparked interest in the sport among black businessmen in 
Chicago and in New York, and a business that would become one of the 
largest for segregated northern blacks had formed. Some of this interest 
Leland probably did not want. John W. Patterson, who in 1899 organized 
the Columbia Giants in Chicago, dueled Leland’s Giants for local fan 
patronage into 1900, when Leland won the turf battle and the Columbia 
Giants shut down.

As a business venture, the Leland Giants present in microcosm much 
of what Chicago’s black business community was endeavoring in the early 
1900s to accomplish. Leland joined with two other black businessmen in 
incorporating the team in 1907. They included in the new corporation a 
summer resort, roller skating rink, and restaurant, with a goal of establish-
ing “a black professional league on a national scale.”47 Leland’s partners 
were postal officer and publisher Major Robert R. Jackson and an attorney, 
Beauregard F. Moseley, whose clients included the Olivet Baptist Church, 
home to Chicago’s largest black congregation.48

Like so many of black baseball’s elite, Moseley also was a journal-
ist. In the early 1890s he launched The Chicago Republic newspaper, a 
“lusty journalistic youngster,” according to another Chicago newspaper, 
the Broad Ax. Moseley published “fearlessly and successfully” until the 
paper’s closing in 1896, when he left journalism for “the more lucrative 
field of law.”49 Moseley’s daughter, Bertha Moseley, married Cary B. Lewis, 
a long-time black sportswriter with the Indianapolis Freeman, the Louis-
ville Courier Journal, and the Chicago Defender. Lewis served also as the 
Defender’s third managing editor and as the first secretary of the Negro 
National League.
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In an advertisement in Julius Taylor’s weekly, the Broad Ax, the 
Giants’ announcement of incorporation included an offer of stock options 
in order to generate capital to build a stadium at 69th Street and Halsted. 
One of the chief variables in determining the fiscal health of a black ball 
club was whether it owned or otherwise controlled a venue. Few did, leav-
ing most black teams in the position of negotiating with white teams and 
their owners or with the white booking agents that controlled many of the 
better parks in the Midwest and in the East. The advertisement presented a 
plea for racial solidarity and uplift: “Are You In Favor of The Race Owning 
and Operating This Immense And Well Paying Plant, Where More Than 
1,100 Persons Will Be Employed, between May and October each year, 
where you can come without fear and Enjoy The Life and Freedom of a 
citizen unmolested or annoyed?”50

Leland’s plans for a baseball-centric entertainment complex demonstrate 
the priorities of early twentieth-century enterprises walled in and walled off 
by segregation. These include the priorities of uplift, of establishing distinctly 
black institutions and entertainments, and of celebrating and projecting racial 
pride. Leland’s designs also point to the “world within a world” existence 
forced on a segregated black community. The Defender’s publisher, Robert 
Abbott, shared Leland’s vision, and it is this vision that explains much of the 
Defender’s early coverage of and involvement in baseball.

Coincident with Leland’s efforts in Chicago, a press-business partner-
ship in Indianapolis worked to develop baseball as a business, specifically 
the National Colored League of Professional Baseball Clubs. The Indianap-
olis partnership joined Elwood C. Knox, business manager of the Indianap-
olis Freeman newspaper and son of the paper’s publisher, with Ran Butler, 
owner of black baseball’s Indianapolis ABCs.51 Knox and two of his report-
ers, David Wyatt and Cary B. Lewis, made the Freeman a full partner in the 
baseball enterprise, much as the Defender positioned itself in Chicago. 52 As 
evidence, a photo in a 1907 issue of the Freeman united Knox, Rube Fos-
ter, ABC co-owner C. I. Taylor, and J. D. Howard, owner of another black 
newspaper, the Indianapolis Ledger. The photo’s cutline: “Four of the Most 
Interested Factors” in black baseball.53

Lewis’s is a name that appears many times in several capacities in 
black baseball’s history, most often as a baseball beat writer. He was one 
of the Freeman’s primary writers covering major news events. The paper’s 
page-one lead stories often carried his byline, which appeared alternately as 
Carey B. Lewis and Cary B. Lewis. David Wyatt also figures prominently 
early in black baseball history. A former player who competed with and 
against Rube Foster, Wyatt was the Freeman’s writer in Chicago and pri-
mary baseball reporter. Wyatt’s and Lewis’s base in Chicago explains in 



part why the Leland Giants got more coverage in the Freeman than the 
newspaper’s local team, the Indianapolis ABCs.

The Freeman published weekly updates on the proposed league and 
hosted the organization’s meetings in its Indianapolis offices. The news-
paper solicited inquiries of interest from businessmen with weekly notices 
in its pages, and it lobbied readers and business leaders for support for 
the new league.54 At the first meeting Lewis was elected secretary, setting 
another important precedent.55 He would be elected secretary of the first 
enduring black league, the Negro National, in 1920, as well. Knox and 
Butler jointly advocated a stock offering to raise money for the team, tak-
ing their roadshow to eight midwestern and southern baseball teams, but 
to no avail.56

The league failed to materialize, and in a June 1908 article, the Free-
man determined that success had eluded the league because “many of the 
towns mentioned were entirely out of place,” or in places that simply could 
not support and sustain a local team.57 The ABCs’ refusal to join likely 
doomed the league more than anything else, however. Indy’s most suc-
cessful black team could not abide by the league’s prohibition on Sunday 
games, which the league enacted to conform to local ordinances in place 
throughout the Midwest.58 The loss of Sunday games paired with the lack 
of night baseball would, in C. I. Taylor’s view, present daunting scheduling 
challenges.

Weakened by the failure of the National Colored League, Leland saw 
his influence on Chicago’s baseball scene wane, and his loss was Rube Fos-
ter’s gain. One of black baseball’s most celebrated pitchers, Foster began 
managing before his playing days ended. He quickly became one of the 
sport’s most successful, most feared managers and, with Leland’s downfall, 
he added “team owner” to his resume. Wherever he went, Foster quickly 
amassed a loyal and growing following, and almost without exception his 
supporters included writers and editors in the black press.

Coverage in a 1907 issue of the Freeman illustrates the press’s reflex 
to praise Foster whenever and wherever possible. In an age before mid-
dle relief pitchers and closers, Foster single-handedly pitched the Leland 
Giants to four wins in six games against a group of major league all-stars, 
according to the newspaper. Reporter Frederick North Storey gushed when 
describing Foster’s feats:

It ended Friday in victory for the Leland Giants, and so heavily have 
the colored population been realizing on their victory that it is said 
there has been a veritable famine in chicken and water melon on the 
South Side. As for Rube Foster, well, if it were in the power of the 
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colored people to honor him politically or to raise him to the station to 
which they believe he is entitled, Booker T. Washington would have to 
be content with second place. . . . Rube Foster was the whole thing, 
and, what is more, he knows it.59

The Freeman began turning its sports pages over to Foster himself 
with some regularity in 1910 when the Chicago magnate began his own 
campaign to start a national association of black baseball clubs. Proving 
again they could be counted on as partners with black baseball, the Free-
man’s publisher, George L. Knox and his son, Elwood C. Knox, put the 
paper’s full weight behind Foster’s efforts. In April, the Freeman published 
a special four-page supplement on baseball in support of Foster’s efforts, 
an extraordinary amount of coverage for the sport at a time of twelve- to 
fifteen-page news weeklies working with limited resources.

Called the “First Annual Base Ball and Sporting Number,” the pub-
lication was added to the paper’s regular sports coverage, which typically 
amounted to about a page.60 Justifying the extensive coverage, the news-
paper proclaimed its intention to “give the public the first creditable pub-
lication ever published by Afro-Americans in the interest of those who not 
only promote, manage, own and play the great national game, but for the 
enthusiastic fans and admirers of the race as well.”61

In the supplement’s lead story, Foster proclaimed “the time is now at 
hand when the formation of a colored leagues [sic] should receive much 
consideration. In fact I believe it is absolutely necessary.”62 Wyatt wrote 
in another article in the supplement that “too much credit cannot be given 
to this able journal for coming to the front in the interest of the great 
national game and the Negro who is struggling under adverse conditions 
for recognition. THE FREEMAN can well be classed as the savior of the 
Negro in a profession which is an honor to the country.”63 The Freeman’s 
self-praise was not unusual. Throughout black baseball’s history, news-
papers rarely passed up an opportunity to claim credit for any successful 
venture or to pass along criticism of any endeavor that failed.

The Freeman supplement is a remarkable artifact in its unquali-
fied support of the attempts to hatch the league. In addition to Foster 
and Wyatt, the supplement included Danville, Illinois, businessman J. M. 
Batchman, who wrote a lengthy story on how the league’s financial suc-
cess would benefit the race. Absent is any challenge to the status quo; the 
all-white major leagues are scarcely mentioned. Batchman argued that 
“accumulated wealth in Negro purses is the goal” and that baseball could 
accomplish it since the sport “commands more attention at present than 
any other pastime.”64



Despite the generous amounts of space and latitude the Freeman gave 
Foster, his and the paper’s campaigning and lobbying brought no direct 
results. The blueprint for a league uniting teams from the South and Mid-
west had been laid out, however, and the partnership between the Freeman 
and black baseball had been further cemented. Foster and the Freeman’s 
primary baseball writer, David Wyatt, wrote in concert on the issue for 
years, lobbying other team owners and mobilizing a fan base to support 
league competition. What would be good for Foster—a new league—also 
was deemed beneficial for the black community at large, including its news-
papers.

Foster left the Leland Giants in 1911 to form his own team, the Chi-
cago American Giants, and in the wake of Foster’s departure, his former 
partners cobbled together an alliance of Chicago’s black businessmen and 
community leaders to re-organize as the Leland Giant Booster Club. A 
portrait of partnership and collaboration in Chicago’s segregated business 
circles, the club included as its members Jesse Bolling, whose restaurant, 
the Burlington Buffet, served as the club’s meeting site; T. W. Allen, a city 
inspector; Robert Abbott, publisher of the Chicago Defender; and Julius F. 
Taylor, publisher of the Chicago Broad Ax.65

Developing a “race consciousness” and responding to the injustices 
of segregation were chief purposes of the black press of the 1920s.66 Com-
ing out of World War I the black community’s agenda was bold, with goals 
that included the integration of society, equal access and opportunity, and 
full participation in democracy. The segregation of soldiers by race and 
discrimination in promotions and assignments set the stage for a protest 
movement, especially in the context of such harsh living conditions for so 
many blacks in urban areas. In this so-called “black belt” between 1917 
and 1920, a racially motivated bombing or arson attack occurred every 
twenty days.67 The rhetoric, then, of protecting and extending democracy 
in Europe juxtaposed with inordinate numbers of blacks dying on the bat-
tlefield and suffering at home served to embitter large numbers of blacks 
and to make the poor living conditions at home less tolerable. Historian 
William Jordan put the desire for change in the context of disappointment 
with W. E. B. Du Bois’s call for accommodation during the war, equating 
that call to a betrayal in the minds of many black community leaders.68

The war brought together large numbers of blacks from different 
classes, geographies, and backgrounds in ways perhaps no other event 
could, and this helped to forge a group consciousness of sorts.69 Historian 
Charlotte O’Kelly wrote that the discriminatory wartime experiences and 
sacrifices made for the war effort served to plant the seeds for a “large-
scale social movement to carry forward the black cause.”70 For these same 
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reasons, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
became more active in the protest movement, an activism enabled in part 
by the passing of Booker T. Washington.

An advocate of self-help, Washington wielded great influence on 
black press editors, enlisting them to promote his version of accommoda-
tion with whites.71 He believed that hard work would be the salvation of 
the African American people, not protest, and he saw labor as the means 
through which African Americans could gain respect and acceptance. Such 
gradualism was predicated on faith in the paternalism of southern whites 
and on at least a tacit acceptance of white supremacy, a view with dimin-
ishing support in the early part of the century. According to O’Kelly, with 
Washington gone and his influence over newspapers removed, the NAACP 
could more closely ally with the black press.72

It is no coincidence that several significant black publishing concerns 
began at a time when black protest of segregation and of the poor work-
ing and living conditions it created, too, was gathering strength. The Kan-
sas City Call, for example, started up in 1919 to serve the growing black 
community in Kansas City, Mo. The Call was a pivotal leader in pushing 
for the integration of baseball.73 The Associated Negro Press also launched 
in 1919 and, unlike its many competitors, managed to foster cooperation 
among what were hyper-competitive papers.74

Also underpinning the expansion of the black press was the “Great 
Migration” of blacks from the rural South into the urban North and Mid-
west. Considering that before 1910, 90 percent of blacks lived in the South, 
the migration north was numerically staggering.75 In response to Jim Crow 
laws and policies in the South, which were part of a long-term deteriora-
tion of conditions for blacks in the South, nearly 800,000 southern blacks 
had migrated to the North and West by 1920, according to the Washing-
ton Colored American, while only 47,000 born in these regions went the 
other way and moved into the South. The 1920 census showed that for the 
first time more Americans lived in cities than in rural areas.76 In Chicago, 
for example, between 1910 and 1920 the black population swelled nearly 
150 percent to more than 109,000.77 These migrations helped produce 
ghettos, segregated cities within cities, which created housing shortages, 
overcrowded schools, and a scarcity of jobs.78 The population shifts also 
meant that black newspapers in northern cities inevitably grew in reach 
and power.

A more self-sufficient black community liberated its newspapers to 
some extent, supplanting white readers and advertising dollars from white-
owned businesses. The many new black institutions increasingly could 
advertise, putting into the newspaper pages new businesses, churches, 



schools, and fraternal organizations. According to O’Kelly, the Great 
Migration “gave rise to a black middle class dependent on their fellow 
blacks. The growth of a market among blacks was, of course, important for 
the establishment of independent black newspapers.” 79 For transplanted 
southern blacks, these institutions were alien. The concentrations of racially 
and ethnically defined groups in the big cities enabled the establishment of 
institutions impossible in the low-density populations that characterized 
the South.

The Great Migration coincided with World War I, which also 
fomented protest. Dissatisfaction with the U.S. government’s hypocritical 
treatment of blacks, who the government was not reluctant to send onto 
the battlefields of Europe, provided the ideological argument to comple-
ment the more practical demands for adequate housing, better work condi-
tions, and more equal protection and provision under the law. The black 
press, “the only medium in America by which the black leadership can 
send an unedited message to the masses,” in the words of one historian, 
gave voice to these demands.80 Historian E. Franklin Frazier credited black 
newspapers with exerting a great deal of influence on the attitudes of black 
readers at the time.81 After six decades building itself into a vital part of the 
developing black communities of America, these newspapers were ready to 
join and in some cases lead the protest. Another historian, Martin E. Dann, 
called the black press of the period the “focal point of every controversy 
and every concern of black people, representing as it did the strengths and 
reinforcements which united the black community.”82

In his study of the black press in the World War I era, Frederick Det-
weiler found black newspapers to be most concerned, at least in terms of fre-
quency of content, with racial conflict and injustices. This top priority was 
followed in order of importance by welfare efforts on behalf of blacks, the 
progress of specific race movements, such as the NAACP, and black crime.83

Activism by the press continued long after World War I, as a consumer 
campaign waged by the New York Amsterdam News in 1929 underlines. 
Promoted under the banner, “Don’t Buy Where You Can’t Work,” the cam-
paign sought to raise awareness of the prejudicial hiring practices of New 
York City merchants. Joined by the Chicago Whip and the Los Angeles 
Sentinel, among other black papers, the campaign succeeded in winning 
blacks jobs in previously all-white workforces, particularly in retail.84

Within this context of protest and social activism, it is logical that 
the black press would assert itself in the effort to force the integration of 
professional baseball, first by helping to create and sustain a Negro league 
and later as a principal voice of protest when the major leagues contin-
ued to resist integration. In this context, the black press naturally partnered 
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with black business leaders to found baseball leagues and to help fan public 
interest in their games.

The 1920s have been called the golden age for newspapers, for 
newspaper readership, and for sports and sports writing in general. Dur-
ing this time, one of the biggest beneficiaries of the migration, the Chicago 
Defender, became the country’s largest black weekly in terms of circula-
tion. Attorney Robert S. Abbott founded the paper in 1905 after failing 
to secure enough legal work in Chicago’s black community to succeed as 
a lawyer. Abbott drew up the plans for the Defender in his living room, 
referring to the newspaper in those plans as the “World’s Greatest Weekly 
Newspaper.”85

Active in many fraternal and business organizations, Abbott was a 
member of at least one baseball-centered civic organization, the Leland 
Giant Booster Club, which allied black businessmen in support of one 
another’s enterprises and, in particular, the Leland Giants baseball club. 
This membership explains in part why Abbott’s paper served as a chief pro-
moter of Chicago’s black baseball teams for so long and with such loyalty. 
As Chicago’s baseball teams expanded their influence by barnstorming, the 
Chicago Defender, too, looked nationally for profit and prestige.

By 1920 the Defender distributed more than two-thirds of its weekly 
issues outside of Chicago, primarily via Pullman porters, who were unof-
ficially the newspaper’s circulation agents. Chicago already was one of the 
nation’s busiest transportation hubs, with the Mississippi River and major 
rail lines converging in the city. This increasingly national influence and 
awareness among blacks would dramatically expand the impact of a cru-
sading black press, and it would carry news of the Chicago American Giants 
baseball team to communities throughout the United States. This awareness 
made it possible for the Giants to embark on extensive road trips and tours 
that pitted them against black teams and white all-star squads, alike.

By 1925 the Defender had a circulation of a quarter-million, which 
set a new standard for black newspapers. With a pass-around readership 
of between four and five people, the true number of readers perhaps num-
bered more than a million, explaining in part how the Defender could 
inspire and persuade so many blacks to leave the South as part of the Great 
Migration.86 As the Defender’s influence grew, so also did that of its allies 
and beneficiaries.

Baseball, too, benefited from larger social forces. During a decade in 
which people “knew more about athletes and entertainers than they did 
about politicians and world leaders,” baseball became an appealing busi-
ness opportunity.87 The popularity of sporting events stemmed in part from 
many post-World War I Americans’ desire to return to normalcy. Technology 



played a role, as well, as the advent and quick adoption of radio put baseball 
within ear’s reach of millions. Fans also could re-live the games in newspaper 
coverage written by prolific sportswriters such as Grantland Rice, Damon 
Runyon, and Heywood Broun.88

The Defender’s success provided a model for other black papers 
around the country and a precedent for heavy involvement in and promo-
tion of black professional baseball. Abbott looms large in the development 
of the black press both for the commercial success of the Defender and for 
the professional standards he set for newspapering in general. The Pitts-
burgh Courier, which in the late 1930s would supplant the Defender as 
the most widely read black newspaper, took its cues from the Defender in 
building a national circulation and distribution network and in establishing 
itself as an advocate for the black community.

The Courier was founded in 1910 by a group of businessmen led by 
Robert L. Vann. After overtaking the Defender in readership by the late 
1930s, the Courier remained at the top through the 1950s. In 1947, for 
example, the Courier was a $2 million business with a circulation estimated 
at 330,000. The paper operated twelve branch offices, published fourteen 
editions to cover the country, and employed 165 workers.89

The late 1930s and 1940s represented the heyday not only for the 
Courier, but for black newspapers in general. Circulation figures peaked, 
advertising revenues flowed as black businesses proliferated, and several 
important publications printed their first issues. During this decade the 
Negro Newspaper Publishers Association and Ebony and Jet magazines all 
were founded. Combined, these trends in black publishing gave “the Negro 
protest its widest currency . . . an orchestrated crescendo just before” the 
Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court ruling in 1954.90

Just as the Defender spearheaded protest during and after World 
War I, the Courier criticized the practices of the U.S. Armed Forces during 
World War II. The highest circulating black paper during the conflict, the 
Courier launched what became known as the “Double V” campaign, which 
advocated a fight for victory for blacks at home along with military success 
abroad. Beginning in the Courier’s February 7, 1942 edition and continuing 
weekly until 1943, the campaign demanded that African Americans serving 
in a war against fascism and racial discrimination abroad receive full citizen-
ship rights at home.91 Included in this campaign, for which the newspaper 
designed a special logo, were articles, editorials, letters, and drawings. Hun-
dreds of Double V clubs organized throughout the country as a result, which 
helped the Courier enlist other black newspapers into the campaign.92

The Double V scored many successes, but one of the more important 
tangible results came on July 26, 1948, when President Harry S Truman 
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signed executive order No. 9981 officially ending segregation and discrimi-
nation in the military.93 The black press, especially the Courier, had estab-
lished itself as an effective and powerful voice for reform and social justice. 
Simultaneous to the Double V was another Courier campaign to end dis-
crimination, the crusade to integrate major league baseball.94

Though civil rights as an issue had not been a priority for several 
years, the defeat of Nazism gave new strength to the movement. Fighting 
in segregated units, black soldiers had helped defeat fascism. At the end 
of the war, the question of black rights in America again became relevant. 
Opinion leaders asked via the black press how black soldiers could die on 
the battlefield but not be allowed to play centerfield on a major league ball 
field. Major league baseball had retreated from race as steadily and as com-
pletely as the rest of the nation during the first forty years of the twentieth 
century, but it was being called to account by black newspapers in New 
York City, Boston, Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Baltimore.95
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Chapter Two

“We Are The Ship . . . All Else 
The Sea”

The new Negro league’s numbers were modest at first but its ambitions 
were not. Less than a year after the race riots of the summer of 1919, on 
May 7, 1920, Rube Foster’s American Giants traveled four hours to India-
napolis to play C.I. Taylor’s ABCs. The Chicago team won the game 4–2 
in front of approximately 8,000 fans, and the Negro leagues were born. A 
Chicago Defender writer described the otherwise ordinary game as “the 
most important and far-reaching step ever negotiated by the baseball pro-
moters of our Race.” The writer, Dave Wyatt, a former black ballplayer 
himself, was not far from the truth.

How was 1920 and the group that assembled in Kansas City different 
from the many other years and numerous other groups who had previously 
attempted to form lasting black baseball leagues? The answer is complex, 
but it begins with one very large man: Andrew “Rube” Foster. The son of a 
Texas minister and one of black baseball’s all-time pitching and managing 
greats, Foster practically willed the league into existence by sheer force of 
personality and dogged determination. The motto he chose for the league, 
words he had painted on his office door, signaled the barrel-chested man’s 
big mission: “We are the ship. . . . All else the sea.” In partnering with 
other businessmen, black and white, and in enlisting key members of the 
black press, Foster assembled a group that was larger and in important 
ways more diverse than any previous founding coalition.

The time proved propitious, as well, at least for black baseball. White 
baseball in early 1920 was just learning of the Black Sox scandal that 
“fixed” the 1919 World Series.1 Following years of debate among black 
leaders over whether to fight for assimilation and integration or to pursue 
instead self-help, uplift, and success within the increasingly segregated cities 
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of the north, by 1915 consensus had emerged that separation was a fait 
accompli. It was time to advance the race by developing within the black 
community its own civic institutions, businesses, political organizations, 
and social agencies.

A blacks-only baseball league grew out of the greater structural and 
societal priorities. Less than a year before black baseball’s organizing meet-
ings in Kansas City, riots in Chicago made clear that the racial divisions 
and white hostility that created the black ghetto of the city’s South Side 
were hardening.2 On the Sunday after the worst of the riots, the pastor of 
Olivet Baptist Church declared from the pulpit that “we should hasten to 
build up our own marts and trades so we can give employment and help to 
provide against such a day as we are now experiencing.”3 The ghetto in the 
1920s could flower into a “black metropolis” only by turning inward.4

A leader in turning attentions away from integration to building from 
within was Robert Abbott, founder of the Chicago Defender. Not particu-
larly ideological in his views, Abbott saw power in closely allying to build 
up black businesses. It is not at all surprising, then, to find the Defender 
so sympathetic to the efforts in Kansas City to put black baseball on solid 
financial footing. The former attorney practiced what he preached from 
the pages of his newspaper, building the paper into a national success story. 
Begun in 1905 as a four-page publication, the Defender quickly became a 
galvanizing force in black communities nationally and, like Jesse Binga’s 
Binga State Bank, also in Chicago, one of the larger black businesses any-
where. Abbott was, in one historian’s description, a “model of Negro busi-
ness achievement and self-advancement.”5

The Defender’s success and black baseball’s best chance at stability 
were in part a result of the newspaper’s own self-fulfilling prophecy. A fierce 
advocate of black solidarity, Abbott used the Defender to aggressively pro-
mote and publicize the Great Migration of southern blacks northward. By 
1920, this “Great Northern Drive” had brought tens of thousands of blacks 
from throughout the South into Chicago.6 The newcomers needed jobs, 
diversions, and, most importantly to Abbott, a sense of race consciousness 
and racial pride that would some day set the stage for black nationalism 
and a more militant push for equal rights and equal access.

Abbott’s approach in his newspaper pages—simultaneously arguing 
for a race consciousness and solidarity while at the same time protesting 
the structures, policies, and practices that put blacks together in the first 
place—was the strategy of the founders of the Negro National League, as 
well. By being self-sufficient, the league could create jobs in the black com-
munity, build up black-owned businesses, and serve black-only clienteles. 
In building viable businesses and providing top quality play on the field, 



the league could challenge major league baseball’s exclusionary policies by 
its very existence.

In piecing together accounts of the founding meetings it is clear that 
in February 1920 six team owners and at least five sportswriters for the 
black press convened in the black section of Kansas City. Just two days 
in length, the series of meetings and social events ended more than two 
decades of false starts in black baseball ventures and ushered in an era of 
professional organization that would last more than a quarter-century, or 
until Jackie Robinson crashed through baseball’s color barrier in 1947. The 
portrait that emerges from black press coverage of the meetings is one of 
commercial vitality, entrepreneurial vigor, and a spirit of cooperation—all 
hallmarks of the black metropolis. In organizing baseball, this natural busi-
ness partnership produced a vibrant thread in the social and commercial 
life of urban blacks that previously has been only episodically researched.

At the center of those meetings was the larger-than-life Rube Foster, 
and based on several accounts, in the center was where Foster often found 
himself, where he felt he belonged. He quickly cultivated loyal followings 
wherever he went and in whatever ventures he pursued. By the early 1920s, 
many considered Foster the best known black in Chicago.7 Almost without 
exception his many supporters included members of the black press—pub-
lishers and writers who promoted him throughout his career. As one black 
baseball historian wrote, “The affection afforded the father of organized 
black baseball [Foster] demonstrated the importance of the sport and the 
Negro National League held for the African American community.”8 Effa 
Manley, the flamboyant, controversial co-owner of the Newark Eagles, 
described Foster in her memoirs as “one of the most revered names in 
Negro baseball history.”9

Black press support for Foster began during his playing days in Chi-
cago, when he acquired the nickname “Rube” by outpitching Philadelphia 
Athletics ace Rube Waddell.10 This support continued long after his swift fall 
and abrupt death just before Christmas 1930 with a campaign to enshrine 
him in the National Baseball Hall of Fame.11 When his Leland Giants swept 
the Indianapolis ABCs in 1907, Foster was described in the Indianapolis Free-
man, the ABCs’ hometown paper, as “one of the best pitchers in the coun-
try.” The article’s writer claimed that if Foster were white, he “would belong 
to the biggest league in America.”12 The Freeman’s coverage points to a prac-
tice common in sports coverage of the time, which was to compare top black 
stars with their white counterparts, and in so doing, it implied the insuffi-
ciency of merely rating first among peers in a segregated, separate world.

That the Freeman’s baseball writer was David Wyatt explains in part 
why the newspaper covering the hometown ABC’s would be so lavish in its 
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praise of the visiting manager. A Chicago-based sportswriter and the Free-
man’s chief baseball correspondent from 1907 until 1920, Wyatt played 
with Foster as a Chicago Union Giant and as a Cuban X-Giant before turn-
ing to journalism. He augmented his newspaper pay by also serving as the 
Leland Giants’ official scorer.13 (Such obvious conflicts of interest were 
at the time for black newspapers neither rare nor frowned upon.) “Only 
praise for the Giants was heard, with Foster, hardly surprising, coming in 
for the lion’s share,” Wyatt wrote, after a Giants victory over the ABCs in 
September 1907.14

Perhaps because of their shared background, Wyatt was unabashedly a 
Foster booster, a status made clear in the very public battle for control of the 
Leland Giants. The duel pitted Foster against Frank Leland and Major Rob-
ert R. Jackson, the latter a powerful businessman and politician in the black 
community and a frequent writer for the Chicago Defender.15 Wyatt prema-
turely described Jackson a “has-been who has out-lived his usefulness.”16 
The prominent Republican politician survived both Foster and Wyatt, 
becoming Negro National League president in 1937 at the age of 67.

Frustrated by having to share power, Foster left the Leland Giants in 
1911 to form his own team, the Chicago American Giants, which in its first 
year became front-page, column-one news in the six-year-old Defender. 
Foster’s profile and the Giants’ success on the field landed the team on the 
front pages with regularity. Rube Foster had “the confidence and respect of 
the press and fans. . . . No man in baseball has more influence,” accord-
ing to Cary B. Lewis, a sportswriter for the Defender who, prior to 1917, 
covered sports and national news for the Freeman.17

After just two years as owner and general manager of the American 
Giants, Foster had become, at least from the perspective of the Defender’s 
sports editor, the “world’s greatest black ballplayer, manager and owner.” If 
Chicago crowned Foster, wrote the editor, Fay Young, “the rest of the nation 
would follow.”18 Young, the longest serving sports editor during the Negro 
leagues’ history, proved to be one of Foster’s most ardent and public sup-
porters throughout American Giants’ owner’s life.19 Foster’s team, Young 
wrote, did “more to put Chicago on the baseball map than the three 1916 
major league teams in Chicago,” a reference to the National League Cubs, 
the American League White Sox, and the Federal League Chicago Whales.20 
After Foster’s death in 1930, Young assumed the role of chief protector of 
his memory and legacy, comparing all future baseball luminaries to Foster, 
or, more accurately, to Foster’s legacy as Young remembered it.

Foster turned also to the Freeman for support, and invariably he got 
it. In 1915 and 1916, Foster wrangled with another powerful team owner, 
the ABCs’ C. I. Taylor. As with Jackson, Foster would later turn to Taylor 



to launch the Negro National League, but for three months in 1915 the 
highly competitive pair traded accusations with abandon, writing broad-
sides and rebuttals in the Freeman’s and Defender’s sports pages on almost 
a weekly basis.

Sparking the feud was a midsummer series between the Giants and 
ABCs in Indianapolis. The five-game set was marred by several shoving 
matches and at least one bench-clearing melee. For Foster, the “disgrace-
ful series of games” was cause to write open letters to the Freeman and the 
Defender accusing Indianapolis police of striking one of his players with 
a gun, using racial epithets, and threatening to blow out Foster’s brains. 
Foster further charged Taylor with stealing players, calling him a “stool 
pigeon,” “a liar and a jackal,” “the Ingrate . . . of the lowest kind.” Tay-
lor’s own brothers refused to play for him, Foster wrote.21

The Freeman published Foster’s letters juxtaposed with a studio por-
trait of a dapper, almost regal Foster wearing a derby hat, tie, and tails, and 
smoking a victory cigar. The portrait’s caption proclaimed that the sharply 
dressed manager was “held high in the estimation of the base ball public all 
over the world by both white and colored,” an endorsement that no doubt 
added weight to Foster’s case against Taylor in the war for public opinion.

Foster’s “explanation” of the fight-marred series required approx-
imately one thousand words. Taylor’s response a week later, also in the 
Freeman, ran even longer, occupying all of the paper’s eighth page, the 
Freeman’s regular sports page.22 Taylor blasted the black papers for being 
“bamboozled” by Foster, for “deifying” him, and for being the means for 
one person to so malign the character of another. Foster’s diatribe was for 
Taylor grounds for a “libel suit in the Federal courts,” he wrote, plaintively 
asking the newspaper’s readers for at least some of the credit for building 
up black baseball.23

Taylor’s response gives an inkling of the frustration many must have 
felt watching Foster so easily, so magnetically attract attention. To his 
credit, Taylor, unlike Foster, used his lease on editorial space in the Freeman 
to also describe and discuss the state of black baseball in 1915. In catalog-
ing its ills, Taylor lobbied once again for cooperation, and he argued for 
organization as the cure for those ills. As evidence of his support, Taylor 
submitted a pair of letters he wrote to Foster prior to the magnates’ clash 
in August. Taylor’s letters, which the Freeman printed in their entirety, pro-
posed a league and endorsed Foster as that proposed league’s president.24

Later that year, another flurry of open letters from Foster and Tay-
lor was published by the Freeman, this round contesting the title of world 
champion. Each felt his team deserved the honor, so the two took turns 
stating their cases and criticizing the other’s organization. Each used his 
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hometown newspaper, Foster the Defender and Taylor the Freeman.25 Fos-
ter said he would not go “far enough to say that the Freeman and [Indi-
anapolis] Ledger are not reputable newspapers, or the sport writers [sic] 
of their papers, as probably they have wrote as they have been informed 
by the A.B.C. management.”26 But, Foster claimed that the Indianapolis 
newspapers had been “hoodwinked.” For his part, Taylor admonished the 
Defender for giving Foster “cheap notoriety” and for prematurely crown-
ing the American Giants as champions.

Foster actively sought space and support in the black press. In return, 
he awarded season passes to black sportswriters, allowed correspondents to 
travel with the team on road trips, and on at least one occasion presented a 
sportswriter—the Defender’s Fay Young—with the same championship belt 
given to the players of the American Giants.27 (Players on championship 
teams routinely got gold belt buckles in a ritual similar to the champion-
ship ring ceremonies for professional sports champions in the twenty-first 
century.)

Limited resources forced black newspapers to rely on press releases, 
box scores, and other information submitted by the teams, which were 
inconsistent at best in making the information available, particularly when 
on the road or after losses. Those organizations more opportunistic in feed-
ing the newspapers, like Foster’s Giants, not surprisingly enjoyed the most 
coverage. Following the 1917 season, for example, the managing editor of 
the Philadelphia Tribune, G. Grant Williams, praised Ed Bolden and his 
Hilldales for their “business-like methods,” the team’s use of publicity, and 
“for everything they have accomplished.”28

Like Leland, Foster, and Taylor, Hilldale owner Ed Bolden was among 
his community’s more active advocates. A member of several black frater-
nal organizations, including the Elks, Masons, and Shriners, Bolden also 
participated in the Citizen’s Republican Club, a local black business and 
professional group, and he frequently delivered speeches on race conscious-
ness. His perennial champion Hilldale baseball club donated to black 
causes, participated in charity events, and advertised heavily in the Tribune. 
In another similarity to Foster and Taylor, Bolden regularly sought to gen-
erate interest in his Hilldale team and to influence public opinion with first-
person accounts in his community’s weekly, the Tribune.

The wave of baseball leadership that followed Foster, Taylor, and 
Bolden learned from their predecessors. Cumberland Posey and Gus Green-
lee, to name two baseball barons and black businessmen of the 1930s, fre-
quently wrote first-person accounts in and opinion pieces for the Pittsburgh 
Courier and Chicago Defender.29 The son of one of Pittsburgh’s wealthiest 
blacks, Posey co-owned the Homestead Grays in Pittsburgh. He wrote the 



weekly column for the Courier, “The Sportive Realm,” a column that was 
also published by other black papers. That Posey’s father, also named Cum-
berland Posey, was once president of the Courier could explain the son’s 
access to and freedom in writing for the newspaper.30

The support the black press gave Foster, however, was in many 
respects unique. Upon taking baseball into the small towns and rural com-
munities throughout the Midwest, the “great” Foster was credited with 
“spreading the gospel of blackball.”31 His American Giants were praised 
by the Defender for setting the national stage for organized black base-
ball. To their credit, the American Giants logged 20,000 miles on a single 
barnstorming tour in 1916, traveling from Chicago to Omaha, Denver, Los 
Angeles, San Diego, and even Cuba. The Defender reported from every 
stop along the way to a growing national audience increasingly interested 
in sporting matters.32 Because the Defender was distributed throughout 
the Midwest and in the South and West by Pullman porters, Foster had 
help spreading the baseball “gospel” and in so doing extended his influence 
from his base of power in Chicago.33

The American Giants’ epic road trip in 1916 laid the groundwork 
for preliminary talks a year later on another attempt to organize a “col-
ored baseball league.” Several veterans of black baseball appeared ready 
to become charter members of the new league. These owners planned to 
exclude whites from every facet of their enterprise, from owning the play-
ing venues to booking the games to umpiring the action, according to David 
Wyatt, reporting in the Freeman.34 Wyatt wrote that

No white men are to have anything pertaining to a controlling inter-
est. The white man who now and has in the past secured grounds and 
induced some one in the role of the “good old Nigger” to gather a lot 
of athletes and then used circus methods to drag a bunch of our best 
citizens out only to undergo humiliation, with all kinds of indignities 
flaunted in their faces, while he sits back and grows rich off a percent-
age of the proceeds.35

This vision, of a baseball world inhabited only by black owners, players, 
umpires, scorekeepers, reporters, and writers, had been articulated by Fos-
ter and championed both by Foster and Wyatt since the latter had become a 
journalist in 1907.36 The vision also was an impossibility.

In summarizing the aims of the new colored league, Wyatt foreshad-
owed the stated ambitions of the Negro National League that formed three 
years later. Only when the black community is able to match the all-white 
major leagues in terms of quality, Wyatt wrote, “will the colored people be 
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able to acquire a standard that will give them a base or means of compari-
son in baseball, with the other race.”37 Both Wyatt and Foster believed that 
a product on the field equal or superior to major league baseball would 
force integration. Foster also believed integration would occur by adding 
an entire all-black team, and he had every intention of being the owner and 
manager of that all-black major league entry.38

After a very good 1917 season for the American Giants, Wyatt cred-
ited Foster with nothing less than saving black baseball through touring 
and by booking games with professional, semi-professional, industrial, and 
club teams throughout the Midwest. “We know it to be a fact that he was 
the meal ticket of practically every colored club making a bid for recogni-
tion for the season of 1917,” Wyatt wrote.39 As a booking agent with con-
nections in both white and black business worlds, including links to the 
Chicago Cubs and White Sox, Foster was indeed invaluable to the health 
of black baseball in Chicago and beyond. He hints at his own influence in 
a November 9, 1918 Chicago Defender, when he implores black fans to 
behave at ball games. Foster was trying to persuade the Chicago Cubs to 
agree to an exhibition game, which they eventually did, and as part of that 
campaign, Foster moved to clean up fan behavior. In addition to the pub-
lic plea, he announced that unruly fans would be banned from American 
Giants games.40

The difficulties barnstorming in 1916–1918 likely inspired Foster to 
again lobby for cooperation among owners toward the creation of a league, 
and again Foster turned to the black press as his primary channel of influ-
ence. His timing was good, not only because of conditions within the seg-
regated black ghetto but due to a perceived national need for diversion 
following the miseries of World War I. Americans were plunging themselves 
into sport and leisure.41 Sports programs initiated in army training camps 
helped engender “a more truly national appreciation of sport,” wrote one 
historian.42 Postwar prosperity and a shorter work week afforded Ameri-
cans with more leisure time for baseball, which saw its attendance figures 
pushed to record highs in 1919, the same season the sport would find its 
credibility threatened by the Black Sox scandal.

The war also revealed the appalling extent of America’s hypocrisy. 
Fighting for freedom in Europe in a war during which blacks served with 
distinction both as soldiers abroad and in factories at home, America did 
little to prevent a hardening of the racial divide on its own soil. Unrest 
uncoiled throughout the country in 1919 during a “Red Summer” that saw 
twenty-five race riots break out in many American cities. No city in Amer-
ica was more afflicted by “political trickery, chicanery and exploitation” 
than Chicago, wrote the NAACP’s secretary, Walter F. White. Implying 



that the patience of blacks was running out, White pointed to a new spirit 
aroused in the oppressed by the inequity of their wartime experiences and 
their difficulties at home.43

Black baseball benefited, as well, and black newspapers saw oppor-
tunity in the sport. Many expanded their sports coverage, which fanned 
support for and loyalty to the black teams. The newspapers “helped many 
a team to survive,” according to one historian, by serving a readership 
that could not find anything on their teams in the white dailies. 44 Black 
teams received no publicity for or notice of upcoming games in the white 
papers.45 In an age before radio or television, the black weeklies provided 
the vital link between the teams and their fans. In his autobiography, long-
time Negro league veteran Buck O’Neil wrote that he:

read about [black baseball] in the Chicago Defender or the Amsterdam 
News or the Pittsburgh Courier; my father subscribed to those weekly 
papers mostly so I could learn about the Negro baseball teams. When 
the mail arrived on Monday [most weeklies published on Saturday], 
all the kids were at my house, reading about Dick Lundy . . . or the 
legendary John Henry Lloyd.46

The three major white Detroit dailies of the period—the Detroit News, Free 
Press, and Times—sometimes published box scores of Detroit’s professional 
black team, the Stars, but the coverage was inconsistent at best.47 In fact, 
much of the history of the Stars is lost because only a few scattered issues of 
the black weekly Detroit Contender survive from the 1920s.

The teams were sources of pride, uplift, and solidarity for their com-
munities, and they united businessmen, community leaders, and a growing 
urban working class. An April 1918 letter from Ed Bolden to white booking 
agent Nat Strong, which was published in its entirety by the Tribune, hints 
at this solidarity. In the letter, Bolden rebuffs Strong’s attempts to domi-
nate black baseball and to intimidate its team owners: “The race people of 
Philadelphia and vicinity are proud to proclaim Hilldale the biggest thing in 
the baseball world owned, fostered and controlled by race men,” he wrote. 
“To affiliate ourselves with other than race men would be a mark against 
our name that could never be eradicated.”48

Baseball at this time was establishing itself as the nation’s game of 
preference, as its national pastime. Factors included expanding press cover-
age; a growing playground movement and increase in school athletic pro-
grams and park programs; growing interest among women, which signified 
the game’s propriety; popular songs and humor devoted to the sport; and 
the automobile. Movie houses began showing World Series films in 1916, 
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while the advent and mass adoption of the telegraph and electric score-
boards began keeping fans in America’s cities updated on game action.49

These many factors created in some respects the ideal time to form 
a black league. So, in an April 1919 issue of the Defender, Foster again 
pleaded his case for league organization. He urged other club owners to 
unite in “not allowing white men to own, manage, and do as they feel 
like doing in the semipro ranks with underhand methods.”50 Though Fos-
ter himself would court white partners, such as J. L. Wilkinson, owner of 
the Kansas City Monarchs, and John Schorling, owner of Schorling Park, 
where Foster’s Giants played home games, he crusaded in concert with 
Wyatt against what he described as the corruptive “white” influence. The 
insults mainly were directed at the white booking agents operating out of 
New York City and Philadelphia who controlled nearly all of the top play-
ing venues in the East. These promoters, led by Strong in New York and 
Eddie Gottlieb in Philadelphia, took home between five and ten percent of 
the gate for booking the games.51

Foster was relentless in his lobbying. Beginning in November 1919, 
then writing weekly in the Defender through January 1920, Foster explained 
in installments why a league was the only solution to the difficulties facing 
black baseball. If club owners wanted to stop players from jumping for even 
the smallest of salary increases, if they wanted to have any kind of bargaining 
power with the parks and stadiums they leased for their games, if they wanted 
to turn a profit, they would have to join him in organizing, he wrote.52

In addition to the space allotted him for his weekly column, “The Pit-
falls of Baseball,” the Defender provided editorial support in articles and 
columns by the newspaper’s own writers. The paper even published Foster’s 
business address so interested owners could contact him. Defender writer Ira 
Lewis wrote of the need for a segregated league that would make money and 
keep the capital within the black community.53 Lewis’s argument conformed 
to Robert Abbott’s belief in self-advancement and business achievement.

Abbott’s and Foster’s harmony on how to advance the race explains 
the abundance of space made available to Foster for his curious blend of 
opinion, history, advice, and political spin, as well as for the seemingly total 
editorial freedom Foster enjoyed in filling that space. First and foremost a 
businessman, Abbott was not doling out free newspaper pages, however. 
The Defender benefited in publishing the exclusives penned by Foster. Fos-
ter’s stature in baseball and in Chicago’s black community and the popu-
larity of Foster’s standard-setting American Giants added to the credibility 
and prestige of the Defender, as well.

Abbott’s newspaper was far from alone in positioning itself closely 
with black baseball’s elite. Courier publisher Robert L. Vann, too, allotted 



generous space to the sport in his new monthly magazine, The Competitor. 
Published in Pittsburgh to complement Vann’s weekly Pittsburgh Courier 
newspaper, the magazine offered a general interest mix of features and 
stories. Savage competition among magazines of the period made a 
startup’s success unlikely, however, and The Competitor published for only 
two years.54 During its brief run, however, The Competitor supported black 
baseball with almost evangelical fervor, turning its pages over to magnates 
such as Taylor and Foster in roughly half of its issues.

The February 1920 Competitor coincided with the Negro National’s 
organizing meetings in Kansas City, which gave C. I. Taylor the opportu-
nity to set the stage for the meetings by arguing for baseball’s organization. 
Cooperating was the “intelligent beginning of all things,” he wrote.55 By 
collaborating, the owners could create a showcase for the accomplishment 
of the race, and “the sooner we as a race recognize this fact, the quicker 
will we be acknowledged by other people; and the greater will be our 
strides in the game of life,” Taylor wrote.56 In the lengthy, four-page article, 
Taylor used economics to bolster in his argument, a tactic which Abbott, 
Vann, and Foster also frequently employed. Taylor estimated that had his 
team, the Indianapolis ABCs, been white instead of black, he could have 
sold it for $100,000. As a black team, it did not “net me a single penny,” 
he wrote.57

Six team owners answered the call, booking rooms at the Streets 
Hotel in Kansas City for a series of meetings in February 1920. A first-rate 
hotel catering to the black community, the Streets hosted at least a dozen 
dignitaries for the meetings, which were held two blocks away at The Paseo 
Street YMCA.58 In addition to Foster, the ownership group included the 
ABCs’ C. I. Taylor, Detroit’s John “Tenny” Blount, Joe Green of the Chi-
cago Giants, Lorenzo Cobb of the St. Louis Giants, and J. L. Wilkinson of 
the Kansas City Monarchs, who was repeatedly (and erroneously) identi-
fied in the Defender as J. W. Wilkerson. Not represented, at least according 
to newspaper coverage of the meetings, were the Dayton (Ohio) Marcos, 
which were owned by John Matthews.

Cobb was the St. Louis Giants’ secretary, a position he would later 
hold with the ABCs and with Cleveland Hornets, as well, and he, too, fre-
quently wrote columns for the black newspapers. (The Giants were owned 
by Charles Mills.) Cobb also served as a league official in various capacities 
from 1920 through 1934, and he was secretary of the Southern League in 
the 1930s. Other journalists known to have attended and participated were 
David Wyatt of the Freeman (though by June he would be writing for the 
Defender); Elwood C. Knox, business manager of the Freeman and son of 
its publisher; Cary B. Lewis of the Defender; Q. J. Gilmore, who wrote for 
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the Kansas City Call and was secretary to the Monarchs; and J. D. Howard 
and Arthur D. Williams of the Indianapolis Ledger.59 During the first day 
of meetings, Lewis was elected secretary of the new league, a development 
the Defender trumpeted in its sports pages.60 The subhead for the Lewis 
article was “Sporting Editor of Defender Elected Secretary,” and the only 
photo that ran with the story was Lewis’s head shot. Lewis also had been 
elected secretary of the failed league in 1907. Arthur D.Williams was later 
elected secretary of the Eastern Colored League.

Further underlining the collaboration of newspapermen and baseball’s 
businessmen, writers from the St. Louis Argus and Kansas City Call served 
as the founding meetings’ official hosts.61 The Monarchs’ Wilkinson hosted a 
ten-course dinner one night, according to items in the Defender’s social pages, 
while the Call’s and Monarchs’ Q. J. Gilmore hosted a banquet and smoker 
the following night.62 Speakers during the evenings’ entertainment, in addi-
tion to Foster, included the Defender’s Lewis and the Freeman’s Wyatt.63

Perhaps most significantly from the perspective of press involvement, 
it was the sportswriters who drafted the league’s constitution and bylaws. 
Effa Manley, co-founder and co-owner with her husband, Abe Manley, 
of the Newark Eagles, credited Lewis and Wyatt, as well as attorney Eli-
sha Scott of Topeka, Kansas, with drafting the league constitution.64 The 
Defender recognized four for writing the organizing documents: Lewis, 
Wyatt, Scott, and Knox. The paper reported that the four “were up all Fri-
day night and part of Saturday morning framing the baseball ‘bill of rights’ 
to guide the destiny of the future league.”65 According to one veteran of the 
black press, the owners perhaps felt comfortable yielding so much responsi-
bility to the sportswriters because the magnates had such an abiding respect 
for blacks who proved competent and intelligent wordsmiths.66

The journalists also determined club rosters and the structure of the 
league, roles difficult to imagine with twenty-first century notions of jour-
nalistic ethics and the big business environment of contemporary sports in 
mind. The managers and owners had little input, at least according to the 
Defender, which reported that “the newspapermen had the day at the meet-
ing. . . . No manager had aught to say about players. They were selected 
on account of their RELATIVE STRENGTH to each team. The newspaper 
men will form an arbitration board to settle all disputes and act as public-
ity agents for games.”67 (There is no evidence of such a board ever meeting 
to arbitrate.) Foster’s own accounts of player selections, as recorded by his 
biographers, offer a quite different view, one that not surprisingly has Fos-
ter functioning as league architect and mastermind.68

According to the Defender’s reports, which mostly came from Cary 
B. Lewis, Foster stated the aim and purpose of the meetings, then stepped 



aside and allowed “the newspaper men” to “decide all questions,” including 
player selection, league structure, rules and bylaws, and a schedule for orga-
nizing. According to Lewis’s account, this delegation of authority by Foster 
to the sportswriters was quickly assented to by Taylor and Blount.69 Despite 
the Defender’s claims on much of the credit, plenty still remained for Foster. 
Reporting on the meetings from Kansas City, the Freeman’s Wyatt called 
Foster “the Moses to lead the baseball children out of wilderness.”70

The new league would need credibility and propriety, and the news-
papers obliged. When the league’s founding owners were announced, the 
Defender described Detroit’s John “Tenny” Blount as a “typical” black 
businessman. The article described him, while erroneously spelling his name 
as “Blunt,” as “one of the most popular and best liked sporting men in the 
country. Mr. Blunt is well known from coast to coast, having been manager 
of the famous Keystone Hotel and buffet of Chicago.”71 What the article 
omitted was that Blount, like many black baseball club owners during the 
century’s first half, ran rackets in gambling and prostitution. Even a year 
later, a column by Fay Young about Blount described the way he ran his 
businesses as an “example for all managers to follow.” Young did not name 
any of Blount’s illicit businesses.72 Other than his vocations, very little is 
known about Blount. At the time of the league’s founding he was a man in 
his thirties with “an unremarkable past,” according to one historian.73

Association with gambling and rackets was among the black leagues’ 
thornier issues, dependent as these leagues were on successful black business-
men. Numbers games were simple, typically inexpensive amusements in which 
a bettor put down a penny or nickel on a specific three-digit number. Win-
ning numbers were announced in the Defender, appearing in cartoons and in 
columns. The “Old Dan the Numbers Man” cartoon, for example, was used 
by Abbott’s paper to announce winners in the early and mid-1920s.

Gambling kingpins who also owned black baseball teams included 
Gus Greenlee of the Pittsburgh Crawfords, Cum Posey and Rufus “Sonny-
man” Jackson of the Homestead Grays, also in Pittsburgh, Abe Manley of 
the Newark Stars and later, of the Newark Eagles, Robert A. Cole of the 
Chicago American Giants, Ed Semler of the New York Black Yankees, Ed 
Bolden of the Philadelphia Stars, Tom Wilson of the Nashville and Balti-
more Elite Giants, and Alex Pompez of the New York Cubans. These men 
virtually dominated the Negro leagues during the 1930s, when as a group 
they made a big move into professional sports. Greenlee led this pack. In 
the 1920s, however, only Blount, the Cubans’ Pompez, and Philadelphia 
promoter Ed Gottlieb were involved in numbers games and gambling.74

Since Blount’s precise ownership stake in the Stars and role in running 
the team are unknown, it is possible Rube Foster had a controlling interest 
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in the team and merely installed Blount as his agent. This would explain 
why Foster stocked the Stars with his own players, a move Foster publicly 
described as an effort to help the Stars become competitive and the league 
achieve parity.75 The press also helped the new league by pledging to place 
correspondents in every city in the new league in order to report and pro-
mote its “comings and goings.”76

Vann’s monthly magazine, The Competitor, trumpeted the league’s for-
mation a month after the meetings. Included in the magazine’s coverage was 
a two-page feature on the reconciliation of Foster and Taylor for the good 
of the sport. Foster, in particular, deserved readers’ respect, according to the 
magazine, because of the sacrifice he was making by linking his profitable 
American Giants with several weaker teams. After all, Cary B. Lewis wrote, 
Foster “controlled the situation pretty much not only in Chicago, where 
baseball is the fourth meal of the day, but in the Middle West,” as well.77

In the article Lewis presented the magnates’ plans as a model for 
other black-owned business cooperatives. “The workings of this league will 
be watched with more than passing interest by everyone,” he wrote. “If it 
is successful, as we all hope, look for a further merging of colored business 
interests on a national scale.”78 In putting a premium on the league’s finan-
cial success, Lewis turned up the pressure on the athletes. Unstinting loyalty 
and “100 per cent effort will be required of them on and off the field,” 
he wrote, arguing that gentlemanly conduct was every bit as important as 
athletic competition in making the new league a success. This notion of 
propriety in all spheres of life, not just in the competition on the field, was 
emphasized by sportswriters throughout the history of the black leagues, 
realizing as the writers did that mainstream society might be watching.

In the April 1920 issue of The Competitor, Dave Wyatt also filled 
two pages. His team-by-team preview of the season introduced readers to 
each of the team owners by providing short biographies.79 This business-
owner-as-hero model marks a sharp contrast to sportswriting common in 
the mainstream or white press of the period. Writers such as Grantland 
Rice and Jimmy Cannon helped usher in the era of the “Big Event” and the 
“Famous Sports Hero,” an era that coincided with the celebration of black 
baseball’s businessmen in the pages of the black press.80 In the mainstream 
press, the athlete often provided the focus; Babe Ruth, boxer Jack Dempsey, 
and golfer Bobby Jones are prime examples. They were among mainstream 
society’s heroes, and their chroniclers, therefore, have been described as 
“myth makers.” For the big city dailies, these “heroes” made the 1920s a 
“Golden Age for sport.”81

Had baseball card collecting been popular in the 1920s, fans of the 
nascent Negro leagues likely would have coveted the cards of Foster, Taylor, 



and Bolden. Because these men were team owners and not players, the backs 
of the cards would have presented lists of businesses owned and positions 
held in the local black church and in business and social federations like 
the Persian Temple of Mystic Shriners. There would have been no baseball 
cards of the players, who were considered mere employees. Players would 
not supplant owners as heroes to and role models for the black community 
until the mid-1930s.82

The black press model does, however, bear a striking and provocative 
resemblance to fifth century b.c. epinician poetry, particularly to Pindar’s 
Olympian odes. Pindar and his contemporaries praised the owners of the 
chariots but never their drivers. Even the horses got more poetic attention 
than the “athletes” of the period. These poets, according to one classical 
poetry scholar, “read into the poetic record the great power and wealth of 
their patrons, but they seek to do so while implying that their patrons do 
not pursue the wealth for its own sake.” The criteria and context for heroic 
action were similar for the black press in the first half of the 1920s, which 
portrayed the owners as patrons uninterested in their own gain but instead 
in the uplift of the entire black community.83

Uncritical support of the owners continued in the Competitor’s July 
issue in the form of an energetic attack on other Midwest black newspapers 
for failing to give their full support to the new league. “It is almost incon-
ceivable and unbelievable that an effort to promote the colored baseball 
league would awaken only half-hearted interest and support from the col-
ored press,” read the article, which, interestingly, carried no byline.84 It is 
possible that one of the team owners wrote the piece, which might explain 
the absence of a byline, and the leading candidate is, of course, Foster. He is 
described in the article as “that indomitable leader.”85 The Competitor arti-
cle also noted the “wonderful progress” made by the league three months 
into its first season.

The Great Migration so aggressively promoted by the Defender was 
perhaps the biggest difference between the prior, unsuccessful attempts to 
start a league and Foster’s organization in 1920. The migration of southern 
blacks after World War I produced the population densities necessary to fill 
the stands of ballparks hosting Negro league games, ballparks that almost 
always belonged to white businessmen. By 1910, African American com-
munities were thriving in Chicago (44,000 blacks), New York (92,000), 
and Philadelphia (85,000). Philadelphia’s black population multiplied fifty-
nine percent between 1910 and 1920 to 134,229, while in Chicago during 
the same period the jump was nearly 150 percent, to more than 109,000 
blacks.86 In total, one and a half million left the South and headed for 
northern cities between 1910 and 1930.87
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These population shifts fueled the establishment of separate busi-
nesses, including banks and newspapers, hospitals and funeral homes, 
hotels and restaurants, ballparks and theaters. By 1906 in Philadelphia, for 
example, there were nine professional black baseball teams operating within 
one hundred miles of the city.88 The rapid growth provided unprecedented 
business opportunities, such as Philadelphia’s Hotel Dale, Dunbar Theater, 
and the Brown and Stevens Bank, all black-owned. In Chicago, South Sid-
ers started the Binga State Bank, the first black-owned and black-operated 
state bank in the country, as well as the prestigious Appomattox Club, and 
Grand Hotel. And in Washington, D.C., the Old Rose Social Club, Little 
Harlem Café, and Café De Luxe served a black clientele in neighborhoods 
near Griffith Stadium.

Chicago was becoming, in one historian’s words, a “Mecca of Negro 
business enterprise.” In addition to Jesse Binga’s bank, the Douglass 
National Bank, Liberty National Insurance Co., and the Arcade Build-
ing opened up for business during this period.89 Robert S. Abbott, the 
Defender’s publisher, was a stockholder and director on the board of the 
Binga State Bank, and he served with Binga in several associations and 
clubs. Abbott’s newspaper celebrated the bank as a commercial center by 
and for black Chicagoans, which for the paper signaled a new era for 
black businesses.90

Foster, too, associated with several different businessmen in a range 
of ventures. In addition to running the American Giants and the agency 
that booked all of the Negro National League’s games, Foster managed 
Schorling Park, owned by Charles Comiskey’s son-in-law, John Schorling, 
and he co-owned the American Giants Garage, “South Side’s Finest Public 
Garage” and a regular advertiser in the Defender.91 Foster also owned the 
lease to Detroit’s Mack Park, home to the Detroit Stars for most of that 
team’s league membership, which is another indication that Blount was in 
reality Foster’s lieutenant, not principal owner of the Stars.

Three months after the founding meetings, the league opened its inau-
gural season, when Taylor’s ABCs beat Foster’s visiting American Giants 
4–2.92 It was a very good start. Decades later, Effa Manley wrote in her 
biography that that first game marked Negro baseball “coming into its 
own” as a black-owned, black-run industry.93 In June, a game at Chicago’s 
Schorling Park between the American Giants and the New York Cubans 
pulled more than ten thousand people in through the turnstiles. The Ameri-
can Giants went on to shatter attendance marks at several parks, including 
Kansas City’s American Association Park and Detroit’s Navin Field. For the 
season, about one third of the league’s total attendance saw its games at 
Schorling Park, pointing to the phenomenal success of the Giants, Foster’s 



control over the scheduling, and the relative weakness of the rest of the 
league’s teams and baseball markets.94

Though Foster’s blueprint for baseball was being realized, he had 
grander visions still, including a plan for a new league in the South and 
with it a two-circuit organizational structure similar to the major leagues. 
According to the Defender, Foster was considering a trip in March 1920 
to Atlanta to consult on the new Southern Circuit. David Wyatt and Cary 
B. Lewis also were scheduled to go on the trip and to help form the new 
league, but the trio never left Chicago. It is not known what prevented Fos-
ter from taking the next step, and coverage in the black newspapers is con-
fusing. In one report, which declared that “all of the baseball magnates 
who attended had great praise for the sport page of the Chicago Defender,” 
the meeting in Atlanta was set and the prospects for two circuits looked 
good.95 But the Defender did not report on the plan again.

Regardless, the Southern League flourished as a stand-alone league, 
albeit at a less-than-major-league level and with no formal ties to the 
Negro National. Because of the size of most its member cities and towns, 
the Southern retained semi-professional league status throughout its his-
tory. Teams were in located in New Orleans, Atlanta, Chattanooga, Tenn., 
and Montgomery, Ala. A forerunner to the long-lived Southern League, the 
Southern League of Colored Base Ball Clubs organized in 1886 as perhaps 
the first semi-professional Negro league. It united teams in Charleston, S.C.; 
New Orleans; Savannah; Jacksonville, Fla.; Atlanta; and Memphis.

At the top level, Negro National teams other than the American 
Giants struggled to make a profit, a predictable problem that with prod-
ding from Foster led David Wyatt to write an article for the Defender that 
implored fans to support the Negro National. Further indicating coop-
eration between Wyatt, the Defender, and Foster, Wyatt wrote that fans 
should prepare to pay more for game tickets. Almost unimaginable with 
contemporary sensibilities, this lobbying by Wyatt on behalf of Foster was 
not uncommon. The same article lionized Foster, crediting him with having 
made “more sacrifices for the good of the game than all the [other] manag-
ers together” and for breaking up his own team in order for Detroit to be 
able to field a club, albeit a mediocre one. Fans were urged to help Foster 
realize his “life’s dream,” which meant that an “increase in the price of 
admission must be met by the public,” Wyatt wrote.96

Wyatt’s urgings signal an extraordinary influence by Negro league base-
ball officials and perhaps access by the press into the financial records of the 
clubs. It was not the first time, after all, that the paper had defended ticket 
price increases. Following the close of the 1913 season, Foster and the Ameri-
can Giants announced an increase for 1914 that angered the team’s fans. The 
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Defender’s response: Fans will “have to pay for quality and they have cer-
tainly got their money’s worth lately, referring to the colored championship.”97 
Sportswriters continued this practice into the 1930s. The Pittsburgh Courier’s 
Wendell Smith took fans to task in 1938 for failing to offer up enough money 
when a hat was passed on behalf of the Pittsburgh Crawfords, blaming fans in 
his weekly column for “poor sportsmanship.” Smith advised readers to “pay 
for what you see. . . . Let’s vindicate our inherent faith in humanity.”98

Reinforcing the perception that the black press routinely served as the 
league’s publicity arm was an incident in August that created the first pub-
lic relations crisis faced by the new league. In a game between the Bacha-
rach Giants and an unidentified Negro National League team, a Bacharach 
pitcher unleashed what the Giants claimed was a wild pitch. Thrown too 
close to the batter to go unnoticed, the pitch nearly ended the game because 
of the arguments and scuffling that followed the errant throw. After delays 
on four different occasions, the game finally ended with a Giants’ win, 
according to an unbylined article in the Defender.99

Possibly written by Foster or by Young for Foster, the Defender’s 
report warned players against such behavior and advocated that players 
caught fighting be barred from the league. 100 At the very least, such players 
should be banned from playing in Chicago, according to the article, though 
no players were banned for the August fight or for any other fight for that 
matter. The article previewed a theme recurrent in baseball coverage from 
the 1920s through the late 1950s—fan behavior and propriety at games. 
The article also demonstrated that the black press would be available to 
owners and managers seeking to address their teams’ fans, access that was 
routinely taken advantage of by baseball’s officials.

In all, the 1920 season proved to be a financial and sporting success, 
with all of the teams making it to the finish line and game attendance that 
on occasion had been spectacular. When Negro National League owners 
gathered in November in Indianapolis for their first round of annual meet-
ings, they voted to expand, bringing Philadelphia’s Hilldale into the fold. 
Hilldale owner Ed Bolden’s decision to join in some ways vindicated Fos-
ter’s vision. A perennial powerhouse in Philadelphia, Hilldale had a loyal 
following and represented a key market. The owners also decided to move 
the Dayton franchise to Columbus and under the control of Sol White. Per-
haps most importantly, the league approved a reserve clause intended to 
prohibit players from jumping teams, as well as to prevent teams from tak-
ing the field against clubs that had pirated players.101 Players following the 
money wherever fatter paychecks could be had would remain a nettlesome 
issue throughout the Negro leagues’ existence, a problem exacerbated by 
many teams’ failure to contractually bind their players.



One reason that teams failed to use player contracts was the fear of 
insulting players by inferring that a man’s word was somehow insufficient. 
Such a concern points to a position of weakness, and as such it presaged a dif-
ficult twelve-year existence for the league. The balance of power never swung 
fully in the owners’ direction and away from the players, who for the most 
part played when and for whom they liked. A lack of control over playing 
venues, too, severely restricted the owners’ ability to turn a profit. The first 
few seasons were particularly difficult for the league, with only the Kansas 
City Monarchs and Foster’s American Giants showing a profit.102 Weather 
and a down economy contributed, as well, with a resulting dip in attendance 
of twenty-five percent during the second season compared to the first.

Heading into the 1923 campaign, the league faced another challenge, 
one equal to if not greater than any external economic factor: A rival league 
run mostly by white booking agents looking to cash in on black baseball. 
Once again, Foster could count on the Defender. In the newspaper Foster pub-
lished a series of attacks on the Philadelphia-based Eastern Colored League, 
which united the Bacharach Giants, Baltimore Black Sox, Brooklyn Royal 
Giants, Lincoln Giants, and Hilldales. His principal charge was that the rival 
league’s teams were raiding Negro National clubs of players, but Foster also 
somewhat hypocritically accused the upstart league of corrupting the sport 
with “racially impure” influences, the white booking agents. His race-based 
claim ignored J. L. Wilkinson’s membership in the Negro National, as well as 
the many white stadium owners that Negro National teams depended upon 
for playing venues, most importantly John Schorling and Schorling Park. 
Foster’s public relations campaign against the ECL continued in the Defender 
and, to a lesser extent, the Freeman throughout the early 1920s.

Foster’s columns, which regularly occupied roughly a third of the 
Defender’s opening sports page, provided the magnate with a tool with 
which to burnish his reputation and recast the past. In his columns he took 
credit for, among other good deeds, organizing the league and sacrificing 
personal success for “the good of the Race.” 103 He claimed responsibility 
for making baseball socially and professionally reputable, and he criticized 
his fellow owners for failing to pay their league dues.104 An equal oppor-
tunity accuser, Foster blamed players for “ruining the game” by jumping 
from teams, leagues, and even countries for higher pay.105

Foster also used the column to defend himself against accusations 
that the Negro National was unwilling to hire black umpires, a recurring 
criticism seen in black press coverage during the league’s first several sea-
sons.106 Before Foster reluctantly hired black umpires in 1922, all league 
games were officiated by white umpires—another instance of racial hypoc-
risy on Foster’s part. In fact, his basic defense in the umpire controversy 
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would ironically re-emerge in the 1940s when it would be used by major 
league baseball to explain why professional baseball remained segregated. 
Foster claimed in December 1920 that the necessary “qualifications are 
sadly missing in the [black] umpires that I have seen perform.”107 This basic 
claim—that ability, or lack of it, presented the only barrier—was repeated 
by several major league managers and owners twenty years later when 
declining to sign or even grant tryouts to black players.108 Several major 
league team owners, including Clark Griffith of the Washington Senators 
and Larry MacPhail of the New York Yankees, declared in the 1930s and 
1940s that they would integrate if they could, if only there was talent to 
justify it. Though he signed several Cuban players, Griffith argued against 
integration in 1937 because he said it was “unreasonable to demand of the 
colored player the consistent peak performance that is the requisite of the 
game as it is played in the big leagues.”109

Notably the Defender broke ranks with Foster on the issue of umpires. 
In an October 1920 issue, an op-ed piece proclaimed that the “public 
demand for umpires of color will get all the support of this paper.”110 The 
Defender began raising the issue in June 1919 before the league was formed, 
and periodically returned to it until 1922 when Foster hired one-half dozen 
black umpires. In the October 1920 editorial, the newspaper protested that 
it was not right to watch a game between “two teams of Race men . . . and 
have two white men umpiring our games crammed down our throats.” By 
contrast, the writer argued, the White Sox would never hire black umpires. 
Conspicuously again, the critique carried no byline.111

The Defender’s protest against white umpiring is consistent with the 
paper’s advocacy of self-help and support of the rights of blacks to admin-
ister their own affairs. Implicit in the protest, however, is acceptance of an 
all-white major league baseball. The White Sox’s refusal to hire “one or 
two gentlemen [umpires] of color” is not challenged, nor is the segregated 
state of professional baseball. For the Defender, white baseball is the stan-
dard that black baseball was endeavoring to achieve. Only later would the 
black press’s role become more of an activist one that challenged the sport’s 
segregation rather than affirmed it with silence by focusing exclusively on 
the Negro leagues.

Also emblematic of this acceptance is the coverage of an October 
1919 clash between Bolden’s Hilldales and a collection of major league all-
stars, including Babe Ruth, a favorite in the black community. The game 
presented the Defender with an ideal opportunity to challenge baseball’s 
segregation, particularly since Hilldale won. The newspaper declined the 
opportunity, however, instead remarking on the crowd’s disappointment 
that Ruth had failed to hit one of his famous home runs.112 Ruth’s presence 



and performance, even what he did not do, took precedence over the 
achievement of the all-black Hilldale nine.113

Also not mentioned was the fact that in winning the Hilldales estab-
lished some solid evidence that black players measured up to the quality of 
players in the major leagues. As baseball historian Bruce Lenthall pointed 
out, in the 1920s Negro league ballplayers were considered great based on 
what they accomplished against white major leaguers.114 This conservatism 
in the coverage reflected the philosophy and politics of the Defender’s pub-
lisher. For at least the time being, in the 1920s, Robert Abbott resisted the 
more militant stances taken by his competitors, the Chicago Broad Ax and 
the Chicago Whip.115

The close ties and symbiotic relationship fostered and enjoyed by 
the press and baseball’s hierarchy in forming the Negro National, ties that 
have been largely ignored in scholarship, held until shortly before Jackie 
Robinson broke professional baseball’s color barrier in 1947. This partner-
ship delegated to the newspapers and their writers and editors the duties 
of league governing body; public message board for owners and managers; 
public relations arm, principally for Foster; and statistics and league stand-
ings bureau. The writers also acted as advocates or referees of fairness, 
sportsmanship, and professionalism. The black press connected the teams 
with their fans, especially when those teams played on the road. There was 
no other way to keep up with the teams. Radio and television were media 
of the future, and the white dailies ignored black baseball almost entirely. It 
is for this reason that black newspapers remain the most important source 
documents for histories of Negro league baseball and, therefore, snapshots 
of a time, a place, and a people.
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Chapter Three

From Fraternity to Fracture

So many baseball fans filled Detroit’s Mack Park on a chilly Sunday after-
noon in May 1920 that the very structural integrity of the stadium had quite 
possibly been compromised. There were not enough seats for the more than 
15,000, who, according to the Chicago Defender, “did everything except 
riot in their quest for entrance.”1 Those that managed to get inside Mack, 
including many who elbowed past security guards and the “hundreds 
perched” on the park’s fence like “rows of sparrows,” watched the Detroit 
Stars beat Havana’s Cubans 7–2.2 As the Negro National League’s first sea-
son opened, the future of black baseball looked bright.

Baseball in the 1920s offered a community ravaged by the Depres-
sion much more than mere diversion. In the words of Pittsburgh Courier 
publisher Robert L. Vann, the Negro National’s promise offered blacks “an 
economic and civic institution” capable of enabling a shared sense of iden-
tity and purpose.3 It is little wonder that more than a quarter-century after 
Jim Crow’s legalization, the major black weeklies, such as the Courier and 
Defender, considered themselves important partners with black entrepre-
neurs in helping to make organized baseball a reality for what was a com-
pletely segregated community.

In the 1920s, themes in the black press’s baseball coverage included 
the significance of the sport as a way to create jobs and income within 
the black community; the moral obligation for blacks to support their own 
leagues; the symbolic importance of black baseball in terms of civic pride 
and solidarity; and the opportunity to demonstrate blacks’ economic and 
athletic achievement to mainstream society. Implicit in each of these themes 
is an acceptance of or acquiescence to white-enforced segregation and the 
nether world for blacks it created. Founded to fight legal race discrimina-
tion of all kinds, the NAACP marked its first decade in 1920, while the 



re-formed Ku Klux Klan, which aimed to enforce race discrimination, was 
but five years old.

Based on coverage, the baseball-press partnership of the 1920s can be 
described as passing through three phases: close coordination in the early 
and middle parts of the decade, mounting skepticism and criticism from the 
writers beginning in the mid-1920s, and rapprochement in the latter part 
of the decade as black baseball’s prospects dimmed. The coverage reveals 
newspapermen more interested in promoting the interests and welfare of 
the black community than in twenty-first-century journalistic values such 
as objectivity and accuracy. For an activist press, this should not surprise, 
and the writers’ priorities underscore their newspapers’ role as validators of 
the black experience.

Early in the decade, the Defender boasted of its participation in and 
support of the league, promising its readers a “correct version” of the com-
ings and goings of the Negro National League. The Defender claimed in 
1922 to be “the newspaper which has done more for baseball and sports 
among our people than any three papers published.”4 This self-congratula-
tion explains in part how the Defender could choose during this phase of 
black baseball’s history not to criticize the league or its owners even though 
this group routinely failed to address, much less solve, the sport’s structural 
problems. Throughout the first half of the decade, the newspaper empha-
sized what it called the owners’ “church-like harmony,” a description that 
research proves tragically comical. The club owners rarely agreed on any-
thing throughout the leagues’ four-decade history, including where or even 
whether to hold annual meetings.5

The relationship of the newspapers with the league they helped start 
was complex and conflicted. The many “official” roles of writers at base-
ball’s annual meetings in 1922 are emblematic. Ira F. Lewis, the Pittsburgh 
Courier’s managing editor and its president, perhaps best represented these 
complexities and the coalition that created them. Lewis covered the meet-
ings for the newspaper, writing both news articles and opinion columns. 
He also helped officiate the meetings as league secretary, an elected posi-
tion that was second-most powerful in the league’s hierarchy. Finally, Lewis 
took part in votes and deliberations as the chief representative for the Pitts-
burgh Keystones baseball club. Viewed through twenty-first-century eyes, 
these are prima facie conflicts of interests, making unbiased news cover-
age an impossibility. The greater priority, however, was the league’s success, 
and for an activist press endeavoring to lift a segregated people, objective 
news reporting simply was not a goal.

Another member of the press that January was Q. J. Gilmore, a con-
tributing sportswriter both to the Kansas City Call and Kansas City Sun. 
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Gilmore’s first responsibilities, however, were as full-time secretary and 
business manager of the Kansas City Monarchs baseball team. Gilmore’s 
abilities to gather information and write made him attractive to the news-
papers, which saved money by paying Gilmore for his coverage rather than 
absorbing the costs of sending a correspondent to the Chicago meetings.

While gathered for league business, united as they were for the finan-
cial success of the young league, the sportswriters in attendance agreed to 
form the National Sport Writers’ Association. In electing the Defender’s 
Frank “Fay” Young as the association’s first president, the group likely 
was recognizing both Young’s tenure and the Defender’s reach. In a May 
6, 1922 issue (page 20), the newspaper claimed 1.1 million weekly readers 
and 58.1 million readers for 1921, or more than half the black population 
in the country at the time. Even in 1922, Young’s elder status was estab-
lished. He is considered the first full-time black sportswriter in the country 
and the first to report on black college athletics. He supervised the nation’s 
first full page of black sports, and he wrote under many bylines: “Frank 
Young,” “Frank A. Young,” “Fay Young,” and “Mister Fan.” The nick-
name, “Fay,” was created using the initials of his full name. Joining Young 
on the executive committee were Lewis (vice president) and the Indianapo-
lis Ledger’s A. D. Williams (secretary). Dave Wyatt, Q. J. Gilmore, Elwood 
Knox, and Earl Hord also were charter members of the association.

Among the sportswriters’ stated goals was fostering a “fraternal feel-
ing” among the respective newspapers. They aimed to “to work in complete 
harmony along sports lines” to give the nascent Negro baseball league every 
chance of succeeding.6 Though the group did provide some reporting of 
away games, the coverage suggests that these reports were neither frequent 
nor regular.7 There is no evidence of the association ever formally meeting 
again, though the same small group of men had no dearth of opportunities 
to informally gather.

Opportunistic, optimistic, participative journalism was common 
for black newspapers of the period, and in the mainstream press, as well. 
Robert Abbott wrote a column in September 1922 on the Defender’s front 
page urging blacks to “pull together” to “promote various causes and pro-
grams—college campaigns, health campaigns, and so forth.”8 Abbott not 
only wrote about cooperation, he used the influence of the Defender to 
foster it. In the 1920s he founded the Chicago Defender Goodfellows Club, 
which allied South Side businessmen, including several gaming kings, to 
raise money for the needy, particularly at Christmas time.9 There is no indi-
cation that the newspapers’ involvement in these campaigns was considered 
a conflict of interest. Quite the contrary, such involvement was considered 
being a good corporate citizen. Furthermore, the black newspapers saw 
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themselves as a “fighting press,” one committed to the uplift of its readers, 
which was a goal shared by black businessmen in baseball and beyond.10 
Such cooperation may have helped develop a sense of common understand-
ing that excluded the view of such close ties as a conflict of interest.

In the mainstream press, the 1920s represented the “Golden Age of 
Sports,” a time when writers such as Grantland Rice, Damon Runyon, Hey-
wood Broun, and Paul Gallico turned athletes into mythic heroes and their 
athletic contests into epic battles.11 Just a decade later, Gallico lamented the 
myth-making style of sports journalism of which he was such a big part. 
He and his fellow writers of the period, Gallico said, created “egoists out 
of normal young men and women by writing too much about them. . . . 
We create many [heroes] because it is our business to do so, but we do not 
believe in them.”12

The black sportswriters’ optimism and unflagging support were obvi-
ous at least through 1924 when the press-baseball alliance showed its first 
cracks. Until then the writers glossed over baseball’s problems and instead 
encouraged and in some cases demanded support for baseball from “the 
Race,” for the good of the Race, on the basis of supporting a black-owned 
business. The papers continued to give team owners seemingly unlimited 
access to their sports pages, as well, including weekly columns both in-sea-
son and out. Several un-bylined articles on topics important to the owners 
were almost certainly penned by the owners themselves. In addition to the 
articles-cum-editorials, the likes of Rube Foster, C. I. Taylor of the India-
napolis ABCs, and Cum Posey of Pittsburgh’s Homestead Grays all wrote 
regular columns for either the Defender or Courier. Foster wrote for both.

Foster used his column primarily to claim credit for what he and his 
fellow black team owners were able to accomplish given the scant resources 
with which they had to work, resources especially slight when compared to 
those that owners in the major leagues could access. Where big league own-
ers had “wealth counted in millions,” Foster and his fraternity had “only 
the faith in the weather man. . . . We are willing and know what can be 
done, but have nothing to do it with,” he wrote.13 To succeed where so 
many of his predecessors failed, Foster pooled resources with other Chica-
goland—or “Bronzeville”—businessmen, black and white. Of course in his 
columns he only mentioned his and the Giants’ black business partners.14

Symbolic of the close-knit business fraternities in baseball’s cities were 
the many banquets, smokers, and celebrations baseball’s owners threw for 
one another, events almost always attended also by newspapermen, busi-
ness associates, and black politicians. At one such banquet in honor of 
Rube Foster in early 1923, those gathering at Cleveland’s Coleman Restau-
rant included officials of the Cleveland Tate Stars baseball team; the editor 



of the Cleveland Whip; a director of the Empire Bank; a vice president of 
the Starlight Realty Co.; and other local businessmen.15

The group that collaborated to organize YWCA Day at Chicago’s 
Schorling Park that same year perhaps best illustrates the mutual ties and 
interests of Chicago’s business and political elites. The event’s organizing 
committee teamed Defender publisher Robert Abbott; Jesse Binga, owner 
of the Binga State Bank; Oscar DePriest, Chicago’s first black city council 
member, successful real estate broker, and numbers king; Frank L. Gillespie, 
founder and president of the Liberty Life Insurance Co., which claimed to 
be the first “legal reserve company ever incorporated north of the Mason-
Dixon line”; and Frank Young, the Defender’s sports editor.16

Both Binga State Bank and Liberty Life were major advertisers in the 
Defender, and Abbott served as a director on the Binga Bank board. Both 
were members and officers of the Appomattox Club, which united Chi-
cago’s black Republicans, and the Associated Business Club. Abbott was 
president of Associated Business; Binga was secretary. A. L. Jackson, asso-
ciate editor of the Defender, served as vice president of the Appomattox 
Club in 1924, when P. L. Prattis of the Courier acted as the association’s 
corresponding secretary.17

Rube Foster, Taylor of the ABCs, and Bolden of the Hilldales in Phila-
delphia were card-carrying members of these business coalitions; they were 
businessmen and community leaders first and baseball men second. Taylor, 
for example, was a member of and a deacon in the Bethel A.M.E. Church; a 
member of the Persian Temple of the Mystic Shrines, among other branches 
of the Masons; and owner of a billiards parlor and social club in India-
napolis, where some of Taylor’s players worked in the off-season.18 Accord-
ing to his obituary in the Freeman, Taylor was a man “active in all civic 
matters . . . and in all charitable drives.”19 Foster and Bolden had similar 
business and civic résumés.

As the guest lists for the various social functions suggest, the press-base-
ball relationship was reciprocal. Team owners bought advertising in the black 
newspapers, offered newspapermen seats on the teams’ corporate boards, 
and made them partners in the founding and running of their leagues. There 
is little evidence, however, of direct financial investment in any of the base-
ball teams by newspaper publishers or the writers that covered the teams, 
although it is a possibility given their many associations in the various busi-
ness fraternities. The only direct financial tie discovered went the other direc-
tion. A reference in Cum Posey’s obituary describes him as a principal owner 
of Pittsburgh’s Homestead Grays and a shareholder of the Courier. Posey’s 
father was the Courier’s first president and a founding director. The extent of 
the younger Posey’s investment in the Courier was not specified.20
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Because baseball’s officials and members of the press enjoyed prestige 
and power through their affiliation, they made their ties very public. When 
the Chicago American Giants opened their 1917 campaign, black Chicago 
alderman Louie B. Anderson joined Abbott, the Defender’s publisher, to 
form the pitcher-catcher battery for that season’s ceremonial first pitch.21 
Anderson, a World War I veteran and attorney, joined Abbott to watch the 
game from a special box reserved for them by Foster, a section that also 
included alderman Edward H. Wright, founder of the Appomattox Club 
and an attorney, and two other black businessmen.22

Part of the explanation for the fast partnership lies in the fact that the 
mentalities of Foster, Taylor, and Bolden, and those of Defender publisher 
Robert S. Abbott, Indianapolis Freeman publisher George Knox, and Pitts-
burgh Courier publisher Robert Vann, were so similar.23 Each subscribed 
at least in part to the views and methods of Booker T. Washington, who 
preached a gospel of self-help and accommodation with whites through 
achievement and hard work. When Bolden incorporated his Hilldale Base-
ball and Exhibition Company, for example, he employed his former players 
to run it. To get more of Hilldale’s fan base in the Darby area of Phila-
delphia out to games, Bolden arranged with the local black-owned tran-
sit company to add Hilldale Park to its trolley lines and to run extra cars 
before and after the games.24

Foster’s columns repeated Washington’s prescriptions. A common 
refrain in the manager-owner’s weekly writings posited that black baseball 
had to succeed if for no other reason than for the jobs it could create for 
blacks. Fans naturally were obliged to give the league their “healthy patron-
age and support,” he wrote, because baseball helped “so many hundreds of 
our own in a material way.”25 Baseball was unique in this respect. Other 
sports did not have the commercial impact within the black community 
that baseball provided, principally because of the large number of baseball 
games in any one season.26 In a page-one Courier editorial, Vann contrasted 
baseball’s fiscal importance with that of football, which, given the disparity 
in the numbers of games played, could “not assume the economic propor-
tions known to baseball.”27

This emphasis on baseball as a business meant that what happened at 
the gate and in the front office overshadowed what occurred on the field, 
at least as reflected in newspaper coverage. In a January 1922 column in 
the Defender, for example, sportswriter Dave Wyatt supported Foster’s 
stated desire to weed out the league’s lesser businessmen and to find “those 
who are fit,” a common cry in the Defender and in the Courier during the 
1920s.28 Owners less adept than Foster at business matters would have to 
go, Wyatt argued, “in order to make the game more profitable to those who 



are fit.” For emphasis, Wyatt used a barnyard phrase repeated by sports-
writers throughout the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s in reference to the for-
tunes of the Negro leagues. Wyatt prematurely called black baseball “the 
goose that has laid the golden eggs.”29

Tracking who the press felt was responsible for safe-guarding the 
golden egg-laying goose oddly is a convenient way to mark shifts in cov-
erage. Protection of the gold production first rested on the shoulders of 
fans, who were called on to support what the owners were trying to do 
to build up the sport. Later, when it became clear the owners could not 
overcome their own greed and acrimony, this responsibility shifted, at least 
from the perspective of the black press, to the owners themselves. Next, in 
the 1940s, writers assigned custody of the goose to the players in warning 
them against fighting and in demanding that they more consistently play 
hard. Finally, in the 1950s, the goose’s fate was returned to the fans, who 
were rallied to support an evanescent entity that had produced the likes of 
Jackie Robinson, Roy Campanella, and Monte Irvin.

Wyatt’s zealousness in supporting Foster perhaps blinded him to the 
magnate’s obvious preference not merely for top businessmen, an elite 
that included rivals J. L. Wilkinson in Kansas City, who was white, and 
Ed Bolden in Philadelphia, but for those willing to yield to his ways and 
wishes. The mercuric baseball career of Detroit’s John “Tenny” Blount is 
evidence. Foster controlled the roster of Blount’s Detroit Stars, as well as 
the lease on the Stars’ venue, Mack Park. When Blount cooperated with 
Foster, he was described in the press as “an example for all managers to fol-
low,” Foster’s “most trustworthy lieutenant,” and “one of the best known 
and most popular owners that the game has produced.”30 When Blount’s 
support wavered, however, the Defender and Courier joined Foster in cast-
ing Blount out of baseball and censuring him “for not playing league games 
and because players claimed he had stopped paying their salaries.”31 Blount 
asked sportswriters to intervene, daring anyone to find anything inaccu-
rate in his accounts. Foster offered to resign, knowing his offer would be 
rejected, and Blount was voted out of the league.

Wyatt’s zeal for and blind loyalty to Foster was not an anomaly. 
Though difficult to envision in a modern era populated by the likes of 
George Steinbrenner, Peter Angelos, and Bud Selig, black baseball owners 
were the heroes in the sports pages of the 1920s, not ball players, which 
offers a sharp contrast to mainstream sports journalism of the period. The 
owners were often referred to as magnates or captains of business. The 
most frequently praised magnate was Rube Foster, though, to be fair, it was 
often Foster himself penning the praise. To the Defender, no one “worked 
more faithful [sic] than the Chicago ‘chief’ to make the meeting possible,” 
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a reference to Foster’s involvement organizing the league.32 Anticipating 
the inaugural season beginning in April 1920, Wyatt hailed Foster as hav-
ing “made more sacrifices for the good of the game than all the managers 
together” and as “the rock against which many a wave of adversity has 
been dashed to nothingness.”33

A controversy in 1923 about scheduling shows the lengths the black 
press was willing to go in this early phase to burnish the image of its heroes. 
Since ballpark ownership was rare in the Negro leagues, team schedules 
were dependent on the pleasure of other, usually white teams, including 
major league, minor league, and even white semi-professional teams. Most 
black clubs had to lease parks when the home teams of those venues were 
either on the road or idle, and they usually had to pay steep rental fees that 
eroded already thin operating margins. Rube Foster, who composed the 
schedules, claimed that since only four of the league’s teams controlled their 
venues, he was forced to schedule a disproportionate number of weekend 
dates in the parks black teams controlled, most notably his own.

Foster used his weekly Defender column to explain why the Negro 
National schedule so heavily favored his own Chicago American Giants, 
but he omitted in his explanation the five percent cut he claimed as a book-
ing fee, a fiscal fact the Defender conveniently overlooked, as well. Frank 
Young had to have known about the fees since in February 1920 he helped 
draft the league’s constitution and bylaws, documents that gave Foster the 
authority to charge a commission. Under the byline “Mister Fan,” Young 
argued that there was “no possible way to arrange schedules other than 
[the way] they have been arranged.” Young threatened unsupportive fans 
with the loss of baseball: “If President Foster withdraws his financial sup-
port from the league or the association—up in the air it goes.”34

The lack of black-owned venues prevented the black leagues from 
functioning as top rank professional organizations. The teams’ league 
schedules all were different in number, sometimes dramatically so, and 
each team could schedule as many “exhibition” games as it wanted, with 
league and non-league foes alike. Most also barnstormed liberally, play-
ing in small towns and against semi-pro and even industrial teams both 
black and white. If a league member played fifty to eighty league games, it 
likely played roughly one hundred exhibition games, as well, none of which 
counted in the league standings.

Foster’s five percent take for booking the games was perhaps to be 
admired since the owners were above all lauded for their business acu-
men, or for what the writers credited to them as business acumen. When 
Cleveland’s George Hooper bought a baseball park for the Tate Stars, he 
was celebrated for “saving” the team, according to the Defender, which 



depicted him as “one of the really remarkable men of the Race.” Hooper 
invested in the game not to make money, but rather “from a purely unself-
ish motive—from a desire to be of service to an enterprise dedicated to the 
good of the members of his Race,” according to the newspaper.35 Only a 
passing mention was made a month later when the Stars failed to come up 
with the $1,000 league deposit and, therefore, closed down.

The owners’ presence in and commitment to their urban communi-
ties offered a sharp contrast to the complete lack of such activity by the 
white bookmakers at the helm of the Negro National League’s primary 
competition, the Eastern Colored League, which was organized in Decem-
ber 1922 in Philadelphia. This black-white contrast was picked up as a 
theme in the newspapers covering Negro National teams, publications 
that routinely described the upstart ECL and its members as “outlaws,” 
comparisons that only added to the luster of the Negro National’s “Race 
men.”36 The target of much of the writers’ ire was the ECL’s principal 
owner and backer, New York bookmaker Nat Strong. As owner of the 
black Royal Giants, the white Brooklyn Bushwicks, and Dexter Park in 
Brooklyn, Strong chose not to establish links with black businessmen in 
Harlem, where his Royal Giants played.37 Strong did not seek favor or cov-
erage from the black newspapers the New York Age or Amsterdam News. 
He hired only white ticket-takers and white umpires, and he worked col-
lusively within the ECL and with stadium owners to virtually lock Negro 
National teams out of New York, the city with the nation’s largest black 
population at that time.38

Another white ECL team owner reviled in the black newspapers, 
Charles Spedden of the Baltimore Black Sox, also spurned the local black 
business community by refusing to hire stadium workers of color. Spedden 
added insult to his injuring of Baltimore’s black working class by describ-
ing its members as less than satisfactory “in the rapid handling of change 
. . . [and] short when the count up is made.”39 Spedden and Strong pro-
vided the perfect foil to black baseball’s “Moses,” Rube Foster, and Strong’s 
and Spedden’s exploitation of black baseball made support for the ECL 
a moral issue for Foster and his fellow NNL owners. In the pages of the 
Defender, Foster described Ed Bolden’s affiliation with the rival league as 
“racial treachery.”40 In Pittsburgh, Ira Lewis wrote that Strong’s control of 
black baseball in the East placed black players in a “condition of almost 
abject slavery,” in contrast to Foster’s Negro National, where baseball had 
“shaken off the yoke of white man’s control.”41 From the perspective of 
writers such as Lewis, Young, Wyatt, and others, an owner’s interest in 
building up baseball as a distinctly black enterprise was the central issue. 
Strong and his partners were white profiteers little interested in the welfare 
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of the black community, men each willing “to sell his right leg if the price is 
right,” Lewis wrote.42

A power struggle between Strong and James H. Williams, owner of 
the Penn Station Red Caps, underlines the racially based method of deter-
mining the virtue or ill of an owner’s or even an entire league’s decisions. 
The Red Caps were one of the hundreds of semi-professional teams that 
enjoyed corporate sponsorship. In his struggle with Strong over the rights 
to players, Williams and the Red Caps were portrayed by the New York 
Age as victims in the struggle, even though Williams had raided Strong’s 
Royal Giants of its top players. When Williams tried to arrange the club’s 
games, Strong blocked him just as Foster routinely blocked teams accused 
of raiding the NNL of players. The Age criticized the bookmaker for try-
ing only to “get the colored public’s money,” while doing nothing to “get 
involved in community affairs.”43

When an NNL team scooped up players from an ECL club, just as the 
Red Caps had done, the theft somehow defied definition as a player raid 
in the descriptions of the black press. As practiced by the NNL, a raid was 
somehow benevolent in providing rival teams with a “friendly warning” 
that until and unless they came into the racially pure NNL, they would 
have to suffer the consequences.44 “Unless Manager Bolden comes into the 
fold, he may find his club wrecked,” the Defender stated, in an unbylined 
article. “In union there is strength.”45 Because of scuffles over players and 
the personality clashes among owners, the league rivalry was described as 
war, one in which “the very future of baseball as a commercial enterprise 
among our group hangs in the balance,” according to the Defender.46

The NNL’s commercial viability was paramount to the weeklies, and 
the newspapers’ emphasis of commercial achievement was most conspicu-
ous during the first Colored World Series in 1924, a poorly attended ten-
game affair that represented a truce in the war between the Negro National 
and the ECL.47 After feuding and fighting for most of the 1923 and 1924 
seasons, Foster, Bolden, and Strong cobbled together an armistice that pit-
ted the champions from the two leagues in a series of games that required 
a fortnight to complete. If newspaper reports are to be believed, fans began 
demanding a Colored World Series but, judging by the coverage, the news-
papers themselves wanted such a series every bit as badly as the fans. The 
Defender, for example, lobbied for a series as a way to accomplish a peace 
between the rival leagues.48

Whether fan support or press demands came first is difficult to dis-
cern. In August 1924, Ollie Womack of the Kansas City Call, for example, 
urged black fans to demand a championship, writing that he believed the 
black community could and should offer up a parallel to white baseball’s 



World Series. “Why should not the black players enjoy the advantages as 
white players in the majors do?” Womack wrote, urging the magnates to 
settle their differences.49 Womack argued that if major league players are 
afforded a chance to take home post-season winnings of $3,500 per player, 
why shouldn’t the “pioneers” of black baseball?

The Defender and the Courier each claimed being “deluged” with 
letters from fans asking why there was no series. If the magnates did not 
appease the fans, the Defender warned that they risked alienating those 
upon whom they depended.50 For Foster and Bolden to preclude a series 
because of personal animosities was, for the Courier, a “BABY ACT” 
involving “ABOUT TWO PERSONS,” a juvenile dispute that had gone 
on long enough.51 The pressure worked, and Foster and Bolden negotiated 
arrangements for the first Colored World Series to pit Bolden’s Hilldales, 
once again champs in the East, versus Wilkinson’s Monarchs, defending 
titlists in the NNL.

Newspaper coverage of this first postseason stressed gate receipts and 
the financial impact of the games, not the performances on the field or the 
outcomes of the games. Detailed accounts of revenues and disbursements 
were published in the Defender and the Courier, both of which sided with 
owners and against players in a controversy about whether the Series’ par-
ticipants could have made more money barnstorming.52 Even holding the 
Series was hailed mainly for the potential financial windfall. The Courier’s 
Philadelphia-based correspondent, W. Rollo Wilson, wrote during that 
first Colored World Series, which was won by the Monarchs, that, “like 
the white man, the ‘brother’ is beginning to see the folly of falling out of 
things that concern his financial well-being.”53 Another story in the Cou-
rier anticipating the Series is remarkable in the detail it provides of the 
financial arrangements, including which parties were entitled to a share 
of the revenues, how expenses would be assigned, and even who should 
receive complimentary game tickets.54 The story appeared on the Courier’s 
front page.

For the black press, the Colored World Series became a symbol of 
progress, if only for a year. The Kansas City Call celebrated it as a “long 
step forward” for baseball among blacks, while the Philadelphia Tribune 
championed Taylor and Foster for organizing the sport and, therefore, mak-
ing possible such a “symbol of race progress.”55 The Defender and Courier 
trumpeted the Series on their front pages in the only instances during the 
early 1920s that baseball made page one, and they provided blanket cover-
age of the games in the sports sections, even after the event began founder-
ing in 1925. After losing money in 1925, 1926, and 1927, the Colored 
World Series was discontinued.
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Just as the black press ignored the major leagues, the Negro leagues 
normally were invisible to the white dailies. The Series changed this, if 
only for a few weeks. Fay Young, who in addition to covering the games 
for the Defender served as one of the Series’ two official scorers, credited 
white dailies in Philadelphia and Kansas City “for giving front-page space 
and carrying the scores play-by-play. The [Kansas City] Journal-Post went 
so far as to use the pictures of [Nip] Winters and [Bullet] Rogan in the 
Sunday morning edition, the first time in history of the papers that a Col-
ored man’s picture . . . found its way into print unless he had committed 
a crime,” Young wrote.56 Through coverage in the dailies, white baseball 
fans were awakened to the existence of two fully functioning black leagues, 
organizations that at least in some ways resembled major league baseball. 
As the Defender noted, the Series did “more to gain the fans’ attention in 
the national pastime as regards to our group, than anything that has been 
done in recent years.”57 The Call was even more enthusiastic, arguing that 
“Negro sport has done what Negro churches, Negro lodges, Negro busi-
ness could not do.” The Series had “shown that a Negro can get attention 
for a good deed well done, and that publicity is no longer the exclusive 
mark of our criminals.”58

The Colored World Series could not overcome its own unwieldi-
ness, however. Too many games in too many cities, poor weather, and gate 
receipts insufficient to reward players for giving up lucrative post-season 
barnstorming schedules doomed the event after only four editions; the last 
was held in 1927. Series players each received less than $100, which in 
fact was far less than barnstorming could have paid them.59 With so many 
games over such durations, played in multiple cities, fans found it difficult 
to sustain interest in the Series’ outcome. The fact that the black newspa-
pers were published weekly added to the difficulty of keeping up with the 
teams’ fortunes.

The one exception to otherwise universally supportive coverage 
concerned an evidence of hypocrisy perhaps too glaring to overlook, par-
ticularly given the stated objectives of the league and the journalists’ very 
public involvement in the league’s affairs. The league’s umpires all were 
white. In spite of their own rhetoric about building a black business by 
and for the black community, Rube Foster resisted hiring black officials 
and, therefore, erected a color barrier of his own. Young picked the issue 
as an important one as early as 1920, the year of the Negro National’s 
founding, and he increased pressure on black baseball as the decade pro-
gressed. In a 1922 column, for instance, he called on the league to begin 
hiring black umpires, specifically “Jamison in Baltimore” and “two in New 
Orleans.” (The Jamison reference was to Caesar Jamison of New York, 



who umpired throughout the East and South.) In response, Foster foreshad-
owed a rationale used by major league owners to bar black players from 
the big leagues. He claimed there were no qualified black umpires. Young 
chided in response, “Train them, I say. Train them. . . . If you can train a 
chimpanzee to do things then you can train men.”60

Foster eventually hired eight black officials in April 1923, enough to 
handle most of the league’s games, and the Defender’s response indicates 
that newspaper’s readiness to forgive. The paper published a column by one 
of the umpires hired, Tom Johnson, a former player for the St. Louis Stars. 
Johnson attempted to recast history in favor of Foster by describing him as 
having “long been determined to install an umpire system,” despite protest 
and resistance. Johnson did not identify the protesters and no evidence of 
resistance is found in the black newspapers other than that from Foster 
himself. But, the magnate’s “courageous” stand made him no less than “the 
Race’s greatest leader . . . the ‘father’ of a movement which is destined 
to be the Race’s greatest achievement of all time,” Johnson wrote.61 The 
Defender also published a column by another of the umpires hired, Billy 
Donaldson, who wrote a similarly glowing tribute to Foster.62

The ECL also wrestled with the umpire issue, and it faced mount-
ing criticism in the black press. Bolden hired black officials first in 1925 
but, at a time when jobs in the black community were scarce, he named 
a white sportswriter, William Dallas, a personal friend, to supervise them. 
Though Dallas had the experience—he previously supervised both baseball 
umpires and basketball referees—his hiring piqued black sportswriters. See-
ing Bolden’s move as a ploy to get publicity in white newspapers, the Afro-
American linked the ECL’s success to the publicity it enjoyed exclusively in 
the black press.63 A cartoon in the Philadelphia Tribune depicted Bolden as 
an Uncle Tom seeking favor from the white man.64

Rollo Wilson, who Bolden passed over in appointing Dallas, reminded 
Bolden that the owner was running the “Mutual Association of Eastern 
COLORED Clubs.” Wilson also pointed out that the white Philadelphia 
Baseball Association had never appointed a colored man in charge of its 
umpires.65 Interestingly, Wilson did not object on the grounds that he was 
not selected, even though Wilson had years of experience as a sports official 
in various capacities. The decision to hire Dallas perhaps was the result 
of Bolden’s priority as a business man first and a Race man second. He 
hoped to get mention in the white dailies and, therefore, to attract white 
fans to games; Dallas’s hiring could be seen as part of that larger effort. 
Bolden’s efforts fell flat, however. The white newspapers paid little notice; 
white baseball fans, too, remained unmoved. Officiating did not improve, 
perhaps even worsening during the 1925 season.
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The Dallas episode provides evidence of an increasing willingness on 
the part of the newspapers to challenge the leagues’ owners. Earlier in the 
decade, it is possible if not probable that the writers would have worked 
with league officials privately to determine the racial composition its ros-
ter of officials. It is also probable that prior to Bolden’s umpiring debacle 
Bolden himself would at least have been given the option of publishing an 
explanation in the Philadelphia Tribune.

In contrast to the frequent and favorable coverage of owners, the 
players were largely ignored. Most player mentions in the newspapers dur-
ing the decade included only last names, even on first reference, as Young’s 
description of the Colored World Series demonstrates. Stories about players 
often criticized their behavior, both on and off the field, in sharp contrast to 
the treatment of the owners. A former player himself, the Defender’s Dave 
Wyatt nonetheless was a frequent critic of the players. Echoing Foster’s own 
critiques, Wyatt described them as greedy and self-serving. These descrip-
tions served indirectly to keep salaries down, favoring the owners’ business 
interests. In a February 1922 article, Young refers to outfielder Clarence 
Smith as “property of Detroit Stars,” an ironic choice of words given slav-
ery’s long-fingered legacy.66 When players groused over pay in 1923, the 
Defender called them “Monshine [sic] drinkers” slated to be either cut or 
traded.67 Later in the decade, Young criticized the Chicago’s black players 
for not being in shape and for being too easily enamored with “whiskey, 
white mule, synthetic gin,” and “riotous living. . . . If the players can’t 
be handled, baseball is doomed.”68 For Young the lack of dedication on 
the part of the players trumped mismanagement by the owners as the chief 
threat to the game.

Players existed in newspaper coverage largely as chits or pawns and 
rarely as individuals each with a vested interest in the fate of the leagues 
themselves or as human beings with families, lives outside baseball, and 
hopes and dreams of their own. This treatment would continue throughout 
the 1920s and change only in the next decade, with the stardom of pitching 
great Satchel Paige and hard-hitting catcher Josh Gibson, both of whom are 
enshrined in the National Baseball Hall of Fame. Boxing great Joe Lewis 
and Olympic gold medalist Jesse Owens also re-focused attention on indi-
vidual athletes.

The newspapers’ approach in regular game coverage was booster-
istic, at least through the first half of the 1920s. The Defender reported 
many stories under the byline “Mister Fan” to offer a fan’s perspective. 
Almost certainly written by Young, the stories used colorful colloquial-
isms and hyperbole to effuse unbridled and unabashed enthusiasm for the 
games. Before the 1923 season, for instance, Mister Fan predicted it would 



be “one of the greatest in the history of the league,” despite heavy finan-
cial losses suffered by owners in the 1922 campaign.69 The Mister Fan col-
umn repeated the rosy prediction in 1924, describing the American Giants 
as training “as no club that has ever left Chicago has ever trained.” The 
Giants were working to become “a smooth working combination, the best 
that has ever represented the South side lot,” according to the Defender.70

Trumpeting large crowds was a hallmark of week-to-week season cov-
erage, with attendance figures often appearing in a story’s headline. In fact, it 
was not uncommon for the turnstile total to appear in a game story’s headline 
but for the score and even the game’s winner to be excluded. In May 1923, 
11,000 people “jammed into every available space” to see the Kansas City 
Monarchs beat the Chicago American Giants, according to the Defender.71 
A week later the newspaper ran the headline, “Ten Thousand See Detroit 
Opener at Mack Park,” and in June, “17,000 See Foster Win.”72

Game statistics, rankings, and even league standings, however, were 
problematic. Only a few teams regularly sent in results, even fewer when 
they lost. Fans often complained, as did the writers, and with increasing 
volume during the decade. The Courier’s Wilson lamented the void in June 
1925, pointing out that the newspapers could not distinguish which games 
counted as official league games and, therefore, could not generate accurate 
statistics themselves.73 The lead story in the Defender’s sports page in a 
January 1926 issue acknowledged that the newspapers had been accused 
by fans of withholding results out of bias against the league. The truth, 
according to the Defender, was that “there never has been a record kept of 
results,” and no fines levied for this breach by the league.74 This negligence 
probably contributed to the partnership’s fracture later in the decade and, 
presumably, to waning interest on the part of fans unsure of their teams’ 
rankings in the league standings.

While major league baseball and the ECL were virtually ignored, 
both the Defender and the Courier published regular coverage of the Negro 
Southern League. The Defender also reported regularly on Chicago’s Sun-
day Church League, while game summaries of industrial league and semi-
professional play appeared in both papers. The Courier published extensive 
Southern League game coverage and more semi-professional coverage than 
did the Defender, including a regular column on the perennial semi-pro-
fessional champion Homestead Grays. During the off-season, fans were 
treated to stories almost weekly on some of the NNL’s teams, usually the 
American Giants, either from the annual meetings or in anticipation of the 
start of spring training in the South. A regular column in the Courier by 
former player Dizzy Dismukes on how to play the sport also served to keep 
baseball on readers’ minds throughout the year.
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As baseball wound down its season, the black press turned its focus 
and resources to football among the historically black colleges like Tuske-
gee, Wilberforce, Howard, and North Carolina A&T. The Tuskegee-Wil-
berforce game, for example, routinely made the front pages of the Defender 
and the Courier, both before and after the rivalry’s annual renewal. Basket-
ball, boxing, and track and field, all of which integrated before baseball, 
also were major sports in terms of black press coverage.

Sportswriters’ participation in the annual business meetings provides 
a convenient indicator of the health of the baseball-press partnership dur-
ing the decade. At least through 1924, the writers were full participants, 
granted unrestricted access to the owners and even seats at the table during 
proceedings. From the 1924 meetings Young reported that he, Q. J. Gilmore, 
and the Indianapolis Ledger’s A. D. Williams, who would replace Lewis as 
league secretary in 1926, were the three newspaper men “who were really 
qualified to speak their opinion” on the Negro National because they “sit 
in the league meetings . . . know all the workings, the plans, the trials of 
the league.”75 By late 1924, however, the league’s messy state of affairs was 
such that the owners felt they required secrecy for the first time. End-of-
the-year meetings, which assembled officials from both the NNL and ECL 
for the first time, were described by Young as “closed—really closed—even 
to the newspaper men and the publicity man of the league having to sit out 
in the anteroom” of the Appomattox Club.76 The press-baseball partner-
ship began to splinter as the league’s problems proved stubborn and as an 
internecine blame game among the owners forced all officials and writers 
to pick sides. The sportswriters would never again enjoy the full access to 
and participation in league affairs that characterized the early 1920s.

The exit of sportswriters from the league’s organizational meetings did 
not immediately turn positive coverage into criticism, however. The league’s 
survival and success still were paramount, explaining in part what can only 
be described as distorted reporting on the league’s affairs. The writers con-
tinued to describe attending games as a civic obligation and to characterize 
the league’s business in unflinchingly positive terms. Though the Decem-
ber 1924 meetings pitted Foster and Blount against each other for control 
of the Detroit Stars, a thoroughly one-sided fight that left Blount out of 
the league, the Courier nonetheless described the meetings as enjoying a 
“praiseworthy spirit” and displaying “a wide range of good feeling and 
satisfaction.” The meetings, according to the newspaper, ensured that the 
1925 season would “go down in history . . . as the league’s greatest.”77

The 1925 season of course was not the greatest. The league made 
less money, and attendance for the second Colored World Series sagged 
well below that of the first year.78 The 1926 campaign proved no better 



and by late season Frank Young could no longer abide the internal dissen-
sion among the owners and that disunity’s undercutting of what the Negro 
leagues were founded to do. Young lashed out in September, challenging 
the owners to “lay their petty ambition and jealousy aside and get down to 
business.” Because of the ceaseless bickering among the “magnates,” Young 
wrote that the time had come to negotiate territorial boundaries similar 
to those used by big league baseball.79 The New York Age and the Afro-
American, too, began criticizing the white-controlled ECL, accusing league 
leadership of operating primarily in its own best interests and, therefore, of 
being “not interested in the welfare of the entire league.”80 The criticism 
marked a significant shift in coverage and a break from the boosterism that 
had characterized most of the first six seasons of Negro league play.

The 1926 Colored World Series provided little relief. After what was 
an eleven-game marathon, the Courier’s Rollo Wilson wrote that in business 
terms the Series was “not worth a nickel,” while Young called the games 
“a joke” in light of their paltry payouts.81 The entire ECL shut down in 
mid-1928, while in the west the Negro National struggled to hold together. 
Rube Foster suffered a nervous breakdown in 1926, in part because of the 
stresses of governing such a fractious group. He never fully recovered from 
the breakdown, and he did not rejoin black baseball’s governing elite.

A column by Young in late 1928 marked another turning point in 
the Defender’s support for the leagues and a change in the paper’s impulse 
to blame fans and players when things went wrong. In the November 3 
issue, finally, for the first time, the lack of support among fans pointed 
to the problem and no longer represented the problem itself. “The fans 
aren’t getting what they want and we know it and the interest is lagging in 
the league,” Young wrote. If the owners did not change their ways, “there 
won’t be a league and one bright morning they will wake up to find that 
they have killed the goose that laid the golden egg.”82 Threats to the goose’s 
life came for the first time from owners, not the fans, “who must be satis-
fied or they will go somewhere else,” Young wrote.83 In July 1929, when 
he observed more black baseball fans filing in to see the White Sox than the 
number paying to watch the American Giants game that same day, Young 
pointed to the poor product on the field offered by the then white-owned 
American Giants, an assignation of blame difficult to imagine during the 
decade’s first half.

Far from the lofty ambitions of February 1920, the Negro leagues 
had become burlesque. An afternoon in August 1930 at Schorling Park, 
once the crown jewel of the league’s ballparks, represented the league’s ills 
in microcosm. The only fans in the stands for a double-header between 
the American Giants and the Birmingham Black Barons were family of the 
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players. Rowdyism had chased away most all others. The Giants held up 
the first game for ten minutes to protest an official’s call, and the Black Bar-
ons threatened to walk off the field. During the second game, three fights 
among players gave those few fans who had remained more than enough 
cause to leave.84 Fights on the field were increasingly common. Arguments 
with umpires, the games’ slow pitching, and the lazy fashion in which 
teams took the field and switched sides contributed to delays, as well, as 
did players who were not in shape or, according to the Defender, were too 
enamored with alcohol.85

Conditions were no less grim off the playing fields. The first signs of 
recession appeared for the black community in the middle of the decade 
and, according to one labor historian, this community already was in the 
throes of the Depression by the end of 1926.86 Young blamed the 1927’s 
season of disappointment on bad weather and “the lack of employment 
among our folks.”87 When the stock market crashed in October 1929, 
thousands of blacks had already lost their jobs as the structural problem for 
baseball worsened. At a time when the national economy was weakening, 
player salaries, park rentals, and travel expenses all were rising.

Fiscal challenges and Foster’s absence necessitated the involvement of 
white businessmen, which alarmed the black writers. The pitch to fans all 
along had been to support the Race and the baseball businesses it controls 
and from which it benefits. Young gave voice to the fear that the Negro 
National was ceding control to non-black interests. After Foster’s commit-
ment to a mental health institution, the American Giants went to a white 
businessman, William Trimble. The Monarchs, St. Louis Stars, and Detroit 
Stars, too, were owned by white men, making the league, in Young’s terms, 
a “50–50 proposition,” racially.88 (The league re-organized again as an 
almost all-black-owned, black-run organization 1932.)

Game reports, columns, analysis—all coverage was devoted to the 
Negro National League to the exclusion of the rest of professional baseball. 
Except when being described as an adversary of the NNL and, therefore, 
as being against the best interests of black baseball, the ECL was rarely 
referred to and its games were not covered by black newspapers in Negro 
National League cities. This changed in late 1924 when the two leagues 
reached an armistice for the purposes of staging the first Colored World 
Series. During the year of the ECL’s founding, for example, the Defender 
mentioned that league only twice, and in both instances the paper cel-
ebrated Ed Bolden’s defiance of its leadership.89 In 1923, during the ECL’s 
first season of play, the Defender again referenced the ECL but twice, once 
to criticize the “Eastern association raid” on NNL players and a second 
time to call the new league’s limited schedule a “real laugh.”90 Even major 



league action failed to get a mention in the Defender during the 1922 sea-
son until Frank Young’s season-ending roundup column.91 The only other 
references to “organized baseball” were stories in October anticipating 
exhibition games between major league and Negro league teams.92

Also absent in coverage throughout the period is any discussion of 
integration. It was not an issue for blacks or whites, at least not as it related 
to professional baseball, not yet. The pendulum of race had swung so dra-
matically toward separation that the black press and baseball’s “magnates” 
busied themselves with building up the sport as a business and not directly 
challenging, in historian Donn Rogosin’s words, “the inherent irrationality 
of American segregation.”93 The newspapers, too, were focused on pro-
moting the interests and welfare of the black community as a discreetly 
separate world within a world, socially, culturally, and economically seg-
regated from the mainstream.94 One of the only references to the exclusion 
of blacks from “organized baseball” was made by the Courier’s Ira Lewis 
in Vann’s short-lived monthly Competitor magazine. Lewis observed that 
major league baseball seemed to approve of Cubans, “provided they do 
not come too black,” Chinese, Indians, “and everyone else under the sun 
. . . except the black man.” He mused that “Perhaps, some day, a Regular 
American baseball man will establish a precedent—maybe.”95

Even on the many occasions when Negro league teams and squads of 
major leaguers played against each other in exhibition games, the hypocrisy 
that black players were prohibited from playing in the country’s “National 
Game” drew little mention, much less debate or protest.96 These exhibition 
games for the black press were instead reasons to celebrate since getting the 
two colors on the same field was more important in the 1920s.

The emphasis on building up black baseball and, more generally, on 
improving the lot of black Americans perhaps explains also the lack of 
criticism regarding the practice of many major league teams to hire blacks 
as trainers and mascots, and only as trainers and mascots. It is possible 
that these subservient roles fueled racial prejudice, and they most certainly 
helped to foster stereotypes that later players, including Jackie Robinson, 
would find difficult to break. In the 1920s and 1930s, trainers served only 
as equipment managers, with no medical, nutritional, dietary, or physical 
training responsibilities whatsoever. Even these limited roles were impor-
tant to the black community, however. Bill Buckner, a long-time trainer for 
the Chicago White Sox, was portrayed as a sort of hero in the pages of the 
Defender, which ran features on the black barbershop owner and reported 
on his travels with the Sox. When he was reappointed the Sox trainer 
in February 1922, fans flooded the Defender with letters of congratula-
tions.97 In March, when Buckner accompanied the Sox to spring training, 
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he reported back via the Defender on the “plentiful” Ku Klux Klan buttons 
worn by residents of the Lone Star State.98

Blacks also joined major league teams as mascots, a position that often 
required providing some comic relief. Mostly, however, mascots served as 
good luck charms. The Courier’s Wendell Smith wrote in 1939 of the New 
York Giants’ mascot, Cecil Haley, a thirteen-year-old “new luck piece” 
who was expected to “put his mystic powers to work by some supernatural 
method.”99 Nashville of the American Association employed a black mas-
cot nicknamed “Rubber,” while the Philadelphia Athletics under Mickey 
Cochrane had a black bat boy and a mascot nicknamed “Black Cat.”100 
Like the trainers, black mascots were celebrated in the weeklies—an indica-
tion of how much the newspapers would have to change philosophically 
and how dramatically priorities would be re-ordered before the campaign 
for baseball’s integration could begin in earnest in the late 1930s. The hir-
ing of “Black Cat” was hyperbolically hailed in the Amsterdam News, for 
instance, as “the most radical move any major leaguer has made in the 
annals of baseball.”101

Sportswriters in the 1930s would not only call for change but would 
launch initiatives designed to challenge the status quo and to get major 
league baseball’s leaders to the negotiating table. In the 1920s, however, 
since there was no formal ban on players of color in writing and, there-
fore, nothing that could be litigated or protested, the black press first had 
to win from organized baseball even the admission that there indeed was 
such a policy. The publishers, editors, and writers of the Defender and 
Courier, among other newspapers, saw in the Negro leagues, therefore, a 
great opportunity. The sheer number of games promised significant eco-
nomic gains for a hardscrabble community. Build it and the fans would 
come, the journalists believed, and they would come in such numbers as 
to make mainstream society take notice and, ultimately, begin discussing 
integration.

The black businessmen funding this great hope encouraged this 
agenda and often supplied its rhetoric. This served the owners’ own pur-
poses, which were largely about making profit and acquiring power and 
prestige. They, too, articulated their enterprise in moralist terms and, with 
the help of obliging newspapers, used bylined weekly columns to cast them-
selves as humanitarians. They were fulfilling Booker T. Washington’s phi-
losophy of self-help and uplift and, therefore, accepted white society’s belief 
that with a little work, anyone could escape poverty and better themselves. 
The Negro leagues’ very name attests to this tacit acceptance.

First seen as agents of change, the owners were gradually seen as obsta-
cles to it. The newspapermen would have to wait for another generation of 



businessmen to turn black baseball into a profit-making enterprise and, there-
fore, a black institution viable enough to force recognition of the hypocrisy of 
segregation in athletics and, by extension, throughout American society. But 
never again would black team owners be allowed to so freely and frequently 
use the black newspapers as their own personal soapboxes from which to 
lash out at adversaries and rivals or to demand fan attendance. Young in 
Chicago and Lewis and Wilson in Pittsburgh would from this point cheer far 
less and increasingly make demands that black baseball do better at organiz-
ing and in providing a good product. The intimacy shared in smoke-filled 
banquet rooms and in black-only hotels during the Negro National League’s 
founding meetings was gone for good, shattered by the owners’ malpractice, 
avarice, and inability to see beyond their own selfish interests. This fracture 
would produce reporting less wedded to the individual agendas of business-
men within the black community and more trained on winning civil rights 
and ending segregation. It would also shift emphasis from the baseball’s back 
rooms to its playing fields, setting the stage for players to become the heroes 
of the 1930s and 1940s.102
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Chapter Four

Transitions

On a sunny Sunday in August 1934, tens of thousands of people from all 
over the Midwest filed into Chicago’s Comiskey Park for a day of song, 
pageantry, and, of course, baseball. Many arrived on trains in the days 
leading up to game day, using the trip as an opportunity to shop in the big 
city. Others streamed in strictly for the baseball, for that day’s game fea-
tured many of the finest black ballplayers in the country, including Satchel 
Paige, Cool Papa Bell, and Oscar Charleston. Between 25,000 and 30,000 
saw Paige pitch his West all-stars to a 1–0 win in a pitching clinic that quite 
possibly marked the high point of Negro league baseball.1

Pittsburgh Courier city editor William G. Nunn wrote in a front-page 
article that that glorious weekend, culminating with the all-black all-star 
game on one of white baseball’s biggest stages, “made me proud that I’m a 
Negro and tonight I’m singing a new song. . . . I felt proud tonight that I 
was a member of a race who had achieved.”2 Courier sports editor Chester 
Washington described the East-West Classic as a “perfect baseball day . . . 
a success from every possible standpoint.” The inter-racial goodwill “her-
alded a new day in Negro baseball,” Washington wrote, uniting roughly 
5,000 white fans and 20,000 or so blacks who, at least for a day, “forgot 
the color line before the great god of sports.”3

The years 1930–1936 saw the collapse of the Negro National League, 
the first truly professional all-black league of substance, and then its rebirth. 
It was a period of fundamental shifts, including a generational change in 
team owners and a transition in sports coverage leadership at both the 
Chicago Defender and the Pittsburgh Courier. During this time Pittsburgh 
replaced Chicago as the power center of both black newspaper publishing 
and black baseball. In the context of what was an economically depressed 
decade for most Americans but in particular black Americans, the coopera-
tion from and among newspapermen to ensure financial success and athletic 
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achievement in black baseball was part of a larger effort to establish cred-
ibility before the mainstream from which the black community was sys-
tematically excluded. It was this period of self-help and uplift that made 
possible the activist reporting and campaigning for the desegregation of 
baseball that characterized the late 1930s and early 1940s, a phase of activ-
ist journalism led by black writers such as Wendell Smith at the Courier, 
Sam Lacy at the Baltimore Afro-American, Joe Bostic at the People’s Voice, 
and Lester Rodney at the Daily Worker.

The Negro leagues and the black press were the fulfillment of Booker 
T. Washington’s prescription for cooperation within and among black busi-
nesses “as separate as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things essential 
to mutual progress.”4 Black businessmen encouraged each other and their 
constituencies to band together. “We have the Numbers, we have the Urge, 
we have the Knowledge, we have the Ambition, we have the Activity and 
we have the Opportunity,” wrote Major Robert R. Wright, Sr., founder and 
president of Pittsburgh’s Citizens & Southern Bank & Trust, president of 
the National Negro Bankers Association, and once an owner of the Ameri-
can Giants. “A spirit of self-sacrifice and cooperation is very necessary in 
order to build up business. We can never enjoy the benefits of our purchas-
ing power, unless we are willing to unite and altruistically help competent 
and worthy Negro business men,” Wright wrote in the Courier.5

From the perspective of a fighting press that was allied with busi-
ness for the purposes of uplift, the Negro leagues had to survive, and for 
many of the reasons Wright outlined. As an economic model and incuba-
tor of young black baseball talent, Negro league baseball became the ham-
mer with which to chip away at baseball’s color barrier. This was the plan 
from the beginning. League co-founder Rube Foster told the Indianapolis 
Freeman’s Elwood Knox in 1920, “We have to be ready when the day [of 
integration] comes.”6 Two decades later, team owners Gus Greenlee and 
Cum Posey declared that the Negro leagues had “a definite object in view. 
That object is entrance of Negro Leagues into White Organized Baseball 
and entrance of Negro Players into the Major Leagues.”7 Integration would 
be the culmination of Negro league history, but only after the leagues devel-
oped into an enterprise substantial enough and of enough material value to 
major league baseball to merit its attention.8

In one of the significant transitions during the period, newspaper 
readers witnessed a passing of the baton from long-time sports editor Fay 
Young at the Defender to Al Monroe, an inferior writer far less inclined to 
take strong positions on issues and less able to articulate those positions 
when he did.9 In Pittsburgh, leadership of the Courier’s sports pages shifted 
in the 1930s from Ira F. Lewis, who became the paper’s business manager, 



to Chester Washington. Like Monroe, Washington favored cooperation 
over confrontation, and even in his own weekly “Sez Ches” column he was 
reticent to criticize. A battle between John L. Clark, secretary of the Negro 
National League, and Cum Posey, an owner of the Homestead Grays, that 
was waged with bylined articles in the Courier throughout 1933, demon-
strated Washington’s predisposition toward détente.

Clark, who also was secretary of the Crawfords, the inter-city rivals 
of Posey’s Grays, accused Posey of raiding other NNL teams for players. 
Washington ran articles by both league officials on an almost weekly basis. 
He pledged that the Courier sports department would “reserve its opin-
ion” until “all of the evidence in the case has been turned in.” 10 In the 
meantime, he wrote, “the opinions of both Mr. Clark and Mr. Posey will 
be published under their own names.” But Washington’s verdict on the con-
troversy was never offered. (The league, however, sided with Clark, vot-
ing to evict Posey’s Grays in midseason.) Washington was, therefore, an 
unlikely candidate to launch a high-profile campaign against segregation. 
Active protest would have to wait for the arrival of Smith, Lacy, Rodney, 
and Bostic later in the decade.

New in the mix were the Amsterdam News, which began regularly 
covering Negro league baseball during the 1930s, and the communist 
newspaper, the Daily Worker, which was also based in New York City. 
The Worker added a sports section after the 1936 Olympics in Berlin. The 
Amsterdam News’s new sports editor, Romeo Dougherty, had already 
earned distinction as a noted film and theater critic, and he brought a fresh 
voice to sports coverage and unabashed support of black baseball and its 
powers.11 In Washington, D.C. in 1934, Sam Lacy took over as sports edi-
tor at the Washington Tribune, installing a powerful new voice for base-
ball’s integration in the nation’s capital.

Monroe and Washington, in particular, only rarely challenged the 
status quo. Priority instead was placed on self-help and uplift. Like many 
distinctly black enterprises after the Depression, Negro league baseball 
had to be re-built. It is not surprising, then, that race relations took a 
back seat in sports coverage through the early part of the decade. In fact, 
rather than challenge white baseball’s leaders, the black papers treated 
them with deference and respect. Charles Comiskey refused to integrate 
his Chicago White Sox throughout his ownership of the team, yet he was 
hailed as a friend of the Race for renting out Comiskey Park for Negro 
league games. Like other major league baseball owners who loaned out 
their venues, Comiskey took home nearly a third of black baseball’s take. 
The practice richly profited the White Sox because of the East-West all-
star game, played annually in Chicago beginning in 1933. The Sox’s 
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share of the gate during the decade ranged between 25 percent and 40 
percent.

From the perspective of the black press, Comiskey was courageous 
for daring to comment favorably on the caliber of Negro league talent. 
Washington quoted the “Old Roman” as saying, “You can bet your last 
dime that I’ll never refuse to hire a great athlete simply because he isn’t the 
same color of some other player on my team.”12 Monroe, too, burnished 
Comiskey’s image, writing “that no Race players wore the colors of the 
White Sox was hardly the fault of Comiskey.”13 Monroe did not identify 
who was responsible for the “blackout,” and the Sox did not integrate until 
Cuba’s Orestes “Minnie” Minoso, the “Cuban Flash,” made the roster in 
May 1951, after the team was sold to Bill Veeck.

Across town, chewing gum magnate and, in 1934, the new owner 
of the Chicago Cubs, Phil K. Wrigley was celebrated in the Defender as 
“democratic” and “fair” for merely pledging to treat black and white fans 
alike at Cubs games in Wrigley Field. In 1934, promises and pledges—
mere rhetoric—satisfied. As for black Cubs on the field, that decision was 
field manager Charlie Grimm’s, Wrigley said, a response good enough at 
the time for the Defender and a common refrain from major league own-
ers.14 Owners routinely deflected questions about players to their manag-
ers, who in turn passed the buck back to the owners. The Cubs would 
somehow manage to delay the team’s integration until the late stages of 
the 1953 season.15

Perhaps reflecting a sense of inferiority or supposed inferiority vis-à-
vis mainstream society, the Defender and Courier noted any and all inklings 
of openness from baseball’s powers regarding integration, which marked a 
significant change compared to coverage in the 1920s. The newspapers did 
not, however, seek to hold this elite accountable. As the Yankees prepared 
to take on the Cubs in the 1932 World Series, for example, Monroe noted 
at the end of his weekly column the lack of black players on both teams, 
but he was careful to note that his observations were not “intended as a 
slap at the Cubs or Yanks. Far from such a thing.”16

Eager to receive due recognition for its players and teams, the black 
press in the early 1930s marked any positive statement from outside the 
black community regarding the quality of play in the Negro leagues. When 
Babe Ruth talked about the “colorfulness” of black baseball and the “spar-
kling brilliancy” of Negro league play, the comments went into the Defend-
er’s sports pages with a large photo of the Babe, who was described in the 
caption as a “friend of the Race.”17 After a Canadian newspaper far from 
readerships in Negro league cities similarly lauded black baseball, the Pitts-
burgh Courier reprinted the praise in total.18



Coincident with the changes in leadership of sports coverage was a 
shift in that coverage, albeit short-lived, toward more objective reporting.19 
The unbridled boosterism and optimism characteristic of black baseball 
coverage in the 1920s gave way to a slightly more neutral stance. Signal-
ing the switch, sportswriter Dan Burley used his column in the Defender to 
promise readers “impartiality, unbiased opinion and clear-cut, straightfor-
ward [sic] presentation of the game.” This objectivity, never achieved, was 
intended to replace “the partisan spirit that used to characterize all ath-
letic comment by writers of our group,” he wrote.20 Burley claimed readers 
had demanded this non-partisan coverage, though there is no evidence in 
the newspaper of any such demand. Letters to the editor did not reflect it. 
Mainstream sports journalism was being transformed, as well, becoming 
more objective, with greater attention paid to individual athletes. For main-
stream papers, new competition from radio for game accounts put more 
emphasis on human interest angles.21

For the black press, the assumption of a less partisan perspective was 
not altogether voluntary. Sportswriters less regularly attended league meet-
ings compared to the decade prior, and when they did, the writers enjoyed 
far less access to the business being conducted. Gone was a seat at the table 
for the black press, and with it an eyewitness account of how the league was 
being run. Operating on the outside forced more of a dependence on press 
releases and correspondence. Monroe, who was based in New York rather 
than Chicago, did not personally know Robert A. Cole, for example, who in 
1932 was the new owner of the American Giants and Schorling Park.22

This lack of familiarity provides quite a contrast to the partnership 
that welded Fay Young and Rube Foster in purpose and plan.23 The second 
generation of journalists and owners was not as small a social circle as the 
one that bonded the likes of Young and Foster, and the new generation of 
owners had significantly more capital at its disposal than did Foster and 
his group. The new owners, therefore, did not need the writers as much as 
their predecessors had, so a separation was perhaps inevitable. Demonstrat-
ing the lack of familiarity more common in the 1930s, Monroe frequently 
misspelled the names of then Negro National commissioner Judge William 
C. Hueston and Kansas City Monarchs’ owner J. L. Wilkinson.24 Monroe 
spelled Hueston’s name as Houston and Wilkinson as Wilkerson. Monroe 
even botched the name of Oscar Charleston, a heavy-hitting phenom and 
one of Negro baseball’s all-time greats, and on more than one occasion, 
writing “Charlestown” instead.

For the most part, however, Burley and Monroe endeavored to reflect 
more objectivity and, therefore, less partisan perspectives. At the Courier, 
Chester Washington and W. Rollo Wilson did as well, at least in regular 
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weekly baseball coverage. Not surprisingly their columns varied, with some, 
like Wilson’s, remaining unapologetically partisan, but others, such as Bur-
ley’s, Monroe’s, and Washington’s striving to stay on the sidelines. Monroe, 
in fact, would remain fairly neutral for most of the decade, before switch-
ing almost exclusively to boxing coverage upon Fay Young’s return to the 
paper from the Kansas City Call in 1937. Though the Courier’s Wilson also 
pledged neutrality, little change can be seen in his columns over time.25

Many of the regular columns were written by the team owners them-
selves and, thus, could not be considered objective at any level. Cum Posey, 
co-owner of the Homestead Grays and, importantly, a shareholder in the 
Courier, wrote three different columns for the Pittsburgh paper.26 Gus 
Greenlee, too, often wrote of league business in articles published both by 
the Defender and Courier, among other papers. And former player and 
manager Dizzy Dismukes regularly reported on the Negro National for the 
Courier, coverage that was predictably sunny and uncritical. John L. Clark, 
secretary of the NNL and of the Pittsburgh Crawfords, had two regular 
columns in the Courier, one in the sports pages and, in the news pages, 
a column on city life called “Wylie Avenue.” Clark had almost a lifetime 
affiliation with the Courier, writing several columns for the paper during 
his career. After Greenlee and the Negro National faded from black base-
ball in the 1930s, Clark moved to Washington, D.C., and wrote a political 
column for the newspaper.

Another reason for the new generation’s reticence to confront was 
interdependence. In the difficult economic circumstances of the 1930s, divi-
sion was a luxury the black community could ill afford. Penny-pinching in 
American households nearly devastated Negro league baseball, which had 
to rely almost exclusively on weekend dates because of the work sched-
ules of most of its fans. Some players called the profitable doubleheader 
weekend dates “getting out-of-the-hole” days.27 Negro league organizers 
convened in early 1930 to prevent a repeat of what was a dismal 1929 
season, a year the Defender called “the worst in the history of the league’s 
eleven years of existence.”28 (It is unknown what the paper considered the 
eleventh season—the NNL began in 1920.) A raid on players by an upstart 
circuit, the Texas Oklahoma Louisiana League, combined with the with-
drawal of several Negro National teams unable to finance another season 
to cripple the Chicago-based league. The owners discussed the challenges 
but, according to the Defender, could not agree on their solutions.

Like many black leagues, the Texas Oklahoma Louisiana League was 
semi-professional and, therefore, not a “major” professional league. The 
Negro Southern League was the largest of these second-tier Negro leagues. 
The Texas Oklahoma Louisiana was the brainchild of former Kansas City 



Call sportswriter and former Monarchs business manager Q. J. Gilmore, 
who held the title of league president. The circuit opened its first season 
on April 27, 1929, with the Dallas Black Giants defeating the Shreve-
port Black Sports 4–0 in front of 3,500.29 Similar to the Negro National’s 
founding nine years prior, the black press joined with Gilmore to start the 
league, meeting at the Pythian Temple in Dallas in early 1929.30 A.D. Wil-
liams of the Kansas City Call, Roscoe Dunjee of Oklahoma City’s Black 
Dispatch, Clarence Starks of the Dallas Express, and Robert White, who 
wrote for “a white daily of his city,” Shreveport, La., helped to start the 
league. Later, in 1938, Gilmore returned to baseball’s forefront in an effort 
to organize a minor league for the black leagues “for the betterment of the 
game.”31

The measures the NNL owners did draw up for 1930 were merely 
cosmetic. Owners vowed, for instance, to put much more effort into pub-
licizing games and reporting results, obligations observed far more in their 
breach than in their fulfillment throughout the nearly forty-year history of 
the leagues. Just a few years later, in July 1933, the secretary of the newly 
re-formed Negro National League, John L. Clark, indicted owners for fail-
ing to provide a record of performance and for not playing “fair with the 
press.” These failures prevented the league from any claim of equality with 
the major leagues, Clark wrote, a criticism Brooklyn Dodgers president 
Branch Rickey would echo a dozen years later to justify failing to compen-
sate the Kansas City Monarchs for Jackie Robinson.32

Signaling the deep roots of the problems, the league failed to finish the 
1930 season and simply faded away. Judging by coverage in the Defender 
and Courier or, more accurately, by the lack of coverage on the league’s 
disappearance, there was no formal closure. The league merely ceased func-
tioning, its owners scattering. One of those owners, the Homestead Grays’ 
Cum Posey, said he feared the worst: “The 1931 baseball season among 
the colored clubs of the nation has never had a more dreary outlook.”33 
One of the Negro National’s premier clubs, the Hilldales in Philadelphia, 
announced it was shutting down. Owner Johnny Drew explained much of 
the league’s woes in describing those of the Hilldales: “Fans do not have the 
money to spend on baseball.”34

In February 1931 the Defender’s Dan Burley lamented that subse-
quent to the league’s annual business meetings the month prior, business 
meetings from which the public and the press were barred, “nothing in the 
line of news has been heard . . . they might have been swallowed by an 
earthquake.” Burley wrote that fans “don’t even know the names of all 
the managers [or] who won the league pennant last year.”35 In fact, by late 
1931, black baseball had regressed to its pre-1920 wilderness existence, 
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with unaffiliated teams playing games wherever and whenever they could 
find them.

With no Negro National League to cover in 1932, the Defender and 
Courier reallocated resources to college, high school, and even community 
sports. The newspapers also focused on basketball as their sports section’s 
dominant topic longer into April and May than in previous years. Ashley 
B. Carter, president of the Union Church Athletic Association in Chicago, 
for example, regularly covered his association’s games and events for the 
Defender during the NNL’s dark period. His byline, absent before and after 
this period, appeared on coverage of the city league’s baseball, basketball, 
track, and bowling. Both newspapers also published more on the Texas 
Oklahoma Louisiana and Negro Southern leagues, which were looked to 
by the black press to sustain the sport’s future. The Courier covered the 
Southern League’s meetings and games much as it had Negro National and 
Eastern Colored leagues prior to 1931, and the Defender published several 
articles with the byline of L. S. N. Cobb, who at the time was secretary of 
the Southern League.36 Previously, as secretary to the St. Louis Giants in 
1920, Lorenzo Cobb participated in the NNL’s founding in Kansas City, 
and he served as secretary to the ABCs and Cleveland Hornets and in vari-
ous capacities in the Negro leagues from 1920 through 1934.

The void in baseball coverage also was filled simply by creating events. 
The Defender sponsored several large athletic and social events throughout 
1932 and covered them extensively in its news and sports pages. The events 
were more a response to the punishing economy than to the dearth of black 
baseball games, but these tournaments fulfilled several of the same roles as 
the Negro leagues and, unlike the Negro leagues, they were hugely, predict-
ably successful. A Labor Day Weekend youth baseball tournament in 1932, 
for example, counted 2,000 participants. A softball tournament for girls the 
same summer attracted “thousands” of players, according to the newspa-
per, which called its program a “city-wide move to interest youths in a pro-
gram of outdoor activities.”37 This civic involvement explains in part why 
the newspapers remained steadfastly behind black baseball even though 
the likes of Rube Foster, president of the Negro National League, and C. 
I. Taylor, owner of the Indianapolis ABCs—both black church and civic 
leaders in the 1920s, outspoken in their moralist proscriptions—yielded in 
the 1930s to a decidedly less respectable ilk of black owner in numbers 
runners Gus Greenlee, Rufus “Sonnyman” Jackson, John “Tenny” Blount, 
Tom Wilson, Robert Cole, Alex Pompez, and Abe Manley. The turnover in 
league leadership and team ownership is among the fundamental changes 
that occurred during the first half of the 1930s, and among those that saved 
black baseball from obliteration.



After a dark period that lasted more than a season, the Negro 
National League re-emerged in January 1933. An organizational meet-
ing in Pittsburgh attracted twenty prospective owners, but only six ulti-
mately fielded a team: the Crawfords, Grays, American Giants, Nashville 
Elite Giants, Indianapolis ABCs, and Baltimore Black Sox. The early going 
foretold of significant organizational challenges. The ABCs almost immedi-
ately relocated to Detroit, while Chicago moved its home games to India-
napolis, replacing the ABCs and leaving Chicago without a league entry. 
The Black Sox pulled out just weeks into the season, while the Grays were 
bounced out of the league in June for raiding Detroit for a pair of players. 
The Columbus (Ohio) Blue Birds did not have the financing to continue 
the season, so Greenlee consolidated the team with two others to form the 
Cleveland Giants.

In a wildly inaccurate rewriting of history, Monroe described the 
reorganized, Gus Greenlee-run league as profoundly challenged compared 
to the gleaming structure built up by Rube Foster. In the Defender’s cast-
ing of history, that first Negro National “had no general problems,” while 
“today it has nothing but. The passing of Foster introduced problems into 
the sport.”38 In reality, Foster’s empire tottered and fell as a house unceas-
ingly divided against itself, but at least Monroe did not presume business 
and athletic success for the new league or, unlike previous commentators, 
uncritically predict that the upcoming season would be black baseball’s 
“best ever.” Monroe’s coverage of 1933’s “closed door meetings” put 
responsibility for safeguarding the sport this time in the trust of the athletes 
rather than with the owners, and he called on players to take steep pay cuts 
to ensure the viability of the league. A $1,600 monthly salary cap enabled 
a lowering of ticket prices to twenty-five and thirty-five cents in 1933 from 
the previous range of seventy-five cents to one dollar.39

Demonstrating the power shift eastward, to Pittsburgh and away 
from Chicago, the 1933 organizational meetings were held in the Steel 
City rather than Chicago, Indianapolis, or Kansas City. After Rube Fos-
ter’s death, the Chicago American Giants drifted and ultimately collapsed. 
Though they were later revived under black businessmen Robert A. Cole, a 
former Pullman porter, and Clifford O. Stark, Foster’s partner in a garage 
and automotive parts business, the American Giants would never recover 
the prominence they achieved under Foster. Gus Greenlee’s Pittsburgh 
Crawfords were the heirs apparent.40 Kansas City’s decision not to join the 
league also signaled a generational change since the Monarchs were the last 
of the league’s founding members from the inaugural 1920 season.

From Foster’s Schorling Park, the sport’s locus of power shifted to Gus 
Greenlee’s Greenlee Field, one of the first and finest Negro league-owned 
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ballparks. Built in six months at a cost of between $75,000 and $100,000, 
the ballpark served, in one historian’s words, as “a particular point of pride” 
for Pittsburgh’s black Hill District since it was one of the very few black-
owned playing venues.41 Black-owned ballparks were rare throughout the 
history of the Negro leagues, forcing most black teams to play when a field’s 
home team, almost always white, played on the road. When Greenlee Field 
opened, it was the league’s only venue controlled by the team. Nashville’s 
Elite Giants had to play in a minor league park, Sulphur Dell, home to the 
Southern Association Nashville Vols. The ABCs began the season in Perry 
Stadium, which opened in 1931, renting it from Indianapolis Indians’ owner 
Norman Perry. The venue situation was so bad that the Grays, bitter rivals 
of the Crawfords, were forced to play home games on the Craws’ home 
field, forcing Cum Posey to pay Greenlee for the privilege.

Greenlee Field’s turnstiles admitted baseball fans for the first time on 
April 29, 1932, and to dedicate black Pittsburgh’s new gem, Courier owner 
and publisher Robert L. Vann delivered the speech of dedication and threw 
out the first pitch. Ches Washington wrote that “all the color, glamour and 
picturesqueness that usually attends the opening of a big league ball park 
was in evidence.”42 Courier writer William G. Nunn celebrated the fact 
that the field had been “erected by a Negro, for Negroes, with Negroes as 
participating factors.”43 Nunn watched the five games between the Craw-
fords and Homestead Grays, a series between black baseball’s elite teams, 
and wrote that the Craws were “a major league diamond outfit.” The Pitts-
burgh team’s major league-caliber play, equipment, field, and fans gave evi-
dence to Nunn’s evaluation.44

Official league power transferred through the chairmanship, which 
went from Rube Foster to Judge William Hueston, who began serving in 
the late 1920s, then again to Greenlee. A numbers king hard-wired into 
Pittsburgh’s political, social, and civic scenes, “Big Red” Greenlee bailed 
out the Courier at least once financially, explaining in part the editorial 
freedom he enjoyed in the Courier’s pages. Greenlee’s financial help was not 
uncommon. With limited access to capital, particularly from white-owned 
financial institutions, black entrepreneurs realized that economic coopera-
tion was necessary in building up businesses in the black community. 45

Greenlee used his famous Crawford Grill on Wylie Avenue to essen-
tially control commerce on Pittsburgh’s south side. Teaming up with Woo-
gie Harris, owner of the Crystal Barbership also on Wylie, Greenlee “ran 
the city’s rackets” and “earned his reputation from being fair,” according 
to a history of black-run numbers games.46 Leveraging his power, Green-
lee became chairman of a re-formed Negro National League in late 1932 
and set organizational meetings for early 1933. Much like the Chicago 



American Giants before them, Greenlee’s Crawfords were the best outfitted 
team in terms of uniforms, equipment, and transportation, and also like the 
Giants they were perennial champions. The Craws traveled in a seventeen-
passenger Mack bus with a six-cylinder, seventy-nine-horsepower motor 
capable of generating speed of sixty miles per hour, according to the Cou-
rier.47 For a team dependent on barnstorming, owning and controlling the 
means of transportation was no trifling matter.

Like Foster a dynamic personality and physically imposing man, 
Greenlee also shared Foster’s entrepreneurial vigor. The Crawford Grill, a 
three-story restaurant and cabaret on Wylie Avenue, flourished as a social 
and entertainment hub much as the Cotton Club did in Harlem. Patrons 
included George Benson, Duke Ellington, August Wilson, Miles Davis, 
Dizzy Gillespie, and Louis Armstrong. When Satchel Paige married Janet 
Howard, a waitress at the Grill, in 1934, Bill “Bojangles” Robinson served 
as best man and provided tap dancing for entertainment. Lena Horne, 
among others, began her career at the Crawford, where she first sang 
“Stormy Weather,” her signature song.48

Greenlee also managed and promoted light heavyweight boxing cham-
pion John Henry Lewis, among other fighters, occasionally using Greenlee 
Field as the fight venue. The Defender and Courier frequently mentioned 
Greenlee’s proprietorship of the Grill and his involvement in boxing, but 
without exception avoided reference to his numbers businesses. In the black 
press, it is as if they did not exist. A tribute in Wilson’s “Sports Shots” col-
umn is typical. Praising Greenlee on the 1933 season, Wilson thanked the 
magnate for sacrificing time and money “all because he feels he is honor 
bound to keep faith even though his associates fall by the wayside.” Wil-
son made no mention of Greenlee’s main source of income, the “Policy 
wheels,” as the numbers games were called.49 This reticence is ironic since 
the Defender itself participated in the illicit business by clandestinely pub-
lishing the winning numbers for at least a dozen different numbers games. 
The paper used some of its single-panel cartoons to display the numbers 
and sometimes printed winning combinations seemingly randomly in the 
text of stories and columns.50

Omitting the burgeoning business of gambling points to the impor-
tance of noting what the black press left out of its coverage. Numbers 
games became, according to one historian, one of the largest black busi-
nesses in the decade, reaching revenues of $100 million.51 Flush with cash, 
the “policy kings,” as the number runners were called, were empowered in 
the 1930s to make an aggressive move into professional sports. In basket-
ball, the Chicago Crusaders and the Savoy Big Five are examples of success-
ful professional teams backed by gambling money. Robert Abbott secretly 
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supported the numbers runners because they were by some measures the 
biggest philanthropists in the black community.52 As it did for Greenlee’s 
profile, the newspapers burnished the images of Detroit Stars owner John 
“Tenny” Blount and Newark Eagles owner Abe Manley. For the Courier, 
Manley was “the man who has invested more in the game, as a sport and as 
an investment, than anyone,” a “quiet-spoken business man,” and a “lover 
of the game [with] unbounded faith in the future of the game.”53 Manley’s 
numbers ventures also were not mentioned.

The only instances of coverage of the numbers games in either the 
Courier or Defender in the 1930s, at least in connection with black base-
ball, are one by Posey in his “Posey’s Points” column and another in a 
front-page story on the extradition of New York Cubans owner Alex Pom-
pez, a principal in the Eastern Colored League. Posey argued that lotteries 
should not be considered illegal, at least not in the same way as burglary 
and “other major crimes” since the backers of lotteries, including Posey, did 
not compel individuals to play.54 Pompez was extradited by Cuba to New 
York to face a number of charges related to his gambling concerns. In its 
coverage of the high-profile investigation, the Courier estimated Pompez’s 
annual revenues from his numbers syndicate at five million dollars.

One reason for the Defender’s silence on the prominence of gambling-
generated financing for black baseball was the friendship of Al Monroe 
with some of Chicago’s biggest numbers runners, the Jones brothers, includ-
ing Ed, George, and McKissack (Mack) Jones. Monroe accompanied the 
brothers on trips, writing some of his “Everybody Goes When the Wagon 
Comes” columns from the road during the decade.55 The Jones brothers 
were indicted by a federal grand jury in March 1940 for tax evasion; they 
settled with the government in May by agreeing to pay $500,000.56

The same economic and demographic realities underpinning Green-
lee’s and the Crawfords’ rise explain why during this same period the 
Courier displaced the Defender as the nation’s largest black weekly. The 
Courier began challenging the Defender in the late 1920s and early 1930s, 
and sports coverage was a factor. Louis received more front-page men-
tions, more headlines, and more coverage than any other individual in the 
1930s as boxing took on an important symbolic role in black communities 
nationally. Louis, who became world heavyweight champion in 1937, was 
featured in the Defender eighty times between 1933 and 1938; the second-
most referenced individual in the paper during the same period was Haile 
Selassie, leader of Ethiopia, which Italy had invaded. He was mentioned 
twenty-four times.57 Coverage of Louis and black baseball, including the 
local Crawfords and Grays, helped carry the Pittsburgh paper to the top in 
its silver anniversary year, 1937.58 According to an official audit that year, 



an audit that Courier publisher Robert L. Vann finally agreed to cooper-
ate with, the newspaper had a weekly circulation of 250,000, a high water 
mark reached by the Defender more than a decade earlier. When pass-
around circulation is added, actual Courier readers probably numbered 
around one million. The Defender’s audited circulation, meanwhile, slipped 
to 100,000 in 1933 and to 73,000 in 1936.59

The Courier’s success came during a decade especially cruel to base-
ball, both white and black. According to one historian, “one minor league 
after another was folding up and the framework of the professional base-
ball world was giving signs of complete decay.”60 Seeing the sport’s role 
as an important tonic during difficult economic times, President Roosevelt 
told the New York Times that baseball “had done as much as any one thing 
in this country to keep up the spirit of the people.”61 Roosevelt’s tribute 
coincided with the suggestion from the National League’s president that 
1933 might “put to the acid test” the popularity of the sport. People “will 
budget their expenses and choose only what promises them the most enjoy-
ment,” John A. Heydler wrote.62

With the return of the Negro National League, the business-based 
rationale for professional baseball’s integration became more prominent in 
black press coverage. This argument presented several exhibits of blacks’ 
readiness to enter the mainstream, all of them from the early and mid-
1930s: the East-West Classic all-star game started in 1933; Negro league 
participation in the previously all-white semi-professional tournaments in 
the Midwest; the supremacy of boxing titan Joe Louis; the four gold Olym-
pic medals brought home by Jesse Owens; and a vibrant black entertain-
ment scene populated by the likes of Armstrong, Ellington, “Bojangles” 
Robinson, Horne, Josephine Baker, and Marian Anderson. White society 
simply could not ignore these talents.

The money generated by big events such as the Negro leagues’ annual 
all-star game, the doubleheaders between quartets of black teams in major 
league parks, and Louis’s fights, which filled venues such as Comiskey Park 
and Yankee Stadium, provided concrete evidence that integration was in 
everyone’s best business interests. Major league baseball at the same time 
very publicly lamented its sagging attendance and lack of profits.63 In fact, 
according to White Sox owner Bill Veeck, only one of major league base-
ball’s sixteen teams made a profit in 1933. The fiscal logic of integration 
was not lost on at least a handful of major league owners, who as early as 
the late 1930s began plotting to begin hiring black talent.

Exhibit A in the argument for integration’s economic benefits was the 
East-West Classic, an all-star spectacle inaugurated in 1933 that was unlike 
any other in baseball, white or black, and, other than Joe Louis’s fights, the 
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biggest sporting event in black America.64 Though newspapers and baseball 
would never again reproduce the close partnership used to found the Negro 
National League in 1920, they did join forces to make the Classic possible. 
The annual showcase began in August 1933 and quickly added a second 
edition in New York City that same year. It endured into the 1950s and 
often outdrew the major league all-star version. Long-time Negro leaguer 
Buck O’Neil described the Classic in his autobiography as “something very 
special.” While the big leagues left the choice of players up to the sports-
writers, the Negro leagues left it up to the fans. “After reading about great 
players in the Defender and Courier for so many years, they could cut out 
that ballot in the black papers, send it in, and have a say,” O’Neil wrote. 
“That was a pretty important thing for black people to do in those days, 
to be able to vote, even if it was just for ballplayers, and they sent in thou-
sands and thousands of ballots.”65

The game was principally about racial pride. Blacks came from all over 
every year, scheduled their vacations around the event, and required that extra 
passenger cars be added to the Illinois Central and Union Pacific trains.66 “We 
kept the game in Chicago because it was in the middle of the country, and 
people could get there from all over.” O’Neil wrote. “In Chicago, all the black 
stores would sell tickets to the game. . . . Ben Franklin Department Store, 
Monarch Tailors, Harry’s Men Shop, the South Center Department Store, 
they’d all have a big sign out, EAST-WEST TICKETS SOLD HERE.”67

The East-West game owed its existence to the black press. Greenlee, 
Posey, and writers Roy Sparrow (Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph) and William 
G. Nunn (Courier) collaborated to stage the all-star game. Greenlee pro-
vided the necessary marketing muscle and financial backing, and he hired 
Sparrow to coordinate publicity.68 Sparrow sent press releases to fifty-five 
black weeklies and ninety white dailies, which succeeded in generating cov-
erage nationally. The black press relentlessly promoted the event. The Cou-
rier ran four stories on the upcoming game in its August 4, 1934 issue, 
then another five stories promoting it in the August 25 issue. The league 
also bought advertising for the Classic in the Defender and the Courier, 
among other papers. Only the big weeklies could get the word out beyond 
Chicago and into the heartland. The Defender and the Courier exclusively 
administered fan voting for player selections, printing the clip-out ballots 
weekly and doing all the tabulations. Their writers acted as official scor-
ers for the game. Their publishers officiated, throwing out the games’ first 
pitches and spectating with Chicago’s public officials. Their sports sections 
and front pages celebrated the event as evidence that black society had all 
that white society boasted and that black baseball talent belonged in the 
major leagues.



Perhaps because of the newspapers’ cooperation in staging the event, 
cooperation that gave them a stake in its success, flirtations with and public 
commitments to objective reporting ended with the campaign to make the 
all-star Classic one of the black community’s premier events. According to 
one account, the two newspapers split a five percent cut of the gate, though 
it is not clear if the money was a quid pro quo, rewarding the papers for 
the publicity and promotions.69 Certainly the payoff incented the news-
papers to do what they could to make the event a success. The Defender 
reported in anticipation of the first all-star game that it was “gaining daily 
in momentum as its popularity sweeps the nation like a relentless hurri-
cane,” a description that given the share of the take the Defender was to get 
points to a clear conflict of interest.70 The five percent share also explains 
in part how the Chicago paper could cooperate with the Courier, its pri-
mary competition for readership. The Defender described the alliance as an 
effort to “make this venture one of the greatest success stories in sporting 
history.”71

By all accounts, the inaugural East-West game in 1933 proved a tri-
umph, a gleaming gem in the rough of another economically difficult black 
baseball season. Despite rains and the Depression, a “howling, thundering 
mob” of 20,000, almost all black, turned out to watch the West, led by 
Rube Foster’s half-brother, pitcher Willie Foster, beat the all-stars from the 
East.72 When combined with the “O Sing a New Song” pageant of music 
and dance held annually at Chicago’s Soldier Field, the August weekend 
could plausibly be described, as the Defender put it, as the “biggest event 
in the history of the Race.”73 More than 150 black vendors, ticket takers, 
ushers, and concession operators worked the game.

The East-West accomplished what the Colored World Series could 
not. In bringing together so much of the black community, and in present-
ing an undeniable quality of play on a stage normally used to showcase 
major league talent—Comiskey Park, the East-West Classic attracted posi-
tive attention in mainstream society, from mainstream media, and among 
white professional baseball’s leadership. The black press catalogued this 
attention and added it to the case for acceptance and for the right to an 
opportunity to “make the grade,” a phrase the Courier’s Wendell Smith 
would frequently use to refer to integration. Monroe, for instance, noted 
that while the all-star teams played before 20,000, the Cubs played across 
town that same day before 8,000 fewer fans.74

The Courier’s Ira Lewis observed in an impassioned critique of daily 
newspaper coverage of blacks that the attention from mainstream media on 
this lone occasion centered on something positive and not on the criminal. 
“We are not only persecuted but crucified, as it were, before the bar of 
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public opinion by the city editors of the daily press, who symbolize the word 
Negro with crime, Lewis wrote.”75 A story distributed by the Associated 
Negro Press and picked up by the Courier and Amsterdam News, among 
other papers, reprinted Chicago Daily News reporter Henry L. Farrell’s 
praise of three all-star game participants—Dick Lundy, Oscar Charleston, 
and Mule Suttles. According to Farrell, one of the few in the daily press to 
comment on the first Classic, the three players were “good enough to play 
in the white major leagues,” if only they were “a lighter shade.” The losing 
East team could have replaced the lowly Reds or Red Sox in the major 
leagues, Farrell wrote, and done quite well in their stead.76

In 1935, 60,000 attended the musical pageant, or enough to fill “all 
the hotels,” including the black Grand Hotel at 51st and South Parkway 
and “every train” coming into Chicago. About 30,000 filed into Comis-
key the next day for the all-star game, 10,000 more than witnessed the 
major leagues’ version that same season.77 The pageant-game combination 
quickly became a showcase for blacks nationally, and it demonstrated that 
sports and the arts could bring the races together. The Defender made this 
argument after the 1936 Classic, which 30,000 attended, that the time for 
integration had come, and the newspaper encouraged fans again to write 
Commissioner Kenesaw Mountain Landis.78 For Ches Washington the 
game also demonstrated the caliber of Negro league play, proving to fans of 
both races “that there are several stars in colored baseball who could make 
the grade in the major leagues.”79 Nunn shared Washington’s appraisal, 
writing from the Comiskey Park press box that the players on stage at the 
Classic “had the stamp of ‘major league’ quality written all over them.” 
Nunn also complained that the game lacked proper announcing and was 
not broadcast.80

John L. Clark emphasized the East-West Game’s success in business 
terms, pointing out that ten people were paid full-time to organize the 
game, another ten to run it, and fifty to one hundred young people to sell 
tickets and concessions. Forty ball players, six coaches, two managers, and 
four umpires also benefited from the profits, all of which “passed through 
the hands of Negroes,” he wrote, forgetting the rents paid to the White Sox 
for the use of Comiskey Park.81 For Clark, the game was a model of busi-
ness success for the black community. The Courier’s columnist in Philadel-
phia, Rollo Wilson, also saw the all-star game’s impact in its balance sheet. 
In fact, Wilson emphasized the importance of a sound business foundation 
for black baseball perhaps more than any other writer during the decade, a 
priority expected from Wilson’s position as commissioner of the league in 
1934. Part of his income, therefore, was derived by the league’s and all-star 
game’s successes.



Two weeks after Clark’s 1934 accounting, Wilson correctly argued 
that economics and only economics would open up big league baseball, 
and that the East-West Game provided the “opening wedge.” People would 
notice the $4,700 pocketed by the White Sox for use of their park. Scouts 
had observed superstar players Satchel Paige and Mule Suttles. Fans had 
witnessed “a new, all-time high” for Negro baseball, Wilson wrote.82 The 
Classic’s big numbers and smooth operation gave Negro league baseball a 
measure of credibility. Harry Grabiner, vice president of the White Sox, told 
the Defender that he “unhesitatingly approved” of the men running the 
Classic, men who had “not once fallen down on promises or put up argu-
ments just for the sake of arguing.”83 Grabiner’s words gave black base-
ball’s owners reason to hope because many of these businessmen aspired to 
join big league baseball when their players gained entry.

Even before the Classic, white sportswriters began raising the level 
of debate on baseball’s exclusionary policies. The Defender specifically 
credited the New York World-Telegram’s Heywood Broun, who wrote in 
February 1933—six months before the East-West game—a lengthy article 
critical of the major leagues’ patent unfairness.84 His column was a reaction 
to a racist sketch performed at the New York Baseball Writers Associa-
tion dinner that month, a dinner at which Broun also delivered a speech 
criticizing baseball for prohibiting blacks. Reprinted in full by the Defender 
and syndicated to hundreds of white dailies, Broun’s column provided a 
blueprint of sorts for the argument the black press would make in the next 
decade, an argument centered on athletic and financial viability. In his arti-
cle, Broun highlighted the talent on Negro league team rosters. He also 
quoted the major leagues’ official position of having no “set rule” against 
players of color. He cited Paul Robeson’s success as an All-American foot-
ball player at Rutgers and called black sprinter Eddie Tolan “almost a team 
in himself.” If Tolan could compete against international opponents, Broun 
asked, why couldn’t a black play professional baseball?85 Adding blacks to 
the major leagues would in Broun’s opinion provide a more “colorful” style 
of play and “attract a number of Colored rooters.”86

The black press would pick up on each and every one of the columnist’s 
points in its crusade to crack the color barrier. Ches Washington followed 
up Broun’s widely read polemic with a four-month-long “symposium” 
presenting the views of big league baseball’s owners, managers, players, and 
sportswriters. In asking why blacks were barred from the major leagues, 
Washington was indirectly challenging the Gentleman’s Agreement among 
baseball’s owners not to integrate, an unwritten pact to which Broun’s 
article drew attention. Among those Washington interviewed were National 
League president John Heydler; Charles Comiskey; the secretary-treasurer 
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of major league baseball, Leslie O’Connor; and Gerry Nugent, president of 
the Philadelphia Phillies. Though Washington’s summer symposium spurred 
no concrete action, it flushed out into the open the positions of some of 
baseball’s top officials, showing some with seemingly open minds and others 
trying to avoid the issue altogether.87 The Defender also saw opportunity in 
the awareness Broun had created and advocated a letter-writing campaign 
to put pressure on major league baseball. The paper urged readers to write 
Landis, providing his full mailing address to encourage response.88 The 
Commissioner’s office subsequently was “overrun with letters,” according 
to the Defender, with several hundred readers answering the paper’s call.89 
Neither Landis nor baseball’s all-white owners responded to the letters or 
to the Defender’s public campaign.

Despite Landis’s silence, there were some signs of openness, and from 
unexpected places. The Sporting News, for example, a publication that 
served practically if not officially as the voice of major league baseball, 
declared in its pages in January 1934 that some of the best baseball play-
ers were not eligible to play “but for the color line!,” an endorsement of 
black baseball talent and a dramatic admission in print to the practice of 
exclusion. The weekly’s statement drew headlines in the black press, which 
repeated its pledge to continue to push for at least a chance for black play-
ers to make big league rosters.90

In the mid-1930s, Shirley Povich of the Washington Post, Dan Parker 
of the New York Daily Mirror, Jimmy Powers of the New York Daily 
News, and other mainstream writers also began criticizing baseball’s seg-
regated state. Westbrook Pegler had called baseball to account as early as 
1931. The black press often reprinted large portions of these supportive col-
umns, which were almost without exception more critical of major league 
baseball than anything written by black press sportswriters. A Los Angeles 
Post Record column in July 1935, for example, grilled the “master minds” 
of baseball for “pretending that the only people who have a right to play 
baseball, or watch it being played, are whites.” The writer, Gene Coughlin, 
wrote that the major leagues’ refusal could not be explained sociologically, 
democratically, or economically, especially with big league ball in such 
need of a drawing card.91 The Defender and Al Monroe were not nearly as 
pointed as Coughlin, Povich, and the other mainstream newspaper colum-
nists. One month before Coughlin’s critique, Monroe merely “wondered” 
why and how major league baseball could explain away its unwillingness 
to open up to Race players. 92

Eager to use baseball’s hypocrisy as a critique of capitalism, the Com-
munist press, too, joined the struggle and in 1936 this support was wel-
comed by black sportswriters. The Communist press seized on the issue, 



seeing in baseball a microcosm of what Chris Lamb and Kelly Rusinack 
described as “all that was wrong with American capitalism.”93 When Wen-
dell Smith and Sam Lacy realized, however, they would be considered guilty 
by association by major league baseball, they began distancing themselves, 
their newspapers, and their crusade from socialism and, specifically, from 
the Daily Worker newspaper. Rusinack and Lamb researched involvement 
by the Communist press, specifically the Daily Worker, which published 
hundreds of articles in its campaign to integrate baseball, and they found 
that while the Communist Party was certainly interested in using sports 
to advance its own political philosophy, “its most effective effort to influ-
ence American society—the campaign against segregation in baseball—
emphasized democracy, not communism.”94 Still, the taint of communism 
was enough to inspire the black writers to distance themselves from the 
Worker.

Beginning in the latter part of the 1930s, writers such as Smith at 
the Courier, Lacy at the Afro-American, Joe Bostic at the People’s Voice, 
and Lester Rodney at the Daily Worker took their protest to the offices of 
major league baseball. The campaign to integrate would move in this time 
period from the sports pages to the front pages as the black press turned 
more activist. The campaigning would not have been possible had it not 
been for the attention brought to black athletic achievement by mainstream 
media, which was prompted by black press efforts to build up and to pro-
mote Negro league baseball.95 In the late 1930s black sportswriters could 
count many more allies in their struggle than when the decade opened.
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Chapter Five

Interventionism

A snub on a sandlot introduced Wendell Smith to baseball’s inviolable color 
line. A high school senior playing American Legion baseball in Detroit, 
Smith pitched his team to a 1–0 playoff victory. After the game, a top scout 
for the Detroit Tigers, Wish Egan, signed Smith’s catcher and boyhood 
friend, Mike Tresh, to a major league contract. Tresh would play sixteen 
seasons of big league baseball. Egan also secured the services of the losing 
pitcher. He did not offer a contract to Smith.

“I’d sign you, too, if I could,” Egan told the young pitcher. Decades 
later, after a celebrated career in journalism, Smith cited Egan’s words as 
inspiration to dedicate himself to contributing “something on behalf of the 
Negro ballplayers.” Fortunately for the black press, and for black baseball, 
Smith chose to make his contribution through a conspicuously activist jour-
nalism that sought better treatment of blacks everywhere, beginning with 
those on the baseball diamond.1

A freshly minted graduate of historically black West Virginia State 
College, Smith roared onto the baseball scene and into the sports pages of 
the Pittsburgh Courier in October 1937, writing with a force and flair that 
immediately distinguished him from his colleagues. Unlike Ches Washing-
ton, who Smith would replace as the Courier’s sports editor in 1938, the 
young writer did not reflexively accept segregation and with it the implicit 
subordination of blacks. Smith and his counterpart and contemporary at the 
Afro-American, Sam Lacy, not only covered Negro league baseball’s efforts 
to force integration, they became directly involved themselves. This direct 
participation on the part of sportswriters during the late 1930s and early 
1940s marks this phase of the integration campaign as starkly different 
from those of the 1920s and early 1930s, and it offers a sharp contrast to 
mainstream sports journalism of the period, as well. Mainstream journalism 
by this time no longer emphasized or embraced campaigns or crusades. In 
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1946, a leading journalism textbook, for example, declared that the “days 
of writing crusading stories are far past.”2

For much of the previous two decades, black sportswriters preached 
to the converted. In the late 1930s and even more so in the 1940s, Smith 
and Lacy combined eloquence in print with activist intervention and 
dogged persistence to expand the campaign beyond the black community. 
They took the campaign to the white major league baseball owners, where 
ultimate power to bring down the bar resided, and in this they enlisted sup-
port from white sportswriters at the big dailies.

The crusade grew especially active during and after World War II, a 
period during which black Americans became significantly more active and 
confrontational on social and civil rights issues. Though economic condi-
tions for blacks deteriorated during the years between the wars, the period 
saw growth for the black press in terms of readership and influence, growth 
that fueled an expansion in the black protest movement. As a minority 
group press, the newspapers of the period served to define concepts of race 
and racial struggle. “Its writers were thus sincerely involved in the race’s 
problems,” wrote black press historian Charlotte O’Kelly.3 The late 1930s 
also was a period during which the country was, according to Smith, “turn-
ing fairly liberal, a time when people became very conscious of the fact that 
Negroes were not playing in the major leagues.”4 The black press gener-
ated much of this awareness by making first-person intervention a natural 
response if not an implicit duty. A content analysis of coverage during 1944 
and 1945, for example, reveals that among Smith’s goals of the black press 
writer were economic opportunity and full integration.5

Smith’s involvement in this new interventionism was multi-dimen-
sional. In 1938 and 1939, for example, his second and third years with 
the Courier, he canvassed nearly fifty big league players, managers, and 
executives specifically on the issue of integration. He argued frequently 
and forcefully in his columns and in his regular beat coverage for an end 
to the unwritten rule that banned blacks from big league rosters. Smith 
arranged face-to-face meetings between members of the black press and top 
officials of major league baseball. In the mid-1940s, Smith arranged tryouts 
for Negro league players with big league teams. Perhaps most crucially, he 
specifically recommended Jack Roosevelt Robinson, a shortstop with the 
Kansas City Monarchs, to Branch Rickey, president of the Brooklyn Dodg-
ers, as the black player who could “make the grade” in the major leagues 
and take black baseball to the promised land.6

Like Smith, Sam Lacy first became involved in efforts to integrate 
baseball in 1937, as sports editor at the Washington Tribune, a relatively 
small black paper in his native Washington, D.C. He joined the paper 



full-time in 1934 and, according to one historian, was, at least initially, 
“ambivalent toward major league integration.”7 This ambivalence changed 
to activism in November 1937 when Lacy wrote baseball’s commissioner, 
Kenesaw Mountain Landis, to recommend that baseball’s owners “express 
themselves” on the absence of blacks in the big leagues. Landis’s response 
not surprisingly was silence, so Lacy worked locally, meeting instead with 
Washington Senators owner Clark Griffith and covering and promoting 
the city’s Negro league team, the Homestead Grays. Lacy’s December 1937 
meeting with Griffith was cited by historian Brad Snyder as “the beginning 
of Lacy’s campaign to integrate baseball.”8 For the seven months following 
the conference, Lacy penned a column in the Tribune, “The Pro and Con 
on The Negro in Organizational Baseball,” in which he included letters of 
support for integration written by prominent Washingtonians and quoted 
reactions from white sportswriters.9 Lacy’s influence and reach widened 
considerably when he joined the larger Afro-American in 1939 as a sports-
writer and columnist.10 After a brief flirtation with professional sports—he 
spent the 1941 season managing the black basketball team, the Washing-
ton Bruins—and parts of 1942 and 1943 with the Chicago Defender, Lacy 
returned to the Afro-American, where he remained for more than fifty 
years.11

Like Smith, Lacy was guided and motivated professionally by per-
sonal experience. He grew up working part-time jobs at Washington, D.C.’s 
Griffith Stadium, which served as home to both the Senators and, off-and-
on, to the Homestead Grays.12 Lacy helped with daily Senators practices, 
did odd jobs at the ballpark, and sold concessions during games. He also 
played baseball for several seasons for black teams in Washington and 
Connecticut. Lacy was, therefore, an ideal candidate to confront Griffith 
with the hypocrisy of keeping blacks out of America’s game, which Lacy 
regularly used his weekly column to do. Also like Smith, Lacy arranged 
meetings with major league baseball officials, and he helped to form a com-
mittee with the big leagues to study how best to accomplish integration.13 
He conducted surveys and wrote to and about white sportswriters to widen 
the campaign beyond the black community.

It is important to note also what Smith and Lacy did not do. Unlike 
Joe Bostic at the People’s Voice in New York City or Nat Low at the Com-
munist paper, the Daily Worker, both of whom regularly and directly con-
fronted major league baseball and, specifically, the Dodgers’ Branch Rickey, 
Smith and Lacy believed in quiet cooperation, particularly during the early 
part of this interventionist phase of the integration campaign. Though they 
often were aggressive in print, they also celebrated any development they 
viewed as progress and the people they credited with that progress. Behind 
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the scenes, their direct involvement occurred without intimidation or threat 
of protest. “Through all of this I always tried to keep it from becoming a 
flamboyant, highly militant thing,” Smith said, shortly before his death, 
of his involvement in the campaign. “I think that’s why it succeeded. If 
there had been picketing . . . this thing wouldn’t have developed the way 
it did.”14 In arguing against a proposed boycott by blacks of Griffith Sta-
dium in 1939, Lacy wrote that picket lines would be “misplaced.”15 Smith 
and Lacy saw the owners more as the agents of change than as the chief 
obstacles to it. They reserved that ignominy for baseball’s commissioner, 
Landis, who Lacy characteristically—and accurately—described in 1939 as 
“the big reason why no play has been made for colored performers.”16

Smith naturally became the point person in the campaign because, 
according to Robinson scholar Jules Tygiel, in the 1940s Smith was “the 
most talented and influential of the black sportswriters.”17 Smith also had 
at his disposal the influence of the Courier, which in the late 1930s and 
throughout the 1940s was the largest black weekly in America. Its reach 
and readership gave Smith significant leverage when negotiating with and 
attempting to influence major league officials.18

Along with Lacy, Bostic, and the Courier’s Randy Dixon, Smith 
seemed to thrive on controversy, at least in print, and to much the same 
degree as his predecessors, Chester Washington, Al Monroe, and Fay 
Young, seemed eager to avoid it. Cum Posey commented on this difference 
in a January 3, 1942 guest column. Paying tribute to Washington, Posey 
wrote: “Going over his columns we have found that [Chester Washington] 
has never criticized a Negro athlete or a Negro athletic enterprise. . . . We 
must name him the ‘Diplomat of Sports.’” 19 The young writers were vic-
tims of segregation in much the same way as the players and owners they 
wrote about, and in the 1940s a greater understanding of the costs of that 
segregation was developing.

Repeatedly turned down for membership to the all-white National 
Baseball Writers Association and barred from major league press boxes, this 
generation of sportswriters saw crusading and campaigning as their right-
ful roles. This perspective in part explains their often unorthodox methods, 
such as Smith’s role as an employee of the Brooklyn Dodgers during Jackie 
Robinson’s first year with the team, a time when Smith still performed the 
duties of Courier sports editor.20 It also explains the black writers’ solidar-
ity in pressing for integration and in criticizing Negro league baseball. This 
solidarity in August 1940 produced the American Sport Writers Associa-
tion, which elected Fay Young as its first president.21 The association’s list 
of officers reads like a Who’s Who of black press sportswriters of the period. 
In addition to Wendell Smith, elected vice presidents were Art Carter of the 



Afro-American, Eddie Burbridge of the Louisiana Weekly, Richard Jack-
son of the St. Louis Argus, and Herman Hill, the Courier’s correspondent 
in Los Angeles. A protégé of Lacy, Carter was a sportswriter for both the 
Afro-American and Tribune. He also worked in the 1940s as a part-time 
publicity director for the Homestead Grays and in 1946, at 34, became 
publicity director for the Negro National League. Russell J. Cowans of the 
Detroit Tribune, who would replace Young as sports editor of the Defender 
in the 1950s, was elected secretary of the new association, and Ed Harris 
of the Philadelphia Tribune treasurer. Board members included Dan Burley 
of the Amsterdam News, E. B. Rea of the Norfolk Journal and Guide, Bill 
Bagby of the Kansas City Call, Lucius Jones of the Atlanta Daily World, 
and Ken Jessamy of the Cleveland Call and Post. What the association 
accomplished is not known; the association’s affairs were not reported in 
either the Defender or the Courier.

The willingness on the part of the new generation of writers to mix 
it up with the power elites was in evidence almost as soon as they arrived. 
Soon after joining the Courier in October 1937, Smith became harshly 
and colorfully critical of Negro league baseball’s leaders and, in another 
departure from previous sportswriters, did so by name rather than hiding 
behind general statements and vague pronouncements. In one of his earli-
est “Smitty’s Sports Spurts” columns, for example, Smith smartly ridiculed 
as “strange and inconsistent” the capricious decisions handed down by 
“Chief Justice [Gus] Greenlee” and “Justice [Cum] Posey,” the “High Tri-
bunal of Negro Baseball.”22 However, just as Lacy did in East, Smith allied 
with black baseball for the stated goal of integration. In 1938, for example, 
Smith sided with owners in criticizing his “strange tribe” for its support of 
major league baseball since the money they spent served only to perpetuate 
segregation. “Major league baseball does not want us,” he wrote. “Despite 
the fact that we have our own teams and brilliant players, the most colorful 
in the world . . . we go elsewhere.”23

This paradoxical position—of simultaneously calling for black sep-
arateness and distinctness and for the integration of society—would define 
much of Smith’s writing for the Courier during this period. Though fully 
committed to and engaged in the struggle to integrate and, therefore, to 
make blacks full-fledged members of the dominant society, Smith also 
called on blacks to build up their own enterprises.24 It is as if he wanted the 
pendulum between separation and integration to impossibly swing simulta-
neously in opposing directions, and at equal speeds.25

Smith’s and Lacy’s criticisms of black baseball’s owners and officials, 
expressed as they were in the context of an obvious affinity for and friend-
ship with the sport’s players, can in part be explained by the writers’ ages. 
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Smith and Lacy were contemporaries with the players and, therefore, not 
with the owners. The writers socialized with the players, so it should not 
surprise to see in the same columns praise of the athletes’ play and scath-
ing commentary on the leagues’ shortfalls. The deficiencies, from the per-
spectives of Smith and Lacy, were primarily those of ownership, and they 
included a lack of organization and planning, a dearth of comprehensive or 
regularly kept statistical records, the need for an independent commissioner, 
the lack of a working press or publicity office, inconsistency in the staging 
of championships or world series, and the lack of a balanced schedule.

As part of his self-styled campaign to win baseball’s integration, 
Smith proposed in January 1939 an organization similar to the NAACP 
and pledged to fight segregation with the association’s members “until 
we drop from exhaustion.”26 This distinctly black organization would 
paradoxically labor for its own uselessness and irrelevance as the voice 
for an oppressed and excluded minority, a parallel with the self-immolat-
ing goals of the black press itself. If and when Smith’s stated goals were 
realized, there would be no need for black baseball, a dilemma perhaps 
only the hindsight of history can put in relief. Smith demonstrated little 
awareness of this dilemma in his Courier coverage, and the same was 
true of Lacy and Young.

In the late 1930s and early 1940s, Smith’s distinctive style and insight 
as a columnist rapidly matured. With the world at war, the young reporter 
and columnist compared the treatment of blacks in the United States with 
that of Jews in Nazi Germany. Because baseball in America was celebrated 
as a paradigm of democracy, of American moxie and fair play, the exclu-
sion of blacks for Smith and Lacy made the sport an emblem for Ameri-
can hypocrisy.27 Smith called the “closed door policy” in baseball a “great 
American tragedy” and “a blot on the Statue of Liberty, the American 
flag, the constitution.”28 When the United States entered the war, Smith 
reminded all-white major league baseball that it was “perpetuating the very 
things thousands of Americans [including a disproportionate number of 
blacks] are overseas fighting to end, namely, racial discrimination and seg-
regation.”29

One of Smith’s more important contributions in the crusade to inte-
grate came before America’s involvement in the war—a series of interviews 
with forty players and all eight National League managers on whether blacks 
should be admitted into major league baseball and, if admitted, whether 
they could survive at the sport’s highest level. Among those interviewed 
were players for the Pittsburgh Pirates, New York Giants, and Brooklyn 
Dodgers. Called the “Most Exclusive, Startling and Revealing Expose, of 
the Attitude of the Major League Players and Managers Themselves, Ever 



Written,” Smith’s series weekly occupied a full page and sometimes two 
full pages of the Courier.30 The campaign was but one manifestation of 
the Courier’s sense of mission. “The [newspaper] always had some kind 
of program going, a crusade for something of consequence,” Smith said, 
reflecting on his career for Jerome Holtzman’s book, No Cheering in the 
Pressbox. “I started in 1938 a crusade or campaign for the inclusion of 
Negro league ball players into the major leagues [and] the paper was elated. 
It got me raises. It really got me on my way [and] gave me a name in the 
sportswriting business because these stories were a revelation.”31

Barred from major league press boxes, Smith instead conducted most 
of his interviews in the lobby of Pittsburgh’s Schenley Hotel. His intent was 
to use his campaign to expose and, by exposing, eliminate one of the major 
leagues’ most frequently stated excuses for failing to integrate, which was 
the belief that major league players, a large percentage of whom hailed 
from the South, would simply refuse to play with blacks. Smith’s survey 
revealed the opposite—seventy-five percent were in favor of integration, a 
few players and managers enthusiastically so. Brooklyn manager Leo Duro-
cher, for example, said he had played against blacks “who could play in 
any big league that ever existed,” players including Satchel Paige, George 
“Mule” Suttles, and Josh Gibson. Years later, when asked if he would play 
Robinson should Rickey sign the shortstop, Durocher responded, “Would I 
use him? Hell yes. I’d sleep with him and watch him like a mother watches 
her newborn baby.”32

If seventy-five percent were in favor, a quarter either opposed or 
refused to state an opinion. Casey Stengel, in 1939 manager of the Boston 
Bees, was in the latter category, uncharacteristically deferring the question 
to the owners. Bill Terry, manager of the New York Giants, flatly stated 
that blacks would never make the majors, a prediction the Courier put on 
its front page.33 The prominent placement, however, reflected the minority 
of Terry’s position, as well as the importance of Smith’s efforts from the 
perspective of the paper to flush out the truth. Smith found most of Terry’s 
own players in favor of ending the color ban.

Smith did not merely survey the players and managers but attempted 
to persuade them, as well, a role not inconsistent with a fighting press’s 
mission. In his conversation with Terry, for example, Smith said he argued 
the Negro league player’s position and tried to convince Terry that even 
“social mingling” of white and black players would not be a problem. 
He told Terry that blacks “travel all over the country with college foot-
ball teams and encounter few difficulties.”34 Smith even recommended the 
players most qualified to make integration a reality—Buck Leonard of the 
Homestead Grays and Josh Gibson of the Pittsburgh Crawfords.35 (When 
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baseball’s doors did finally open six years later, Rocky Mount, N.C., native 
Buck Leonard, arguably the best hitter and best first baseman in Negro 
league history, and Josh Gibson, almost certainly the Negro leagues’ all-
time best power hitter, were considered too old to make the jump.)

The launch of Smith’s series coincided with the annual burst of pub-
licity in the black press that preceded the East-West Classic all-star game. 
Smith’s interview coverage dwarfed the space devoted to the all-important 
Classic, an imbalance that demonstrates the importance the Courier placed 
on Smith’s campaign. White major league officials reported they were read-
ing, and “with great interest,” said Jimmy Long, publicity chief for the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. Long said he was speaking both for himself and for Wil-
liam E. Benswanger, president of the Pirates. Long also said Benswanger 
supported the admittance of colored players.36 William Harridge, president 
of the American League, “admitted that he had been following the Pitts-
burgh Courier’s expose,” according to the Courier’s Ches Washington.37

Smith’s survey clearly had an effect. Many white fans, perhaps even a 
majority, were not even aware of baseball’s color line prior to Smith’s sur-
veys, which were picked up by, among others, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 
The Sporting News, and the Associated Press, which fed hundreds of news-
papers throughout the country. The survey series raised awareness of the 
Negro leagues and of the color bar, and it led to increased support for the 
crusade among white sportswriters and columnists.38 Secondly, the survey’s 
results showed that a majority of white athletes would either support inte-
gration or, at the very least, not oppose or protest it. Ches Washington 
called Smith’s discoveries “revolutionary” in revealing how owners falsely 
“pass[ed] the buck” and blamed their players for the ban’s continuance.39

Coincident with Smith’s survey coverage was an incident involving 
New York Yankee outfielder Jake Powell, an event that galvanized the 
black community and revealed how systematically ignored blacks were in 
the white press. A guest on WGN Radio’s pre-game show in Chicago, Pow-
ell told host Bob Elson that he spent the off-season in Dayton, Ohio, as a 
policeman, keeping in shape by cracking “niggers” over the head. As his-
torian Richard Crepeau found, “the white press gave the incident and its 
aftermath considerably less space than did the black press.”40 The black 
community’s anger over Powell’s racism and major league baseball’s and 
the Yankees’ mild response to the player’s misconduct were almost com-
pletely ignored by the dailies. The Chicago Daily News, for example, pub-
lished only a small item on the bottom of the second page of its sports 
section.41 The Sporting News’s coverage is particularly revealing. Commen-
tator Dan Daniel wondered on page 1 whether the “Negro fans of New 
York” would forgive the Yankee player or “carry on the feud,” framing 



the controversy as a test of the black community’s ability to forgive and 
move on rather than as an example of baseball’s institutional racism and 
insensitivity.42 Daniel’s story carried the headline, “Powell Slur To Bring 
Bar Against Impromptu Broadcasts By Players,” suggesting that the import 
to The Sporting News was radio’s accessibility to players and not any slight 
felt by America’s blacks.

In contrast, the black press pounced on the Powell incident as evidence 
of professional sport’s close-mindedness. The Defender argued that if blacks 
had been allowed entrance into major league baseball, the Powell incident 
would not have happened, “for as in Congress, legislatures and city councils, 
wherever we have elected officials, the presence of our men reminds—and 
demands—respect.”43 Two weeks after the WGN broadcast, the Defender 
reprinted in full Powell’s statement of apology, a statement that included 
an offer to visit the newspaper to issue an apology in person.44 While the 
Defender called for a boycott of the beer brewed by Yankee owner Jake 
Ruppert, in New York the Amsterdam News collected more than 6,000 sig-
natures on a petition demanding Powell’s unconditional release. Similar to 
Senate majority leader Trent Lott appearing on BET television to explain 
his pro-segregation remarks at Strom Thurmond’s 100th birthday celebra-
tion, in 1938 Jake Powell toured Harlem with one of Harlem’s civic leaders, 
Hubert Julian. He issued apologies and explanations at every stop, includ-
ing at the offices of Amsterdam News. Neither the Defender apology nor 
the Harlem tour were reported in the white dailies.45

The Powell affair and Smith’s groundbreaking reporting were over-
shadowed in the American consciousness by a world again at war. Pow-
ell quickly was forgotten, even by the black press, and Smith’s campaign 
receded to the margins of the newspaper’s sports coverage. In fact, the Cou-
rier’s sports pages from 1940 through the first half of 1942 infrequently 
referenced the color bar at all. Smith mentioned the ban only twice in 1940, 
once in May to compare major league baseball’s undemocratic behavior to 
that of Hitler and the Nazis, and in August when he ridiculed big league 
baseball for prohibiting exhibitions against Negro league teams. “They have 
been embarrassed too many times!” he wrote, claiming that the “embarrass-
ments” had made the case that “our teams have proven their worth in exhi-
bition games [with] more dash, fire and hustle.”46 (Smith included in this 
same column mention of the “nation’s greatest all-around athlete,” a col-
legiate who “sparkled in baseball, football, basketball, and track”—Jackie 
Robinson. In addition to being a star running back for UCLA alongside 
Kenny Washington, Robinson was in 1940 the Pacific Coast Conference’s 
top scorer in basketball, an all-conference shortstop, and a national colle-
giate broad jump champion.)
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After the survey coverage ran, Smith turned his attention to boxing 
and football. Smith’s switch may have had something to do with the ascen-
dancy of football as a national sport and perhaps with residual frustra-
tion with big league baseball and its recalcitrance. His interest in boxing 
most likely had to do with that sport’s growing importance to the black 
community, a popularity that rivaled and, on fight nights, eclipsed that of 
black baseball. Joe Louis, Sugar Ray Robinson, and a host of other talented 
champion black boxers were among the most famous black celebrities. 
Championship prizefights were plum assignments for black sportswriters, 
assignments a young, ambitious writer like Smith naturally would jump to 
get. He became the newspaper’s primary boxing writer and, as a result, the 
Courier’s commentary on Negro league baseball was left to Randy Dixon, 
formerly sports editor for the Philadelphia Independent and briefly the 
Negro National League’s secretary.

Dixon’s columns for the Courier, “The Sports Bugle,” were almost 
uniformly critical of the Negro leagues, and in them Dixon condemned 
with an intensity previously rare in the Courier. When combined with 
Smith’s and Lacy’s unvarnished if infrequent assessments of league affairs, 
the colorful criticism marked a break from previous eras of coverage. “The 
Negro National League is much ado about nothing,” Dixon wrote. “Does 
the league accomplish anything at its meetings? No.”47 Because of lead-
ership’s inability to cooperate, Dixon recommended that the league “be 
added to the antique collection in the nearest museum” as a relic lacking 
any utility.48 Another of Dixon’s columns, from early 1940, roasted the 
magnates, a group the columnist often called the “the mag-nuts,” in part 
because newspapermen had been excluded from the league’s annual meet-
ings that year in Philadelphia. Newspapermen were, however, prominent in 
the meetings, and as participants rather than as correspondents. C. B. Pow-
ell, chairman of the Amsterdam News, was nominated to become league 
president. (He did not win.) Dan Burley, also of the News, and Al Monroe 
of the Defender, also were nominated for league positions.49

A 1941 column by Dixon alluded to owners’ efforts to have him muz-
zled and his column dropped, and Dixon did lower the heat in response. 
But he remained critical of a league he felt had become “its own worst 
enemy.”50 Whether or not the owners effectively pressured the Courier to 
check Dixon is unknown; only the indirect reference to owners’ complaints 
appears in the newspaper’s sports pages. Dixon continued to spotlight the 
owners’ neglect in submitting to the black newspapers news, statistics, and 
game reports. The owners did not understand the “magic of printer’s ink,” 
he wrote, complaining that most of the news sent in had more to do with 
disputes between the owners than with the action on the field. News and 



bulletins that could have been “calculated to set John Fan to talkin’” were 
instead “conspicuous by their absence,” Dixon wrote in May 1941, saying 
he would settle for a regularly published schedule and some box scores.51

Despite Dixon’s weekly harangues, the Courier remained for the most 
part a friend to the leagues’ top officials, particularly the Negro National 
League’s Pittsburgh-based owners. The Defender, too, provided access to 
owners, especially Greenlee, Effa Manley, and Memphis Red Sox owner 
and long-time Negro American president, J. B. Martin.52 Several articles 
on Martin and his troubles with Memphis police appear in the Defender 
in 1940 and 1941. A prominent pharmacist in the black community and 
civic leader, Martin was hounded by Memphis’s sheriff because of Martin’s 
political views and his position as the city’s chairman of the Negro National 
Republican Committee. The treatment, which included “molesting” and 
searching “from head to foot” customers of Martin’s pharmacy, eventually 
forced Martin and his brother, physician W. S. Martin, out of Memphis and 
northward to Chicago.53

Cum Posey continued to write his near-weekly “Posey’s Points” col-
umn for the Courier, and in 1941 served on a committee to raise money for 
a memorial to honor Courier publisher Robert L. Vann, who died the year 
prior. Posey called the committee work “a pleasure.” To honor a man he 
knew “not as a great journalist, or a business executive, or a political power,” 
but as “just a regular fellow,” was gratifying, the Grays’ owner wrote.54 
Posey’s committee financed the building of the Robert L. Vann Memorial 
Tower, which still stands at Virginia Union University in Richmond, Va., in 
front of the L. Douglas Wilder Library. Vann died in October 1940.

Gus “Big Red” Greenlee, owner of the Pittsburgh Crawfords, also 
had the Courier’s full, unremitting cooperation. When he announced that 
he was re-organizing his team in 1940, Greenlee got the lead story and a 
column of support from Smith.55 Crawfords games were promoted, as was 
Greenlee’s Crawford Grill on Wylie Avenue. Greenlee on at least one occa-
sion loaned money to Vann and the Courier trust, and Vann and Greenlee 
were members of many of the same business and fraternal organizations. 
Regular Negro league game coverage was largely positive, as well. Opening 
day in 1940, for instance, was celebrated in the Courier with a half-dozen 
stories, all of them exuberantly positive, even as Dixon wrote in his col-
umn of the year as the league’s “Showdown” season, describing the Negro 
National’s very existence as a “nuisance.”56 Two of the more optimistic 
articles carried the headlines, “Expect Record Throng At Opener for Mem-
phis” and “Cubans Have Players To ‘Write Home About.’”57

The decade’s first season did provide showdowns, including those 
between Pittsburgh and New York City for primacy in black baseball and 
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between ownership factions—one led by Posey in Pittsburgh and another by 
the Manleys in Newark. The civil war divided the Negro National League 
and placed the black press again in the middle. Owners looked to the black 
papers as a mouthpiece in the battle for public opinion and as a weapon 
with which to bludgeon the opposition. In June 1940, as Jackie Robin-
son was breaking national track and field records at UCLA, the Manleys 
organized a meeting with sportswriters to state their case, principally as 
it related to their battle with the Crawfords and Grays for the services of 
pitching great Satchel Paige. Attending were Dixon, Dan Burley, Art Carter 
of the Afro-American, and Oliver “Butts” Brown of the Newark Herald 
News.58

Posey struck back, using his own column in the Courier to ridicule 
the Manleys’ attempt at influencing the press and thanking the Courier, 
Chicago Defender, Afro-American, and Philadelphia Tribune for support-
ing black baseball “for years and years.” Absent from Posey’s tribute was 
the Amsterdam News, New York’s top black paper and a publication Posey 
had liberally praised in the 1930s as a welcome alternative to the Courier.59 
In the 1940s, Posey possibly viewed the paper as too close to the Newark-
based Manleys, who were from New York City and still drew a significant 
number of fans from that market. Like Foster, C. I. Taylor, and Bolden 
before them, Posey and the Manleys found liberal space in the black papers 
in which to lobby support for their positions.

In Washington, D.C., Lacy also applied pressure on black baseball, 
criticizing the quality of play on the field and, like Dixon, citing a lack of 
professionalism among black baseball’s owners that prevented them from 
consistently informing the press and the public and allowed them to con-
tinue to raid players from fellow league members’ teams. “Perhaps there is 
something to the contention that we are keeping ourselves down,” he wrote 
in May 1941.60 Lacy also criticized the Grays’ hiring of a white public-
ity agent, Joe Holman, a writer with the Washington Times-Herald, who 
not only failed to generate coverage of Homestead by the white dailies, 
but alienated the black press in the process, according to Lacy. The Grays 
hired “a downtown (ofay, if you please) sportswriter to do their publicity,” 
he wrote. “Ho hum! Incidentally, it was the same scribe who only a few 
moments before had told me he thought the best chance for colored players 
to break into the big leagues lay in their ability to ‘clown.’”61

The Grays’ strategy was not unique. In Chicago, a white promoter, 
Abe Saperstein, was hired by the East-West Classic’s organizing committee 
to generate publicity in the white daily newspapers and on radio. Owner 
of the Harlem Globetrotters baseball and basketball teams, Saperstein had 
previously handled publicity work for the East-West game, but he did not 



specifically cater to white dailies prior to 1941. His hiring was not criticized 
by black baseball, but it coincided with one that was—the addition to the 
Newark Eagles’ payroll of a white publicity agent, Jerry Kessler, in 1936.62 
(Kessler was replaced in 1940 by Butts Brown, editor of the Herald News, 
Newark’s leading black newspaper.) It is possible that because Saperstein 
brought money into the Negro leagues and was a vital connection in Chi-
cago for black teams that he was not subjected to criticisms. Black base-
ball approached Saperstein. Bolden and Manley, however, had control over 
whom they hired, and both opted to hire white men, publicity men who 
could only aid the leagues indirectly by generating notice.

For its part, the Defender in Chicago focused more on repairing black 
baseball than on the racial divide. Baseball’s resurgence on the city’s South 
Side would have to begin with a new ballpark, according to the paper. The 
American Giants’ venue—Schorling Park—burned down on Christmas Day 
1940. Called South Side Park before 1911, Schorling was situated in the 
heart of the black community, on the north side of 39th Street (now called 
Pershing Road) between South Wentworth and South Princeton avenues. 
Foster’s American Giants began playing in the 15,000-seat, wooden sta-
dium in 1911 after the White Sox moved into the new steel-and-concrete 
Comiskey Park, and used Schorling as their home field until 1940.63

The Defender’s lead news columnist, Lucius C. Harper, was a lonely 
voice on the color barrier, commenting on major league baseball’s willin-
gess to hire “convicts, aliens, but no Negroes.” No other Defender sports-
writer mentioned the major leagues in any context throughout 1940 and 
1941.64 A Negro American League in disarray was the problem for Young, 
who felt it was “in about the worst shape . . . floundering around like 
a ship with a broken rudder in stormy seas,” he wrote, while still serv-
ing as secretary to the league.65 This estimation provided Young with yet 
another opportunity to memorialize Rube Foster, who he described in a 
back-handed critique of the Negro National as an iron-willed leader who 
stood for “peace and harmony” with other leagues. Given Foster’s unre-
lenting wars with rival leagues and even his fellow league owners, Young’s 
description is intriguing, as is his characterization of the owner’s demolition 
of his own American Giants as having been done purely for the benefit of 
John “Tenney” Blount’s Detroit Stars. Foster’s American Giants won the 
Negro National’s first three championships; the Stars never won more than 
a city title.66 Also intriguing is Young’s description of himself as Foster’s 
“publicity agent,” which perhaps explains his recasting of organized black 
baseball’s first decade.

On the field, record-breaking crowds during the 1941 season helped 
raise black baseball’s profile and give the sport a product major league 
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baseball could no longer ignore. More than 30,000 gathered for black 
baseball at Briggs Stadium in Detroit, 20,000 at Yankee Stadium and at 
Sportsman’s Park in St. Louis, and 12,000 each at Comiskey in Chicago 
and at Oriole Park in Baltimore. Most of these games were played as part 
of weekend doubleheaders, which became some of the black community’s 
largest gatherings and social events, easily outsizing major league games 
played on the same days in the same cities. (Other big events for the black 
community included the Penn Relays in Philadelphia and the Howard-
Lincoln football game played each fall over Thanksgiving weekend.) 
Because these crowds were part of the economic case being made to major 
league baseball, attendance numbers often took precedence in headlines in 
the black press, even over the games’ final scores.67

The biggest jewel in the crowning year for black baseball that was 
1941, the East-West Classic drew a record 50,000 and produced a contest 
several writers called “a dream come true.” More than 10,000 were turned 
away on a day when only 16,000 paid to watch the Chicago Cubs play 
the New York Giants on the other side of town.68 Both the Courier and 
Defender facilitated voting for all-star participants and provided extensive 
pre- and post-game publicity. The Defender included a four-page insert for 
the 1941 Classic, providing the event’s history, a scorecard for the game, a 
page of photos, and previews of the mid-August clash.69 The Courier antic-
ipated a game that promised to be “the most spectacular, colorful, colossal 
extravaganza in the history of Negro baseball.”70

As a footnote to the 1941 season, it is often overlooked that at this 
time Jackie Robinson was not major league baseball’s likely barrier-breaker. 
Along with UCLA teammate and fellow running back Kenny Washington, 
Robinson was, however, a leading candidate to erase the re-drawn color bar 
in professional football, a sport that at the time enjoyed far less social and 
cultural status in America than baseball. Robinson starred in the annual 
college all-star game against the reigning professional champions, the Chi-
cago Bears. Robinson “sparkled” in front of 90,000 in the all-stars’ 37–13 
loss to the Bears. He also led UCLA as its leading scorer in basketball. A 
September 1941 column by Dixon, for example, used Robinson’s exclu-
sion from pro football, not pro baseball, as Exhibit A in his case against 
America on charges of hypocrisy.71 Even at this early date, the black press 
was helping to create Robinson’s persona for his later breakthrough in 
baseball. Hot-tempered and the possessor of a keen sense of justice, Rob-
inson was described by Randy Dixon as having “meritorious deportment.” 
Six months later, Robinson was among the handful of black baseball play-
ers coming out of college who were cited as innocent victims of baseball’s 
“unwritten law” against blacks.72



The Courier’s famous Double V campaign launched in 1942 provided 
a larger theme under which the goal of baseball’s integration naturally fit. 
With the banner of winning victory at home as well as victory abroad, 
blacks protested for and demanded an end to discrimination in all walks of 
American life, including serving in the armed forces, securing jobs, obtaining 
insurance, and playing on the baseball diamond. As the Depression faded 
and blacks began to feel more empowered, and as the United States fought 
a war in the name of democracy abroad, blacks more stridently protested 
the denial of democracy and its benefits at home. The sports pages reflected 
this new boldness. When Satchel Paige’s Monarchs played and defeated 
Dizzy Dean and his All-Stars at Wrigley Field in May 1942, for example, 
the first time a black team had been invited to Wrigley, the Defender used 
the occasion to call for an end to Jim Crow in baseball and to organize an 
interracial committee to lobby baseball’s commissioner.73 Young pointed to 
the 30,000-strong, integrated, mostly black crowd as proof the races could 
get along and that fans would pay to see integrated play. “These brown 
baseball fans are baseball hungry,” Young wrote, hoping that the front 
office in Wrigley Field would “sit up and take notice.”74

The paper assembled a group that included a prominent white hotel 
owner, William Harrison of the Grand Hotel, which served annually as 
headquarters for the East-West Classic; two attorneys, C. Francis Stradford 
and William Patterson; and the Defender’s Fay Young. The case the quar-
tet made hinged on three factors: the demonstrated willingness of black 
and white athletes to work, play, and even room together; big league base-
ball’s need for players in the wake of the war draft; and the testimony of 
big league players that they would play with and compete against black 
teammates.75 (Precedents for interracial competition included industrial 
league basketball, college football, and college track.) Interaction between 
the races on the playing fields remained a theme for Young throughout the 
1940s. The 1942 College All-Star football game, with its mixed race rosters 
and Southern white players, proved to Young, for example, that baseball’s 
excuses for keeping the races separate were merely that. The newly orga-
nized National Basketball League, with its pair of integrated teams, also 
provided Young with a model to present to major league baseball.

Always immaculately dressed, the Defender’s sports editor embod-
ied the philosophy of the newspaper, which was to show what the Negro 
could do and to show him at his best. This philosophy manifested itself in 
Young’s critique of player behavior throughout his career, his urgings of 
fans to mind their manners at the ballpark, and his disdain for the constant 
bickering among Negro league team owners.76 The philosophy also helps 
to explain why he would agree to serve as secretary to the Negro American 
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League for five seasons while directing his paper’s sports coverage of the 
same league.

After the buildup to the war, both the Defender and the Courier re-
focused their attention on the integration of baseball in mid-1942 with a 
campaign that rapidly gained supporters within major league baseball and 
in organized labor, the clergy, and the Communist party. The campaign’s 
renewal meant less attention on the Negro leagues in general, including 
their many organizational and structural flaws, but only for that 1942 sea-
son as attention shifted to the Double V campaign.

Even a casual reading of the leading black newspapers during this 
period reveals changes in the national mood vis-à-vis fair employment prac-
tices and equal rights. In June 1942, the National Maritime Union and the 
International Workers Order demanded that Landis drop baseball’s color 
bar. Also in June a leading Catholic prelate in Chicago called for an end 
to the ban, and the International Open golf tournament in Chicago inte-
grated for the first time, providing for baseball a “stirring example” of 
inter-racial harmony, Smith wrote.77 In August, the New York City-based 
Catholic Interracial Council unanimously passed a resolution that called on 
the major leagues to integrate, a resolution that was described as a “plea 
for democracy.”78

Summer 1942 also saw a demand from the National Athletic Com-
mission of the International Workers Order, which represented 155,000 
workers, including “several thousand Negroes,” that the Chicago Cubs 
immediately integrate, a demand echoed by the Chicago Joint Council of 
Packing House Workers.79 (Speakers at the union’s meeting included the 
Defender’s Fay Young and Dave Malarcher, a long-time Negro league player 
and manager.) The United Furniture Workers of America, based in New 
York City, joined the movement in August by calling for blacks in profes-
sional baseball in a resolution passed “as an expression of the democracy 
we are fighting for” in Europe.80

Cracks of light were opening up in the previously solid wall put up by 
major league baseball. Philadelphia Phillies owner Gerry Nugent declared 
having “no objections” to signing qualified Negro leaguers, while Philip K. 
Wrigley, owner of the Cubs, told reporters the major leagues could accom-
modate blacks. Until and unless the public demanded change, however, 
Wrigley said the Cubs would remain white-only, and they did, for another 
full decade. It was Wrigley’s declaration, made at a businessmen’s lun-
cheon, that prompted the International Workers Order in New York City 
to demand that the Cubs integrate.81

The black press got more than a helping hand from the Communist 
New York newspaper, the Daily Worker, which in March launched its own 



campaign: “Can You Read, Judge Landis?” Responsible for spawning sev-
eral different petition drives and for sparking protests at premieres of the 
film, Pride of the Yankees, the Daily Worker campaign generated more 
than one million petition signatures by July and elicited the first comments 
directly from Landis on baseball’s policy regarding integration.82 Since the 
Communist party did not claim a million members, its petition drive suc-
cessfully reached outside its core constituencies for support. The party had 
a booth at the East-West Classic, for example, at which members collected 
signatures. Historical scholarship on baseball’s desegregation has for the 
most part failed to credit the Daily Worker, including its editor Lester Rod-
ney and sports editor Nat Low, and the hundreds of articles the Worker 
printed in protest of baseball’s color bar.83

In a statement printed by daily newspapers and the black press, Landis 
responded to the Communists’ campaign by declaring for the first time that 
“there is no rule” against Negro players and that none had ever existed. He 
said that as many as twenty-five black players were probably good enough 
to play in the major leagues and that “Negro players are welcome.” Black 
press sportswriters almost uniformly discounted Landis’s statements, saying 
they did not represent any change in major league baseball’s position. The 
Defender’s Harper, for example, wrote that no matter what Landis had said, 
“the old line is still there.” The Commissioner’s statements, Harper wrote, 
were designed merely to shift blame for the line and responsibility for its 
removal from Landis to the owners. Importantly, the commentator observed 
that it was not race that barred black players from the major leagues, but 
merely skin color. Mulattoes, after all, had “slipped in” and onto South 
Atlantic League teams. Gus Bonno, once a Negro league pitcher, briefly 
played in the major leagues, but as an Indian.84 Young, too, believed that 
whites simply could not reconcile themselves to paying blacks the same sal-
aries they paid their own. “Judge Landis decision? Bosh!” Young wrote.85

For the Courier’s Ches Washington, Landis’s statement was an oppor-
tunity to credit Smith and the newspaper for the series of survey stories, 
the first of several such opportunities for self-congratulation, seemingly 
none of which the Courier passed up. Washington wrote that Landis had 
put the “matter of discrimination” on the owners, clearing as it did any 
owner to sign players of color.86 On numerous occasions, the Courier and 
Defender each claimed primary responsibility for the fight to rid baseball 
of Jim Crow.87 Smith chose instead to share credit with other sportswriters, 
black and white, for eliciting Landis’s seeming new openness on race. He 
lauded white writers Jimmy Powers, Dan Parker, and Lloyd Lewis for “keep-
ing the flame burning.” Smith also credited Ira Lewis, Ches Washington, 
Rollo Wilson, Bill Nunn, and Cum Posey, all of the Courier; Sam Lacy and
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Bill Gibson of the Afro-American; and the Defender’s Young. Sensing new 
momentum, Smith called on the NAACP, the Urban League, and the Elks to 
“shoulder arms . . . and carry on!”88

Landis’s proclamation, coming on the third anniversary of Smith’s 
survey series, appeared to have an effect, though likely one he did not 
intend. The Pittsburgh Pirates offered to grant black players tryouts, per-
haps sensing a new environment and attitude toward integration and pro-
viding evidence that the previously solid front indeed was cracking. William 
Benswanger was quoted by the Daily Worker as agreeing to tryouts for 
black players on July 27, 1942.89 Benswanger denied this to the Pittsburgh 
Courier, but he agreed to allow Smith and the Courier to select four black 
players for a tryout at Forbes Field sometime in late August or early Sep-
tember.90 Benswanger’s concession was celebrated with banner headlines 
on the Courier’s front page and sports pages and in several of its weekly 
columns. Prematurely, the Pittsburgh newspaper framed the tryouts as a 
climax to its long campaign to integrate baseball.91 In what would become 
a formula for the treatment of major league moguls acting in support of the 
campaign, Smith devoted an entire column to pay tribute to Benswanger, 
calling him “unwavering, unselfish,” the “Greatest Liberal in Baseball His-
tory,” and the “Wendell Wilkie” of baseball. Other adjectives included 
“compassionate and benevolent,” sincere, forward-thinking, and demo-
cratic.92 The gushing praise perhaps explains why when Benswanger failed 
to follow through on his offer by never granting the tryouts, the Courier 
did not follow up on the story or hold the Pirates accountable. Embarrass-
ment meant that, for the Courier, the story simply disappeared.93

It is unclear why the Pirates did not go through with the tryouts. Smith 
later said Benswanger simply got cold feet, and it is possible Landis pres-
sured Benswanger not to hold the tryouts. Since the Daily Worker publicly 
took credit for securing them, it is also possible if not probable that Ben-
swanger did not want to risk any association with Communists, a group he 
energetically and vocally opposed.94 Benswanger is quoted by the Courier 
disparaging the Daily Worker, its sports editor, Nat Low, and Low’s tactics. 
The Bucs’ owner charged Low with putting words in his mouth.

Smith’s initial stories on the Pirate tryouts were picked up by the 
Associated Press and daily newspapers throughout the country, which per-
haps added to the newspaper’s embarrassment when the club reneged. The 
Defender, however, noted the “run-around” given the Negro leagues by the 
Pirates, and Fay Young personally followed up with the Pirate organization 
and with major league baseball officials. His wires went unanswered, and 
his attempts to meet with club presidents at the Palmer Hotel, site of joint 
major league meetings, were dashed.95 Young attended the annual meetings 



anyway, even though he was not invited. He spoke with sportswriters from 
the dailies and learned that “the general impression” among major league 
baseball officials was that the Communists were behind the move to inte-
grate, a sentiment that, if genuinely held, cast millions of black baseball fans 
and the black press in the same boat politically as the Communist party. 
“How the Chicago Defender and millions of baseball fans of color could be 
classed as Reds simply because they demanded a fair deal for all?” Young 
asked.96 The perception played into Landis’ hands, however, allowing base-
ball to resist the inevitable for a few more years.

Recognizing the taint of guilt by association, the black press distanced 
itself from the Daily Worker, which previously had been treated as a wel-
come partner in the campaign. One Courier article in 1938, for example, 
celebrated Lester Rodney, editor of the Daily Worker, for “joining The 
Courier and Sam Lacey [sic], of the Washington Tribune, and Jimmy Pow-
ers, of the New York News, in their crusade against the racial bar in the big 
leagues.”97 In August 1947, however, Wendell Smith felt the need to “get 
straight for the record” how “Communist propaganda” was obscenely dis-
torting the historical record on how the major leagues integrated. Accord-
ing to Smith, “the Communists had nothing to do with getting Negroes 
into the major leagues. . . . They are trying to take credit so they can sell 
even more vicious propaganda to millions of Negroes.”98

One of the more important tasks undertaken by the black sportswrit-
ers was to reveal the various smokescreens major league baseball created to 
hide its policies on race, distractions that included painting the black and 
Communist presses with the same brush. Young in response asked owners 
in person and in print how millions of Negro league baseball fans could be 
lumped together with a political party. He called Brooklyn Dodger president 
Larry MacPhail on his statement that the Negro league owners themselves 
did not want integration for fear of what it would do to their livelihoods. 
The owners “have no such fear,” Young wrote in his weekly Defender col-
umn, citing a lengthy interview with J. B. Martin, in 1942 the president of 
the Chicago American Giants. “I am for it wholeheartedly,” Young quoted 
Martin as saying. “I cannot see where it would injure our baseball one bit 
and if it did I am still for it. . . . I can’t figure who the Negro league offi-
cials are whom McPhail [sic] talked to.”99

In fact, a major league baseball committee in 1946 was formed to 
look at “the Race Question,” producing a confidential document that 
became public in 1951 at congressional hearings on baseball’s monopoly 
powers and anti-trust immunity. Written by Larry MacPhail, who was in 
1946 president of the Yankees, the document shows a group of business-
men concerned about losing the revenues generated by renting big league 
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parks to black teams on weekends.100 The report provides a startling his-
torical document of racism at professional baseball’s highest levels. Accord-
ing to the committee, blacks possessed “natural ability” but lacked “the 
technique, the coordination, the competitive attitude, and the discipline 
which is usually acquired only after years of playing in the minor leagues.” 
Contradicting its own claims about the deficiencies of black players, the 
report also feigned fear for the Negro leagues’ vitality: “The Negroes who 
own and operate these clubs do not want to part with their outstanding 
players,” MacPhail wrote, knowing the professions of J. B. Martin and oth-
ers to the contrary.

The lone voice in either the Courier or Defender preaching caution 
and declaring the growing movement to integrate baseball a challenge to 
the Negro leagues’ vitality came from Cum Posey, a magnate long accus-
tomed to minority-held positions. The Grays’ co-owner used his weekly 
“Posey’s Points” to warn readers of integration’s potential harm to black 
baseball. He presciently wondered how a handful of blacks in the majors 
could be worth risking all of Negro league baseball: “We’re more con-
cerned about the 200 other colored players in this league and with our own 
investments,” he wrote.101 In an odd similarity to MacPhail, Posey felt that 
the many letters being written to Commissioner Landis, good-intentioned 
though they were, could strip the Negro leagues of the major league venues 
upon which the leagues depended. Clinging to Booker T. Washington’s five-
finger-as-one-hand philosophy, Posey wrote that it would be far better to 
“help build a major Negro baseball league playing every day baseball.”102 
Though they were inconsistent with the newspapers’ aims, Posey’s views 
were not criticized in either the Courier or the Defender.

In another example of direct black press involvement, a New York 
City assemblyman, William T. Andrews, helped to organize a meeting with 
MacPhail at the Dodgers’ offices in Brooklyn. Meeting with MacPhail for 
nearly two hours to discuss integration were, among others, Dan Burley 
of the Amsterdam News and Joe Bostic of the People’s Voice of Harlem. 
Former Negro league commissioner Ferdinand Q. Morton and Fred Turner 
of the NAACP also attended, getting from MacPhail an acknowledgement 
that “Negroes are ready for the big leagues,” which flatly contradicted the 
Dodger executive’s testimony before Congress. They did not get any con-
crete concessions or timeline from the Dodger president, however.103

The Defender’s page-one columnist, Lucius Harper, summed up the 
obstacles to baseball’s re-integration, predicting that it would require another 
“thirty years or so.” Harper blamed Landis, the “southern influence” on 
organized baseball, and the white fan’s failure to see baseball merely as sport 
rather than as “an event to vent his spleen on racial supremacy.” Only when 



these three things changed, Harper wrote, could baseball “truly become a 
national sport worthy of its name.”104

The 1942 season ended amidst profound concerns for the health of 
baseball in America, both black baseball and white baseball. Challenges 
included gas and tire rationings, a government prohibition on private bus 
use, and the loss of many players either to the war abroad or to defense 
industry production at home. Players leaving because of the war drained 
both the major leagues and the Negro leagues of talent. The major and 
minor leagues, diluted though they were in terms of quality on the field, 
clung to their refusal to play blacks or even to grant them tryouts. Even 
though major league baseball had featured a one-armed player, Pete Gray, 
the Pacific Coast minor league reneged on an offer to grant black players 
tryouts, just as the Pirates had done.105 For Young, “things look[ed] dark” 
for baseball.106
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Figure 1. From a December 1916 issue of the Indianapolis Freeman, the cartoon 
shows the disunity and division that plagued the Negro leagues. The Chicago Amer-
ican Giants’ Rube Foster and C. I. Taylor of the Indianapolis ABCs are depicted 
fighting over the “World’s Colored Championship,” which Taylor’s ABCs won in 
nine games.



Figure 2. The Black Sox scandal in 1919 gave the Negro leagues reason to celebrate 
“crooked” baseball’s color bar. (From the October 11, 1924 Pittsburgh Courier) 
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Figure 3. Black newspaper publishers claimed that they had to accept ads for prod-
ucts like skin whiteners and hair straighteners just to survive, to bring in enough in 
advertising revenue. This “Sanitary Slicker” ad appeared in the July 1920 edition 
of the monthly Competitor, a newspaper supplement published by the Pittsburgh 
Courier in 1920 and 1921.
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Figure 4. Barrel-chested Rube Foster virtually willed the Negro leagues into exis-
tence, leading the launch of the first successful Negro league, the Negro National, in 
1920. National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, Cooperstown, N.Y.



Figure 5. The Paseo Street YMCA in Kansas City’s black district, where the Negro 
National League was founded in 1929. Today it is a merely an eyesore, a blighted 
brick building located just two blocks from the gleaming Negro League Museum.
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Figure 6. The Blue Room restaurant stands where The Streets Hotel once thrived as 
a nexus of black community life in 18th-and-Vine section of Kansas City.
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Figure 7. The Birmingham Black Barons, including centerfielder Willie Mays, played 
their games at Rickwood Field in Birmingham, built in 1910. The ballfield is still 
used for city recreation league games and for the annual Rickwood Classic.

Figure 8. For white Birmingham Barons games in the 1950s, blacks had to sit in this 
right-field section of Rickwood Field.
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Figure 9. Long-time sports editor of the black weekly Pittsburgh Courier, Wendell 
Smith is the forgotten man in the narrative of Branch Rickey’s signing of Jackie 
Robinson. National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, Cooperstown, N.Y.
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Figure 10. The Afro-American’s Sam Lacy, left, Dodger pitcher Dan Bankhead, and 
the Courier’s Wendell Smith wait for a flight in Daytona Beach. After Robinson’s 
signing by the Dodgers, Lacy and Smith covered “The Jackie Robinson beat.” 
National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, Cooperstown, N.Y.



Figure 11. No player contributed more to the success and, therefore, the longevity 
of the Negro leagues than Satchel Paige. He was the first Negro leaguer inducted 
into the National Baseball Hall of Fame. National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, 
Cooperstown, N.Y.
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Figure 12. Jackie Robinson wrote his own epitaph, which reads: “A life is not 
important except in the impact it has on other lives.” National Baseball Hall of 
Fame Library, Cooperstown, N.Y.



Figure 13. By the 1949 season, when this photo was taken, black teams had to 
resort to barnstorming to survive. The Indianapolis Clowns, which produced Henry 
Aaron, was the last Negro league team to play a full season. National Baseball Hall 
of Fame Library Cooperstown, N.Y.
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Figure 14. Dr. J. B. Martin, seated center, was the longest-serving Negro league 
president, and he held the Negro American together into the 1950s. To his left in 
the February 1953 photo is Dr. W. S. Martin, Martin’s brother and owner of the 
Memphis Red Sox. To his right, Tom Baird, an owner of the white-owned Kansas 
City Monarchs. Also pictured, standing, are William Bridgeforth of the Birmingham 
Black Barons, left; Syd Pollock, owner of the Indianapolis Clowns; Bill Margolis, 
Chicago American Giants; and Ed Gottlieb, owner of the Philadelphia Stars. (From 
the Chicago Defender)



Figure 15. This ad for upcoming White Sox games appeared in the Chicago Defender 
in June 1953, giving evidence of the South Side’s affinity for the Go-Go Sox. No ads 
for the all-white Cubs appeared in the Defender in the early 1950s.
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Chapter Six

Preparing the Way

Black baseball’s buccaneer, who faced all-comers with a cutlass in his teeth 
and a twinkle in his eye, commanded attention both on and off the field in 
such an entertaining fashion that writers quickly realized they had a gold 
mine in quotes and story angles. An unimposing physical specimen—180 
pounds evenly distributed over a six-foot, three-inch frame—Satchel Paige 
was so clearly superior to his opposition, black and white, that he became 
a sort of pulley for the sport, capable of dramatic ups and downs but used 
mostly to lift black baseball. Regard for black achievement appreciated—
and to no small degree—as a result of this one player’s stunning and sus-
tained achievement.

Paige single-handedly re-oriented baseball coverage in the black news-
papers. Prior to his emergence as a star pitcher in the mid-1930s, game cov-
erage consisted mostly of straightforward accounts of play with scant little 
on the players. In most cases, in fact, only last names were used to refer to 
players, a practice that has made compiling an accurate statistical record of 
Negro league play difficult.1 Only on the rarest of occasions did the week-
lies run a feature story on an individual athlete, at least until the emergence 
in the 1930s of Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, and Satchel Paige, in sharp contrast 
to mainstream sports coverage. The dailies embraced personality-driven 
sports reporting during the decade, using it to sell newspapers, to supply 
fans with heroes, and to counter the popularity of radio, which offered lis-
teners an immediacy the papers could not provide.2

Of undetermined age, and unwilling—perhaps unable—to give his 
age, Paige rarely lost to major league all-star teams, and with a variety of 
pitches uncommon for any pitcher of any color in any era, he often domi-
nated them. Paige’s bag of tricks included his hesitation pitch, so named 
because of a slight delay before releasing the ball; the “nothin’ ball,” which 
was a straight changeup; his be ball, because he made sure it “be where I 
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want it;” the bat dodger, four-day rider, and midnight creeper.3 Though 
his statistical record is incomplete, like those of most Negro leaguers, he 
is known to have pitched sixty-four consecutive scoreless innings and to 
have won twenty-one straight games. Nicknamed after carrying luggage—
satchels—at a Mobile, Ala., railroad depot as a young boy, Satchel posted 
a 32–7 record in 1932 and went 31–4 in 1933. While playing for a Bis-
marck, North Dakota, team, Paige was impossibly credited with 134 wins 
out of 150 games. He was the logical choice to become in 1971 the first 
Negro league player inducted into the National Baseball Hall of Fame.4

Fans embraced what Ches Washington described as Paige’s “mound 
manner and his cockiness.”5 A February 1936 tune-up game against major 
league all-stars is typical in the coverage Paige received and for the num-
bers of the fans he pulled into the park. The sold-out game in Oakland 
equaled “one of the greatest exhibitions of pitching witnessed by the writer 
in nearly a score of years,” wrote white sportswriter Eddie Murphy.6 Paige 
struck out a dozen and allowed but three hits, one of them surrendered to 
New York Yankee great Joe DiMaggio. The Yankee Clipper described Paige 
as the greatest pitcher he had ever faced, praise that vaulted the pitcher 
onto the front pages once again, and praise that remains one of Paige’s 
more important credentials.7 One of white baseball’s biggest stars and best 
hitters publicly lauding black baseball’s premier pitcher was big news, and 
the coverage in the late 1930s demonstrates again that the priority for the 
black writers was not yet to directly challenge the color bar. The priority 
was instead on establishing black players’ capabilities.

Paige remained the biggest baseball story in the early 1940s, as well. 
The black papers heavily promoted his appearances whenever he came to 
town, and without exception he drew the season’s largest crowds.8 Fay 
Young credited the pitcher’s brilliance for giving the Negro leagues in 1941 
“its best season.”9 “Satchell Paige Day” at Wrigley Field highlighted the 
1943 calendar, the same year Paige’s divorce made the Defender’s front 
page. When he returned to Chicago in December 1943 to judge a band 
contest, the Defender championed his celebrity and called black baseball’s 
highest-paid player “the greatest single drawing card in baseball today.”10 
These stories were not aberrations. A content analysis revealed that for sev-
eral seasons, “Satch” received as much or more coverage than a majority of 
the Negro league teams.11

Newstands in the 1940s exposed mainstream society to Paige, as well. 
In 1940 he was the subject of a lengthy feature article in the Saturday Eve-
ning Post, the first instance of Negro league coverage in a leading monthly 
magazine.12 The Post article elicited a variety of reactions. Lucius Harper, 
writing on the Defender’s front page in 1940, asked readers to overlook 



Post writer Ted Shane’s “rather Negroid” depiction and instead “give him 
due credit for putting the cause of Negro baseball up to a vast, white audi-
ence.”13 The payoff of attention from mainstream society was worth the 
stereotyping Shane liberally used in his descriptions and accounts, at least 
to Harper. Shane described Paige as having “apelike arms,” “canalboat” 
feet, and a “Stepinfetchit accent,” and he proclaimed that “Harlem says: 
‘he’s that famous. He do jes’ like he please, and nobody can say nuttin’!’”14 
The Courier’s Rollo Wilson, however, objected both to the stereotypes 
and even more so to the story’s many errors. Neither the Post nor Shane 
acknowledged the errors or Wilson’s protestations. Long-time black base-
ball veteran Buck O’Neil said players at the time celebrated the Post piece, 
even though it portrayed the Negro leagues like a “circus” and Paige as 
a baseball “clown,” because, like Harper, the players recognized that the 
magazine could raise awareness of and interest in the leagues. “It was more 
important to us that this was the first time a magazine like the Saturday 
Evening Post had ever written about black baseball,” O’Neil wrote in his 
autobiography. “We felt this might open the doors in the major leagues for 
some of the fellas. . . . We had to be discovered first.”15

Less than a year after the Post piece, Paige was the focus of fea-
ture stories in Life, Time, and Sport magazines.16 The Time piece, titled 
“Satchelfoots,” piqued Paige, who felt the nickname made him sound like 
a clown. “I ain’t no end man in no Vaudeville show,” Paige told biographer 
Hal Lebovitz. “I don’t like it, I don’t want it, and I don’t care who knows 
it,” he said.17

Paige also got exposure on WGN Radio and in several white dailies. 
It could be argued that without Paige, Negro league baseball itself might 
have folded much sooner than it did. When 18,000 people turned out to see 
Paige and his Monarchs defeat the Chicago American Giants on opening 
day 1943, Fay Young wrote that black baseball was “in for a good season.” 
Lucius Harper agreed, saying that in 1942, despite war-related hardships, 
organized Negro baseball had “passed through one of its most dramatic 
and successful years.”18 But Paige’s prowess on the mound could compen-
sate for only so much, and the conflict and contentiousness among own-
ers that characterized the 1943 Negro league season nearly killed the very 
entity that was to produce Jackie Robinson two seasons later.

The internecine warfare among the owners during the 1943 season 
occurred against a national backdrop of strife and race-based division. As 
World War II raged in Europe, race riots in midsummer swept through sev-
eral U.S. cities as blacks responded en masse to discrimination in employ-
ment, housing, and political representation, particularly in urban areas.19 In 
sports, the Professional Golfers Association voted to remain open only to 
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whites, and the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League, a brain-
child of Cubs’ owner Philip K. Wrigley, began play with four teams and an 
unwritten rule prohibiting blacks.20 It is interesting that Wrigley, concerned 
as he was about losing revenues due to the war, would invest in an entirely 
new women’s league rather than acquire even one black replacement player 
for his Cubs. Wrigley ultimately lost $200,000 in the women’s league and 
backed out after two years.21

Perhaps the most divisive issue for black owners concerned compet-
ing claims on the rights to certain players. Officials in Pittsburgh, St. Louis, 
New York, Cleveland, and Philadelphia traded charges that other teams 
had stolen their players, but only Homestead’s Cum Posey in Pittsburgh 
had a weekly bully pulpit in the black press from which to preach, and 
he used it throughout the season to tell his side of the story and to charge 
other owners with misconduct.22 Once again, the papers were used by an 
owner for the purposes of power plays and the manipulation of public 
opinion.23 The controversy, which dragged on through April, May, June, 
and July, was merely the latest in a series of disputes over player commit-
ments, which were exacerbated by the absence in many if not most cases of 
written player contracts.24 Owners feared offending even recreant players 
by demanding a signed legal document. Players liked the flexibility the lack 
of contracts provided, giving them the freedom to jump teams, leagues, and 
even countries in the hunt for a bigger paycheck.

Signaling in 1943 the decline of the Negro American League in terms 
of importance to the black community was the inclusion of the Cincinnati 
Clowns, later relocated and renamed the Indianapolis Clowns. Owned by 
controversial white promoter Syd Pollock, and famous for face-painted, 
tap-dancing players, the team’s entry was yet another cause for division 
among league owners. Like the magazine coverage of Paige, the Clowns 
served to perpetuate—and even create—stereotypes of black athletes.25 
Consensus on the Clowns’ admittance finally was reached, but the Clowns 
had to agree to no minstrel shows or clown acts.26 Faced with such discord, 
and concerned more with the war raging in Europe than with provincial-
ism in baseball, neither the Defender nor the Courier mentioned or other-
wise confronted the color line during the 1943 season. The two papers did 
not even note the existence of the major leagues, leaving the lion’s share 
of baseball coverage to the internal squabbles within the black leagues. It 
was not positive attention. For Smith, it was time for the Negro National 
to “clean up its filthy house” or risk killing “the goose that laid the golden 
egg.”27 He wrote that he had become fed up with the squabbles over play-
ers, about the need for an independent commissioner, and with the sorry 
state of the sport’s “make-shift promotions,” a reference to the continued 



unwillingness on the part of the teams to keep the newspapers informed of 
scheduled games.28

Yet again, the East-West Classic provided relief, if for only a short 
time. The event attracted a “roaring throng” of 51,723 to Comiskey Park 
for a “gigantic and successful sports extravaganza,” Smith wrote.29 The 
season still ended in utter turmoil, however, with irregularities and disputes 
marring a Colored World Series that pitted the Grays against the Birming-
ham Black Barons. The Series was so poorly conducted that Wendell Smith 
and William G. Nunn at the Courier, Sam Lacy at the Afro-American, 
and Fay Young at the Defender offered in 1944 to form the World Series 
Arbitration Committee to settle disputes among the owners, who did not 
take the trio up on their offer (only league president J. B. Martin voted 
“yes”).30

The baseball event of 1943 occurred during the off-season, in Decem-
ber—a meeting of more than forty major league owners, general managers, 
and league officials in New York City. After a great deal of lobbying by 
Sam Lacy, Commissioner Landis invited a delegation of black leaders to 
the annual meeting, issuing the invitation under the auspices of the Negro 
Publishers Association.31 Though the meeting failed to produce tangible 
results, it marked the first time integration was included on big league 
baseball’s formal agenda, and Landis’s invitations were major league base-
ball’s first issued to men of color. That black newspaper publishers were 
invited by baseball’s highest office underlines the efficacy of the campaign 
of the black press’s writers and editors, and of the direct involvement in 
the campaign by the black press. Curiously, Landis did not include any 
Negro league owners or players, or those presumably closest to the drama 
and those with the most at stake. Instead, in addition to the publishers 
and writers, Landis invited controversial actor, athlete, and activist Paul 
Robeson, a public supporter of the Communist party. Many believe Robe-
son’s presence was orchestrated to provide white baseball’s owners with an 
excuse for not engaging in the talks. It was unlikely, after all, that a group 
of conservative white businessmen would have much to do with a flam-
boyant, black Communist sympathizer.

Black press coverage of the meeting was substantial. The Courier, 
which sent business manager Ira Lewis and Wendell Smith, published three 
stories on the meeting and a photograph of Smith interviewing Landis, 
and it reprinted Lewis’s “epochal” speech to major league baseball’s own-
ers in full. In his roughly ten minutes of remarks the newspaper executive 
decried the color barrier in personal terms, telling baseball’s elites that he 
had felt “the bitter pangs of sorrow and disappointment over the unfair 
and unjust attitude of organized baseball toward Americans of color.”32 
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He called instead for fidelity to “American tradition” and action in the 
name “of all that we love, in the name of democracy.”33 He attempted to 
persuade the owners that football, track, basketball, boxing, and entertain-
ment had proven that blacks and whites could co-exist without “disturbing 
the public.”34 Perhaps most importantly, Lewis exposed Landis’s obfusca-
tion of the Gentleman’s Agreement, essentially calling the Commissioner a 
liar for denying its existence. The Defender, which sent its publisher, John 
Sengstacke, also extensively covered the meetings. Sengstacke, who also 
was president of the NPA, joined Lewis in blasting baseball for allowing 
the Gentleman’s Agreement to stand, calling it an insult to democracy.35 
Lewis and Sengstacke were accompanied by Howard Murphy, business 
manager of the Afro-American chain and secretary of the NPA, who also 
spoke, as well as C. B. Powell of the Amsterdam News, William O. Walker 
of the Cleveland Call and Post, Louis Martin of the Michigan Chronicle, 
and Raymond Campion, a white pastor in Brooklyn’s largest black parish. 
Oddly, Sam Lacy was not invited, and Robeson’s presence might explain 
why. Unlike Smith, Lacy shunned any affiliation or cooperation with com-
munists, including the Daily Worker. Lacy might also have been blacklisted 
because of the discomfort he was causing Clark Griffith in Washington 
over the Senators owner’s race policies.

Given the presence of Robeson and mere platitudes from the pub-
lishers, perhaps it should not surprise that the twenty minutes of presen-
tations from Sengstacke, Lewis, and Murphy sparked no questions from 
the sixteen owners and twenty-eight other officials in attendance. Accord-
ing to Smith, the executives did not react at all.36 The black attendees 
never heard from the owners or from Landis again. The owners had been 
exposed to an eloquent case for integration, however, one that explicitly 
identified and attacked the unwritten ban, and the meeting provided the 
black press and the daily press with another occasion to discuss the color 
line’s incompatibility with democratic ideals and values.

It is worth noting that rather than making an economic case for 
integration, an approach the black owners likely would have taken had 
they had the opportunity, the publishers instead stressed the more vague 
notions of democratic principles. It seemed to sportswriters such as 
Smith and Lacy that arguing the potential financial benefits of allowing 
blacks into baseball would have been far more persuasive than polemics 
about democracy and American tradition.37 Smith and Lacy knew that 
economics were a significant reason that several major league owners 
were resisting integration, owners who were profiting richly from renting 
out their stadia to Negro league teams when their own clubs were play-
ing on the road.



If the publishers missed their opportunity, the writers used post-meet-
ing coverage to capitalize on weaknesses in the owners’ solidarity. Wen-
dell Smith made sure in describing the meetings afterwards to establish 
that it was not the Negro league owners who were the primary obstacles 
to progress, by default implicating the owners in the majors. This began 
Smith’s counter to arguments from teams such as the White Sox, Senators, 
and Yankees for the preservation of Negro league baseball, revealing that 
Charles Comiskey of the White Sox, Clark Griffith of the Senators, and 
Larry MacPhail of the Yankees were not acting in the interests of the black 
community, but to protect their revenue streams generated by renting their 
playing fields. These rents generated tens of thousands of dollars for own-
ers who merely opened up their ball parks and “three hours later collect[ed] 
ten grand,” Smith wrote.38 Owners in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, Pitts-
burgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Boston also benefited from the high rents. 
Griffith counted profits of about $100,000 in 1943 from renting Griffith 
Stadium to the Grays, for example, while the Yankees made money leasing 
out not only Yankee Stadium, but the organization’s minor league parks in 
Norfolk, Newark, and Kansas City.39 It is perhaps no coincidence that the 
first to integrate, Branch Rickey’s Brooklyn Dodgers, did not have such an 
arrangement with the Negro leagues for Ebbets Field. Smith also turned the 
tables by putting Negro American League President J. B. Martin on record 
as declaring “absolutely no opposition” on the part of the league to integra-
tion. Martin told Smith, as he had said to Young, that, “I want it clearly 
understood that we are not opposed to any move which would advance 
Negro players to the major leagues.”40 The article served also to set the stage 
for future business dealings with major league baseball since in it Martin 
asked that black team owners be given “the same consideration in regards 
to the acquisition of these players that they give to the minor leagues.”41

Major league owners ultimately rejected Martin’s and Negro league 
baseball’s claims to legitimacy, however, and Smith inadvertently provided 
them with the cover to do it. In a column published just one week before 
Martin’s statement of unqualified support for integration, Smith warned 
that if the Negro leagues did not do a better job organizing and adminis-
tering their affairs, then “a major league owner is in no way compelled to 
recognize the contracts and agreements which ordinarily apply to trades 
and sales of ball players.”42 This same rationale became the outline for the 
argument Branch Rickey used two years later in defense of appropriating 
Robinson from the Kansas City Monarchs without paying anything in com-
pensation to the Monarchs’ owners. In 1943 Smith wrote that Negro league 
owners would have to “tighten the business strings within their organiza-
tions and prepare for the future.”43
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Smith’s unvarnished criticism and patronizing columns are likely rea-
sons the Negro American and Negro National leagues passed on the writ-
er’s offer in December 1943 to compile statistics for league games in 1944 
for a fee of $5,000.44 Though Newark Eagles’ owner Effa Manley sup-
ported Smith’s plan, the other owners felt the sum was too high. The Negro 
National went instead with the Monroe Elias Sports Bureau, at a cost of 
$425 per month. The Negro American chose the Howe News Bureau, also 
a white-owned company, at a rate of $300 per month. The selections were 
viewed as “an insult to Negro sports editors,” and the Courier hinted that 
the black papers might boycott the two statistical services in protest of the 
Negro National’s “anti-Negroism.” The newspaper described the leagues’ 
decision as “an affront to Smith’s ability,” “an affront to the entire Negro 
press,” and a bypassing of “the biggest opportunity to . . . play ball with 
the Negro Press which in more ways than one, is responsible for its tremen-
dous success today.”45

While Smith and the Courier pressured major league and Negro league 
baseball, Fay Young worked locally. He interviewed several Chicago Cub 
officials simultaneous to the meetings in New York City, including Philip 
Wrigley and his general manager Jim Gallagher, to press them on whether 
the Cubs were planning or preparing to sign a black player. While calling 
integration inevitable, Wrigley provided no timetable, and Young did not 
criticize the owner for failing to make an explicit commitment. Gallagher 
predicted that black players would first integrate the minor leagues, point-
ing out that even among white players, only one had ever gone straight to 
the major leagues—Frankie Frisch of the New York Giants and St. Louis 
Cardinals.46 While Gallagher’s prediction was logical, it also served to buy 
time for major league baseball and, more specifically, for the Cubs. It typi-
cally took a few years for a prospect to work his way through the various 
tiers of the minors and up to the big leagues, as the Cubs’ own Gene Baker 
demonstrated before joining Ernie Banks in integrating Chicago in 1953.

As World War II continued in Europe and in Asia, efforts to integrate 
sports at home brought mixed results. In 1944, Sportsman’s Park in St. 
Louis, home to the Cardinals and Browns, became the last major league 
ballpark to de-segregate its seating. In professional football, however, the 
color barrier was just going up, walling off the likes of Kenny Washington 
and Jackie Robinson.47 Much like major league baseball’s ownership group, 
professional football’s owners agreed in unwritten terms not to sign black 
players. The agreement could not be found in any bylaw or constitution, 
and, as in baseball, its shadowy existence made it more difficult to confront 
or overcome. No blacks played in the National Football League from 
1933 to 1946, though black athletes like Robinson and Kenny Washington 



were allowed to play for predominantly white colleges. The fact that 
other sports were seemingly following the example of big league baseball 
provided yet another reason why baseball’s barrier was considered by the 
black sportswriters to be “so vicious and dangerous . . . and must be torn 
down,” Smith wrote.48

The armed services claimed many major league players, depleting pro-
fessional baseball’s rosters and forcing teams to look to American Legion 
players and even high school teens. African Americans were still off limits, 
but little attention was paid the hypocrisy.49 Civil rights would return to 
the nation’s consciousness only after the defeat of Nazism in World War II. 
Absent the rhetoric of civil rights activism, baseball coverage in 1944 was 
not unusual. The focus was on regular game coverage and on the excite-
ment surrounding the late-summer East-West Classic. Smith’s columns did 
not tackle the color bar for the most part, and the Defender devoted far 
less space to sports in general and baseball in particular, weekly provid-
ing less than a full page of sports throughout the year. The Defender did 
not reference the color line or major league baseball in any context during 
the year. In short it was a year of quiet before the tremors of 1945, when 
Smith, Rickey, and Robinson conspired to integrate baseball. As 1944 drew 
to a close, black baseball’s elites were still being urged to clean house and 
to more resemble the majors in structure and in day-to-day operations. 
At the annual meetings, the Courier’s managing editor, William G. Nunn, 
addressed the owners and called for the establishment of a commissioner’s 
office, the development of a Negro league farm system, and an honest and 
public accounting of player salaries so that their escalation could be held in 
check.50 In Chicago, meanwhile, self-help was still the emphasis. Fay Young 
urged the black public to “generously support” the clubs, and to “go to our 
own ball games and help build” this distinctly black business. “The other 
fellow takes our dollars and cents and gives nary a Negro player a chance 
to even tryout [sic] for a major league team,” he wrote.51

One of the integration campaign’s most significant events punctuated 
1944’s close—the death of Commissioner Landis and, therefore, an end to a 
quarter-century of resistance to racial reconciliation in baseball from sport’s 
highest office. Wendell Smith mixed praise and criticism in his column pay-
ing tribute to the legacy of the man the black press called “the Great White 
Father.” He lauded the “iron hand” Landis wielded against gambling of 
any sort. On the issue of race, however, Smith lamented that Landis “never 
used his wide and unquestionable powers to do anything about the prob-
lem” and instead played a subtle “fence game.”52 Without exception other 
black press writers paid tribute to Landis, perhaps because they did not 
wish to spoil the opportunity his death presented for integration. With the 
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December 1943 meeting still a fresh memory, they wrote instead of their 
gratitude for the access he provided them.

Landis’s passing was propitious, for at the same time the member-
ship rolls of civil rights organizations such as the NAACP and the Urban 
League were swelling. The NAACP’s size grew nearly ten-fold during the 
war, for example, while the Urban League tripled in size.53 During the war, 
blacks across the political spectrum pushed for equal participation and 
equal access. Campaigns such as the Double V, the petition drive aimed 
at major league baseball, and Philip A. Randolph’s March on Washington 
were examples of the new activism. At the forefront of this movement was 
the black press, which was described at the time by influential sociologist 
Gunnar Myrdal as “the greatest single power in the Negro race.”54 By war’s 
end, the black press reached 1.8 million subscribers with a pass-around 
readership of as many as ten million.55

With public opinion changing, the time proved ripe for a resumption 
of direct participation in the crusade by the black sportswriters, involve-
ment that provoked, pushed, and enabled baseball to travel the last mile to 
integration, or at least to its beginning point. Integration cannot, after all, 
be accomplished with the signing of a single player, and it perhaps can never 
be declared “finished.” Even in 2006, the sport continues to “integrate” 
with the additions of Japanese, Chinese, and Korean players, for example, 
even while it is flush with talent from Latin America, Central America, and 
the Caribbean.

Player tryouts in 1945 proved to be the hinges on which the door 
to black players finally swung open. The ways these tryouts were handled 
demonstrate the very different philosophies or mentalities among the writers 
about how best to exact change and finally break through the membranes 
of conservatism and racism. Two sets of tryouts occurred in April 1945, 
making the month pivotal for the crusade. April also saw the appointment 
of a new commissioner for baseball, a former senator from Kentucky, A. B. 
“Happy” Chandler. Though Chandler opposed anti-discrimination legisla-
tion in his home state, he quickly announced plans to study integration for 
baseball. Shortly after being named Landis’s successor, Chandler told the 
Courier’s Ric Roberts that he believed if a black man could fight in Oki-
nawa or Guadalcanal, “he can make it in baseball.”56

With major league and Negro league teams in the South for spring 
training, Wendell Smith and Joe Bostic of the People’s Voice in New York 
separately, using very different approaches, worked to secure tryouts. Bostic 
confronted baseball; Smith worked behind the scenes. Bostic wrote of the try-
outs as the goal; Smith saw them as merely a means to an end, or one front 
among many in the war against segregated play. Bostic had a powerful new 



weapon in a fair employment law passed in February 1945 in New York. 
Newly elected Governor Thomas Dewey passed the Ives-Quinn Anti-Discrim-
ination law, which penalized private institutions for discrimination in their 
hiring practices. The fair employment law applied to New York’s three major 
league teams—the Yankees, Giants, and Dodgers, so Bostic seized on the bill 
as an opportunity to challenge baseball’s color ban by forcing a team to grant 
players a tryout.57

Bostic teamed with Nat Low, sports editor of the Daily Worker, to 
take two aging black players to the Brooklyn Dodgers’ Bear Mountain, 
New York, training camp. Unannounced, the writers demanded tryouts 
for Dave “Showboat” Thomas, a first baseman, and Terris McDuffie, a 
pitcher, and they cited the new employment law in making the demand. If 
Rickey and the Dodgers denied the players the opportunity, Bostic prom-
ised to charge them with discriminatory hiring practices, so Rickey allowed 
a tryout the next day, April 7. Though they were the first public workouts 
granted black players by a major league baseball team, Rickey later said 
he resented having been backed into a corner. On the day of the tryout, 
Rickey received Bostic and his party “with cold fury,” according to the 
Daily Worker. The Dodgers did not sign either of the players.58 Lester Rod-
ney, editor of the Daily Worker, summarized his newspaper’s role in the 
fight to integrate as that of agitator, spurring action and sparking debate, 
and it was an accurate description. The role of the Communist party was 
an important one, but only until other forces took the lead, including “the 
better sportswriters,” Rodney later said. “By 1945, we were only a minor 
part of the movement.”59

Wendell Smith’s better known choreography of tryouts in April 1945 
with the Red Sox offers a sharp contrast to the confrontation orchestrated 
by Bostic and Low.60 After reading about a white city councilman in Boston 
running for re-election in a precinct with a significant black population, 
Smith said he got the idea of enlisting that councilman’s support in pressur-
ing the Red Sox. Smith phoned Boston’s Isadore Muchnick and pitched the 
potential benefits of joining Smith in pressing the Sox for a tryout for Negro 
league players. Muchnick agreed, but his reasons for doing so are mysteri-
ous. According to historian Howard Bryant, Muchnick ran unopposed in 
1945 in a district with less than one percent non-white residents and in a 
city with a black population of less than ten percent.61 In his own notes of 
the events, Smith presents Muchnick’s re-election as the motivation for the 
local politician to join Smith in pressing the Red Sox for the workouts, and 
this depiction of events is repeated throughout most of the scholarship on 
and re-tellings of the Boston tryouts. It is possible if not probable, however, 
that Muchnick acted out of conviction, as Bryant suggests. Muchnick was 
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quoted by the Courier as saying that he did not understand baseball’s “pre-
Civil War attitude toward fellow American citizens because of the color of 
their skin.” In his campaigning for the tryouts, Muchnick threatened the 
Red Sox with a vote against the team’s city permit for Sunday games, which 
was by quirk of law an annual requirement of both the Red Sox and Boston 
Braves.62

On April 16, four days after FDR’s death, three players hand-picked 
by Smith went through hitting, throwing, fielding, and running drills at 
Fenway Park. In addition to working with Muchnick to secure the tryouts, 
Smith drove the players to the ballpark, arranged for their accommodations 
at the Courier’s expense, and sent information prior to and after the tryouts 
to Boston’s newspapers, both black and white. Smith selected Marvin Wil-
liams, second baseman for the Philadelphia Stars, Sam Jethroe, outfielder 
for the Cleveland Buckeyes and the Negro American League batting cham-
pion of 1944, and Jackie Robinson, who had not yet played his lone Negro 
league season for the Kansas City Monarchs. Jethroe did later integrate 
Boston’s professional baseball scene, with the Boston Braves in 1951.

Smith selected the three players because they were everyday players 
young enough to be able to endure in the minor and major leagues.63 Josh 
Gibson and Satchel Paige, the best known black baseball players, were 
deemed too old, according to Smith. In April 1945, Gibson was 34; Paige 
was probably 39. In addition, Cum Posey and the Homestead Grays refused 
to surrender Gibson, their top drawing card, offering a hint of the Negro 
league obstructionism to come. And because he was a pitcher, Paige would 
only play every five days; Smith wanted an everyday player, someone on the 
field and in front of the mostly white fans each and every game. Robinson 
was selected not because he was the best player. He clearly was not. But 
Robinson was an army officer, a college man (though he did not graduate), 
a four-sport letterman at UCLA, and, perhaps most importantly, a name 
the American public already recognized. Robinson had already played on 
integrated teams and against major leaguers on the West Coast. The pub-
lic knew him primarily for his feats in college football, including those in 
a year-end all-star game against professional football’s champion Chicago 
Bears. Additionally, his older brother, Mack Robinson, won a silver medal 
to Jesse Owens’ gold in the 200-meter sprint in the 1936 Olympics.

The three players drilled in front of Sox management for an hour and 
a half, with mostly high school players. Most of the Red Sox players were 
on their way north following spring training and, therefore, did not wit-
ness the tryouts.64 Because they were not publicized, the workouts were not 
witnessed by sportswriters from the dailies, either, nor did they draw much 
comment from the city’s black press. The Boston Globe, for instance, failed 



to report on the tryouts. With the transition in the White House from FDR 
to Harry S Truman, there remained precious little attention in the public 
consciousness for three blacks hitting and fielding baseballs on a cold day 
in Boston. The lack of attention likely aided the Red Sox in resisting pres-
sure to integrate, and the team’s apathy was confirmed when the Sox failed 
to contact Smith or the three players. Smith and Muchnick offered a team 
frequently accused of systemic racism with the opportunity to be the first 
to integrate in the cradle of abolition. Instead, in 1959, the team earned the 
ignominy of being the last major league team to integrate, signing Elijah 
“Pumpsie” Green.65

Even casual baseball fans might wonder why Boston, the City on a 
Hill, the cradle of liberty, could be so resistant to integration. Several fac-
tors contributed, including a significantly smaller black press compared to 
New York City, the entrenched racism at the highest levels of decision-mak-
ing in the Red Sox organization, and the extreme to which Boston’s blacks 
were walled off from the rest of the city. The city’s black newspapers, such 
as the Boston Chronicle and the Guardian, were much smaller than either 
the Courier or Defender. Mabray “Doc” Kountze, a black writer with the 
Chronicle, began lobbying the Red Sox and Braves to integrate as early 
as 1935, when he met with Red Sox officials to discuss a tryout for black 
players. In 1938, he met with Boston Braves management to attempt to 
persuade the club to play against black teams.66

Almost as an afterthought during the busy week in Boston, Smith tele-
phoned Branch Rickey before returning to Pittsburgh to inform the Dodger 
president of the tryouts. Rickey suggested that Smith stop by Ebbets Field 
the next day to discuss the players Smith had in mind, the players the Sox 
had seen. When the two met, a momentous meeting completely unreported 
at the time and still under-appreciated, Rickey confessed little knowledge 
of Robinson as a baseball player, recognizing him instead as a football and 
basketball star. “We talked a long time about the respective merits of the 
players I took to the tryout,” Smith recounted nearly twenty-five years 
later. “He was primarily interested in Robinson [because] he was already a 
known name.”67 Though Smith knew his huddle with Rickey in Brooklyn 
was “a good story,” he agreed not to write anything of either the meet-
ing or of Rickey’s plans to have Dodger scouts shadow Robinson during 
the 1945 Negro league season. “I knew that would ruin the whole thing,” 
Smith said. “When we talked on the telephone, we didn’t use [Robinson’s] 
name. He was ‘the man from the West.’”68

Smith’s cooperation with Rickey in not reporting on potentially the 
biggest story of his career was consistent with Smith’s and the Courier’s 
involvement throughout the campaign, and it signals 1945 as very different 
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in terms of black press coverage of and involvement in baseball. The access 
Smith had to Rickey—phoning him while traveling from another major 
league city—is remarkable. Smith’s efforts to arrange tryouts and meetings, 
endeavors for which there was no obvious potential compensation, also are 
notable. Smith’s reporting and columns were in the tradition of the black 
press as a “fighting” press and, as such, he never claimed or even sought to 
be purely objective. As Chris Lamb and Glen Bleske described it, Smith was 
“willing to put his personal beliefs ahead of his journalistic instincts.”69 
Smith himself wrote that he would have done whatever Rickey requested 
as long as it meant baseball would integrate.70 Rickey appreciated Smith’s 
efforts to keep the Dodgers’ plans out of the news and the agitators at bay, 
Smith wrote. “I think that’s why we got along as well as we did,” the writer 
recounted.71

While Smith collaborated with Rickey, Lacy sent a letter to all six-
teen major league owners recommending that a committee be formed to 
determine the best method of and timetable for integration. In contrast to 
Bostic but like Smith, Lacy made no demands, writing that he “realized 
that achievement of the goal is going to be a slow and tedious process, 
and one which will require a maximum of understanding and careful plan-
ning.” Though Lacy viewed the committee’s formation as a compromise to 
his preferred route of more concrete action, he wrote that at the very least 
it “will be a step in the right direction.”72 The letter won him a spot on the 
owners’ agenda for their annual meeting in Detroit in May 1945, where he 
more fully presented his ideas. The owners approved the formation of the 
committee and appointed Rickey and MacPhail, president of the Yankees, 
to lead it and to name additional members. The Afro-American celebrated 
Lacy’s success, but, yet again for the black press, the claim was premature.73 
MacPhail never attended the meetings called by Lacy and Rickey, the lat-
ter of whom of course simultaneously was working with Smith and scout 
Clyde Sukeforth to scout and sign Robinson. Rickey, therefore, likely acted 
at a pace somewhat less than urgent. Negro league owners, too, refused to 
participate with the new committee, a recalcitrance that was embarrass-
ing to Lacy. “Don’t ask me to explain the basis for the opposition,” he 
fired back. “That like everything else regarding colored baseball’s attitude 
toward progressive action, is woefully unexplained.”74

Smith’s cooperation with Rickey continued throughout the 1945 sea-
son. As the Courier’s sports editor, he had the Negro league schedules and 
game results, or at least most of them, at his disposal. Rickey stayed in 
close contact so Smith could inform the general manager of where Robin-
son was playing and even where he was staying on road trips. Smith wrote 
no stories on Robinson or Rickey until September, telling the Courier’s 



readers then, for the first time, of Rickey’s contacts with Robinson. Even 
in September, Smith did not mention the season-long evaluation or, more 
significantly, the fact that Rickey had already signed Robinson to a minor 
league contract.75 Though Smith probably did not know of the signing at 
the time he wrote the September article, he did find out well before its pub-
lic announcement in late October. On October 23, the Montreal Royals, 
Brooklyn’s top farm club, announced Robinson’s signing, and brought to 
a close nearly sixty years of segregation in major league baseball. Smith 
had known for more than a month what Rickey and the Dodgers were 
conspiring to do but held back out of fear of derailing Rickey’s plans and 
out of respect for the Dodger president. Once the signing was announced, 
the black press began celebrating. Black writers seized on the event’s social 
significance and its historical context, on the human drama for Robinson, 
and upon the need to continue supporting Negro baseball.76

Robinson’s drama was told in part in his own words. The November 
3 issue of the Courier featured the first of his many bylines for the newspa-
per—“‘Glad of Opportunity And Will Try to Make Good.’ Robinson.”77 
The newspaper simultaneously pledged “not to jeopardize the best interests 
of Negro organized baseball in any way,” even though the signing of Rob-
inson “transcended anything else at this particular time” and, as Posey pre-
dicted years earlier, marked the beginning of the end for black baseball.78

Despite its promise to the Negro leagues, the black press immediately 
and comprehensively shifted resources to coverage of Robinson and the 
Dodger organization and away from the black leagues. The white press, 
however, exhibited little awareness of the signing’s import and, by exten-
sion, of the extent of prejudice and racism in America. In their analysis, 
Lamb and Bleske found white mainstream press coverage of Robinson and 
baseball’s integration “limited, both in content and context,” and devoid 
of appreciation of the potential impact on the emerging civil rights move-
ment.79 Bill Weaver’s analysis, too, concluded that black newspapers imme-
diately picked up on and highlighted the historical magnitude of what the 
Dodgers had done, while mainstream newspapers treated it as “relatively 
unimportant.”80 Weaver’s analysis was supported quantitatively by William 
G. Kelley, who found that the black press covered the signing “with more 
fervor and emotion” than did the metropolitan newspapers, which “tended 
to take the story as another occurrence in the sports world.”81

The black press realized what the white mainstream dailies did not, that 
the moment the ink of Robinson’s pen dried on Rickey’s contract, baseball’s 
history was cleaved into periods of “before” and “after,” just as Brown v. 
Board of Education in May 1954 marked eras in the nation’s schools.82 It 
was, the black newspapers recognized, segregation’s soundless detonation. 
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The Pittsburgh Courier, Chicago Defender, and Afro-American, among 
other black papers, in contrast to mainstream media, reported with emotion 
and as participants in the drama, framing the event as part of the narrative 
that began with Moses Fleetwood Walker’s exclusion from American Asso-
ciation play in 1889. Robinson and Rickey immediately emerged in the black 
press as heroes in the bitter battle for equal access and equal participation. 
In one column, for example, Wendell Smith placed Robinson in the context 
of baseball’s history by tracing that history back to Walker, who, like Rob-
inson, was “well educated and a gentleman of the highest quality.”83 Smith’s 
description conveniently omits Walker’s jailing on charges of murder and the 
former player’s legendary—and ultimately fatal—drinking problems.

A study of coverage of the period reveals that the Communist Daily 
Worker and white columnists were important allies to the black press, 
though beat writers for the mainstream dailies only sporadically commented 
on baseball’s color barrier and the efforts to erase it. These writers reached an 
audience far greater than did black sportswriters, however, so even with less 
comment they exerted pressure on major league baseball the black press could 
not. In agitating, confronting, and directly involving itself in the campaign to 
integrate, the Daily Worker, too, provided instrumental assistance, which the 
black press initially welcomed and championed. As a political party operat-
ing in the fringes of society, however, its role was inevitably limited.

The direct involvement and participation of the black press, which 
marked the beginning of the campaign’s final phase in 1939, with Smith’s 
interviews of major league players and managers, proved critical not only in 
facilitating a black player’s entry into big league baseball, but specifically in 
selecting Jackie Robinson as the player to do it. Rube Foster did not envision 
in 1920 at the founding of the Negro National League the addition of a lone 
black player, and a relative newcomer to the Negro leagues at that. In the 
1940s, however, just such a signing meant success to a crusading press eager 
to use baseball as a springboard into other realms of society, culture, and 
the human concourse. Foster also did not envision resistance to integration 
and even obstructionism on the part of some Negro league team owners. 
In holding back Josh Gibson and penning warnings to black baseball in his 
weekly column, Homestead’s Cum Posey hinted at this stonewalling, which 
would give the black press an opportunity to distance itself from the Negro 
leagues, their erstwhile partners in the great crusade. As a study of the final 
period in the Negro leagues’ history shows, it was an opportunity the black 
newspapers did not forgo. The period 1940–1945 was the Negro leagues’ 
last as the focus of sports coverage in the black press, beginning an evanes-
cent decade for these leagues, whose very name was increasingly viewed as a 
source of shame.84
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Chapter Seven

The Promised Land

By signing Jackie Robinson to a contract with Montreal without com-
pensating the Kansas City Monarchs for their loss, Branch Rickey pre-
sented the Negro leagues with a wrenching choice. As businesspeople 
and capitalists, the black team owners naturally were outraged by Rick-
ey’s “theft” of one of the leagues’ better players and fearful he might take 
more. They hurriedly met in Pittsburgh to determine how to best protect 
their interests. The other option, of course, was to facilitate integration 
in any way possible in fulfillment of their leagues’ founding mission and 
to move yet closer to the larger social goals of the black community at 
large. In short, the owners could either publicly endorse the color barri-
er’s breach and, therefore, encourage further dilution of their product, or 
they could fight for fair compensation and face condemnation from all 
quarters of the black community, including the black press.

In some ways, the black press faced the same dilemma. Writers 
could sympathize with the owners’ concerns and perhaps even intervene 
to try to win at least some financial compensation for the players the 
major leagues wanted. Forgiving the black leagues’ past sins, the writers 
could possibly lobby for a formal alliance with major league baseball 
in an arrangement not unlike that baseball had with its minor leagues. 
Such an arrangement might legitimize the black leagues’ perpetuation, 
at least for a while longer, for a transition period during which black 
owners could reorganize and rebuild. Based on their actions of the late 
1930s and 1940s, the writers obviously viewed intervention and activism 
as right and natural, even as duties and responsibilities. Or, as ultimately 
they elected to do, black sportswriters could press on toward full integra-
tion and cast off all that hindered the race, including its own recalcitrant 
owners, even if that approach meant ending thirty years of partnership. 
The writers’ dilemma was one manifestation of what W. E. B. Du Bois 
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called the American Negro’s double-consciousness, a psychological rift in 
the black soul: “One ever feels his twoness,” Du Bois wrote in 1903, “an 
American, a Negro, two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; 
two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps 
it from being torn asunder.”1

Sam Lacy signaled early the response most black sportswriters would 
make, in a November 1945 Afro-American, by declaring “little sympathy” 
for black owners who were griping about being overlooked. Lacy reminded 
readers that he had offered the magnates help in “the recognition of their 
rights as legitimate club-owners” when he formed a committee with major 
league baseball to study how to accomplish integration, an offer the own-
ers flatly turned down. Not only that, the owners had criticized Lacy for 
what they perceived as his “effort to run [their] business,” an accusation 
to which Lacy and Wendell Smith had grown accustomed.2 The magnates 
ignored similar entreaties from the Pittsburgh Courier and evaded attempts 
to hold them accountable for what was increasingly a bunker mentality. 
The articles and the owners’ response (or lack of response) to them in some 
ways explain why the black press viewed the Negro leagues in the late 
1940s and 1950s as obstacles to progress.3

Dr. J. B. Martin, president of the Negro American League, publicly 
and repeatedly declared unqualified support of Robinson and any other 
black player able to matriculate into the major leagues. Martin released a 
statement congratulating Rickey on his “moral courage” and claiming that 
he, Martin, could speak for America’s fifteen million blacks in saying they 
were with Rickey “one hundred percent.”4 Behind the scenes however, own-
ers of both Negro American and Negro National teams huddled with Mar-
tin and Tom Wilson, president of the Negro National League and owner 
of the Nashville Elite Giants, to determine how to stop or at least slow the 
flow of players out of the leagues.5 J. L. Wilkinson and Tom Baird, own-
ers of the Monarchs, also publicly stated their desire to “see Jackie make 
good,” declaring that they would “never do anything to mar his chances.” 
Wilkinson nevertheless told Smith that white baseball had to be prevented 
from “just stepping in and taking our players without giving us some kind 
of consideration.”6

In previous eras, it would not have been unusual for the black press 
to publish the owners’ declarations of support while simultaneously work-
ing behind the scenes to help those same owners recoup their losses. In 
fact, for many of the writers, it would have been in their self-interests, 
given the numbers of black press members who held office in the leagues 
and kept score and/or directed publicity for the teams. In the 1920s, the 
writers, editors, and publishers were integral in the founding of the Negro 



National League, cooperating under the banner of building up a black-
owned business.

For their part the owners circled the wagons. Less than a month after 
Robinson’s signing was announced, the owners met to draft a letter to the 
new commissioner of major league baseball, Happy Chandler. The letter 
declared the owners’ rights based upon their leagues’ constitutions and the 
existence of player contracts, which were not universal but, in the mid-
1940s, neither were they rare. The letter called for “deals” to be brokered 
with the Negro league teams for the rights to individual players, arguing 
that after all the black teams were those that had developed and prepared 
the players for big league play.7 The owners’ co-signed letter testified to 
the Negro leagues’ professional status of fifteen years by citing their con-
stitutions, schedules, rules, and minutes of their many meetings.8 Chandler 
ignored the pleas. Wendell Smith reacted quickly and forcefully, addressing 
both the letter and the accompanying press release from J. B. Martin. The 
Courier’s sports editor mocked the irony of Negro league owners “running 
like mad” to the commissioner of white baseball for help after stubbornly 
resisting for years the creation of a powerful and independent office to 
oversee league affairs, a concept Lacy and Smith had presented the owners 
with more than once. Rickey in fact cited this deficiency as a chief reason 
why he did not consider black baseball a legitimate professional organiza-
tion or one worthy of negotiating with for the rights to players. Whether 
Smith realized it or not, his column significantly bolstered Rickey’s claim 
that the Negro leagues in fact did not qualify as a viable professional fed-
eration and, therefore, Smith indirectly encouraged major league baseball 
to raid the black teams for talent. Smith’s condemnation clearly weakened 
the black club owners’ bargaining position.9

In Chicago, Frank Young collected and examined reactions to Rob-
inson’s historic signing and not to the objections raised by Negro league 
owners. For readers of the Defender, there was no controversy over com-
pensation, at least not in the initial months after the signing. Young did 
not mention it, nor did he do any enterprise reporting on the issue. Per-
haps because of his age and declining health (Young would be hospital-
ized less than two years later), Defender coverage was limited to a roundup 
of excerpts, mentions, and reactions that had previously appeared in other 
newspapers. In the October 27, 1945 issue, the responses gathered were 
from throughout professional baseball, including ones from former St. 
Louis Cardinal player and manager Rogers Hornsby, Clark Griffith, Negro 
American League president J. B. Martin, and others. The November 3 issue 
followed up with a roundup of coverage appearing mostly in Southern 
newspapers. In both issues, the vast majority of opinions on Rickey’s move 
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was positive, with a few voicing skepticism as to whether Robinson could 
make the grade.10 A newspaper in San Antonio, for example, declared 
discrimination “at an end in sports and entertainment,” while another in 
Spartanburg, S.C., lobbied for segregation’s continuation in sports “as in 
all other activities,” according to Young.11

In mid-December 1945, the black owners met to conduct business 
long neglected before integration. They adopted uniform, universal player 
contracts much like those transacted in major league baseball, and, for 
the first time, they instituted a player reserve clause. The owners scurried 
to sign their players to these contracts because Robinson had not been 
contractually obligated to the Monarchs. Rickey had no legal obligation 
to compensate Wilkinson and Baird, therefore, and there is evidence the 
Dodgers made certain this was the case before signing Robinson.12 These 
self-preserving moves, coming so late, combined with the euphoria over a 
black ballplayer in Brooklyn, inspired the Courier to lay bare the growing 
gulf between the black press and black baseball. According to the newspa-
per, owners “uncorked some atomic shots at its long-time friend, the Negro 
press” and blasted the black newspapers for being “too vocal” on integra-
tion.13 The black owners even contemplated a lawsuit against Rickey but 
decided instead that “such a move might be construed by the public as an 
effort to keep Negro players from entering the majors.” According to the 
Courier, the owners spent more time at their annual meetings denounc-
ing Rickey and the black papers than on “revamping the weak structure 
of their organization.”14 Such condemnations in the black press further 
strengthened Rickey’s position vis-à-vis the black leagues.

Though Robinson was an unqualified success with Montreal in the 
International League in 1946, leading them to the league championship 
and winning for himself most valuable player honors, major league teams 
balked at adding more black players. Their resistance was almost comical. 
The Washington Senators, for example, fielded Cuban players, granted a 
tryout to a player of Chinese descent, and suited up a one-legged pitcher, 
Bert Shepard. He lost a leg fighting in World War II. The St. Louis Browns 
played a one-armed infielder, Pete Gray, and for more than half the 1945 
season. Gray lost a limb in a childhood accident. The Phillies, too, were 
open to fielding players with handicaps, granting a tryout to a nineteen-
year-old with one hand. “Anyone except a known colored man is welcomed 
into the big leagues,” declared the Courier’s Rollo Wilson.15

Nevertheless, as 1945 closed, the black press was jubilant, even while 
black team owners hunkered down for a fight. The brotherhood ties were 
once again severing. Forced to choose between greater integration and the 
preservation of a conflicted black league, the black press did not hesitate in 



voting against segregation of any kind. As historian Bill Simons has noted, 
negative images of the black leagues proliferated in both the black press 
and mainstream media, but they “possessed an almost visceral intensity” in 
the black newspapers. Long gone was the shared pride in a flowering black 
institution.16 An unlikely, de facto alliance against Negro league owners, 
therefore, had formed in Rickey, Chandler, and many if not most of the 
black sportswriters. Emblematic of his part in this alliance, Smith would 
draw equal-sized paychecks in 1946 from the Courier as sports editor and 
from the Dodgers as a traveling companion, chauffeur, and secretary for 
Robinson.17 Officially, Smith was on Brooklyn’s payroll as a scout. Prac-
tically, he helped arrange housing for Robinson in the segregated South 
during spring training and on the road during the regular season. He also 
served as Robinson’s Boswell, chronicling his first two seasons weekly and 
ghostwriting for Robinson.

The Courier’s photographer and entertainment writer, Billy Rowe, 
also was paid by the Dodgers to accompany Robinson, especially during 
spring training. Being so closely allied with major league baseball, even 
being paid by major league baseball, was not seen as a conflict of interest by 
Smith or by black sportswriters in general. In covering a story in which they 
themselves were participants, the black writers for the most part believed 
in accomplishing baseball’s integration by almost any means available. As 
Lamb and Bleske wrote, these writers also believed that a counter balance 
had to be offered to the mainstream press, which was seen as apathetic to 
Robinson’s quest, perhaps even against it, and certainly ignorant of black 
baseball in general.18

Realizing that they might find themselves completely shut out finan-
cially, Negro league officials in early 1946 signaled a change of heart. 
Precisely as Lacy had recommended more than a year earlier, well before 
Robinson’s signing, the owners began campaigning for some sort of minor 
league-type of affiliation with major league baseball and petitioned Chan-
dler to this end.19 According to Wendell Smith, the Negro leagues called 
on the Commissioner to stop major league baseball from raiding the black 
teams in a letter drafted at New York’s Theresa Hotel. The officials said 
they were “protesting the way” Robinson was signed, explaining that 
black teams had “gone to so much expense to develop players and estab-
lish teams and leagues.”20 This time the commissioner fired back. During 
a series of meetings in January, Chandler emphatically told black baseball: 
“Get your house in order,” making reorganization a requirement before 
the Negro leagues could approach big league baseball for any type of 
negotiations or officially sanctioned status.21 While Chandler condemned 
black baseball, Rickey defended his decision not to pay the Monarchs for 
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Robinson: “There is no Negro league as such as far as I am concerned. 
Negro baseball is in the zone of a racket and there is not a circuit that 
could be admitted to organized baseball.”22 If no Negro league existed, 
there could be no contractual obligation requiring Rickey to pay the Mon-
archs for Robinson’s services, just as Smith had foreshadowed, however 
unintentionally.

It is easy to imagine a black press of the 1920s or 1930s rushing to 
the defense of Negro league owners in reaction to Chandler’s and Rickey’s 
indictments, demanding compensation for top players, and holding lily-
white major league baseball accountable for its Jim Crow legacy. When 
the priority was on building up black baseball, in making it viable and 
vital, such a reaction would have been considered an obligation. In 1946, 
however, the Courier and Defender used banner headlines to proclaim 
Chandler’s charges and wrote columns repeating, even supporting and 
amplifying his demands and criticisms. The writers catalogued and elabo-
rated the problems Chandler said plagued the black leagues, analyzing 
each and every one, and often offering solutions.

Chandler’s charges were the lead sports story in the Courier’s Jan-
uary 26 issue and the focus of Smith’s “The Sports Beat” column that 
same week. The columnist slammed the owners for “protecting their own 
selfish interests” rather than seeking to improve the status of black play-
ers. In Smith’s colorfully articulated view, the “Negro Press” and “other 
forces interested in the general welfare of Negro baseball” found them-
selves pitted against the owners, who sought “first, last, and always” 
to protect the “shaky, littered, infested segregated baseball domicile.”23 
Smith even adopted Chandler’s rhetoric, wagering in a February 16 col-
umn that the owners would never “get their house in order” because of 
in-fighting and “the many evils” within black baseball.24 Smith quoted 
Chandler again in June to accuse the owners of failing to keep the public 
informed and, therefore, for failing to even begin attempting to get their 
“house in order.”25

When the Newark Eagles walked off the field in July after a dis-
pute with the umpire, the behavior and the subsequent lack of a reac-
tion from league presidents J. B. Martin and Tom Wilson substantiated, 
at least from Smith’s perspective, the charge from Branch Rickey “that 
the Negro leagues do not actually exist.”26 The only counterbalance to 
Chandler’s charges and the Courier’s support for those charges was a four-
inch response in the February 2 issue from J. B. Martin, distributed by the 
Associated Negro Press wire service.27 Sam Lacy went so far as calling 
Chandler’s accusations “arrogant,” but he justified them by saying that 
“no less should be expected what with colored baseball leaders behaving 



as they are.” The early 1946 article also gave Lacy another opportunity to 
remind readers of his efforts to get the black owners to begin preparing for 
integration and for some type of alliance with major league baseball.28

As Lacy’s comments indicate, the black press saw itself as the primary 
force driving the integration of baseball and, specifically, the signing of 
Robinson. Lacy, Young, and Smith each referenced their and their papers’ 
roles in baseball’s integration at seemingly every opportunity. In abstract-
ing the year athletically, Smith wrote that his newspaper was “particularly 
proud of Robinson’s brilliant achievements, because it was this paper that 
recommended him to Branch Rickey”29 Jackie Robinson affirmed the writ-
ers’ intervention himself, telling the Afro-American at the time of his sign-
ing that he knew it was “obtained only through the constant pressure of 
my people and their press. It’s a press victory, you might say.”30 Each of the 
three newspapers—the Courier, Defender, and the Afro-American—viewed 
itself as the leader in the crusade, or at least attempted to portray itself as 
the principal.

Not only did the writers grill the owners, they gave critics such as 
Cum Posey plenty of ink and column inches with which to scold. Smith and 
the Courier gave the enigmatic, vituperative Cum Posey frequent and high-
profile opportunities to take on black baseball’s leadership, even though, 
as secretary to the Negro National, Posey himself was a member of that 
elite. The lead story on January 5, 1946, written by Smith, echoed Posey’s 
complaints, which centered on Martin’s and Wilson’s vicissitudes and their 
failure to correct “the many flaws within Negro baseball.” Posey wrote for 
himself in a February 2 column that again catalogued for readers the black 
leagues’ ills, including poor scheduling, conflicts of interests among league 
officials, and poor organization throughout the leagues.31 Though it could 
not have been his intent as secretary of the league, Posey nonetheless pro-
vided further evidence yet for Chandler’s and Rickey’s claims of amateur-
ism on the part of the black leagues. Posey’s upbraiding was one of his last 
public acts; he died in April 1946.32

As businessmen and job creators, the owners had legitimate concerns. 
The vitality of their businesses was being threatened, and their monopoly on 
black baseball talent ending. It is surprising, then, that neither the writers 
nor league officials gave more published contemplation to the post-integra-
tion reality for black baseball. At least some ruminating on the extinction 
of black baseball was done by Smith in the late 1930s, during his celebrated 
series of interviews with major league managers and players. Smith acknowl-
edged “many letters” from readers who wrote that they were concerned 
about the Negro leagues should the color barrier come down. These readers 
believed, according to Smith, that integration would “automatically spell 
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doom for both the Negro American and National leagues.” One reader pre-
sciently noted that the major leagues likely would take only the “cream of 
the crop. Then—what would the Negro public do for its heroes on Negro 
teams?”33

Smith’s reaction to those readers’ concerns provides a valuable articu-
lation of the newspapers’ struggle and of their naiveté regarding the Negro 
leagues’ post-Robinson future. Presumably speaking for the Courier staff or 
perhaps, more broadly, for the black press, Smith wrote that, “we believe 
that anything done by the majors to improve the status of Negro players 
will prove beneficial and advantageous to Negro baseball in every way.”34 
Big league teams would have to gain sanction from Negro league owners to 
sign players, Smith wrongly predicted, and then pay owners the price those 
owners set. Rickey infamously did neither, and Smith, who would become 
inextricably linked with Rickey’s maneuverings, not surprisingly excused 
him and provided him cover. Smith’s blindness to the potential damage to 
the Negro leagues could in part be attributed to a new optimism developing 
among blacks. As the 1940s began, the civil rights movement was enter-
ing a new phase. World War II returned blacks to war and into the armed 
services, and again they fought for democratic ideals on foreign soil. In this 
context, racial discrimination at home quickened the country for action. 
Also promoting the movement were the economic gains, advances in edu-
cation, and progress in voter registration among blacks in the North. The 
NAACP, for example, sharply increased its membership rolls and ramped 
up fundraising efforts.

Still relatively new on the job in 1939, Smith also suggested that the 
money made on top players could be plowed back into the leagues to make 
them better, a prescription that ignored two decades of avarice on the part 
of the owners and the growing impossibility of segregated play juxtaposed 
with increasingly integrated major league play. If black baseball could “line 
up with the majors and serve as recruiting grounds,” as a sort of minor 
league system, owners would “profit in every way and the Negro player 
also.”35 Lucius C. Harper, a regular front-page columnist for the Defender, 
wrote that fans believed integration would “boost ‘Negro baseball’ and 
attract better material with the hope that it may graduate into better salaries 
and work under better facilities.”36 According to Harper, it was the owners 
and not the fans who harbored the fears, believing integration would “do 
harm to the interest of their clubs.”37

In the sunset of his lengthy career, Lacy told historian Jim Reisler 
that he had known integration would begin the black leagues’ demolition 
but that after Robinson, “the Negro leagues was [sic] a symbol I couldn’t 
live with anymore.”38 It is unclear if Lacy devoted much thought to this 



inevitable denouement since evidence of such anticipation is not found 
in Lacy’s sports writing throughout the leagues’ history. Eight years prior 
to Robinson cracking the color barrier, Vic Harris, captain of perennial 
Negro league champion Homestead Grays, did tell Lacy that if big league 
teams began signing black players, it would mean the end for the Negro 
leagues: “We do have some good ballplayers among us, but not nearly as 
many fit for the majors as seems to be the belief. But if they start pick-
ing them up, what are the remaining players going to do to make a liv-
ing? Our crowds are not what they should be now. . . . How could the 
other 75 or 80% (of black players) survive?”39 (Harris was right, even in 
his math. A total of seventy-five players moved from Negro leagues to 
major league teams. Many more played in the minor leagues, but of 500 
on Negro league rosters in 1945, only about 10 percent ever found work 
in the big leagues.40)

Before actively working toward integration in 1945, Joe Bostic of the 
People’s Voice in New York defended the existence of the Negro leagues in 
1942 as being a critical part of the black community’s economy and cul-
ture. In this context, integration represented a direct threat. Bostic wrote in 
a July 11 column that year that the issue, like most others, was ultimately 
about money:

Since all baseball prognostications are made under the sign of the dol-
lar mark . . . why shouldn’t the fledgling that is Negro organized base-
ball take the same attitude. The whole (integration) discussion breaks 
down into the query, “Would Negro baseball profit or lose by the entry 
of Negroes into the American and National leagues?” Scoreboard feels 
that the net result would be written in red ink on the ledgers of Negro 
baseball.41

But concerns such as Bostic’s were not entertained by the black press in the 
months before or after Robinson’s signing, not by Smith or Lacy, and not 
even by Bostic himself. It would be more than two years before the press 
began constructively addressing the problems for the Negro leagues created 
by the departure of many of their best young players.

For the mainstream press, the drama of Robinson’s signing did not 
include the Negro leagues as a prominent part, even though the event rep-
resented the culmination of the mission of those leagues and vindicated in 
some ways their quarter-century of existence. Shirley Povich, for example, a 
noted columnist with the Washington Post and an ally with the black press 
in the early 1940s in pushing major league baseball to integrate, recounted 
in 1953 how baseball had opened its doors. As the Courier’s Ric Roberts 
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noted, Povich’s narrative omitted Wendell Smith: “No complete saga of 
the eventual abolition of the ban can be offered without a recording of 
Wendell’s lone voice which, as early as 1938, crystallized into a delega-
tion.”42 The dailies’ distorted version of history endured long after Robin-
son and Rickey, which, as Rogosin wrote, is a testimony to Rickey’s success 
at myth-making. Some of the blame for the black leagues’ omission in the 
narrative should also go to Robinson, who was often negative in describing 
the Negro leagues, even though he spent but one season in them, in Kan-
sas City. In one autobiography, Robinson devotes only three pages to his 
Negro league experiences.43

If the metropolitan newspapers ignored black baseball, it was the 
major leagues that existed on the periphery for the black community prior 
to Robinson joining the Dodger organization. Black press coverage reflected 
and reinforced this status. The Defender, for example, did not run a single 
story on the major leagues during the 1945 season, or until Robinson’s 
signing was announced in October.44 Black press coverage of the Negro 
leagues, however, resembled that of major league baseball by, say, the New 
York Times or Chicago Tribune, including news on player moves, accounts 
of league meetings, box scores and game coverage, schedule information, 
and feature stories.

Representative of baseball coverage before Jackie Robinson’s life 
as a Dodger, the Defender promoted the East-West game in 1946 on its 
front page with an eight-column headline predicting it to be the “Most 
Colorful in History.”45 The advance story was forty-three column inches, 
the longest baseball story in the Defender that year, and with it appeared 
lineups, four photos, and nine other Negro league stories. A pair of one-
inch stories on Robinson and catcher Roy Campanella toiling in the minor 
leagues represented in total the coverage of major league organizations in 
the Defender that same issue. (Campanella was signed by the Dodgers in 
1946, assigned that season to Nashua, New Hampshire, Brooklyn’s Single 
A farm team.)

White society, culture, and athletics—the white world—existed in the 
periphery of the black press much as the black community resided in the 
margins of mainstream media coverage.46 This imbalance remained until 
Robinson joined the major leagues in 1947. After Robinson’s move to New 
York City, the imbalance reversed, with major league baseball pushing the 
Negro leagues into the shadows. A content analysis of Defender and Courier 
baseball coverage indicates that the amount devoted to the Negro leagues 
sharply declined in 1946 as Robinson’s major league debut approached 
and continued to diminish, both qualitatively and quantitatively, during 
the 1947 and 1948 seasons.47 Conversely, coverage of the major leagues 



increased during the period, and to remarkably similar extents as coverage 
of black baseball constricted. An example: For the two newspapers com-
bined, the number of issues in which the majority of baseball coverage was 
on the Negro leagues dropped from twenty-four in 1945 to ten issues for 
each of the 1947 and 1948 seasons.48 On the other hand, the number of 
issues in which the majority of baseball coverage was on the major leagues 
went from four issues in 1945, including three Courier issues, to sixteen in 
both 1947 and 1948.49

Only one major league story in the black press was accompanied by 
a photo in 1945, the story on Jackie Robinson’s signing in October. By 
1947, the total of major league baseball articles appearing with a photo 
was thirty-five, or almost double the number of Negro league stories that 
appeared with at least one photo. These disparities occurred despite a 
much larger well of stories for the Negro leagues versus that for the major 
leagues, especially in 1945 and 1946, since only one previously white team 
had a black player, the Montreal Royals.50 Major league stories in the 
black press also were much more likely to carry a byline than those on the 
Negro leagues, indicating on-site reporting and a shift in the allocation of 
the black press’s always limited human resources. Newspaper staffs were 
notoriously small. Sam Lacy told author Jim Reisler that, “The average 
reporter in those days might cover courts in the morning, a luncheon or 
ball game that afternoon, and perhaps a dinner or meeting in the evening. 
You had to be well-rounded because the job required you to cover every-
thing.”51

With Robinson in a Royals uniform, the black newspapers relied even 
more on the Negro league teams to send in their own results. The increase 
in the overall number of stories is a tribute to the writers’ productivity. In 
1945, six Negro league stories carried bylines compared to four for the 
major leagues. In 1947, with Robinson playing a full season in Brooklyn, 
the ratio of bylined stories swung in favor of the major leagues by a margin 
of twenty-four to two.52 The attentions of Smith and Young, too, shifted 
before and after the color barrier’s break. Examining the weekly columns 
of both sports editors, eleven focused in 1945 on the Negro leagues while 
five centered on the major leagues. By 1947, twenty columns written by 
one of the two sports editors centered on the major leagues versus just six 
on the Negro leagues, indicating not merely a shift but, with the eve of inte-
gration, more attention on baseball in general.

There is evidence the newspapers were attempting to keep up with 
both leagues, at least in terms of day-to-day beat coverage. After a 105 
game summary stories combined in 1945, all of them on Negro league 
games, because integration still was a year away, the papers printed 121 
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Negro league game summaries in 1946, 97 in 1947, and 71 in 1948, all 
while coverage of major league action was on the rise. The number of 
major league game summaries climbed from zero at the beginning of the 
period studied to 34 in 1948, even though only a handful of big league 
teams had integrated.

After 1946, editorials and columns in the black press commenting on 
the Negro leagues focused either on the ineptness of league officials and own-
ers or, paradoxically, the need for fans to continue supporting the leagues for 
the purpose of completing baseball’s integration. With involuted logic black 
newspapers called on readers not to turn their backs on the Negro leagues 
while the newspapers did precisely that, at least in terms of amount and type 
of coverage. In May 1947, Ric Roberts, the Courier’s Washington, D.C.-
based writer, urged fans to rally around black baseball, which was “at its 
lowest leevl [sic] in history,” he wrote. Both the terms and the tone of Rob-
erts’ column were typical during the period following Robinson’s signing:

It is important, therefore, that our baseball fans should remember that 
(the Negro leagues) is the lone channel through which Jackie Robinson, 
Roy Campanella and Don Newcombe might have traveled to the hith-
erto lily-white side. . . . Now, more than ever, the leagues need your 
support, and none of the smart-alecky disdain that some fans seem to 
be developing . . . the golden egg is wonderful . . . but let’s not forget 
the goose that laid ’em.53

Within a few weeks of Roberts’ column, Smith issued an equally 
emphatic call for fan support, saying that Negro league owners deserved 
consideration due to their sizeable investments over the years to keep black 
baseball going.54 “The lush days haven’t been here long,” he wrote, refer-
ring to the banner 1946 season, “and they won’t be here much longer.” 
As late as May 1948, Fay Young at the Defender was simultaneously cru-
sading to integrate the Cubs and White Sox and urging black community 
support for the up-and-down, Martin-owned Chicago American Giants. 
Young’s tone was similar to that of a parent trying to talk a child into tak-
ing medicine:

It is only right that all of us roll up our sleeves now and give the team 
our fullest support. It is all right to yell for what we want but it sure 
wouldn’t be right if we didn’t patronize the club when it appears to be 
what we asked for. It takes money to run a first class ball club. If we 
want Chicago to have one we have to attend the ball games. There is 
no other way around it.



The column was prefaced with an anonymous poem, “The Purpose of 
Life,” which read:

If you never made another have a happier time in life;
If you’ve never helped a brother through the struggle and his strife;
If you’ve never been a comfort to the weary and the worn—
Will you tell us what you’re here for in this lovely land of morn?55

The illogicality of Young’s exhortations is revealed in an account by another 
venerable black sportswriter, Doc Young, who in the 1950s served as sports 
editor at both Jet and Ebony magazines. He wrote in the Defender in 1948:

Go to a barbershop, a bar, a home, a newsstand during the season; lis-
ten to the men and women as they cheer when [Lou] Boudreau hits or 
makes a fancy play [for the Cleveland Indians]. . . . Then, for contrast, 
stand around when someone says, “Well the [Cleveland] Buckeyes lost a 
doubleheader today!!” Somebody is likely to say, “Oh, them bums!”56

The Indians integrated also in 1947, signing Larry Doby of the Newark 
Eagles in July.

Black press sportswriters reasoned that continued fan patronage was 
more important in the late 1940s than ever before because the black leagues 
finally had become a breeding ground for major league talent. Thus, after 
decades of persuasion based on the purported quality of the black game, a 
quality obviously being diminished by the flight of talent, fans in the mid-
1940s were being urged in paternalistic tones to get behind this crepitate 
product for the greater good of the race. Courier columnist Mal Goode, 
for example, in lamenting the loss of black business ownership with what 
he termed the “death of the Negro leagues,” wrote that the gain was 
“greater—we got our self-respect back—and you have to have been black 
to understand what we meant.”57

This exultation overshadowed the growing recognition that black 
baseball’s days were numbered, and that the number was not large. Antici-
pating Robinson’s first action in a Dodger uniform in Ebbets Field, Smith 
wrote it would be a day he could truthfully say, “Mine Eyes Have Seen the 
Golry! [sic].”58 And an obituary tone is evident in Doc Young’s column 
from the Defender in 1949: “Many of our writers have been willing to 
consign [black baseball] to the ash-can and to burlesque if to an extreme 
degree. . . . Despite their shortcomings, they have done tremendous good. 
They filled a void; they provided a showcase; they satisfied the baseball 
hunger.”59
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Black papers seemingly wanted their cake and the luxury of eat-
ing it, too, chronicling Robinson’s every move in Montreal and Brook-
lyn but simultaneously pleading with fans not to let black baseball fade 
away. Long-time black radio personality Jack Saunders wrote a column 
in a September 1948 Courier that celebrated the new big leaguers, but it 
included a plea to readers to support black baseball:

For God’s sakes, fans, don’t let Negro baseball die. . . . I know you 
want to see (Robinson, Doby, and Campanella) play. . . . I, too, make 
a bee-line for Shibe Park whenever the Dodgers and Indians come to 
town. . . . But if Negro fans don’t start supporting those teams again, 
they will fold up! . . . The way I see it, Negro fans are doing Negro base-
ball, future Negro stars and potential major leaguers a great injustice by 
withdrawing their support. . . . How will major league scouts be able 
to look over Negro material if there are no Negro teams playing?60

Shibe Park in 1948 barred black sportswriters from its press box. Only 
members of the Baseball Writers Association of America were allowed, and 
membership in the BWAA required affiliation with a daily newspaper.61

The utilitarian view of the press toward the Negro leagues, which were 
looked to for more capable black talent, was motivated at least in part by the 
desire to gain full status for blacks. Equality was the goal, Wendell Smith so 
frequently wrote. When Robinson first saw action in white baseball, play-
ing for Montreal in April 1946, the headline for the Courier’s front page 
read, “American Way Triumphs in Robinson ‘Experiment,’” and the story 
was attended by verse from Robert Browning that declared, “God’s in His 
Heaven—All’s right with the world!”62 In June of Robinson’s first major 
league season, as the Dodgers got set to play in Boston on Memorial Day, 
Smith was inspired to pair Robinson’s “blow at big league hypocrisy” with 
Revere’s ride “to fight those who would deny them the rights of America.”63

In an important way, the tables had been turned. Rather than the own-
ers using the papers for their own purposes, manipulating writers and edi-
tors and persuading readers, in the mid-1940s the writers were attempting 
to prop up the black leagues for their purposes, which they cast as a “noble 
experiment.” The Negro leagues were merely facilitators, a farm system to 
be judged on its crops rather than a grand showcase of and for the Black 
Metropolis. In this new economy, the currency was baseball players capable 
of success at the major league level. “The Negro Leagues simply became a vast 
source of cheap ballplayers with enormous talent,” Donn Rogosin wrote.64 
After Rickey’s pickpocketing of the Monarchs, however, the new currency 
was paid for with the old. In July 1947, Bill Veeck and the Cleveland Indians 



compensated the Negro league’s Newark Eagles $15,000 for the services and 
contract of Larry Doby, who integrated the American League. Soon after, 
the St. Louis Browns shelled out $20,000 for two former Monarch players, 
and Branch Rickey acquired the contracts of pitchers Roy Partlow (from the 
Philadelphia Stars) and Don Newcombe (from the Eagles), both “bargains” 
at $2,000 apiece. “Obviously, there is gold in them thar bronze stars,” Smith 
proclaimed.65 The “bargain basement” sale of players by the Negro league 
owners can be viewed as a final, self-immolating exploitation by those black 
team owners, as well as the beginning of the black players’ exploitation by 
major league baseball.

Early in “the noble experiment,” it appeared that the doomsayers 
had over-reacted. The season prior to Robinson’s first with the Dodgers—
1946—was perhaps the Negro leagues’ most successful in their history, both 
on the field and in fiscal terms, as well. With the war over, game crowds 
frequently ranged between 12,000 and 15,000, though, as historian Robert 
Peterson surmised, the black press was more interested in how Robinson, 
Roy Campanella, Johnny Wright, Don Newcombe, and other black players 
were doing in the minor leagues.66 The season’s largesse even prompted B. B. 
Martin’s Memphis Red Sox to announced plans for a $250,000 ballpark.67

More than 45,000 people attended the East-West Classic in August 
1946, enough to spur a second all-star game in Washington, D.C., which 
attracted another 17,000.68 Integration was coming, but with the geogra-
phy of Robinson in Montreal, Roy Campanella and Don Newcombe in 
Nashua, New Hampshire, and Johnny Wright in Three Rivers, Quebec, 
there was no direct competition yet for paying fans in Negro league cit-
ies. That would come a year later, and Robinson and the Montreal Royals 
hinted at what the future might bring. With Robinson as its chief attrac-
tion, Montreal drew one million fans in 1946 for the first time in the fran-
chise’s history, breaking attendance marks both at home and on the road. 
The Courier’s writer in Montreal, Sam Maltin, reported that Robinson was 
surrounded by admirers at home, at the ballpark, in restaurants, and on 
streetcars.69

The Newark Eagles, who beat the Monarchs to take the 1946 Negro 
World Series, had the organization’s best year ever, both athletically and 
financially, according to Smith, who put the team’s World Series’ winnings 
at $25,000.70 Another Courier writer, Ric Roberts, went so far as to predict 
new interest in the Negro leagues because of black baseball’s banner season 
combined with the beckoning of the major leagues. “The game will go 
on—it will improve,” he wrote, in the 1946 Negro Baseball Yearbook, 
which was published by the Pittsburgh Courier.71 Of course it could not 
improve; the insuperable loss of talent would be too great, and the progress 
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of Robinson and Campanella and Newcombe took money and space in the 
sports pages away from the black leagues for good. As James Overmyer 
noted in his history of the Eagles, the Negro leagues “were doomed” in 
a newly integrated baseball world.72 The solid financial footing gained in 
1946 proved fleeting and was nearly wiped away just a year later. The 1947 
season saw ten of the twelve black teams lose money.73 Attendance at Negro 
league games plummeted, much of it redirected to big league parks.74 The 
Newark Eagles, playing in Brooklyn’s backyard, counted 120,000 patrons 
for home games at Ruppert Stadium in 1946 but only 35,000 in 1947. The 
club was forced to shut down after the disastrous ’47 season.75

Direct competition for black teams as the result of integrated major 
league play affected Brooklyn (Dodgers), Cleveland (Indians), and St. Louis 
(Browns) in 1947; New York (Giants) in 1949; and Chicago (White Sox) 
in 1951. Special rail fares were advertised in the black newspapers for car-
riage from throughout the Midwest to St. Louis and Chicago for games in 
those cities against Jackie Robinson and the Dodgers.

As interest in and coverage of Negro league baseball was trending 
down, Smith claimed in June 1947 that no one in either league was willing 
to keep the public informed, a complaint that in important ways excused 
the Courier’s omission of regular, comprehensive league coverage.76 The 
press and the public had been “forgotten” due to the inability of the leagues 
to funnel information to the black papers, Smith wrote, citing this failure 
as the source of the crack in the “very foundation of Negro baseball.” The 
Courier’s shift in allocation of resources to major league coverage was not 
reckoned, and those who faulted integration for their woes at the turnstiles 
were “simply dodging the issue,” according to Smith. The black writers can 
be fairly charged with kicking the leagues while they were down. Integra-
tion marked open season for fault-finding. The Defender’s Fay Young, for 
example, used his weekly column to grill Negro league “would-bes” for 
failing to supply the news and to defend the abundance of coverage devoted 
to Larry Doby and Jackie Robinson:

We haven’t any white complex. When the news is of importance, it gets 
space—the same is of pictures. The columns are not for sale. Our busi-
ness is to cater to John Q. Public, who buys the newspaper, not to the 
promoter or the coach. But when either the publicity man, the coach 
or the promoter fails to get us the news when we want it, the kind we 
want and the pictures—he is a very foolish man.77

Young defended issues of the Defender like one in October 1947 in which 
Jackie Robinson’s game-winning home run was front-page news and the 



subject of three page-one photos, a twenty-one-inch bylined article, and 
extended coverage on the sports pages.78 In contrast, the story of the 
Cubans winning the Negro World Series against Cleveland was buried in 
a page-fifteen, eight-inch article.79 Johnny Johnson at the Kansas City Call 
described Negro baseball as “the only going concern that has never seen the 
wisdom of utilizing qualified publicity agents. Just anybody can write their 
. . . copy and judging from the kind of releases that are usually received, 
just about anybody does.”80

Other page-one Defender stories on baseball that season included 
the signing of Robinson by the Dodgers in April, Robinson’s favor 
among fans in May, Larry Doby’s signing by the Indians and the 
St. Louis Browns obtaining Willard Brown and Henry Thompson in July, 
the major leagues scouting eight Negro league players in August, and 
the progress of the Dodgers’ Dan Bankhead, also in August. No stories 
on the Negro leagues appeared on the Defender’s front page that 1947 
season.81

Black newspapers and fans turned their attention to the major leagues 
and away from the black leagues throughout baseball’s integration, an 
incremental process that required more than a dozen years to merely add 
one black player to each of the sixteen major league rosters.82 Like the 
Eagles, most black teams quickly began losing money as their ticket sales 
dropped and as the black press reduced coverage to make room for updates 
and statistics about Robinson and other black players as they were signed. 
The black teams became increasingly irrelevant for a community eager for 
a greater, fuller, more open democratic society. As Smith wrote, the “big 
league doors suddenly opened one day, and when Negro players walked in, 
Negro baseball walked out.”83

Robinson was seen as a lever in this struggle as even the name—
Negro leagues—became an unwelcome reminder of minority social and 
economic status. Effa Manley, co-owner of the Negro National League’s 
Newark Eagles, wrote in her memoirs, that “erstwhile black baseball fol-
lowers—who for years had been rabid fans of the all-black outfits—now 
found themselves becoming far more interested in the daily doings of Jackie 
Robinson and the Brooklyn Dodgers, than in the happenings within the 
Negro leagues. . . . There was a growing swell of racial pride that was 
sweeping headlong across Black America.”84 Even the Negro leagues tried 
to capitalize on Robinson and his immediate popularity in the black com-
munity, putting the one-year veteran of their leagues on the cover of the 
1946 Negro Baseball Yearbook rather than an established league star.85 
In the late 1940s, the Philadelphia Stars, a black team, featured Robinson 
wearing his Dodger blue on their own program cover.
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In the meta narrative, of Robinson as Moses and big league baseball 
as the promised land, overlooked are the great sacrifices made by blacks. 
Negro league baseball sacrificed at the altar of integration was a stiff price, 
indeed, as writer and activist Amiri Baraka, wrote decades later. For Baraka, 
the false hopes of integration did not merit the killing of the Negro leagues:

To rip off what you had in the name of what you ain’t never gonna 
get. . . . We’re going to the big leagues. Is that what the cry was on 
those Afric’ shores when the European capitalists and African feudal 
lords got together and palmed our future?. . . . So out of the Cali-
fornia laboratories of USC, a synthetic colored guy was imperfected 
and soon we would be trooping back into the holy see of racist appro-
bation. So that we could sit next to drunken racists by and by. And 
watch our heroes put down by slimy cocksuckers who are so stupid 
they would uphold Henry and his Ford and be put in chains by both 
while helping to tighten ours.86

For Baraka, baseball’s “integration,” as a badge for the black’s integration 
into American society, was artificial, infelicitous, a perfidy, and a farce. 
“But many of us fell for that and fell for him, really,” he wrote.87 Robinson 
certainly believed in his cause. When filling out a questionnaire the Mon-
treal Royals had all its players complete, in answer to the question, “What 
is your ambition?,” Robinson wrote: “To open doors for Negroes in Orga-
nized Ball.”88
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Chapter Eight

Staying Away in Crowds

Jackie Robinson’s breakthrough in Brooklyn is one of the most celebrated, 
researched, written about events in American history. As scholar Bill Simons 
described, Robinson’s pioneering first season still stands as “one of the 
most widely commented on episodes in American race relations,” an irre-
sistible story of grace and dignity that has become sacrosanct in American 
folklore.1 It has been told and re-told in film, on Broadway, and in enough 
books to fill entire sections in bookstores and libraries.2 More relevant here 
is the fact that a great deal of industry has gone into documenting and ana-
lyzing newspaper coverage of Robinson during his first year as a Dodger, 
including studies of coverage by the black press, by mainstream media, and 
on the differences between the two.3

In examining black press coverage, it is clear that for the black week-
lies and, by extension, the black community, Robinson had to “make the 
grade” and break the long-held racial barrier in the major leagues. The 
newspapers emphasized Robinson’s more positive attributes and experi-
ences and conveniently ignored or omitted those that were less felicitous. 
The black press excised from the narrative, for example, that Robinson’s 
father had deserted the family, that Robinson did not graduate from UCLA 
(he attended for two years), and that the player had been court martialled 
while in the Army.4 Instead, in the pages of the weeklies Jackie Robinson 
was a college man and an army officer, a superior all-around athlete who in 
childhood managed to overcome the absence of a father.5 This careful edit-
ing of the Robinson narrative began as early as spring training 1946, before 
the player’s season in Montreal. After an Odyssean journey from Los Ange-
les to Sanford, Florida, a racially divided town like most in Florida in the 
mid-1940s, he, Smith, and Courier photographer Billy Rowe were told by 
the local sheriff to be out of town by nightfall. The sheriff claimed that a 
hundred townspeople in Sanford had asked him to, “get the niggers out 
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of town.”6 They fled to Dodgers training headquarters in Daytona Beach. 
Smith reported nothing of the incident, however, and Robinson and Rickey, 
too, kept quiet.

Throughout the 1947 season, Smith routinely emphasized the positive 
and comprehensively filtered out the negative. Objective reporting was not 
an option as far as the sports editor was concerned, given what he felt was 
at stake for his readers. The Courier’s coverage, therefore, contrasts sharply 
with that in the mainstream media. Though the daily newspapers published 
far less on Robinson in general, the white press also emphasized Robinson’s 
virtue, but almost exclusively his virtue as an athlete. The dailies paid little 
attention to his race or to the experience of being a lone black man in a 
white world. Ignored also was Robinson’s life outside of baseball. In short, 
mainstream media sports coverage for the most part did not change as a 
result of Robinson’s presence in major league baseball. The big metros con-
tinued to treat Dodger games as athletic contests devoid of social or politi-
cal consequences, and their writers saw Robinson merely as one of nine 
Dodgers on the field.7

For the black press, however, major league baseball had become “the 
Robinson beat.” For Wendell Smith, the shorthand had multiple meanings. 
Just as he did during spring training in 1946, Smith drew a salary from 
the Dodgers throughout the 1947 season. At the same time, as sports edi-
tor for the country’s largest black weekly, he cast Robinson’s first year as 
a universally upbeat experience. Smith published positive comments and 
descriptions, endorsements, and statements of approval of Robinson from 
all quarters of professional baseball. He traveled to Cuba for the Dodg-
ers’ spring training and from Havana reported weekly on Robinson’s and 
Roy Campanella’s progress, including praise of that progress from Dodger 
manager Leo Durocher and others.8 When Montreal manager Clay Hop-
per, whose racism was common knowledge, praised Campanella, it became 
the lead story for a March issue of the Courier.9 Smith recounted Robin-
son’s heroics with the Royals the previous season, and he documented the 
player’s more recent feats during spring training in 1947 as Smith followed 
the Dodgers throughout Latin America.10 In early April, Smith conducted 
a poll of Dodger players on whether Robinson should join the big league 
club, and the Courier’s reporting of that poll is emblematic of Smith’s 
approach to coverage that first season. The newspaper published the results 
in Smith’s “Sports Beat” column of April 12 and with them remarks from 
some of Robinson’s detractors (Dodgers Eddie Stankey and Dixie Walker, 
for example). Smith did not report, however, on the near mutiny of the 
Dodgers against Durocher for determining that Robinson would play first 
base.11 Players passed around a petition saying they would refuse to play 



with Robinson, mirroring the racism that gripped the nation in racial crisis. 
Mainstream media did not report on the rebellion either, but the white dai-
lies did not have writers in Havana. Smith was on the scene, so it is difficult 
to believe he would not have known of the planned walkout.

Throughout spring training, with Smith on site, Dodger coverage 
dominated the Courier’s sports section. News on the Negro leagues, there-
fore, moved to the margins to make way for the new “Robinson beat.” 
When the regular season began and Robinson’s status as a major leaguer 
had been made official, the shift in coverage became even more evident. 
Smith’s Dodger coverage moved to page one.12 In the April 19 issue, the 
Courier gave readers twenty-two photos of Robinson, or more photographs 
than were published as part of Negro league coverage during any one full 
season since 1920.

An important part of the Robinson success story, at least for the black 
press, was the impact financially for the Brooklyn organization. Smith, 
therefore, emphasized ticket sales and the numbers of blacks flowing into 
Ebbets Field, statistics that were nothing less than phenomenal. In one of 
Smith’s most quoted articles, a May 31 column on the Dodgers’ record-
breaking crowds, Smith began the piece with a clip of verse: “Jackie’s 
nimble, Jackie’s quick, Jackie’s making The turnstiles click!”13 The story 
detailed the “record-breaking crowds” following the Dodgers, who had 
become in Smith’s words, even though the Negro leagues still were playing 
full schedules, “the team to see.” Another story, celebrating in its head-
line the 95,000 “cash customers” Robinson had helped draw in four spring 
training games, Smith said the new Dodger “is definitely box office.”14

Throughout that first season, Smith presented readers with a picture 
of racial harmony even though the writer almost certainly knew of the deep 
dissension among the team’s members over the Robinson’s presence. It 
was not uncommon during that 1947 season to see in the Courier a photo 
of Robinson standing, playing, or shaking hands with a white teammate. 
Off the field, in Courier coverage at least, Robinson was the perfect fam-
ily man, effortlessly balancing the roles of husband, father, ballplayer, and 
barrier breaker. Signifying the importance the newspaper placed on these 
portrayals, of a Robinson seamlessly fitting in in all respects, the April 26 
issue reported in its news pages the birth of Robinson’s and his wife’s first 
child, Jackie, Jr.15 What is absent in Smith’s coverage, again, is significant. 
An April “Sports Beat” column, for example, included excerpts from letters 
sent to Robinson in Brooklyn. All of the letters reprinted came from well-
wishers, even though, as it has been thoroughly documented since, Rob-
inson’s mailbag was weighted down also with hate mail, including death 
threats. “The fans have been wonderful to me,” Smith reported Robinson 
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as saying about his fan mail.16 In his various autobiographies published 
later during and after his playing days, including one Smith helped to write, 
Robinson described receiving a large amount of hate mail throughout that 
first season, though no evidence of this can be found in Smith’s or Robin-
son’s own writing in the Courier throughout 1947.17

Smith’s April 26 mailbag column also hinted at the intimacy between 
Smith and Robinson. The writer did not deem it necessary to explain to 
readers how it was that he had such unfettered access to the player’s mail 
and the blanket permission to reprint it in a national weekly. The collabo-
ration between the two extended to a first first-person column Robinson 
wrote for the Courier beginning in the April 5 issue and continuing weekly 
throughout the 1947 season. How much Smith ghostwrote for Robinson 
is not known, but, judging by the consistency of the columns’ content and 
emphases with Smith’s own reporting, the level of the sports editor’s involve-
ment would seem to have been quite high. Robinson wrote, or cooperated 
to produce, twenty-four exclusive “Jackie Robinson Says” columns for the 
newspaper his rookie season, and they were uniformly positive. Bursting 
with enthusiasm for the game, Robinson’s weekly reports were character-
ized by a “gee-whiz” American wholesomeness and optimism. Centered in 
the column title appeared a body-less cutout of Robinson’s face, which bore 
a toothy grin that stretched from ear to ear. Completely absent in the col-
umns are complaints or even mentions of the hate mail, death threats, cold 
treatments from opponents and teammates, or of the segregated conditions 
Robinson endured off the field and on the road.

Robinson’s inaugural “Jackie Robinson Says” column set the tone for 
the columns that followed that first season. “Whenever I hear my wife read 
fairy tales to my little boy, I’ll listen,” he wrote. “I know now that dreams 
do come true.”18 The four-sport letterman was in his own words just an 
ordinary guy who had been granted a shot at greatness. In later weeks, 
Robinson wrote about how wonderful the fans were in Brooklyn, “base-
ball’s greatest city.”19 In May, trying to quell rumors in the press of dis-
content among the Dodgers over his presence, Robinson wrote that on the 
contrary, “everyone I have come in contact with since I joined the Dodgers 
has been all right.”20

Of course all was not right, as a mid-April incident against the Phillies 
in Ebbets Field made clear. Philadelphia’s conduct toward Robinson pre-
sented in microcosm a picture of the treatment he had to endure through-
out the season, including and even especially during spring training. During 
the series between the two teams, Philadelphia’s Alabama-born manager, 
Ben Chapman, viciously and unrelentingly heckled and taunted Robinson. 
Chapman also enlisted at least three Phillies players to do the same, and he 



instructed his pitchers that whenever they had a 3–0 count against Robin-
son, to bean him rather than risk walking him. Many years later, Robinson 
remembered the experience as something akin to “torture,” writing that 
of all the unpleasant days in his life, that cold day in front of the home 
crowd, with Chapman in his ear, “brought me nearer to cracking up than 
I ever had been.”21 But Robinson published nothing of his true feelings in 
his weekly column, and if he had, Smith likely would have edited them 
out. The “noble experiment” was to the black press as it was to Rickey 
about much more than one player. Later in the season, when the Dodg-
ers asked Robinson to have his picture taken with Chapman in an effort 
to smooth over differences and present a positive image to fans, Robin-
son wrote in his Courier column that he was “glad to cooperate” and that 
Chapman impressed him as a “nice fellow” who did not mean the things he 
shouted.22 Robinson’s autobiographies remember it much differently. The 
smiling, apparitional head of Robinson sitting atop his fictional accounts of 
the 1947 season, therefore, was symbolic. Smith, too, had to keep smiling. 
The sports editor’s “The Sports Beat” columns were in complete harmony 
with Robinson’s weekly depictions.

As the road show continued, Robinson described his first trip to Pitts-
burgh as “very enjoyable” and his visit to Cincinnati as “a nice experi-
ence.”23 In St. Louis, where he and his wife Rachel received death threats, 
he “never ran into difficulties with the Cardinal players. They were nice 
to me.” In reality, the Cardinal players were consistently abusive, as Rob-
inson described in later, more nuanced recollections. When the Cards vis-
ited Brooklyn in early May, some St. Louis players reportedly threatened 
to strike rather than share the field with a black man.24 It is also interest-
ing to note how in his weekly column Robinson (and/or Smith) went out 
of his way to laud some of major league baseball’s more infamous racists. 
After praising Ben Chapman in May and the Cardinals on two occasions in 
June, Robinson saluted his Montreal manager, Clay Hopper, The Sporting 
News publisher J. G. Taylor Spink, and even the sport’s most notorious and 
nefarious Negro-hater, Ty Cobb.25 Providing a one-two punch in positive 
publicity, Smith, too, emphasized the season’s more celebratory episodes. 
In mid-season, for example, Smith chronicled how Robinson’s white team-
mates invited both the first baseman and Smith to join them for a round 
of golf. “There is harmony and unity on the Brooklyn club,” Smith wrote, 
“and Jackie is part of it.”26 (The golf outing did in fact contribute to good-
will toward Robinson from his teammates.)

Another weekly feature, “The Robinson Box Score,” was added in 
May in order to provide Robinson’s weekly statistics and season-to-date 
totals in capsule form. In the May 31 issue, two more weekly features were 
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added: “Dodger Dust,” a collection of notes about and details on the Dodg-
ers’ season, including trivia such as, “the train was two hours late getting 
into New York from St. Louis;” and “Diamond Confetti,” which consisted 
of game notes on action during the previous week. One such “Diamond 
Confetti” note documented Robinson’s first home run at the Polo Grounds. 
Because the Courier, like most black newspapers, published weekly rather 
than daily, roundups were the best the paper could offer in terms of routine 
game coverage.

Looking at coverage more generally, the tendency during the 1947 
season was to ally with major league baseball, which required a distanc-
ing from the Negro leagues. A litany of criticisms enabled this stiff-arming, 
while prominently placed praise of big league baseball’s top officials gave 
at least the appearance of cooperation among major league baseball and 
the big black weeklies. After the Chapman incident, for example, when the 
photo opportunity with Chapman and Robinson was arranged, the Courier 
praised Commissioner Happy Chandler for taking “the bull by the horns,” 
action that was in Smith’s estimation one of the new commissioner’s “most 
momentous steps.” When the Cardinals threatened to stage their strike 
rather than share the field with Robinson, National League president Ford 
Frick acted “quickly and firmly” to squash the revolt, charging into the 
fray with “official guns blazing.”27 Bill Veeck’s signing of Larry Doby was 
cause for the Courier to hail Veeck as an owner who kept his word. (The 
newspaper also took credit for recommending Doby to Veeck in much the 
same way Smith had recommended Robinson to Rickey.)28

The newspapers were supported in their myth-making by a relatively 
new and already important force within the black community, Ebony mag-
azine. Launched just as Robinson signed in 1945, the monthly magazine 
put the new Dodger on its cover for its September 1947 issue. Pictured with 
his wife, Rachel, Robinson is wearing civilian clothes and holding his baby 
boy. Everyone in the picture is smiling, and the photo is juxtaposed with the 
headline, “Family Man Jackie Robinson.” The article’s lead sentence refers 
to the first black major leaguer as, “Ex-Sunday School teacher John Roos-
evelt Robinson,” a man who reporters were amazed to find is “a malted 
milk devotee who insists he’s just ‘a home boy’ with simple ambitions.” A 
“loyal family man,” Robinson was “warmly devoted to his pretty, trim, ex-
nurse Rachel Annetta Isum,” according to the article. On the Negro league 
circuit, where Robinson played for only a season, the player was known for 
his “quiet, modest, yet assured manner,” proving himself to be the “exact 
opposite of all the stereotypes about ball players and about Negroes.” 
(The magazine did not enumerate the stereotypes.)29 A second story on the 
Robinson family in the same Ebony issue declared that neither Rachel nor 



Jackie Robinson smoked or drank and that they did not like nightclubs. 
Rather, they had preferences and proclivities “typical of the unpretentious 
life that the Robinsons live.” The story did not reference in any way the 
negative experiences common to the Robinsons since he had joined the 
Dodgers, which, by September, were numerous. It was more important to 
portray Robinson as a hamburger-eating, movie-going, vitamin-pill devotee 
who stressed “the value of good character, dignified behavior and sports-
manship as virtues for all Negro youngsters.”30

Fay Young performed a similar service for Larry Doby when that 
player arrived in Cleveland in July 1947 to integrate the American League. 
In his Defender column, Young praised the former Navy man for his ser-
vice in Guam and for the fact that Doby did not “smoke, drink or swear. 
He doesn’t even drink coffee,” Young wrote. “He is married. He has little 
to say.” For once, “things are as they should be—here in America.” For 
signing such a baseball saint Indians management included the “most lib-
eral men” in baseball, according to the Defender writer.31 The Courier, too, 
extolled Veeck and major league baseball for adding Doby, but overlooked 
the fact that Newark lost its all-time home run king and, therefore, its big-
gest box office draw.32 When Effa Manley complained of year-end losses 
for the team of $20,000, in large part due to Doby’s departure, Manley 
was, in Wendell Smith’s words, simply “crying the blues. . . . What [the 
owners] must realize is that the ‘boom’ is over and they’ll now have to cut 
salaries and everything else if they expect to keep going.” The rather cal-
lous attitude also was reflected in what was a common refrain from the 
black press, including Smith on several occasions, that, echoing Chandler’s 
rebuke, instructed the black leagues to “get their house in order.” Smith 
repeated the advice several times during the 1947 season.33

As the Dodgers prepared for the 1947 World Series, Smith, Young, 
and Lacy each attempted to put the crowning season in historical, soci-
etal context. Against this backdrop, the writers also reported on the vast 
amounts of red ink being spilled throughout the Negro leagues. Looking 
at the coverage from a macro perspective, it was as if the black press had 
begun writing the black leagues’ obituary in earnest. Smith wrote that 
heavy payrolls were “killing” the Negro leagues. The owners sought to 
blame their losses on “everything and everyone but themselves,” he wrote, 
showing no sympathy for the owners or sentimentality toward what had 
been a fixture in the black community for a quarter-century. “They seem 
to feel that the world has turned [sic] its back on them and there is nothing 
they can do about it.”34 W. Rollo Wilson, too, came down hard on owners, 
who he said had fielded “poor” ball clubs, failed to play according to their 
schedules, relied on athletes who were too old, and paid players far too 
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much. In his long and varied career, the veteran Courier columnist helped 
to start black teams and leagues, and he served in the leagues’ hierarchies in 
a number of official capacities, including secretary and even commissioner. 
Worst of all, Wilson wrote, owners blamed major league baseball for their 
ills rather than taking responsibility for their own deficiencies.35

Another key characteristic of coverage in 1947 was the posture 
toward baseball’s black fans, a bloc that was treated more often as a single 
entity, as if the fans represented a political party united by similar goals and 
aspirations. Differences in how the Courier and the Defender spoke to the 
fans in their sports pages reflected the generation gap between, respectively, 
Pittsburgh’s relatively young sports editor, Wendell Smith, and the dean of 
all black sportswriters, Fay Young, the first black writer to even have a 
regular sports column. Smith focused on the game and its players. Young 
frequently wrote directly to the fans, often in paternal tones. He freely dis-
pensed advice on how to help Robinson and Doby succeed, and just as 
liberally published rebukes of what he felt was inappropriate behavior at 
the ballpark, behavior Young feared would diminish mainstream society’s 
opinion of the black community. Young warned fans against drinking, using 
profane language, and, above all, behaving like “rowdies.” Young believed 
that it was not only Robinson who was on trial, but the Negro fan, as well, 
making fan behavior “the hot potato dodged by managers who would have 
taken a chance by signing a Negro player,” he wrote. “The unruly Negro 
has and can set us back 25 years.”36 Anticipating Robinson and the Dodg-
ers in Chicago for a set against the Cubs in late May 1948, the Defender 
warned fans: “Watch your language, no loud voices or clowning, and leave 
the liquor at home.” This game-day advice appeared in a story that ran on 
the newspaper’s front page.37

The Defender’s paternalism in 1947 certainly was not new. Appearing 
next to advertisements for whitening cream and hair straighteners, advice on 
behavior was common in the black press throughout the 1920s and 1930s. 
It faded from coverage, however, in the early 1940s, returning in 1945 once 
re-integration neared. Young in 1945 cited fans for playing crap games in the 
restrooms of Negro league ballparks, using “filthy language,” “committing 
nuisances,” and showing disrespect to women in attendance.38 This posture 
was not taken by Smith or by the Courier’s other writers, nor is it evident in 
coverage in the Afro-American’s sports pages throughout the 1940s.

Robinson’s and Doby’s major league breakthroughs coincided with 
high water marks for the black press in terms of readership and circulation 
numbers and, therefore, influence on and in the black community. Black 
publishing ventures multiplied during the decade, a boom that included 
the startups of Ebony and Jet magazines and the existence of 170 black 



newspapers. The halcyon days provided “the Negro protest its widest cur-
rency,” wrote black press scholars Armistead Scott Pride and Clint Wil-
son, “an orchestrated crescendo just before” Brown v. Board of Education 
in 1954.39 As part of this protest the black community pressed for fair-
ness and, therefore, looked to shed the emblems and products of segrega-
tion. The Negro leagues, therefore, increasingly were seen as sources and 
reminders of shame, rather than as cause for pride and solidarity. One of 
black baseball’s all-time greats, Homestead Grays first baseman Buck Leon-
ard, said, “After Jackie, we couldn’t draw flies.”40

By the end of the 1948 season, the shift in black press coverage away 
from the Negro leagues and to major league baseball was complete and irre-
vocable. In its September 13 issue that season, the Courier accompanied a 
single, six-inch story on the Cleveland Buckeyes winning the Negro American 
League pennant with blanket Dodger coverage: a page-one promo, a page-two 
advance on the Dodgers’ road trip to St. Louis, a story on Don Newcombe’s 
ailing wife, a story on Roy Campanella’s International League-leading statis-
tics, and a roundup of praise of Robinson from the Chicago Cubs’ manager. 
Similarly, in October 1948, the Defender celebrated the recently de-segre-
gated Indians with an eight-column, banner headline on its front page, while 
on page twelve there appeared a single, nine-inch story on the Grays’ Negro 
League World Series title over the Birmingham Black Barons.41

Even in baseball’s second-tier cities, the black communities there turned 
toward the major leagues and away from their own teams. In Indianapo-
lis, for example, the emphasis in baseball coverage in the black Indianapo-
lis Recorder shifted in 1946 and 1947 away from the hometown Clowns, 
Chicago’s American Giants, and Kansas City’s Monarchs and instead to 
Robinson and the Dodgers. Railway travel packages to take fans to major 
league cities to see the Dodgers were regularly advertised in the Recorder.42 
As they shifted their own attentions and loyalties, the black press’s sports-
writers hypocritically condemned Negro league owners for giving up. After 
the fiscally disastrous 1947 season, the Manleys not unwisely sold off their 
Newark Eagles and exited baseball. Though the Eagles essentially com-
peted with the Dodgers to sell tickets to home games, a competition the 
Manleys could scarcely win, in the opinion of Wendell Smith, Newark’s 
owners were deserting a black institution in its time of need.43 The Manleys 
did not go quietly, however, as Effa Manley lashed out “hotter than horse 
radish,” according to the Defender, and blamed the lack of support from 
fans and from the black press. Both the Courier and the Defender vigor-
ously defended themselves, providing a glimpse into the collective psyche 
of the black sportswriters in the context of the great dilemma. Fay Young 
was apoplectic: “Why blame the Negro Press. . . . Who has helped Negro 
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baseball all these years? Surely not the daily press with all the money spent 
for publicity men,” a reference to the Manleys’ hiring of a white publicity 
man, Jerry Kessler, in 1941. “It has been the Negro Press. Why kick it in 
the pants now?”44

The Cleveland Buckeyes folded after the 1948 season, and Marty 
Richardson of the Cleveland Call reasoned that it was not integration 
that spelled the team’s doom but rather “bad faith with the public by the 
owners” and poor management.45 Repeating a familiar refrain found in 
the sporting pages in the 1940s, Olympian Jesse Owens called on own-
ers and fans in mid-1949 to preserve “the Golden Goose that began to lay 
golden eggs,” the golden eggs being, of course, players like Robinson and 
Campanella. “If Negro baseball dies, there is no other means of preparing 
Negro players for the majors,” Owens wrote.46 Ignoring their own transfer-
ence of allegiances, the Courier and the Defender pleaded with fans not to 
forsake the egg-laying golden goose of black baseball. As the Negro Ameri-
can League was set to open its 1948 season, Fay Young wrote, even as he 
deployed nearly all his newspaper’s resources to cover major league action: 
“It is only right that all of us roll up our sleeves now and give the team our 
fullest support.”47 In Pittsburgh, the words of the Courier’s Jack Saunders 
reached desperation: “For God’s sake, don’t let Negro baseball die! . . . 
I’m not so wrapped up in big league baseball that I’ve lost interest in Negro 
baseball! That, I shall never do; my conscious [sic], and my desire to sup-
port all Negro enterprises, won’t permit me to.”48

Saunders summarized the great dilemma facing the black press and 
its readers vis-à-vis the coexistence of a desegregating major league scene 
and an institution—the Negro leagues—that sprung from segregation and 
required some degree of it to remain. Which to support? Not surprisingly, 
in the aggregate, the black newspapers attempted to choose both, at least 
in terms of their rhetoric. While pressing on for segregation’s eradication, 
the writers and their readers impulsively, reflexively strove also to preserve 
black businesses and institutions, and the jobs and income they gener-
ated. Of course the options were, ultimately, mutually exclusive, and as 
this became clear, the Negro leagues rapidly declined. Never was the future 
clearer than in August 1948, when a record number—80,403—crammed 
into Cleveland Stadium to see Satchel Paige shut out the Chicago White 
Sox. Meanwhile, across town, the Cleveland Buckeyes, one of the few 
Negro league teams with the luxury of controlling its own ballpark, failed 
to draw enough fans to justify another season of baseball. The 3–0 Indians 
win made the front pages of the Courier and Defender. The Buckeyes sim-
ply could not compete for the black fan’s dollar with the integrated Indians, 
which, with Doby and Paige, not only sold out home games but brought 



home the ultimate prize, winning the 1948 World Series. More than two 
and a half million fans bought Indians tickets that title season, which was a 
record for the club at the time.49

After a tortuous 1948 season for black baseball, and anticipating a 
worse campaign in 1949, Smith wrote the year would determine the black 
leagues’ future. Hinting at his own prediction, he referred to the game as 
“burlesque,” wondering:

. . . whether we are going to have it in the same gaudy colors and the 
identical, corny routine. The stage is set and the audience is waiting 
for the show to go on. The shows in the past haven’t been anything to 
write home about. The theme has been monotonous at times and there 
have been instances when the cash customers have gotten up and gone 
home because they refused to accept burlesque after being promised 
legitimate acts.50

Smith’s bad theater metaphor followed by a few months a description from 
the Defender’s Young that compared the shoddy Negro league play to bad 
food and the black press to cooks forced to dish it out. Do not blame the 
cooks for the bad reviews; blame those buying the food, Young advised.51 
Smith delivered an even harsher rebuke when he described black baseball’s 
owners as more interested in “preservation of their shaky, littered, infested 
segregated baseball domicile” and the “perpetuation of the slave trade they 
had developed” than in improving the status of the black ball player.52 It is 
difficult to imagine a charge more insulting than to be accused of trading in 
slaves, a charge made with language that was and is today freighted with 
associations of the most pejorative, pernicious kind.

The Negro National League folded at the end of the 1948 season 
because, in the words of one writer, of “crowds which stayed away in 
huge numbers this past season.”53 The Chicago-based, Martin-led Negro 
American continued to limp along, but as Robert Peterson wrote, in a post-
integration baseball world “few black teams could make money, or break 
even.” The owners quickly moved to sell their good, young players in a 
last-gasp attempt to recoup their investments.54 The major leagues, which 
even by 1953 managed to place but twenty blacks on seven of its sixteen 
teams, increasingly passed over the Negro leagues and instead signed play-
ers directly out of high school and college.

Considering the writers’ vituperations, the black press’s reaction 
to the leagues’ growing frailty is fascinating. Following a scorched earth 
policy vis-à-vis coverage and treatment of Negro league officials through-
out the mid-1940s, in 1948 the Courier and Defender separately launched 
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what can only be described as desperate efforts to rescue a despoliated 
black institution. The attempts were perhaps borne out of remorse, which 
might explain the fecklessness and futility, even in the near term, of the 
newspapers’ proposals. In a May 1948 issue of the Courier, Wendell Smith 
trumpeted a plan to create “the greatest scouting system ever devised in 
the history of baseball!,” a Courier-led campaign to replenish the Negro 
leagues of talent lost to big league baseball. The paper offered one hundred 
dollars to any reader recommending a player “who makes the grade” and 
gets assigned to a Negro league team.55 The impractical plan signals at least 
sympathy on the part of the black press with the plight of its erstwhile 
partner in the fight and perhaps something more profound, like regret or 
remorse. The same Courier issue included no coverage of the very leagues 
the newspaper proclaimed it was trying to help, however. The Courier did 
publish reactions to the recovery plan from Negro league team owners, 
who were enthusiastic. That the reactions appeared in the same issue as 
news of the proposal indicates cooperation between the newspaper and the 
owners. At the very least, the owners were notified of the plan before publi-
cation. Effa Manley called the “Talent Hunt” a “life saver.” NAL president 
J. B. Martin congratulated the paper for its willingness to help the black 
leagues, and Vernon Green, owner of the Baltimore Elite Giants, expressed 
gratitude that “some one is going to help find us players.”56

In another sign or expression of some measure of sympathy, Smith 
reported that his newspaper would enlist some of the Negro leagues’ best 
former players to serve as “official scouts” in order to find talent. Though 
many players were invited, however, only one, Elbert “Pops” Turner, agreed 
to join the campaign.57 Nonetheless, Smith led the sports section of the 
Courier on three other occasions with essentially the same announcement 
in a sally of stories that offers more evidence of the sports editor’s view 
of the paper as a participant in and not merely a chronicler of black com-
munity affairs.58 Of course the talent hunt proved an unmitigated failure. 
In October, Smith confessed that it had been “hard to find Negro baseball 
talent. . . . They just can’t be found and we’re going to have to wait until 
the kids playing in the sandlots around the country develop.”59 There is no 
evidence in the coverage throughout 1948 of a single reader receiving one 
hundred dollars or of any “talent” having been found. The Courier paid 
little attention to the Negro leagues in general, focused as it was on Robin-
son and Campanella in Brooklyn, Paige and Doby in Cleveland, and Don 
Newcombe and Dan Bankhead in the Dodgers’ minor league system.

The Defender was no more successful with its scheme, a “National 
Baseball School initiated and sponsored by the Chicago Defender.” The story 
announcing the concept ran on page one and expressed the newspaper’s 



ambition of finding “the Jackie Robinsons, Satchel Paiges and Larry Dobys of 
tomorrow” by training young boys and sending them to the Negro leagues.60 
Though the Defender claimed cooperation from coaches and athletic directors, 
colleges and high schools, playground instructors, clubs, churches, fraternal 
groups, and “sports minded people everywhere,” the school never opened.

A controversy in 1949 surrounding a little-known player for the Bir-
mingham Black Barons shows how dramatically the fortunes for young black 
players had changed just two seasons after Jackie Robinson’s big break, as 
well as the pickle in which the new career potentials placed the black teams. 
Art Wilson, a shortstop and, in 1948, the NAL’s batting champ, was wanted 
by both the Cleveland Indians and the New York Yankees. Bill Veeck got to 
him first by signing Wilson while he played winter league baseball in Puerto 
Rico. The Yankees, meanwhile, negotiated with Black Barons’ owner Tom 
Hayes, Jr., for the rights to Wilson, agreeing to pay $10,000. But Wilson 
went to the Indians and led the Pacific Coast League in batting in 1949. 
(He eventually played at the big league level, albeit briefly, for the New 
York Giants.) Baseball’s policy on black players had rapidly changed, Smith 
noted, “from a ‘hands off’ agreement to a ‘grab ’em quick’ pattern.”61 From 
barring even top black players during wartime, when many of the major 
leagues’ stars left to fight, big league teams in 1949 were grappling over 
athletes that might or might not play at the highest level.

The loss of talent and resulting erosion in ticket sales quickly cost 
the Negro leagues three of their most storied and longest-lived clubs—the 
Homestead Grays, the Newark Eagles, and the New York Black Yankees. 
The league played on with ten teams in two divisions, but most of these 
teams were in second-tier baseball cities or markets, such as Memphis, Bir-
mingham, Louisville, and Houston. Again, perhaps out of sympathy, the 
sportswriters’ broadsides were replaced with generally positive coverage. 
Frank Young anticipated the 1949 season by writing on page one of the 
owners’ promise of a better year, great things, and a bright future, “even 
though the golden era has passed.”62

Of the Courier’s three sports pages in 1949, the first was devoted 
to major league coverage, continuing a pattern that began before spring 
training. Negro league coverage appeared on the second sports page and 
sometimes even the third. Progress in the integration of the sport was metic-
ulously documented, whether the news came from the Pacific Coast League 
in California, the Texas League in the Southwest, or the South Atlantic 
League along the eastern seaboard.63 Also a part of this blend was regu-
lar and oftentimes bylined coverage of sports at the historically black col-
leges and of city league action, which also served to fill the void left by the 
disappearing black teams. As part of the continuing campaign to roll out 
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integration in all corners of baseball, the Courier in 1949 began protesting 
the segregated housing conditions endured by black major league players 
during spring training, a campaign picked up again in the 1950s.64 In the 
early 1960s, after being named Chicago’s first black columnist with a main-
stream daily, the Chicago American, Smith used the spring training crusade 
to establish himself with the paper and among its readers as a champion of 
the black community.65

In columns and editorials mentioning the Negro leagues, gone was 
the contempt for the owners that had characterized previous years. In its 
place was passive acceptance of the leagues’ news status as artifacts of a 
fast-fading past. When recounting the color barrier’s breaking by Robinson, 
Smith did not mention the deleterious effects on black baseball.66 Another 
editorial early in 1949 called on the Negro colleges to develop big league 
talent since the black leagues were “operated and conducted in a quaint 
and unstable manner . . . tottering and leaning toward the chasm of obliv-
ion.” Black baseball could no longer be counted on to develop stars, which 
had become its only raison d’etre in the perspective of the black press.67 
Despite the very public proposals to save black baseball, however, Smith 
often wrote as if he was embarrassed that the leagues lingered, reminders 
as they were of a history of subjugation and segregation. In one of his more 
colorful columns, for example, in March 1949, Smith fabricated a first-
person perspective of a former black leaguer recounting his dream-come-
true story of playing in the big leagues. In Smith’s column-long joke told 
at the expense of the leagues, the veteran shortstop described his play for 
the “Black Spasms,” members of the “United Consolidated International 
Benevolent Holy Smokes League.”68 Smith was taking swipes at the up-
and-down fortunes of black baseball and the façade of unity the owners so 
often presented to hide what were in fact deep divisions.

The ridicule was often curiously juxtaposed with calls to blacks for 
support of Negro league baseball, despite its many flaws. Smith, Ric Rob-
erts, and Jack Saunders, among other writers and columnists, reminded 
readers ad nauseam that the world would not have Jackie Robinson 
or Larry Doby if not for the existence of the Negro leagues. As early as 
May 1949, as marked by a column by Smith, it was enough that the black 
leagues had furnished major leaguers to excuse the owners for being little 
more than capitalists, or for failing to be idealists in the Jeffersonian sense. 
Smith’s May column marked a fundamental, cultural shift in perspective.69 
Another cue, albeit a more subtle one, that the Negro leagues had been sup-
planted is found in a page-one lead column in the Courier in summer 1949. 
Written by society writer Evelyn Cunningham, the article instructs black 
women going to major league games on how to dress and how to behave. 



White fans were “whispering,” she wrote, so “girls” had to avoid letting 
their emotions “run amuck” and make sure they did not “turn epileptic 
. . . shout race stuff . . . [or] throw ourselves around just a little too much 
like we are in a conga line.”70 An etiquette column on page one indicates 
that major league baseball attendance had become de rigeur, even for black 
females.

The one aspect of Negro league baseball that proved most resilient, 
because of its social significance on the calendars of blacks throughout the 
East, Midwest, and even South, was the East-West Classic. Judging by cov-
erage it clearly was the highlight of the 1949 season, even three seasons into 
Robinson’s career. After famously bullying black baseball to “get [its] house 
in order,” Happy Chandler improbably tossed out the Classic’s ceremonial 
first pitch, which marked the unprecedented blending of the two worlds, of 
white and black baseball. Chandler’s very public duties also underline the 
Negro American League’s acceptance of its second-, even third-tier status 
in the freshly integrated baseball world. Smith noted this “unofficial tie” 
between black and “organized” baseball, implying in the contrast, perhaps 
unknowingly, that black baseball was not organized.71

Though the Defender and Courier extensively covered the major 
leagues’ World Series in 1949, the championship won by the Baltimore 
Elite Giants generated little more than a footnote. The Courier devoted all 
of four inches to Baltimore’s four-game sweep of Chicago, while promoting 
on its front page the upcoming Dodgers-Yankees subway series.72 After the 
season, the Courier covered the major league meetings in December just as 
it once covered the Negro league year-end meetings. No story on the Negro 
leagues’ annual conference appeared in the Courier in 1949, a season that 
ended with thirty-six blacks in the major leagues and the Negro league team 
owners in debt.73 It was a far cry from previous eras when black writers and 
black owners dined and smoked together, feting one another at banquets 
and socializing into the wee hours of the morning in blacks-only hotels.
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Chapter Nine

Sunset

Leon Carter: “All those years and all that doubletalk. The white man is 
 finally moving in.”

Bingo Long: “I don’t care; we’re going to rule the league now.”

Leon: “Yea man, just as long as the league is still here.”

Bingo: “Now what’s that supposed to mean?”

Leon: “Ain’t no black person gonna pay to see us play no mo, not when 
 they can see kids like Esquire playing with the white boys. No, no, 
 no. This is the end of Negro ball.”

Bingo: “When they see Joe do his stuff, they’re going to be coming back 
 to see some mo. They like him. They’re going to love us.”

Leon: “‘Fraid not, good buddy. They like a new kind of colored player 
 now. We ain’t 19 no more.”

Bingo: “Well, that’s OK. We in the league now. We the pinnacle of base-
 ball creation. We gonna set it right. New paint and a new score-
 board.”1

—from Bingo Long Traveling All-Stars & Motor Kings (1976)

Determining when Negro league baseball ended is every bit as difficult as pin-
pointing when it began.2 For Wendell Smith in early 1950 the Negro leagues 
were “on the ropes and ready for the killing,” a description that preceded 
“probably the worst [season] in the history of Negro baseball.”34 Black base-
ball historian Larry Lester ends his timeline of the East-West Classic in 1953, 
even though the all-star game continued in some form until 1963.5 The 1953 
Classic drew only 10,000 people, underwhelming the big league scouts who 
were on hand to evaluate the fast-shrinking pool of talent.6 Lester justifies 
his endpoint with the fact that the 1953 edition was the last to showcase a 
Negro leaguer on his way to the major leagues—Ernie Banks of the Kansas 
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City Monarchs and Chicago Cubs. Lester’s judgment is supported by cover-
age in the black press, which ended routine, weekly game coverage of the 
black leagues also after the 1953 season and cast the once-great Classic that 
year as an also-ran. The Courier’s William G. Nunn wrote that year that 
the midsummer contest and crown jewel of the Negro leagues for twenty 
years needed nothing short of “an overhauling.” The “names” were gone, 
he wrote, and with them the big crowds, fanfare, celebrities, and high-profile 
politicians.7

Certainly by the mid-1950s the Negro American was semi-profes-
sional at best, a shadow of itself compared to a decade earlier. League 
games were diversions that relied ever more on sideshow entertainment 
and less on athletic achievement or competition. In some ways this 
brought black baseball full circle to its beginnings, as sideshow entertain-
ment. The first professional team, the Cuban Giants, used Spanish-sound-
ing gibberish to entertain resort patrons at the Argyle Hotel in New York. 
In the 1950s, even the entertainment level of league games was, for the 
black press, somewhere between burlesque and a circus, which affected 
yet another shift in coverage. Replacing the scalding criticism and ridicule 
characteristic of coverage a decade earlier were gratitude, tribute, and 
nostalgia. There were even hints of regret in this pre-civil rights decade, 
particularly in those Wendell Smith columns that nostalgically remem-
bered black baseball’s better days. In Chicago, Fay Young’s “Fay Says” 
column even more frequently recalled memories of black baseball’s lead-
ers and star players, especially those of the sport’s heyday in the 1920s.8 
Young began regularly reminiscing as early as 1948 when he launched a 
summer-long series of tributes to “outstanding individuals and events,” 
beginning with Rube Foster, to whom the first four installments were 
dedicated.9

Though not the nationally read newspaper it was in the 1920s and 
1930s, Young’s Defender still wielded great influence in the 1950s. It had 
no real competition in Chicago after the Chicago Bee closed down in 1946. 
Muhammad Speaks, the leading newspaper for black Muslims, did serve 
Chicago’s black community, but sports coverage was not a regular feature 
in that newspaper. The Defender boosted its reach in May 1952 when it 
acquired the oldest black newspaper still in business, the New York Age, 
but the aggregate circulation of the Courier, Defender, and Afro-Ameri-
can chain declined to 288,000 by 1963, from a high of 661,000 during 
World War II. Like the Negro leagues, the black press was beginning to 
lose its top talent to the white dailies as their newsrooms began diversify-
ing in the 1950s. The rapid growth of television also hurt readership. By 
1950, one-third of the nation’s households claimed at least one TV set.



Both the Courier and the Defender frequently used black baseball as a 
benchmark to measure how successful a black major leaguer had become or 
how much progress had been made in integrating the sport. When Monte 
Irvin signed a $25,000 annual contract with the New York Giants for the 
1952 season, Fay Young noted that it was five times what the outfielder 
could have made for his old Negro league team, the Newark Eagles, “plus 
playing winter ball in South America.”10 Young also congratulated Tom 
Hayes, owner of the Birmingham Black Barons, when another Giant, Willie 
Mays, won the National League’s Rookie of the Year award. Condolences 
might have been more appropriate since in Mays the Black Barons lost per-
haps the greatest individual of any color to ever play the sport.11 For the 
black press, the Negro league players were the currency with which to pay 
for progress in integrating major league baseball.

Also common to coverage in both the Courier and Defender were trib-
utes to Foster and Greenlee and the fathers of black baseball, tributes that 
became more abundant as the number of games dwindled.12 Smith celebrated 
the institution as the Eden-like “garden spot” for major league talent:

Every single Negro player in the big leagues is a graduate of either the 
Negro American or National Leagues. Ninety per cent of the Negro 
players in the minors also came from those two circuits. In other words, 
in the space of six years, the Negro leagues have sent a million dollars 
worth of ebony talent to the majors and three top minor leagues.13

He wrote of the “cherished days” of the roaring 1920s when Rube Foster 
ruled the black baseball world and of a time that seemed like only yesterday 
when “a group of enterprising men sat down and dreamed up the [East-
West] spectacle.”14 Though an important black economic and cultural insti-
tution was dying, for many blacks, especially young blacks, Negro league 
baseball had become an unwanted relic of a segregated past. Cultural critic 
Gerald Early has argued that “baseball lost its cultural resonance with the 
black masses in the 1950s,” when integration killed black baseball.15

In the larger narrative of integration, therefore, the Negro leagues were 
increasingly relics of the past. New paint and new scoreboards were not 
enough. While the major leagues were getting the lion’s share of baseball cov-
erage in the black press, space devoted to individual teams depended upon 
whether or not they had players of color. Race was a far more important 
variable than even locality or proximity to the newspaper. The Cubs in 1951, 
for example, were simply nonexistent in terms of Defender coverage, and the 
only mention of the team in 1952 appeared in a Russ Cowans-written season 
preview in March.16 In the Defender there is little record of the Cubs having 
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even played the 1951 or 1952 seasons, and the trade that sent former Negro 
leaguer Minnie Minoso to the White Sox further differentiated the North 
Side Cubs from the South Side Sox. In a letter to the editor published by the 
Defender, a reader noted the “coincidence” of the reversal of fortunes for 
the Sox and the arrival of Minoso. “Attention you cellar-hanging Cubs,” he 
wrote. “You can’t play ball with prejudice, and expect to reach first base.”17

The Defender’s interest in the White Sox only began in 1951 with 
Minoso’s arrival. The “Cuban Flash,” who had played for the New York 
Cubans and the Homestead Grays, came to the Sox that season from the 
Cleveland Indians as part of a complex, seven-player, three-team trade. The 
Defender published sixty-five stories on the Sox during Minoso’s first sea-
son, including a three-part feature series on Minoso written by Cowans, 
who had replaced Young as sports editor of the paper. Cowans’s support 
of Sox management also is telling. The writer defended general manager 
Frank Lane and field manager Paul Richards against charges that they were 
holding back two exciting black prospects, calling the accusations “hog-
wash.”18 No defense of the Cubs was ever offered.

Because the Sox played in Chicago’s black community, the city’s blacks 
were pre-disposed to embrace the Sox, an “interracial team” credited by 
the Defender with changing “the racial climate in Chicago.”19 An editorial 
in the newspaper in 1951 declared that “Win or lose, the White Sox have 
got the citizens by their hearts,” noting that since Paul Richards was “not 
only a southerner, but a Texan to boot,” the team had to be judged as being 
particularly progressive.20 Comiskey Park stood “in the middle of the teem-
ing Southside,” the editorial writer noted, “perhaps the largest Negro com-
munity in the world.” Locality determined much of the new loyalty to the 
Sox, which benefited from a natural—and practical—transfer of patronage 
for South Side blacks from Negro league teams like the American Giants 
and Clowns, but only after the Sox integrated.

Even a cursory examination of coverage reveals that race was the key 
variable in coverage, determining both quantity and quality of coverage. 
Anticipating the 1952 season, for example, Cowans spent spring train-
ing with the Cleveland Indians rather than with either the Cubs or Sox. 
Cleveland had Larry Doby, Luke Easter, and 39-year-old Quincy Trouppe, 
while the Cubs still were all white. The Sox had Minoso and third baseman 
Hector Rodriguez, but no other players of color or veterans of the Negro 
leagues.21 Meanwhile, the Negro American could muster just six teams for 
the sixty-fifth year of black baseball in Chicago. The Baltimore Elite Giants 
and the New Orleans Eagles shut down after 1951—the Giants because 
they had no home park and the Eagles because of poor attendance.22 Two of 
the remaining six team owners were white, Ed Gottlieb of the Philadelphia 



Stars and Syd Pollock of the Indianapolis Clowns. After losing so much top 
talent to the majors, black teams had only colleges, independent leagues, 
and Mexican teams to rely upon for replacements. A page-one story in mid-
April noted the six former Negro leaguers expected to move up from the 
minor circuits and into the big leagues for the 1952 season, a crop of play-
ers led by the Dodgers’ Joe Black and the Indians’ Quincy Trouppe.23 The 
story noted that the half dozen would push the number of “sepia-toned” 
big leaguers to eighteen, which meant of course that for a vast majority of 
Negro leaguers, the job market was shrinking rather than expanding.

In their major league coverage, the black newspapers carefully noted 
the Race’s advances and setbacks throughout the major leagues. As the 
season began, for example, a mere exhibition game in New Orleans was 
a major story for the Defender in Chicago. Minoso and Rodriguez took 
the field for the White Sox in the Crescent City in defiance of a Louisiana 
state ban on integrated play. Attracting the largest crowd in Pelican Park’s 
history, the game against the Pirates earned favor for White Sox general 
manager Frank Lane, who Cowans credited with “cracking the racial intol-
erance in New Orleans.”24 The two Cubans did have to dress and shower in 
separate facilities, but “it was a grand ball game,” Cowans quoted Lane as 
saying, in a page-one story. “When Minoso left the field after five innings, 
everyone in the park cheered. After that I was proud to be an American,” 
he told the Defender.25

The minor leagues, too, were desegregating in the early 1950s, and in 
growing numbers. In June 1952, Mickey Stubblefield, a 24-year-old pitcher 
for the Pirates, integrated the Class D “Kitty” league.26 Six of the Ameri-
can Association’s eight teams had at least one black player, the holdouts 
not surprisingly being racially riven Columbus, Ohio, and Louisville.27 The 
Texas, Sooner State, and Coastal Plain leagues all dropped restrictions on 
race for the 1952 season. Even the eight-team Class B Florida International 
league integrated without incident, a development that caught the attention 
of the establishment Sporting News weekly.28 The movement gave large cit-
ies such as Dallas, Houston, Miami, and Tampa their first integrated minor 
league contests, and by the end of the year, 104 non-white players appeared 
on minor league rosters throughout the country.29 Few of these young play-
ers saw action in the Negro leagues.

The end of the 1952 season culminated in a World Series that show-
cased former Negro leaguers Robinson, Campanella, and newcomer Joe 
Black, who pitched the Dodgers to two of their three victories, including 
Game One in only his third major league start. Robinson used the grand 
stage of the Series to turn up the heat on major league teams that had not 
yet integrated, especially the Yankees, who he accused of being prejudiced 
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against blacks.30 The Yankees subsequently leaked to the Defender that 
the club was “racing” the Red Sox to sign pitcher Bill Greason and that 
the scout who had discovered Mickey Mantle, Tom Greenwade, had been 
assigned to do it. 31 The unidentified source of the leak assured the paper 
that New York had “several Negroes in its farm system,” though in real-
ity the Yankees did not. The notion of a “race” between the Yankees and 
Red Sox for a little-known independent Texas league player is far fetched, 
particularly since both clubs would wait years to integrate, the Yankees 
until 1955 with Elston Howard and the Red Sox until June 1959 for the 
ignominy of being the very last.32 Smith kept the pressure on the Yankees 
by discussing the team’s “definite anti-hiring” policy vis-à-vis blacks. The 
writer refocused attention on New York every few weeks or so, believing 
the team to be a pacesetter in the American League. The Yankees’ slug-
gishness did likely retard integration efforts in the American, which lagged 
behind the National League. Yankees general manager George Weiss did 
not hide his feelings, saying that he did not want black players because they 
would attract “the wrong kind of fans.”33

In 1953 the Courier began a series of report cards on the major league 
teams’ progress toward racial integration and their plans to promote minor-
ity hires and signings as described by club officials. One of those William 
G. Nunn interviewed was then-new Cardinals owner, August A. Busch, Jr., 
who promised to do better in signing more black players for the St. Louis 
farm teams, a feeder system coincidentally engineered by Branch Rickey 
in the 1920s.34 Another Courier writer, A. D. Gaither, reported the pledge 
from Cincinnati Reds general manager Gabe Paul that young black play-
ers were “on the way up” through the Reds’ minor league system.35 Both 
Smith and Young pushed and prodded the Cubs to integrate, and they 
were specific on how the club should do it—by promoting promising sec-
ond baseman Gene Baker.36 When the Cubs did finally bring up Baker in 
September 1953, at the same time getting Ernie Banks from the Kansas 
City Monarchs, the black press viewed the moves as belated, desperate, and 
inevitable, providing a sharp contrast to the newspapers’ responses to the 
signing of Robinson in October 1945. The black papers put news of Banks 
and Baker in its back pages.

The Cubs indeed were late in integrating, justifying the black press 
treatment. By the time Chicago turned to the Negro leagues, Rickey had 
raided them for four rookies of the year.37 Banks and Baker came to Chicago 
only a year before Brown v. Board of Education and less than two years 
before Rosa Parks would inspire the civil rights movement in Alabama. 
The daring of Rickey and Robinson so dramatically contrasts with the 
desperation of Wrigley and his field manager, Phil Cavarretta.38 While 



Rickey orchestrated high drama, issuing a one-sentence press release just 
prior to the 1947 season to announce Robinson’s new status as a Dodger, 
the Cubs quietly added Banks and Baker late in an increasingly meaningless 
1953 campaign.39 Former Negro leaguers Robinson, Roy Campanella, Don 
Newcombe, and Joe Black meant that for the Dodgers, sellout crowds, 
even on the road, and postseason play were de rigueur.40 Banks and Baker, 
meanwhile, came too late to brighten another dark Cub season. Chicago’s 
attendance dropped by more than a quarter-million in 1953, and the team 
lost $500,000.41

Larry Doby and the Indians and, of course, Robinson and the Dodg-
ers were covered wire-to-wire. But until September, the Cubs were largely 
irrelevant. In the Defender’s 1953 baseball coverage, the beginnings of a 
campaign to get Gene Baker promoted to the parent club is in evidence.42 
The Defender noted in March when Baker, a former Monarch, was not 
promoted and was instead re-assigned to the minor league Los Angeles 
Angels, but the short article offered no criticism of the parent team.43 
With the Cubs faltering, however, Fay Young in July argued that the team 
“didn’t give a fair break” to Baker in spring training.44 Cowans joined 
Young in criticizing in August, writing that the North Siders, “up to their 
individual and collective necks in the barrel of trouble,” could use Baker, 
who Cowans accurately described as a better shortstop than Cub starter 
Roy Smalley.”45

When the Cubs finally promoted Baker from the Angels and signed 
Banks and Bill Dickey from the Monarchs in September 1953, the Defender 
framed the decisions as coming from a team succumbing to pressure rather 
than from one proactively making roster moves: “Under extreme pressure 
from both the fans and newspapers in their respective cities, the Detroit 
Tigers and the Chicago Cubs have finally signed Negro ball players,” wrote 
an un-bylined writer, most likely Cowans. The article specifically cited “a 
number of daily newspapers” that had been campaigning for the addition 
of Baker to bolster a Cub defense that “fell apart” during the 1953 sea-
son.46 Chicago’s big move was treated as a trivial piece of news by the 
Defender, which announced Baker’s buyout on page sixteen. There were 
no columns celebrating the move. No credit was claimed by the paper. 
In fact, far more attention was paid to Robinson’s Dodgers, who were 
gearing up for another Series against the Yankees. Robinson, at 34 one of 
Brooklyn’s “Old Men,” was playing at his fourth position for the Dodgers 
during the 1953 season, putting the Cubs’ recalcitrance into some histori-
cal perspective.47

In the opinions of the Defender’s sports writers, the Cubs were late and, 
therefore, deserved little credit among readers. In contrast, the newspaper 
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hailed St. Louis Browns’ owner Bill Veeck, who had integrated the Indians 
in 1948, and supported him in his fight to keep the team in St. Louis. Fay 
Young characterized major league baseball’s decision to move the Browns to 
Baltimore as punishing Veeck for integrating the American League in 1948.48 
That Veeck’s ’48 Cleveland Indians made it to the World Series added insult 
to injury, or, in this case, injury to insult.

The bulk of newspaper space once devoted to black baseball games 
in 1953 went to the Sox. The Defender covered the team from January 
through December, with most of the attention going to Minoso. When 
Rodriguez lost his third base job to Rocky Krsnich in January, the Defender 
led its baseball coverage with the story.49 The paper placed on page one the 
benching of Minoso in Memphis for a pre-season game between the Sox 
and Cardinals because of a local Jim Crow ordinance.50 And a story on the 
late-season call-ups of former Negro leaguers Bob Boyd and Connie John-
son featured a three-column photo of the new Sox.51

Before he joined the Cubs, Banks provided black fans with a legitimate 
reason to pay to see a Negro league game. He arguably helped the entire 
Negro American League stay afloat. The Monarchs’ home opener in 1953 
versus the Clowns, for example, drew 18,205 fans—a good crowd by even 
major league standards.52 The Sunday game gave Missourians and Kansans 
an opportunity to see the Negro leagues’ first female player, Clown sec-
ond baseman Toni Stone. Though Stone was a good player, she obviously 
was a sideshow attraction, a strategic roster move designed to sell tickets 
more than to win games.53 The former Minnesota high school star gave the 
Clowns “a road attraction unequalled in Negro baseball,” according to the 
Defender, which did not question or criticize the gimmicks and stunts of the 
Clowns’ owner, Syd Pollock.54

Stone was joined in July by “the nation’s foremost baseball clown,” 
Ed Hamman, a roster move that removed any doubt that Pollock and his 
“Funmakers” were more entertainers than professional athletes, and this 
shift came just a single season removed from Henry Aaron’s statistically 
spectacular half-season with the team in 1952.55 Characteristic of cover-
age of the Clowns by the Defender, the “roster moves” were documented 
without critique, skepticism, or historical perspective.56 These player moves 
also included adding “King Tut,” who used a ridiculously large glove and 
dressed either as an Egyptian pharaoh or in a tux and top hat, and a dwarf 
named Spec Bebop, who entertained but did not play.57 The Defender’s 
Clowns coverage read just as one might think Pollock had wanted it to, by 
announcing upcoming games and celebrating the entertainment values of 
the “Imps of the Diamond,” a “baseball circus really worth seeing.”58 (Pol-
lock, who based his operations in Tarrytown, NewYork, moved the team 



several times, a transience that inspired Wendell Smith to refer to it as the 
Cincinnati-Miami-Ethiopian Clowns.59)

The newspaper’s unwillingness to criticize the “circus” that black 
baseball had become points to the conflicted position the black press found 
itself vis-à-vis the Negro leagues as it pressed for fuller integration. In the 
1940s black newspapers refused to cover the Clowns, seeing them as “a 
detriment to Negro league baseball” and as an embarrassment to blacks 
everywhere.60 The Courier’s Wendell Smith, in 1943, called the Clowns a 
“fourth-rate Uncle Tom minstrel show.”61 By 1953, novelties, gimmicks, 
and comedy seemingly were required to attract paying customers. In the 
late 1950s, all that remained of the Negro leagues were traveling troupes 
owned by white promoters. The end of segregation meant fewer opportuni-
ties for black ballplayers, not more, and black team ownership disappeared 
for a half-century.62

Prior to the 1950s and black baseball’s dependence on sideshows, the 
black press consistently criticized the Clowns. Distasteful to the writers 
was Pollock’s promotion of negative racial stereotypes and what they felt 
was the trivialization of black baseball for profit. For Pollock, neither the 
criticism nor its reasons was new. In the early 1930s, Pollock owned the 
Cuban House of David, one of several crack all-star teams that attracted 
attention with its “Jewishness,” including long beards for its players.63 In 
the 1940s, Cum Posey said sportswriters would “always feel disgusted at 
[Clowns owner] Syd [Pollock] for . . . capitalizing on the rape of Ethio-
pia when that country was in distress.”64 The Courier called white pro-
moter Abe Saperstein a “bad influence” since by booking games for the 
Clowns he was “ridiculing Negro baseball, Negro players and the race in 
general.”65 In 1942 the Defender called the team “a detriment to Negro 
league baseball.”66 Wendell Smith did not like the potential effect on the 
perceptions of whites of black baseball. Whites “like to believe” that the 
Clowns’ slapstick comedy and nonsensical approach “is typical and char-
acteristic of all Negroes.”67 For most of the team’s history, in fact, the 
black newspapers did not cover the Clowns at all, except to serve notice 
of their upcoming games with Negro league teams. Neither did the news-
papers cover similar “clown” acts, such as the Zulu Cannibal Giants, Cin-
cinnati Clowns, Tennessee Rats, or Jax Zulo Hippopotamus Clowns of 
New Orleans.68 The Negro leagues prohibited member clubs from playing 
the Ethiopian Clowns, as the Clowns were known prior to 1943, until 
the Clowns’ profits became too substantial to ignore. The Negro National 
League invited them in as members in 1943, provided they change their 
name, which they did, to the Indianapolis Clowns. Because they were a 
barnstorming team, the Clowns survived through the 1950s.
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The year 1954 was predicted by the Defender to be “the turning point 
when baseball truly could [not] ignore racial prejudice,” and the newspaper 
was in part correct. Banks and Baker would play a full season in Wrigley. 
Minoso again appeared with the Sox in Memphis to play the Cardinals, 
this time defying that city’s racial ban by playing.69 Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, 
St. Louis, and Washington would add their first African Americans, leaving 
only the Phillies, Tigers, Red Sox, and Yankees without a “tan” player.70 
Five more minor league circuits would integrate, including the South-
ern Association and Georgia State League.71 And May 17 would become 
“Decision Day,” as it was called in the black press, the day the Supreme 
Court outlawed “separate but equal” in public schools in its landmark 
decision, Brown v. Board of Education. Previewing the 1954 baseball sea-
son in March, the Defender covered the spring training camps of the Cubs, 
Indians, Sox, Giants, and Dodgers. The teams were treated equally, in both 
tone and in the amount of column inches devoted. The Cubs finally were in 
the club, relevant, and of interest to Chicago’s black community. The Sox, 
however, clearly were South Side blacks’ team of choice, as a page-one sea-
son preview story headlined, “Pennant Fever Hits Chicago Again As Fans 
Await Sox Opener Tuesday,” demonstrated.72 Judging by Defender cover-
age, there were no black fans awaiting the Cubs’ opener.

The newspaper’s coverage of the Cardinals’ integration, however, 
offers an interesting contrast to that of the Cubs. While the Cubs’ owner, 
chewing gum magnate Philip K. Wrigley, is not mentioned by the Defender 
in the early 1950s and, therefore, is not seen as a sympathetic figure, Cardi-
nals owner August Busch, whom the paper refers to as “Gussie,” received 
entirely favorable coverage.73 Where the Cubs promoted Baker “under pres-
sure,” Busch a season later was characterized as “spear-heading the drive” 
to integrate the Cardinals organization in acquiring San Diego Padre Tom 
Alston.74 One possible reason for the deferential treatment was Alston’s 
high price tag for the Cardinals, who gave the Padres more than $100,000 
and four players. An astronomical price for a minor leaguer at that time, 
it easily was the most paid for a former Negro leaguer. The Defender gave 
Busch credit for “personally negotiating” the deal, and described him as 
“tickled pink” in acquiring the first baseman.75 The “Gussie” nickname 
and colorful descriptions indicate an access to and intimacy with Busch 
that Cowans and the Defender possibly enjoyed, a closeness clearly absent 
in dealings with Wrigley.

By June, the Cubs were again irrelevant, but for purely competi-
tive reasons. Mired in seventh place, the North Siders lacked pitching 
and power. Banks’ explosive, record-setting slugging was a year away. 
Fay Young wrote in mid-July a twenty-inch column on the “Cubs Woes,” 



the longest Defender story on the team during the early 1950s. Young 
expressed a lament that contemporary Cubs fans might find depressingly 
familiar: “Mr. Wrigley has the money. . . . Why don’t [sic] he go out and 
buy players and give us a pennant? . . . Headaches and headaches, and 
fans yelling ‘bloody murder.’”76 In contrast to the deference paid to Busch, 
Young faulted Wrigley for overlooking Willie Mays and Junior Gilliam, 
both of whom played regularly in Chicago in Comiskey Park when their 
teams—the Black Barons and Baltimore Elite Giants, respectively—came to 
town to play the American Giants. The Cubs suffered another ignominious 
season, finishing second to last with just sixty-four wins in 154 games. But 
Chicago’s season proved a picnic compared to that of the Negro American 
League. Despite all evidence, all odds, and even common sense, league pres-
ident J. B. Martin predicted “a good season” for the four-team circuit. “In 
fact, I’m convinced it will be the best season since the war.”77 It was not. 
That the newspaper did not question Martin’s improbable prediction sig-
naled again the conflicted goals of its sports coverage, namely, to advance 
integration while in contradiction preserving a black institution.

The Indianapolis Clowns, Kansas City Monarchs, and Satchel Paige 
provided case studies of the sad state of black baseball. Paige signed to 
play with the Harlem Globetrotters, a traveling squad on the model of the 
famous basketballers of the same name, both owned by Chicago-based 
Abe Saperstein. The Monarchs made Toni Stone their highest paid player. 
And the Clowns added two more female players—Connie Morgan and 
Mamie “Peanut” Johnson, promising “unmatched comedy.”78 All that 
remained for black baseball was life on the road. Young, who had covered 
the first black professional league, the Negro National beginning in 1920, 
had witnessed and reported on the ebbs and flows of the sport as a black-
run enterprise; he knew 1954 marked a low point: “We, who have spent 
more than half a life time following and helping to create an interest in the 
game ‘are of no use to the game now,’ . . . so why worry about it?” he 
wrote.79

Beginning in 1954, another shift in coverage was evident in both the 
Courier and Defender. When the words “National League,” “American 
League,” or “Spring Training” were used in headlines, they invariably 
referred to major league baseball and not, as in decades past, the Negro 
leagues. “Training Camp Scenes,” for example, in a March 13 Courier 
appeared with three photos of the Chicago Cubs and Milwaukee Braves 
at spring training, where the black newspapers had reporters on site. This 
unannounced and subtle change reflects the assumption made by the black 
papers that the chief reference point in baseball for the black community 
had become the major leagues. Later, in 1957, the Courier published an 
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eight-page “Baseball Supplement.” It included no reference to the Negro 
leagues in any context and pertained wholly to the major leagues.80

Smith described this shift in a startling February 1954 “Sports Beat” 
column in which Negro baseball was declared “forgotten,” a league in which 
baseball fans were “no longer interested.” The black press, once “Negro 
baseball’s most ardent supporter, focused a vast majority of its attention 
on the major leagues,” a switch that for Smith was “understandable” since 
readers “wanted everything [they] could get about Negro players in the 
majors.” The black press was obligated, then, “to devote as much space 
as possible to the subject,” a devotion that Smith admitted had cost black 
baseball “its voice.”81 This column provides perhaps the most unequivocal 
explanation from a black sportswriter for the changes in coverage and the 
cost of those changes to black baseball. Almost precisely a year later, Smith 
penned another obituary for the Negro American League, noting that it 
was down to four teams and had lost even the Clowns. Putting the blame 
for the league’s collapse on the greed and disunity among team owners, 
Smith indicted ownership for using baseball “as a front, to cover up other 
means of endeavor and various shoddy enterprises.” The column marked 
the first time Smith noted the common practice in the 1930s of fronting 
numbers businesses with baseball operations.82 It was almost as if Smith 
was shoring up his own defense of the black press for its abandonment of 
black baseball.

John Johnson, sports editor at the Kansas City Call, wrote after the 
1955 season that “Negro baseball has served its purpose.” Black players 
in the major leagues “eternally proved that race has absolutely nothing to 
do with the ability to measure up whenever a man is given a fair chance 
to make good,” he poignantly wrote. Johnson also noted that he could 
not definitively report which team had won the 1955 Negro league title. 
This no longer was cause to criticize the teams for failing to send in game 
reports. In late 1955, it was proof that “there is no longer a need or justifi-
cation for a Negro league,” the editor wrote, a league that had become “a 
relic of a jim crow period.”83
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Epilogue

As C. Vann Woodward wrote, there is a “twilight zone that lies between liv-
ing memory and written history,” a zone that is one of the “favorite breed-
ing places of mythology.”1 Since so many Negro league histories, including 
nearly all of those most popularly read, rely upon oral history for their 
accounts, the black press has become an indispensable primary source in 
what otherwise might have remained one of the more impressionistic and 
inaccurate “twilight zones” of legends and lore. The microfilmed pages 
of the Kansas City Call, Chicago Defender, Pittsburgh Courier, and Afro-
American, among others, are the primary sources upon which modern-day 
Negro league scholarship depends. In documenting the history of the black 
community in the twentieth century’s first half, these newspapers are a vital 
reflector of culture and of daily life, at least for the mostly middle-class 
blacks who were these papers’ primary readers. The black sportswriters 
who are the focus of this book, the key change agents in this reading of his-
tory, provided in their coverage and commentary a comprehensive record 
of an institution wholly lost in the name of desegregation.

This record shows that direct involvement in locally owned black busi-
nesses, including baseball teams, was a natural dimension to and an exten-
sion of the newspapers’ role in the communities they served. The papers 
often were participants in and leaders of charity events, fundraising drives 
for civic causes, and various festivals and events within the black commu-
nity. These roles were not viewed as conflicts of interest, as they might have 
been for mainstream daily newspapers, but rather the duty and responsibil-
ity of an alternative, minority press, the voice of an oppressed people. This 
was particularly true in the early years of the period studied here, in the 
1920s and early 1930s, when the newspapers joined black business lead-
ers to build up the black community from within. After the desegregation 
of professional baseball, these newspapers advocated and fought for equal 



rights and access in all walks of life, in all pursuits and professions, which 
meant of course advocating a deathblow to many of the businesses with 
which these papers once partnered. The constant over time was service to 
the community of readers and to remaining relevant in and through the 
greater societal changes. Early, this meant working for economic viability 
and self-sustenance. Later, it produced claims to the black’s rightful place 
in mainstream society and, therefore, separation from or movement beyond 
the racially defined institutions, enterprises, and expressions segregation 
had spawned.

One way to track shifts in coverage is to examine the treatment of 
and access provided to black baseball’s team owners over time. After a 
decade of “boosteristic” support in the 1920s, black baseball’s magnates 
found themselves criticized in the 1930s by writers increasingly frustrated 
by the owners’ avarice, mismanagement, and dissension, among other 
flaws. Columns and articles of support were still published, but gone in the 
mid- and late-1930s was the intimacy and camaraderie enjoyed at lavish 
dinners and clubby smokers just a decade prior. In the 1940s, the crusade 
to integrate baseball moved from the sports pages of the black press to 
its front pages, and into the pages of the white dailies and even the Com-
munist press, as well. The Communist Daily Worker seized on baseball’s 
ban, seeing in baseball a microcosm of “all that was wrong with American 
capitalism.”2

As did many Americans, the black press viewed the nation’s spectator 
sport of choice as an important emblem and barometer of American culture 
and of its openness to diversity. In some ways, baseball was at the forefront. 
“What people didn’t realize, and still don’t, was that we got the ball roll-
ing on integration in our whole society,” Buck O’Neil wrote. “Remember, 
this was before Brown versus Board of Education of Topeka. When Branch 
Rickey signed Jackie, Martin Luther King was a student at Morris College. 
We showed the way it had to be done, by just keeping on and being the best 
we could.”3

Perhaps no individual black writer was more pivotal than was Wen-
dell Smith, who provided the critical link between Branch Rickey and 
Jackie Robinson and who actively campaigned for baseball’s integration his 
entire journalistic career. Smith recommended Robinson to Rickey as “The 
One,” and he helped the Dodgers’ president keep tabs on and scout Rob-
inson throughout the 1945 season. Smith kept quiet on the biggest story of 
his career for fear of preventing that story. To give Robinson every chance 
at success, the writer accompanied white baseball’s only black player in 
spring training and on the road during the regular season. He secured Rob-
inson segregated accommodations, provided the player and his wife with 
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companionship, and carefully crafted his public image in the pages of the 
Pittsburgh Courier, even ghostwriting Robinson’s first-person newspaper 
column throughout the debut 1947 season.

Daily newspapers exhibited little awareness of the significance of 
Robinson breaking through in the major leagues. A reflector of mainstream 
culture and its values, these metropolitan dailies demonstrated by omission 
the extent of prejudice and racism in America, missing entirely the soci-
etal importance of Robinson’s emergence. The white dailies reported on the 
new Dodger as merely an athlete. Once Robinson made Brooklyn’s roster, 
the black press immediately and comprehensively shifted resources to cov-
erage of the Dodgers and away from the Negro leagues, sending important 
cues to a black readership with newly divided loyalties, especially at a time 
when even use of the term “Negro” in an institution’s or organization’s 
name became debatable within the black community.

The newspapers, themselves, exhibited divided loyalties, as well. Once 
the color barrier had been broken, the peril of the Negro leagues became a 
frequent topic of discussion in the black weeklies, but, once again, the con-
duct of the leagues’ team owners complicated coverage. With their enter-
prises threatened, many of the owners fought either to hold on to their 
players or to get compensation from major league teams for the rights to 
those players, efforts that were seen by some writers as obstructionist.4 The 
owners’ actions, therefore, provided sportswriters with an opportunity to 
distance themselves from their erstwhile partners, and for the most part the 
writers obliged.

By the late 1940s and early 1950s, however, the black press’s scolding 
softened and gave way instead to tribute and even nostalgia. The some-
times wistful longing for black baseball’s glory days underlines the dilemma 
that divided loyalties can produce for a people desiring to enjoy full access 
to and participation in greater society while at the same time preserving 
its unique identity apart from that society. This double-consciousness, as 
Du Bois called it, produced the wrenching choice between preserving the 
Negro leagues, which would have meant holding back or retarding the 
professional growth of their players, in order to maintain separation and 
subordination, or killing it on the altar of integration, the sacrifice of an 
institution that had meant so much to so many, a uniquely black enterprise, 
an important summertime diversion, and an economic engine employing at 
its zenith more black executives than the number who have made a living 
in major league baseball since.5 Like Native Americans before them and 
native Alaskans since, blacks gave up more than they gained but believed 
there could be no other way. As black writer and critic Amiri Baraka wrote, 
the Negro leagues were:
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like a light somewhere. Back over your shoulder. As you go away. A 
warmth still, connected to laughter and self-love. The collective black 
aura that can only be duplicated with black conversation or music . . 
. these were professional ballplayers. Legitimate black heroes. And we 
were intimate with them in a way and they were extensions of all of us, 
there, in a way that the Yankees and Dodgers and whatnot could never 
be! . . . It was like we all communicated with each other and possessed 
ourselves at a more human level than was usually possible out in cold 
whitey land.6

The demise of the Negro leagues, however inevitable, meant an end 
to “an important black economic and cultural institution,” cultural critic 
Gerald Early wrote, the erasure of something that “encompassed many 
of the best and worst elements of African-American life.” Blacks never 
fully absorbed the leagues’ loss because they never fully understood the 
“ironically compressed expression of shame and pride, of degradation and 
achievement that those leagues represented,” he wrote.7

For O’Neil, the death of the Negro leagues provided yet another irony 
for black Americans, “the hardest one,” because not only did the black 
business of baseball die, black businesses related to baseball it disappeared, 
as well. O’Neil wrote that among these casualties were

the ones that were dependent on black baseball and black entertain-
ment. The Streets Hotel had to close because it couldn’t compete with 
the Muehlebach Hotel [in] downtown [in Kansas City]. The Vincennes 
in Chicago went out because the ballplayers were staying in the Loop 
now. Instead of the Woodside [in New York City], they were staying in 
Times Square. A way of life came to an end along with black baseball. 
But I guess it couldn’t be any other way.8

As integration marched on, incrementally and with many setbacks, 
the black press and its readers left black baseball further and further 
behind. It was time, according to the black sportswriters, to achieve on 
an integrated stage and to claim the respect that that achievement mer-
ited. One black press writer, Eddie Gant, wrote in a 1940 issue of the 
Defender, as if to predict the story of Jackie Robinson, that the “rise 
of the Negro athlete to fame in America” was a saga not yet fully told, 
a story of battling prejudice, Jim Crow, and discrimination “all along 
the line.” The black athlete’s “undeniable brilliance and fair play” had 
won the respect and admiration of sports fans all over the country, he 
wrote.9



Like the Negro leagues, the black press risked making itself irrelevant 
in fighting for integration into mainstream American life. The paradox 
of being a protest press dedicated to integrating blacks into American life 
meant that the more this press succeeded, the less justification there would 
be for its own inherently temporal existence. Like the Negro leagues, from 
the founding of the Freedom’s Journal in 1827, the black press has been 
designed for a particularly historical “moment” and task. Black writers 
began finding work at daily papers and, subsequently, those papers began 
covering the black community. With vastly greater resources and reach, 
mainstream papers easily attracted the best writers and reporters from the 
black press and recruited the best new talent coming out of colleges and uni-
versities. This cycle mirrored the talent drain that rapidly diluted the Negro 
leagues. Who could blame black journalists for taking more money, just 
like the black players before them, or for benefiting from greater resources 
and wanting to reach vastly larger audiences than those of the black week-
lies? As long-time Courier writer and executive, P. L. Prattis, wrote in 1947, 
black journalism students choosing to work for a Negro newspaper had 
the opportunity of “restricted growth in a restricted, segregated field.” The 
black press in 1947 could offer only a journalism “made necessary by the 
depressive and enervating effects of segregation.”10

Black press historian Armistead S. Pride was among the first to point 
out that black sportswriters, like the baseball players they wrote about, 
were victims of Jim Crow. Segregation hid their talents from mainstream 
America, restricted their careers, limited their income-earning potential, 
shut them out of major and minor league press boxes, and subjected them 
to slights and insults wherever they went. Yet these writers referred to their 
own plight on only the rarest of occasions and almost always only when 
asked directly about Jim Crowism.

As early as June 1949, when still only four major league teams had 
integrated, the black newspapers confronted their own future, an era that 
would begin “when and if the causes for which they are ‘special pleaders’ 
are corrected,” the Courier stated.11 At a conference for black newspapers 
organized to ask and answer the central question of mission and purpose, 
the consensus was that the black press needed to turn to “the larger respon-
sibility of impartial and unbiased news reporting,” in other words to sur-
render the very quality that made the black press uniquely the voice of the 
communities it served. Like the Negro leagues, the black press began to 
question whether it had legitimacy outside the context of segregation.

For his part, Pride argued at the time that, like black churches, col-
leges and schools, music and literature, the black press would indeed sur-
vive, even flourish, as long as there was a cause for which to fight. “It is 
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extremely unlikely that desegregation will bring Utopia in America,” he 
wrote in the Pittsburgh Courier in 1957, a year in which the Detroit Tigers, 
Philadelphia Phillies, and Boston Red Sox remained all-white.12 Though 
professional and major college sports increasingly became the domains of 
black athletes, they were “the only area[s] where they are right on top,” 
wrote Donald McRae, biographer of Joe Louis and Jesse Owens.13 Within 
baseball, however, progress was slow and not always certain. The “deseg-
regation of most clubs advanced with remarkable hesitancy,” wrote Jackie 
Robinson scholar Jules Tygiel.14 Teams adopted de facto quotas. Racism 
continued to rule in spring training in the South, where black and white 
players were housed separately as late as 1963.15 Because they were so vast 
and because their member clubs played in southern hamlets and towns that 
were bastions of Jim Crow customs, the minor leagues, in particular, stub-
bornly clung to segregation well into the 1960s.

This book is part of a greater effort toward a fuller record of the black 
experience and of the newspaper’s role as a chronicler, reflector, and even 
shaper of that experience. As such, it is an examination of how the black 
press viewed itself as a change agent on behalf of its readers. But hopefully 
it is more than that. Hopefully it exposes a new readership to the contribu-
tions to American society of both the black press and the Negro leagues, 
for segregation always deprives the majority responsible for the separation, 
as well. Sam Lacy, who died as this book was being written, in May 2003 
at age 99, once said that he felt that “whites [too] were being deprived” by 
not being able to enjoy the talent and play in the Negro leagues. “I could 
see both were being cheated,” he said.16 Oh, for the ability to time-travel 
and, therefore, have the opportunity to see Cool Papa Bell run the bases, 
Josh Gibson belt a homerun, Satchel Paige throw his midnight creeper, or 
Oscar Charleston chase down flies in centerfield.

Of course, Lacy also wrote, “Oh, we’ve come a long way. . . . But 
we’ve still got a long way to go.”17 In some respects, progress made in years 
past is being surrendered anew. Studies show that America’s schools, to 
cite one example, are re-segregating, while the country’s historically black 
colleges in many cases struggle even to survive.18 White flight and white 
resistance to black equality has negatively affected public education in the 
twenty-first century by re-segregating schools and communities on a mas-
sive scale. The flight of the black middle classes has contributed, as well, as 
has indifference on the part of government. Just as Negro league baseball 
suffered in the previous century, predominantly minority schools have scant 
resources with which to work. And as was the case in professional baseball 
in the last century, desegregation in schools in this century will not occur 
serendipitously. Deliberate change and dogged persistence will be necessary. 



Exemplars of persistence in the past, black newspapers cannot be counted 
upon in this century. In part because of past successes in the fight against 
racial segregation, these newspapers are a shadow of themselves, smaller in 
reach and influence. Lacy’s sense of deprivation on both sides of the racial 
divide is, unfortunately, as valid as it has ever been.

Like black baseball and historically black colleges, the black press has 
seen its mission and very identity challenged by diversity.19 A question for 
the New Pittsburgh Courier, Kansas City Call, Atlanta World, and other 
black newspapers in the twenty-first century, beyond the questions related 
to survival, is how to remain a distinct forum for African American voices 
and ideas. It is a question starkly similar to that faced by black baseball a 
half-century ago.
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